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PREFACE AND.8CKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

, Jhe overall aim of the Sentencing Guidelines: Structuring Judicial Dis
cretion research project was the testing, development, demonstration, and 4S'S'" 
of sentencing guidelines as a tool to aid trial court judges throughout the 
nation in achieying equity in the imposition of sentence.: 

In July 1974, the research team began a .2-year study of _~~~.J.~a~,ibi1 i.~v 
of applying the concept of decisiorvnaking guidelines to the sentencing of crim
inal offenders. At the close of that study, it was concludEld that sentencing 
guideiines were indeed a useful tool whereby judges might enhance' etjuity iii 
sentencing, i.e., the reduction of unwarranted variation, while still retaining 
their discretion to individualize sentences. Then, in July 1976, a second " .. 
phase of the project was initiated to test the development and implementation 
of an operational system., of serttencing gui del ines. This effort has led to the 
establishment of sentencing guidelines in the Denver District Court (Denver, 
Colorado), the Cook County Circuit Court (Chicago, III i nois), the Issex County 
and Superior Courts (Newark, New Jersey), and the Maricopa County Superior 
Court (Phoenix, Arizona). In addition, the research staff of the, sentencing 
guidelines project has assisted personnel in the Philadelphia (Pennsylvania) 
Court of Common Pleas to develop guidelines for that jurisdi:ction. 

The feasibility phase of our effort was codirected ~Y\Don M. Gottfredson, 
Dean of the Rutger.s University School of Criminal Justice, and Jack M. Kress 
and Lesl ie T. Wilkins, each of whom teach at the Graduate' School of Criminal 
Justice~ State University of New York, at Albany. The "implementation phase of 
the project was di rected exclusively by Professor Kress •. the project directors 
provided overall supervision to their respective phases of the project . 

• +.", '" 

Full-time convnand of the research lay in the hands of the project coor
dinator, Arthur M. Gelman, and the seni'or research analyst, Joseph C. Calpin. 
They saw to theday-to .. daymanagement and technical requirements of the proj
ect, and werein'0 charge of a full ... time and part-time staff which, including 
coders and researc;:h assistants~ numbered over th'i'rty. 

Project staff were primarily divided into jurisdictional teams consisting 
or a full-time, onsite court liaison and a half-time researcn analyst. As we 
saw our role to be fully collaborative with the local judiciary, the court li
aisons supervised onsite data co.llecti,on and also ensure~ th.at.th@.1!J.~ges ,~ere 
aware of and agreed with all of our site efforts. The research analysts were 
in charge of cleaning and analyzing a.ll data collected and of ensuring research 
coordination between site and base. 

Duri ng the feaslbil i ty phase, our Denver court 1 iai son was John Clancy, 
succeeded byJ effreyBe 11 ows who remained there through the implementation . 
phase. "Our feasibility work involved site activity, in Vermont and ,Davi,~ Orrick 
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p~r~ormed those tasks. Richard Rosen and Sherwood E. Zimmerman were our feasi
blllty research analysts, with Carol Werblin as research analyst for Denver 
during the implementation phase. 

Our Cook County team consisted of Helen Bloch as court liaison and Marilyn 
C~and1er,as research an~lyst. Our Essex County team was John Keough, court 1i
alson, Wl th Mona Margar1)ta and Barbara A. Broderi ck as successive research ana
l~sts. The comparable Maricopa team was Jane Wylen, court liaison, and Susan 
Mltche11-Herzfe1d, research analyst. 

, The staff ~e~i~d on the computer programming skills of Donald Articolo 
durlng.the feaslbl11ty study and those of Steven Greenstein during the imple
mentatlon phase of our research. Secretarial assistance was provided full-time 
by Suzette E. Geary, and was supplemented by Shirley K. Hein and Harriet 
Spector. 

. The sentencing g~ide1 ines research project was designed as the collabora
tlve eff~rt o~ aca~emlc resear~hers and judicial practitioners. For that rea
so~, P~llCY dl~ec~10n was provlded by a Steering and Policy Committee made up 
prlmarl1y of slttlng State court trial judges. In addition to senior research 
staff, the permanent members of the Steering and Policy Committee were as 
follows: 

Hon. Robert Broomfield 
Hon. Warren Chan 
Hon.Anthony M. Critelli, Chair 
Hon. Richard Fitzgerald 
Hon. James C. Flanigan 
Han. Benjamin Mackoff 

Cheryl Martorana 
Hon. John A. Marzulli 
Hon. Russell Morss 
Hon. Lewis Springer,' Jr. 
Hon. Roger Strand 
Hon. Leo Yanoff I .. 

T~e members of the Steering and Policy Committee provided not only guidance 
a~ thelr quarterly meetings, but onsite guidance continually to court liaisons 
and 'often by telephone to base staff.' 'A'riumber of-other judges and consultant~ 
h~lped in ~h~ir individual capacities, and also as representatives of the Na- . 
tlona1 .Judlclal College and the National Center for State Courts, by serving in 
a temporary capacity on our Steering and Policy Committee. They were: 

Michael Altier 
Hon. Edward Bradl ey 
Pau 1 Bra.nti ngham 
Patricia Brantingham 
Saundra Di 11 i 0 
Hon. Donald Ferland 

Hon. John Li lly 
Barry Mahoney 
Hon. Joseph Mattina 
Hon. Nicholas Sca1erra 
Fel ix Stumpf 
Ernst John Watts 

:-. The results of the Sentencing Guidelines: Structuring Judicial Discretion 
resear.ch project are reported in three separate volumes, although the authors 
see the~e as linked in many ways. All project wor~, inc1udi'ng writing, was co1-
1aboratlVe and all staff and consultants share in some way blame or credit for 
the X;esu1ts, but primary responsibility of course lies only with the listed 
authOrs. 

, T~e fir~t volume in the series,is Sentencing Guidelines: Structuring Judi
cla1 Dlscretlon--Report on the Feaslbi1ity Study, by Leslie T. Wilkins, Jack M. 
Kress, Don M .. Gottfredson, Joseph C. Calpin, and Arthur M. Gelman. It covers 
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all of our work during the feasibility phase, both technical and nontechnical. 
Site work detailed includes that in Vermont and in Denver. 

The second volume of the series is' The Analytical Basis for the Formula
tion of Sentencing Policy, by Joseph C. Calpin, Jack M. Kress, and Arthur M. 
Gelman. This volume is intended for a technical audience and explains in some 
detail our work during the implementation phase in Cook, Essex, and Maricopa 
Counties. 

The third volume of the series is Establishing a Sentencing Guidelines 
System: A Methods Manual, by Arthur M. Gelman, Jack M. Kress, and Joseph C. 
Calpin. This volume too is intended for those in the research community and 
sets forth a detailed plan for the construction of a sentencing guidelines 
system, which plan draws upon the lessons we have learned in our years of re
search, and which should prove adaptable to any jurisdiction. 
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ABSTRACT 

This is one of a series of reports dealing with the development and imple
mentation of sentencing guidelines. This volume is intended for the technical 
audience and describes the research and policy decisions that resulted in the 
development of sentencing guidelines in Cook County, Illinois; Essex County, 
New Jersey; and Maricopa County, Arizona. A general explanation of the work 
of the sentencing guidelines project will be informed by specific examples and 
any exceptions drawn from those three court systems. Differences in sampling, 
data collection, analysis, and guideline development procedures will be noted 
as they occur., 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

A. PRINCIPALS UNDERLYING THE FORMULATION OF GUIDELINES 

Sentencing guidelines provide a mechanism for making the sentencing deci
sionmaking process more open, more visible, and more equitable by establishing 
an explicit and

1
0bjective basis for comparing offenders and the offenses they 

have committed. When a decision is made that the offenders and the offenses 
are similar in terms of a limited set of judicially selected salient charac
teristics, guidelines furnish a suggested sentence. However, that sentence is 
not mandatory. The trial court judge retains the discretion to override any 
guideline sentence in order to realize the goal of individualized justice. 
Guidelines provide a structured format for identifying those cases which re
quire such a departure. Whenever a departure does occur, the judge supplies 
specific reasons for the sentence •. The collection, analysis, and review of 
these reasons provide the capacity whereby the guidelines can be refined and 
adapted to a changi ng environment. . 

The. development of sentencing guidelines is the result of the application 
of five principles derived from theories of information processing and deci
sionmaking: 2 (1) decisions are made on two Tevels--the policy level and the 
case-by-case or individual level; (2) many decisions may be made on a limited 
set of information items; (3) statistical methods can help provide the basis 
for setting policy; (4) the final setting of policy and its modification is the 
responsibility of human decisionmakers; and (5) human decisionmakers must re
tain the discretion to override the decision indicated in any particular case. 

It has been hypothesized that in any decisionmaking task involving re
peated decisions, two different levels of decisionmaking can be distingUished. 
First, there is the case-by-case or individual decision level on which the de
cisionmaker determines the outcome, i.e., arrives at a decision, for one case 
at a time. The accumulated experience of decisionmakers at the individual 
level may result in the development of the second level of decisionmaking, the 
policy level. Consequently, it may well be that over time a common set of fac
tors are more or less consistently related to or describe (predict) most deci
sions. If an equation can be derived to predict decisions, this prediction 
may be interpreted as a description of latent or implicit policy. This, in 
turn, provides the basis for the specification, articulation, and modification 
(if desired) of that poliCy. 

In terms of both levels of decisionmaking, most judges believe, as do the 
majority of decisionmakers in other fields, that they use or process all the 
items of information available to them to arrive at a decision. In fact, most 
ctecisionmakers seem to feel that more info~ation m~e.a!l~ IIbetter ll decisions. 
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However, it appears that in I\lany instances the exact opposi te may be true. A 
series of studies 'ranging over a broad spectrum of topics indicates that many 
decisions can usually be made with a limited number of information items, ap
proximately 4 to 10 depending on the type of decision involved. Once that 
Tfmffed set'-of items has been processed and an ini t i a 1 deci s i on made, the se
lection and processing of additional items of information does not seem to in
fluence that decision. It seems that too much information may "overload" the 
decisionmaker, that is, with increasing information, the decisionmaking task 
may become so complex that the result is a less efficient use of the data. 
Conseqwently, decisionmaking guidelines, as a set of rules, focus on a limited 
set of information items. 

In the development of sentencing policy, guidelines research uses statis
tical methods to identify the items of information related to sentencing de
cisions, i.e., to predict sentencing decisions, and, thus, form a judicial de
termination of policy. This approach is used because numerous studies have 
demonstr'ated thafs-ta'tfstlcal-methods -are Tar more valia and reliable in pre
dieting phenomena than are clinical methods. One reason for the superior per
formance .of statistical methods of prediction is that human decis.ionmakers have 
difficulty in integrating information from diverse sources while statistical 
methods are not bound by this limitation: Another reason for the superiority 
of statistical methods is that human decisionmak~rs tend to be inconsistent. 

The description provided by statistical methods represents a more effi
cient approach for the identification of factors related to sentencing deci
sions. It also enables decisionmakers to examine the consequences of various 
configurations of fac~ors in the formulation of policy. 

The development of guidelines, however, entails much more than empirical 
research. Otherwise, sentencing guidelines would merely reflect past prac
tices, whether "good" or "bad," without the conscious articulation by judges 
of what their policy should be. Moreover, statistical prediction methods rely 
on a limited number of information items, albeit these items are the factors 
which have been identified as most critical in forecasting decisions. Since . 
these items cover,only a limited range of behavior, the human decisionmaker 
must retain the discretion to override in any particular case the indicated 
deci~ion because of factors unique to that case. Furthermore, decisionmakers 
must conduct systematic and periodic reassessments of policy. 

B. PAROLE GUIDEL~NES 

The origin of the sentencing guidelines project lies in the pioneering 
work on parole decisionmaking conducted by the U'nited States Parole Commission 
and the National Council on Crime and Delinquency. Their joint research under 
the direction of Leslie T. Wilkins and Don M. Gottfredson resulted in the de
velopment and impl~mentation of guidelines which are presently used by the 
Parole Commission. These guidelines use a decision matrix consisting of two 
dimensions: the seriousness Qf the offense and an estimate of the probability 
of recidivism (see table 1). The seriousness of the offense is measured by a 
six-category scale entitl ed, "Severity of Offense Behavior." The parole prog
nosis is measured by a "Salient Factor Score" and consists of nine weighted, 
factors classified into four categories of risk (see table 2). 
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TABLE l.=,-GuideHnes for parol ing adul t offenders' 

-(guidelines fordecisionmaking, custollJary total time served 
before release, including jail time) 

Offense characteri stics: severi ty of I)ffense 
behavior-(examples) 

Offender characteristics: parole 
prognoses (salient factor score) 

Low 
Immigration law violations 
Minor theft (includes larceny and simp,le possession of stolen 

property less than $I,OOO) 
Walkaway 

Low moderate 
Alcohol law violations 
Counterfeit currency (passing/possession less than $1,000) 
Drugs: marijuana, simple possession (less than $500) 
Forgery/fraud (less than $I,OOO) 
Income tax evasion (less than $10,000) 
Selective Service Act violations 
Theft from mail (less than $1,000) 

, Moderate 
Bribery of public officials 
Counterfei,t currency (passing/possession $1,000 to $19,999) 
Drugs: 

Marijuana, possession with intent to distribute/sale (less 
than $5,000) 

"Soft drugs," possession with ,intent to distribute/sale 
(less than $5,000) 

Embezzlement (less than $20,000) 
Explosives, possession/transportation 
Firearms Act, possession/purchase/sale (single weapon not 

sawed-off shotgun or machine gun) 

'\ t 

o 

Very 
Good 

(11-9) 

6-10, 
mos. 

8-12 
mos. 

12-16 
mos. 

Good 

(3-6) 

8-12 
mos. 

12-16 
mos. 

16-20 
mos. 

Fair 

(5':4) 

10-14 
mos. 

Poor 

(3-0) 

12-16 
mos. 

18-20 20-26 
mos. mos. 

20-24 24-'30 
mos. mos. 

(Continued) 
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TABLE 1. --Gui del i nes for parol ing adul t offenders--Conti nued 

(guidelines for decisionmaking, customary total time served 
before release, including jail time) 

Offense characteristics: severity of offense 
behavior (examples) 

Offender characteristics: parole 
prognoses (salient factor scare) 

Income tax evasion ($10,000 to $50,000) 
Interstate transportation of stolen/forged securities 

(less than $20,000) 
Makingthreateni'ng communications 
IMi sP-!:.i.s ion ·of. f~ l~:m.v', . 
Receiving stolen property with intent to resell (less 

~ than $20,000) 
Smuggling/transporting of aliens 
Theft/forgery/fraud ($1,000 to $19,999) 
Theft of motor vehicle {not multi-ole theft or for resale} 

, ' High 
Burglary or larceny (other than embezzlement) from bank or 

post office .' 
Counterfeit currency (passing/possession $20,000 to $100,000) 
Counterfeiting (manufacturing) 

,Drugs: 
Marijuana, possession with intent to distribute/sale 

($5,000 or more) 
"Soft drugs,JI possession with intent to distribute/sale 

($500 to $5,000) 
Embezzlement ($20,000 to $100,000) 
Firearms Act, possession/purchase/sale (sawed-off shotgun(s), 

machine gun(s), or multiple weapons) , 
Interstate transportation of stolen/forged securities {$20,000 

to $100,000} 

, t 

Very 
Good 

( 11-9) 

12:"'16 
mOS. 

16-20 
mos. 

, ,. 

Good 

(3-6) 

16-20 
mos. 

20-26 
mos. 

Fair 

(5-4) 

20-24 
mos. 

26-32 
mos. 

Poor 

(3-0) 

24-30 
mos. 

32-38 
mos. 

(Continued) o 
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TABLE 1.--Guidelines for paroling adult offenders--Continued 

(guidelines for decisionmaking, customary total time served 
before release, including jail time) 

Offense characteristics: severity of offense 
behavior (examples) 

Mann Act (no force--commercial purposes) 
Vehicle theft (for resale) 
Receiving stolen property ($20,000 to $100,000) 
Theft/forgery/fraud ($20,000 to $100,000) , 

Very high 
Robbery (weapon or threat) 
Drugs: 

"Hard drugs" (possession with intent to distribute/ 
sale) (no prior conviction for sale of "hard drugs ll

) 

IISoft drugs," possession with intent to distribute/ 
sale (over $5,000) 

Extortion 
Mann Act (force) 
Sexual act (force) 

Greatest 
Aggravated felony {e.g., robbery, sexual act, aggravated 

assault)--weapon fired or personal injury 
Aircraft hijacking _, 
Drugs: "Hard drugs" (possession with intent to distribute/ 

sale) for profit (prior conviction(s) for sale of "hard drugs") 
Espionage 
Explosives (detonation) 

" l 

} 

Offender characteristics: parole 
prognoses (salient factor score) 

Very 
Good 

(11-9) 

16-20 
mos. 

26-36 
mos. 

Good 

(3-6) 

20-26 
mos. 

36-45 
mos. 

Fair 

(5-4) 

26-32 
mos. 

45-55 
mos. 

Poor 

(3-0) 

32-38 
mos. 

55-65 
mos. 

Greater than above--however, 
specific ranges are not given 
because of the limited number 
of cases and the extreme (cont.) 

(Continued) 
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TABLE l.--:-Guidelines for paro-ling adult offenders--Continued 

(guidelines for decisionmaking, customary total time served 
before release, including jail time) 

Offense characteristics: severity of offense 
behavior (exa~ples) 

Offender characteristics: parole 
prognoses (salient factor score) 

Very 
Good 

( 11-9) 

Good 

{3-6} 

Fair Poor 

(5-4) (3-0) 

Kidnapping 
Willful homicide 

variations in severity possible 
within the category. 

NOTES: 
1. These guidelines are predicated' upon good institutional conduct and program performance. 

2. If an offense behavior is not listed above, the -proper category may be obtained by comparing the severity 
of the offense behavior with those of similar offense behaviors listed. 

3. If an offense behavior can be classified under more than one category, the most serious applicable cate-
gory is to be used. 

4. If an offense behavior involved multiple separate offenses, the severity level may be increased. 

5. If a continuance is to be given, allow 30 days (1 month) for release program ,provision .. 

6. "Hard drugs" include heroin, cocaine, morphine, or opiate derivatives, and synthetic opiate substitutes; 
"soft drugs" include, but are not limited to, barbiturates, amphetamines, LSD, and hashish. 

Source: 28 C.F.R. §2.20, as amended by 41 Fed. Reg. 19326 (May 12, 1976). 
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TABLE 2.--United States Parole Commission 
salient factor score 

Case Name ________ .-;..... __ Register Number _________ _ 

Item A ---------------------------- .... ------------------------------.-------
No prior convictions (adult or juvenile) = 2 
One or two prior convictions = 1 
Three or more prior convictions = 0 

Item B ---------~~===~----------------------------------------~~~-------. ~ 

No prior incarcerations (adult or juvenile) = 2 
One or two prior incarcerations = 1 
Three or more prior incarcerations = 0 

Item C ------------------------------------------------------------------
Age at first commitment (adult or juvenile) 18 years or older = 1 
Otherwi se = 0 

Item 0 ------------------------------~-----------------------------------
Commitment offense did not involve auto theft = 1 
Otherwise = 0 

'Item E -----------------~------------------------------------------------
Never had parole revoked or been committed for a new offense while 

on parole = 1 
Otherwise = 0 

Item F -------------------------,---:-:-----------------...;--------------------

No history of heroin or opiate dependence = 1 
Otherwise = 0 

Item G ------------------------------------------------------------------
Has completed 12th grade or received GED (prior to this commitmer:<f) = 1 ~ 
Otherwise = 0 

Item H -----------------.. -.:---,..--------------------------------------";"---
Verified employment (or full-time attendance) for a total of at 

least 6 months during the last 2 years in the community = 1 
Otherwise = 0 

Item I -------------------------------------------------------~--------~-
Release plan to live with spouse and/or children = 1 
Otherwise =0 

.j 

TOTAL SCORE ------------------------------------------------------...;-----..;, .. 
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The intersection of scores in each of the two dimensions creates 24 cells 
within the decision matrix. These cells contain a' paroling decision in terms 
of the length of time an offender is likely to serve prior to release on pa
role. The expected time to be served is actually expressed as a range of 
months in order to aHow for some distinction in the broad categories of risk 
and seriousness. 

The concept of parole guidelines does not require that all decisions con
form to the decision specified in the matrix. At the present time, approxi
mately 81.8 percent of the paroling decisions are, falling within the guide
lines. 4 When a hearing examiner fssls that the guidelines are inappropriate 
in a particular case he or she retains the discretion to make a paroling deci
sion other than the one suggested by the guidelines. However, the examiner is 
required to state the reason(s) for this decision. On the individual or case
by-case decision level, these reasons are reviewed for specificity and appro
priateness in the particular case. On the policy decision level, the reasons 
are collected, analyzed, and reviewed regularly to determine if any changes are 
necessary in the parole guidelines. 

C.. SENTENCING GUIDELINES: FEASIBILITY PHASE 

In July 1974, the sentencing guidelines prQject began a study of the fea
sibility of sentencing guidelines, under the direction of Don M. Gottfredson, 
Jack M. Kress, and Leslie T. Wilkins. This study was intended to determine if 
the guidelines concept could be adapted to assist judges in their sentencing 
decisions. Two court systems were selected as participant sites for this fea
sibility study: the Denver. County District Court (Denver, Colorado) and the 
District Courts of the State of Vermont. The term "participant site" was used 
to refer to each of those jurisdictions as onsite research was conducted 
there. Two sites were selected because it was believed that this was the mini
mum number necessary to determine the feasibility of sentencing guidelines 
given the constraints of time and cost. Two additional courts--the Essex County 
and Superior Courts (Newark, New Jersey) and the Polk County Court (Des Moines, 
Iowa)--were selected as "observer sHes"; they were fully involved in the proj
ect although there was no data collection conducted in these sites. The use of 
observer sites allowed for an increased number of judges pr'oviding advice and 
guidance to the researchers at little extra cost. 

Three major criteria were used to select both the participant and observer 
sites. First, a mix of urban and rural jurisdictions was desired. Next, courts 
were sought in which the number of judges were few enough to facilitate' direct 
communication among the judges and between the judges and the local research 
staff. The final criterion was that the court should be one in which the judge 
actually sentenced, that is, while there was plea-bargaining present in each, 
it was of a charge-bargaining and not a sentence-bargaining nature. At the 
completion of the 2-year feasibility study, ,j't was concluded that: (l) sim-
ple methods could be developed which would provide a 'workable decisionmaking 
aid to a judge at sentencing; (2) judges w~re willing to cooperate in the de
velopment of sentencing guidelines;; and (3) judges were willing to use guide
lines in sentencing offenders. A preliminary implementation research study 
was then undertaken to study the implementation of sentencing guidelines in 
one of the two participant sites fro~ t~~ feasibility phase and further to test 
the possibility of developing and implementing guidelines in three additional 
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sites: on.e selected from the previous observer sites, and two "in .new 
jurisdictions. 

D. SENTENCING GUIDELINES: PILOT IMPLEMENTATION PHASE 

The Denver District Court was chosen from the two participant courts pri
marily because the centralization of its da,ta base had facilitated the more 
rapid development of an operational system of guide'lines. The Essex County 
and Superior Courts were chos~nJrom between the two observer sites previously 
because the interest in guidelines was so st~ong there that the judges of Essex 
Courts had already initiated a more modest study on their own to devise some 
means of reducing unwarranted variation in sentencing. Two other courts re
mained to be selected. 

It was decided to study the concept of sentencing guidelines in large 
metropolitan sites. The Circuit Court of Cook County (Chicago, Illinois) and 
Maricopa County Superior Court (Phoenix, Arizona) met these reqUirements. Cook 
County was selected for a number of reasons. As the nation1s second largest 
court system, it presented a major challenge to the researchers and a thorough 
test for the general applicability of guidelines. Furthermore, since sentence
bargaining, a practice we had cautiously sought to avoid during the feasibility 
study, was common in Cook County we could also study whether that made any dif
fet'ence to the utility of the sentencing guidelines system. The selection of 
the Maricopa County Superior Court afforded us the opportunity of working with 
sentencing practices and the judiciary in another geographical area and, con
sequently, broadening the basis of our study. 

During this stage of the project, the Polk County Court and the Vermont 
District Courts functioned as observer sites. Two new observer sites were 
added: the King County Superior Court (Seattle, Washington) and the Philadel
phia Court of Common Pleas (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania). Philadelphia, indeed, 
functioned almost as a participant site in many ways. While our own research 
staff did not collect data on site, locally funded Philadelphia court research
ers did. We provided technical assistance to these researchers and they were 
able to develop an operational sentencing guidelines system for their own use. 

E. THE RESEARCH STRATEGY 

In each of these sites, the same basic research design was followed. The 
first task focused on an analysis of the state1s criminal code and the sentenc
ing practices of the local court. A coding manual and data collection instru
ment were then designed and pretested. Next, a construction sample of sentenc
ing decisions was gathered and analyzed for the purpose of constructing models 
of sentencing guidelines. Early results were fed back to the judges for com
ments, advice, and guidance. A validation sample was collected and then used 
to test the predictive efficiency of those models which had been developed. 
This historical analysis of two separate data samples provided the judges with 
an explicit picture of previous sentencing decisions which enabled them to make 
policy decisions as to what their future sentencing policy ought to be. Conse
quently, guidelines are the product of a collaborative effort between judges 
and researchers with research informing policy and policy informing research. 

In implementing the basic research design, the research staff strove to 
follow the same research procedures across all sites. However, it was not 
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possible to follow identical procedures from one site to another. There were 
a number of reasons for this variation. First, the quantity arid quality of the 
data bases differed across jurisdictions. What might be a prudent recategori
zation of one variable in one jurisdiction might be inappropriate for the same 
variable in another. Second, research in each site was begun at different 
dates and, consequently, there was less time available for an exhaustive effort 
in terms of the duration of the project. Moreover, the policy decisions of the 
judiciary differed in each site and required different approaches to the devel
opment of guidelines. In addition, the very nature of the court systems them- . 
selves, the nature of the sentencing decisions, and criminal codes required vari
ations in research techniques. Finally. the results of analysis often indicated 
the need for variation among sites in research procedures. As experience was 
gained across the various sites, changes were made in our methods so as to take 
advantage of our learning. 

The following chapters will attempt to describe the research and policy 
decisions that resulted in the development of sentencing guidelines in Cook 
County, Illinois; Essex County, New Jersey; and Maricopa County, Arizona. The 
reader should be aware that, as in all research, time and financial considera
tions precluded the exploration of many areas that might have been of interest. 
In addition, the staff had to work with existing court systems and data bases, 
and thus had to accept limitations which occasionally violated accepted social 
science research methods and procedures. Often, the choice was between accept
ing these limitations, while being cognizant of their effects on the results ob
tained, or otherwise foregoing efforts to assist judges in those jurisdictions 
in their attempt to formulate and articulate sentencing policy and thereby help 
reduce unwarranted variation in sentencing. 

A general explanation of our work will be informed by specific examples 
and, often, exceptions drawn from these three court systems. Differences in 
sampling, data collection, analysis, and ~odeling procedures as well as re
search strategies will be described when they occur. The overview and much of 
the text will supply most researchers with sufficient information to compre
hend how sentencing guidelines have been operationalized in practice. The 
three site examples will provide either illustrations of or exceptions to the 
general rules. Finally, as the sites vary in many significant respects, re
searchers interested in the projected value of guidelines to their own juris
dictions will be able to note relevant similarities and differences to their 
own jurisdictions, hence incorporating as much or as little from one or an
other of the, sites as appears useful. 5 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE INFORMATION BASE 

A. THE COURTS 

Having selected the sites discussed in this report, the next step in each 
jurisdiction was to house a project representative or court liaison at a con
venient location, attached either directly to the court, or to a relevant agency 
assisting the court, such as a probation department or court administrator's 
office. The court liaison then analyzed the state's penal codes (both substan
tive and procedural) so as to outline the statutory framework within which the 
researchers had to operate and to provide the base for understanding the range 
of sentencing alternatives available to the local judiciary. 

Court liaisons frequently met with the judges, as well. as with other court 
personnel such as probation officers, court clerks, and court administrators in 
order to better understand how they approached the sentencing issues. While 
becoming familiar with the actual sentencing practices of each jurisdiction, 
they concomitantly informed court personnel of the objectives and methodology 
of the project. 

1. In Cook County, the criminal division of the Circuit Court of Cook 
County operates from four major branches, the fourth having just opened in Jan
uary 1977. As one of the two largest urban courts in America, Cook County's 
criminal division has undergone massive expansion to cope with the large case
load on the criminal docket. In mid-1976, a new suburban branch of the court 
was opened at Maybrook and six new judges were assigned to the bench. During 
tDat year, with two criminal court branches operating, joined by the Maybrook 
Branch opened in August, the court disposed of approx'jmately 6,500 cases. In 
early December 1976, four new criminal court judges were assigned to the bench, 
in anti.cipation of the expansion planned for a fourth criminal court site at 
13th Street and Michigan Avenue. That court opened in January 1977, and by 
April of that year, 11 new judges were hearing and disposing of cases. 

At the suggestion of presiding Judge Richard Fitzgerald of the Criminal 
Division, guideline model development and testing implementation began in only 
two of the then three courts: the Maybrook Branch and the. 26th Street and Cal
ifornia Branch (hereinafter referred to as the 26th Street Branch). Not only 
was it deemed more logistically prudent to begin initial work with only the 
two branches, but there was also greater similarity in the types of crimes/ . 
criminals processed by the Maybrook and the 26th Street Branches than with the 
other major felony court, the one at Daley Center. 

Offenders at the Baley Center tend to have committed less serious offenses 
and/or have less serious prior criminal history records. Because of this 
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difference, offenders processed there are usually either on some form of bail 
or on their own recognizance while awaiting trial and/or sentencing. This is 
far different from the average case at 26th Street or Maybrook. 6 In addition, 
the presiding judge felt that the judges located at the 26th Street Branch and 
at Maybrook could more readily aid us in·,our research, than could the judges 
at the Daley Center. These judges had regular contacts with each other via 
daily luncheon meetings, and thus could more easily discuss any matters that 
might have arisen in the course of the project. 

At the time our research began, Illinois employed a model penal code, with 
ni ne categories of offenses: felony one through fe1Jony four, mi sdemeanor A, B, 
and C, and murder, which is a separate class felony" Illinois criminal stat
utes also have provisions for petty offenses (Ill. Stat., S. H. Ann 38: lUUo-
1-17) and business offenses (Ill. Stat., S. H. Ann 3-8: 1005-1-2), for which a 
fine or conditional discharge are the only dispositions available. Table 3 
illustrates examples of. offenses contained in each statutory class, as well as 
the minimum and maximum penalties prescribed by statute. 

2. The Essex County and Superior Court is located in downtown Newark, New 
Jersey, a heavily urbanized area with a state po-pu1ation of just under' one mil
lion. Each year, about 2,800 cases are processed by the 17 ,judges with primary 
criminal jurisdict)on. Judges in Essex County are provided with wide discretion 
concerning their sentencing powers. The penal code divides offenses into the 
following classes: misdemeanor, high misdemeanor, and murder. 

3.· In Maricopa County, the Maricopa County Superior Court is located in 
downtown Phoenix and serves a rapidly expanding ethnically mixed population of 
approximately 1.3 million. It receives all cases in which the offense at in
dictment or information is designated either a felony or a high misdemeanor. 
There are 10 criminal court judges operating on a centralized calendar and 
rotating assignment between the civil and criminal courts. 

When our research commenced, the Arizona Revised Statutes categorized" the 
offenses defined therein into felonies, misdemeanors, high misdemeanors, and 
"open-ended. 1I The broad felony and misdemeanor classifications were not di
vided into categori es to whi ch a specific penalty is affixed, but r.ather an 
extensive array of penalties (over 40 incarcerative penalties) mandated, many 
of which granted the sentencing judge broad discretion as to the range of sen
tence. The "open ... ended ll classification contained offenses which may receive 
either a jail or a prison term. For instance, the crime of "Resisting, Delay
ing, Coercing or Obstructing a Public Officer ll was punishable by either a jail 
term or imprisonment in the state prison for up to 5 years. In addition, 
an 1I0pen-ended li offense could have been designated "open-endedll at conviction 
and then later labeled a felony or misdemeanor, depending upon the offender's 
performance on probation. 

B. INFORMATION RESOURCES 

Because preliminary guideline dev~lopment is basically descriptive in its 
intent to map current judicial sentencing policy, the r.esearch sought to rely 
on approximately the same informati.on that the' judge possesses and utilizes in 
reaching the sentence decision. Hence, the preliminary steps in the develop
ment of the data collection instruments consisted of a thorough review of the 
criminal code in each jurisdiction and an examinati.on of collateral sources of 
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TABLE 3.--111inois penal structure 
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Offense class 

Murder (a sep
arate Glass 
felony) 
Felony 1 .., 

Felony 2 

Felony 3 

Felony 4 

Misdemeanor A 

Misdemeanor B 

Misdemeanor C 

._ >,11f 

Minimum sentence 

14 years 

Probation or 4 years 

Probation or 1 year 

Probat'ion or 1 year 

Maximum sentence 

Any term in excess 
of 14 years 

Any term in excess 
of 4 years 

Any term in excess 
of 1 year, not ex
ceeding 20 years 
Any term in eXcess 
of 1 year, not ex
ceeding 10 years 

Probation or 1 year Any term in excess 
of 1 year, not ex
ceeding 3 years 

Probation or $1,000 fine 1 year 
or less than 1 year 
incarceration 

Probation or $500 fine 
or less than 6 months 
i ncarcera ti on 
Probation or $500 fine 
or less than 30 days 
i ncarcerati on 

.. I 

For not more than 
6 months 

For not more than 
30 days 

~------------~~.~~
L' __ 

Offense examples 

Murder 

Aggravated kidnapping 
Rape 
Armed robbery 
Voluntary manslaughter 
Robbery 
Burglary 
,lnvo 1 untary mansl aughter 
Aggravated battery 
Theft not from the person, over $150 
Forgery 
Possession of burglary tools 
Violation of bail--felony 
Charge 
Bribery 
Battery 
Reckless conduct 
Possession of concealed firearms, 1st 

offense--nonfelony 
Disorderly conduct--ientering property 

for lewd purposes 
Possession, cannabis 2.5-10 gms. 
Assault 
Disorderly conduct--breach of peace 
Trespass of land 
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information such as sentencing manuals and prior sentencing studies. Court 
files and presentence investigation reports among other documents were also 
reviewed to determine what data were generally available to the judge at the 
time of sentencing. Court liaison officers then met with judges, probation 
officers, and other court personnel to obtain their advice in the development 
of the data collection instrument. 

In Essex and in Maricopa Counties, the judges regularly received presen
tence reports in nearly all cases. Thus, in those jurisdictions, all we had 
to do was devise a coding instrument for collecting that information and re
structuring it in a fashion useful to our punposes. 7 

The situation in Cook County, however, is worthy of some further discus
sion, not only because there are many courts which do not regularly receive 
adequate presentence reports, but because the techniques employed may prove 
applicable as well to less serious cases which rarely are afforded presen
tence investigations anywhere. Cook County judges do not employ the presen
tence investigation report as their primary information source. While the 
Illinois statutes mandate presentence investigations for all felony offenses, 
this requirement can be waived.S Indeed staff found that such reports existed 
in only 25 percent of the cases; the reports usually being waived at the time 
the defendants waived their right to trial. Consequently, coding of all in
formation was from the presentence investigation report in those cases for 
which it was available. However, the staff had to develop alternate data col
lection procedures to secure the information necessary for guidelines model 
construction for the majority of cases. 

Court records from the clerk's files became the primary source for data 
collection. The clerk's files included the police arrest report, a bond sheet 
detailing the offender's liberty status from the time of arrest, as well as the 
disposition status sheet, which reflected the type and length of sentence given. 
Prior criminal history information was obtained from the prior record, or "rap,. 
sheet," which was provided to us by the state's attorney's (prosecutor's) office. 

There still remained the problem of securing information about the "real 
offense,1I that d~scription of the criminal event leading to arrest and convic
tion. The feasibil ity study had revealed that judges consider IIreal offense ll 

information in conjunction with the offense at conviction. For example, if a 
charge of robbery with a gun is reduced to robbery, the judge may nevertheless 
weigh the fact ~hat a weapon was used. Similarly, the fact that three burgla'
ries were committed may be taken into account even if the offender was convicted 
of only one. In essence, IIreal offense ll information reflects judi§ial percep
tions of degrees of harm not specified in the crime at conviction. 

The staff was informed that in Chicago judges did not have a written ac
count of the current offense. Rather, knowledge about the criminal event was 
provided by an oral description given by the state's attorney at the time of 
sentencing or;'plea negotiations. In order to secure the same information that 
judges had available to them at the time of sentencing, staff needed a means to 
replicate that infonnation to that end. A IIjudge's card ll was developed and was 
filled out by the judge at the time of sentencing. The IIjudge's card" re
flected such information as weapon usage and amount of injury sustained by the 
victim (see appendix A). 
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Several problems were encountered in data collection during. the construc
tion sample which were exacerbated by the variety of information sources that 
were used. Often there were delays in coding,.owing to the need to track down 
one missing information source. Of all the forms used, the most problematic 
was the acquisition of the "rap sheet. 1I Arrangemen;t:s with the state's attor
ney's offices to have individual prosecutors provide them at the time of sen
tencing were repeatedly unsuccessful. Thus, the only rap sheets ~bbtained were 
those available in the state's attorney's file room, or in those cases in wh'ich 
a presentence investigation report was ordered. 

Discussion was begun with the public defender's office in an attempt to 
obtain missing rap sheets. Although cooperative, they too depended upon the 
state's attorney for these data, and thus were not a viable alternate source. 
Presentence inVestigations, another source of this information, were available 
in only 25 percent of the cases coded. In some instances when a presentence 
investigation report was present, a rap sheet was not included. 

Missing clerk's files which include police arrest reports, bond sheet, 
etc., although not as great a problem, also accounted for some of the cases not 
being coded. This occurred most frequently when codefendants on an indictment 
or information were sentenced at different times or in different courtrooms, or 
were in the process of appealing their sentence (see table 4). Also contribut
ing to data collection problems were delays experienced due to the turnaround 
time in sending files from the Maybrook Branch to the 26th Street Branch, the 
central recordkeeping bank for the criminal devision of the circuit courts of 
Cook County. 

The amounts and types of data available in the clerk's files varied con
siderably. The use of direct indictments or informations filed by the prose
cutor without a probable cause hearing (preliminary hearing) on the evidence! 
facts of the case eliminates much paperwork, but also eliminates much informa
tion, such as police arrest reports or preliminary complainant reports. 

The two areas of data most affected by information inadequacies were so~ 
cial stability data and prior juvenile record variables. While some social 
stability information could be generated from other sources, this was not the 
case with the juvenile criminal records. This information is considered con
fidential and the only means of acquiring it aside from the presentence inves
tigation report, was by permission of the juvenile court system. This entailed 
a specific request for juvenile files in each case, even if a general permis
sion was granted. Even in those cases where a presentence investigation ex-
i sted~ di scussion of prior juvenil,e record was seldom thorough. 

Real offense data generated from the judge's cards was' further affected 
by scheduling problems in the Cook County criminal courts. Six out of eigh
teen judges took vacation leave of at least 2 weeks during the October
December data collection period. The substitute judges, generally short-term 
replacements for 1 week or less, were often not regularly assigned to the 
criminal courts. Not unexpectedly, the substitute judges were extremely reluc
tant to participate in the project. 

This situation was further complicated by the transfer of four participat
ing judges to different branches in Dec~lber 1976. Replacements in the vacant 
courtroom were judges without prior experience in criminal sentencing. Because 
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of their inexperience, and owing to a specific request to us made by the pre
siding judge of the criminal division, these judges were not asked to provide 
real offense data. Despite the various problems detailed here, we feel that 
the data base was suffici entlil for 'ana lyti ca 1 purposes. 

TABLE 4. --Cook County, summary of mi ss i ng court records 
and cases excluded from analysis 

Construction 
Number of cases sentenced = 553 
Number of cases not coded: 

(a) Missing rap sheets 
(b) MiSSing clerk's files 
(c) Miscellaneous 

Subtotal, number 
of cases coded 

Cases excluded at analysis stagea 

Total sample size 

26th Street 

38 
8 

400 

5 

395 

c.': 

485 

Maybrook 

12 
5 

90 

90 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Validation 

N'umber of cases sentenced = 421 
Number of cases not coded: 

(a) Missing rap sheets 
(b) Missing clerk's files 
(~) Miscellaneous 

Subtotal, number 
of cases coded 

Cases excluded at analysis stagea 

Total sample size 

38 
34 
12 

247 

10 

237 

311 

4 
9 
1 

76 

2 

74 

a. Cases were excluded because they were juvenile dispositions, Felony 4 of
fenses~ or Misdemeanor offenses for which guideline grids were not prepared. 
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C. DATA COLLECTED 

Even whe~e presentence reports were adequate and available, constraints 
Of cost and tlme precluded the collection of all the items of information fur
nlshe~ by the presentence report. Thus, the research staff relied upon the 
experlence ?f the.loc~l judiciary and the findings of the feasibility phase of 
our sentenclng gUldellnes research to select variables believed to be the most 
relevant. In addition, some variables at each site were included strictly for 
their descriptive or theoretical valu,e. 

Data was collected in the following general areas: 

Sentence 

Type 
Length of probation or confinement 
Amount of restitution or fine 
Terms (concurrent or consecutive) 

Legal Processing of Offender 

Plea 
Custody status and number of days incarcerated prior to sentencing 
Type of defense counsel 
Charges at information and conviction 

Offender Characteristics 

Demographic characteristics 
Social stability 
Drug/alcohol usage 
Criminal history record (juvenile and adult) 

Elements of the Offense 

Value of property 
Type, value possession/sale.of drugs 
Victim characteristics, involvement in offense, injury 
Number of criminal ev.ents 
Weapon usage 
Number of codefendants 
Use of alcohQl/drugs at time of offense 
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CHAPTER 3 

SAMPLING AND DATA COLLECTION 

A. DESIGNING THE CODING INSTRUMENT 

Having identified the accessible information base, the next step was to 
decide what particular items of information we needed to collect in the initial, 
or construction, sample of cases in each jurisdiction. During the feasibility 
study, we had collected some 205 items of information about the crime and the 
offender, ranging from the height and weight of the offender to the charges at 
several stages of the criminal justice process. Obviously, the collection of 
such a large number of items per case affected the amount of time and money 
needed to collect a single case as well as prepare and analyze the resulting 
data base. A review of the results of this data collection effort indicated 
that it was neither necessary nor feasible to collect every single piece of 
information presented to judges at sentencing in order to develop sentencing 
guidelines. Given practical time and financial constraints, we consequently 
collected less than 100 items per case during the implementation study. 

With these considerations in mind, the research staff carefully prepared 
a separate and detailed coding instrument for each site. Items of information 
were selt~cted for inclusion in the coding manual on the basis of the research 
staff's experience in the feasibility study, their analysis of prior sentencing 
studies, their examination of criminal codes and jurisdictional sentencing 
practice, as well as interviews with judges, probation officers, and others. 
However, we were still cautious in making any decision to a priori exclude a 
particula.r item of information. When we had any significant doubt about in
formation needed or useful in eventually constructing the gu'idelines we were 
overinclusive on the construction sample so as to lessen the possibility of 
any bias in our end-product. A data collection instrument was designed specif
ically to conform with the court rules, criminal statutes, case law authority, 
and administrative regulations directing sentencing in each jurisdiction. This 
instrument consisted of two parts: a coding manual designed to instruct the 
coders on the rules which applied to ,coding each variable, and a worksheet list
ingthe variables on which case information was actually coded. (Seeappendix 
B for the Essex County Data Collection Instrument.)10 

We developed a number of deciston rules designed to guide coders in thei.r 
collection of the individual items information. In addition to providing uni
form standards for quantifying information, these decision rules helped assure 
within coder reliability by establishing a con~istent approach to the handling 
of contradictory, ambiguous, or missing data. ll Once the coding manual and data 
collection sheet were developed, the staff reviewed their content with the 
judges in each site. These documents were then pretested on a small sample of 
cases to assess further their reliability and validity. The pretest ,helped to 
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identify these variables for which preliminary decision rules were inadequate 
and provided us with the opportunity to revise our data collection instrument. 

B. THE CONSTRUCTION AND VALIDATION SAMPLES 

In drawing the construction sample~ we had to decide, for each jurisdic
tion, what sampling technique to employ, what time frame to be sampled, and how 
many cases to be coded. Whenever possible, the researchers sought to collect 
a random sample of sentencing decisions (sampling without replacement) to pro
vide the data base for analyzing sentencing decisions and constructing initial 
models of sentencing guidelines. In some instances, researchers considered 
oversampling or stratified sampling. However, the information on which to base 
the decisions of where and when to oversample or stratify--such as estimates of 
the overall incarceration rate--could not be obtained early or reliably enough. 
As is often the case in research, a clear picture of each jurisdiction became 
available only after the collection and analysis of the construction sample. 

The setting of the sampling frame was determined by the specifics of each 
jurisdiction.12 Basically, the researchers attempted to establish a frame 
which included the most recent sentenCing decisions available. Cases were gen
erally sampled over a 12-month period in order to minimize the possible biasing 
influence of one, judge sentencing an unusually large number of offenders or the 
effect of such seasonal variation as Christmas leniency or summer vacations. 
Nevertheless, final decisions as to sample size were influenced foremost by time 
and cost considerations. 

1. In Cook County, data collection for guideline model development oc
curred on two samples, with a total of 796 cases analyzed in model building. 
There are several distinct differences between the two samples collected. 
First, the construction sample collected during October through December 1976 
(n=485) was from cases that were disposed of by the judiciary during that time 
period. This was not the situation for the validation sample collected during 
March and April 1977 •. In that sample (n=311), cases that had been disposed of 
during January through March 1977 were collected. The difference in the case 
samples was due to new information about the nature of Cook County's data base 
which was gained during the collection of the construction sample. A key fac
tor in the collection of the construction sample in Chicago was the court's 
recordkeeping system. The staff's initial assessment of this system indicated 
that there was no written record of real offense information available to the 
judge. Thus, an important part of guideline model information was presumably 
not recorded for previously disposed of cases (i.e., "dead" cases). In order 
to collect this information, current cases (i.e., "live" cases), and cards 
filled out by the judges at the time of sentencing were relied on to gather 
these information items. 13 

Through the process of data collection for the construction sample, we 
learned, however, that such "real offense" information did exist in the court 
clerk's record, and that this infonnation appeared to be ~,imilar to that pre
sented orally to the judge at the time of sentencing. Th~~court clerk's files 
contained a pol ice arrest report detail ing the instant offense and/or a state
ment by the complaining witness as to the criminal event. Thus, since these 
files contained "real offense" information, data for the validation sample 
could be gathered from previously disposed of cases. This was advantageou.s as 
it allowed coding to progress expeditiously within a shorter time period. 
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But,.as a resul~ of.the difference in the information sOurces used for the 
const~uctlon and, valldatlon samples, two methodological questions are raised. 
The flrst focuses on the extent to which our data retrieval methods used the 
same sources that the judiciary uses at sentencing. In Chicago it is clear 
that ~he.c~urt clerk's file~ contain information of the real offense that is 
not.dlsslmllar to what the Judges hear at the time of sentencing. In fact, the 
pollce arrest report and/or complaining witness' report is often the basis of 
~he.oral description prepared by the state's attorney's office. Nonetheless, 
lt lS unclear to what extent the oral statement reported to the judge did in 
fact, coincide with the description obtained by coders from the police ar;est 
report and/or the complaining witness' report in the court clerk's files. 

. In many ways, use.of the "judge's cards" completed at the time of sentenc
lng, completed by the Judge on the basis of an oral description provided by the 
~tate's ~ttorney, .may hav(~ been a better device for capturing the "real offense" 
lnformatlon that Judges had available at the time of sentencing. In a few in
s~ances, coder~ f?und.that the cards filled out by the judges did not coincide 
~lth the descrlpt10n 1n the court clerk's files of the instant offense behav-
10~(S). Moreover~_Eeca~~e fin~ncial and time constraints precluded a system
atlc evaluation of such differences, staff could not'be sure whether this indi
ca~ed a differ7nce in information sour~es available to the judge at sentencing 
~v1a_the state s at~orney's oral description of the "real offense"), or whether 
It.was.due to "clerlcal"lrerrors made by the judges i'n filling out the form. . 
Whlle lnter- and intra~oder reliability checks were performed to assess how 
ac~urately coders retrleved data, none were performed on the judges, leaving 
thlS an open question. 

The second question arises from the fact that in our collection of current 
cases several .factors e!fect~vely li~ited the size of the construction sample. 
We fe~t restrlcted by flnanclal conslderation, the fact that it was necessary 
to walt for cases to flow through the system for data collection and our de
s~re to en~ data colle:tion by early December to avoid any "Chri~tmas effect" 
(1.e., lenlsnt sentenclng). Coders, moreover, experienced several erratic work 
p:riods collecting current ca~es, due to the court calendar and daily dispos;
tlon rates. Therefore, the Slze of the construction sample (n=485) was much 
smaller than desired for analytic purposes. Also, because of the use of cur
rent cases, a random sample could not be collected. Instead, every case pro
cessed by the Maybrook and 26th Street Branches during the construction sample 
data collection period, October 25 through December 17, 1976, was utilized. 

All previously disposed of cases for a limited period of time was col
lected for the validation sample. That is, all cases that had been disposed of 
from January t'hrough March 1977, at the Maybrook and 26th Street courts were 
collected. Th1is was done to insure that the cases that were obtained would re
flect cUI~rentsentencing policy, as well as to have a sample for validating the 
final models/ 

While 1!he use of a nonrandom sample impairs the ability to assess the 
amount of b1a~ (err?r term) that may be contained in the resultant statistical 
analyses, a dlSCUSS1?n of several paints is in order. First, information was 
collected on all avallable cases (the total population under study) processed 
at th~ 26th St.reet and Maybrook Branches during the data collection period. 
Consclous efforts were made to be alert to any potential biasing effects that 
would account for the cases in which court clerk's files or rap sheets were 
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missing. Missing cases appeared to occur for two reasons: when codefendants 
on an information or indictment were sentenced at different times or in differ
ent~ourtrooms, or when sentences were on appeal. 

Second, our confidence in the resultant guideline models has been sup
ported by the variables which were found to comprise the models. Many of the 
relationships that were observed between the dependent variable (in/out) and 
the independent variables reflect relationships noted in previous empirical and 
theoretical work,14 including our own prior work during the feasi;bility study 
and that in other jurisdictions participl~ting in the pilot implementation phase 
of the project. . 

Finally, for the Cook County study, a comparison of offender/offense char
acteri sti cs was extremely important in '/ i ght of the nonrandom samples used for 
model development. Analysis of the offender/offense characteristics used in 
model development shows that there is a high degree of similarity for the pre
December and the post-December data collection periods (see table 5). 

The dispositional rate from each of the two'p~rticipating branches also 
remained fairly consistent (5% difference) for the construction and validation 
samples. The percentage of Felony!, 2, and 3 offenses showedmarkedly high 
consistency, with Felony 2 offenses appearing most frequently in both samples. 
A comparison of the other frequencies of information items showed all, with 
the exception of prior adult incarcerations over 30 days and offender not 
free at time of offense, to be within 1 to 6 percent of each other. 

The most striking fact shown through this comparison is that for the post
December validation sample, the offenders appear to have more serious prior 
records than those processed during the pre-December construction sample. With 
the exception of prior probat;ion revocations, there was a greater percentage of 
offenders in the validation sample with a score of one or more on all prior 
criminal history information items used in the guideline models. 

We can only speculate as to why this may be so. First, it may be an arti
fact of the nonrandom sampJes used for develop~ent and validation of the guide-
1 i ne models '. Second, it is pass i b 1 e that the offenders sentenced pos t-December 
were, in fact, worse offenders in terms of the variables used in the guideline 
models. (This of course does not imply that other variables, not used in the 
models, would have shown this same pattern.) Alternatively, it is also possi
ble that these differences are due to the chance assignment of court cases and 
reassignment of cases when the new Michigan Avenue Branch was opened in Janu
ary 1977. During the first data collection period, six of the judges took va
cations and this may have caused shifts in court scheduling, pushing some of 
the cases forward for later sentencing dates, thus making them appear in the 
validation sample. Similarly, due to the Christmas season other, more seri
ous, cases may have been shifted. such that instead of appearing in the con
struction sample, these cases appeared in the validation sample. 

Despite data collection problems encountered with the construction sample, 
a data base that covered 89 information items covering prior criminal history, 
social stability, present offense, and type and length of disposition was se
cured for statistical analysis. In the validation sample 33 items of informa
tion were deleted from the data collection instrument. 15 Many social stability 
information items were excluded because of the large percentage of cases with 
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TABLE 5.--Cook County. comparison of selected information 
items present in construction and validation samples 

% difference, 
# Cases in which present Rate (%) between samples 

Construction 
Information item (n = 485) 

Cases from Maybrook 90 
Incarcerativea sentences 337 
Probation sentences 106 
All 'other s,entencesb 42 ' 
One or more prior adult convictions 338 
Offenders not free at time of offensec 191 
One or more prior adult felony 

convictions against the persond 124 
One or more prior adult incarcerations 

over 30 days 173 
Prior parole/probation revocationse 

probation 45 
parole 19 

Weapon used/present at time of offense 230 
Injury (some or death) 129 
Felony 1 offensesf 94 
Felony 2 offenses 242 
Felony 3 offenses 97 

Validation 
(n = 311) 

72 
219 
50 
43 

236 
165 

94 

141 

24 
14 

134 
90 
56 

174 
68 

Construction Validation 
(n = 485) (n = 311) 

18 23 
69 .. 20 
21 16 
8 13 

69 75 
39 53 

25 30 

35 45 

9 7 
3 4 

47 43 
26 28 
19 18 
49 55 
20 21 

5 
1 
5 
5 
6 

14 

5 

10 

2 
1 
4 
2 
1 
6 
1 

a. Incarcerative sentences were defined as any continuous period of confinement in a local or state correctional facility. 
as well as split and special (incarceration plus work release or special program) sentences. 

b. All other sentences appearing in the samples were deferred prosecution. conditional discharge, or fine. 
c. Not free at time of offense included on probation/parole, other criminal charges pending. or escapee at time of the 

commission of the instant offense. 
d. Felony against the person included robbery and theft from the person. 
e. This was a combined information item used in the Guideline Models, obtained by adding Prior Adult Probation Revocations 

and Prior Adult Parole Revocations during analysis and model construction. 
f. Due to the small numbers of murders, Felony 4, and Misdemeanor Offenses, Guideline Grids were only developed for Felony I 

1. 2, and 3 offenses. 
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Number of cases 
Social stability information items 

in wAich 
missing Rate % 

Item 
#26 Residential stability 
#27 Offender's marital status 108 22.2 
#28 Highest grade completed by offender 204 42.2 
#29 Offender's status--work/school 365 75.3 
#30 Length employment/school 68 14.0 
#31 Total number of dependents " 140 28.8 
#32 Does offender support dependents? 372 76.7 
#33 Offender's history alcohol usage 387 79.8 
#34 Drug usage.: degree 131 27.0 
#35 Drug usage: addiction 166 34.2 

176 36.2 
Information items em~loled in guideline model 

#39 Liberty status at time of offense 7 #59 Prior adult convictions 1.4 
#64 Pr~or adult !elony conVictions against person --
#66 Pr10r adult 1ncarcerations over 30 days 
#42/ . 
43 Pr10r adult probation/parole revocationsb 4 .8 #69 Injury to victim (some or death) 24 #71 Weapon usage 4.9 

25 5.1 

a. C~~struction sample (n=4~5); for definitions and categorization of vari
a es refer to Construct10n Sample ~'aterial s, appendix B. 

b. i~iS ~ariabl~ was col1ec~ed as two separate information items (Prior Proba
l~n e~~cat10ns, and P~10r Parole Revocations) for the construction sample, 

~n com ~~ed.for analY~ls purpose~. There was no miSSing information on 
;tem #~2 ~r1~r Probat10n.Revocatlons--and the four cases reflect missing"in:" 
ormat1on 1n 1tem #43--Prl0r Adult Parole Revocations. '. - - . 
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While many information items were dropped from the validation coding in
strument, three new items were added. Each of the three items was added be
cause of an interest in their relationship to the sentencing decision which 
came to light during analysis of the construction sample. One of the items, 
"type of burglary, II was collected when val idation data collection began because 
the staff was investigating the use of crime-specific models. It was thought 
that the type of structure burglarized would be relevant in the analysis of the 
IIburgl ary" crime-specific model. This variable, while not included in the 
original coding instrument for the construction sample, was collected after
wards for construction sample cases when the Cook County judiciary asked the 
staff to investigate the development of crime-specific models. 

The other two items of information which_had not been collected during the 
coding of the construction sample were items which we also attempted to collect 
after the formal termination of data collection for the construction sample. 
"Length of detentiory:Jtas_ collected to ascertain how long offenders had been 
detained prior to senten<:tng, regardless of whether the final disposition noted 
that p."etrial/presentence time in confinement was credited against that disposi
tion. The construction coding instrument had been recording the length of de
tention only for those offenders who had received stated credit for time served. 
As analYSis of the construction sample continued, the staff became interested 
in examining the effect of this variable upon the length of sentence and th~ 
categorization of sentences as either incarcerative or nonincarcerative.l6 

The third new information item added to the validation coding instrument 
was "number of separate events involved in conviction." It was not possible to 
go back and collect data for the construction sample, as the complexity of this 
variable prevented onsite staff from easily retrieving this information from 
court records. This variable was, however, included for the validation sample 
in order to ascertain the total number of separate criminal events contained in 
the final conviction. We were interested in determining if a differential ef
fect occurred at sentencing when the conviction resulted from only one criminal 
activity or several separate criminal activities (e.g., three burglaries com
mitted over a I-week period vs. one burglary) which-were then joined at con-
vi cti on. _. It wa's'" hypotne sized that offencfers who had had several crimi na 1 ac
tivities~joined in one indictment/information would receive stiffer sentences 
(both as to type and length) than offenders -who had cOl1l11itted only 'one criminal· 
event leading to conviction. (However, results of analYSis failed to show any 
substantial impact from this variable on sentencing.) Other than the addition 
of these three variables, and some rewriting and cl.arification of coding in
struction, the construction and validation coding instruments were Virtually 
identical. 

2. The Essex County construction sample consisted of 1,250 randomly se
lected cases from the 2,800 cases assigned to the Probation Department for in
vestigative preparation in the calendar year 1975. It was decided not to use 
the sampling frame of cases actually sentenced in 1975 because the task of lo
cating the files was complicated by the fact that the cases were not ordered 
by date or by folder number in the court's sentencing log book. By using the 
ordered files of the Probation Department some cases that were actually sen
tenced (due to court backlog) in 1976 were included in the sample. 

The val i dation sample consi sted of 500 cases sentenced duri.ng January, 
February, and March 1977. All of the cases in 1977 files of the Probation 
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Department were included in the sample, up to the time coding was'begun. In 
order to complete the sample, the remainder of the cases were coded from the 
cases which were in the 1976 files of the Probation Department, but were not 
sentenced due to administrative delay until 1977. 

The cases collected included convictions for disorderly persons offenses, 
misdemeanors, high misdemeanors, and murders. 17 Gambling offenses and welfare
fraud related cases were excluded from the sample. The sentencing of gambling' 
offenders was the responsibility of one judge in Essex Co~nty; the~ef~re, in
cluding these cases in the sample would serve no purpose 1n establ1sh1ng a 
guideline sentence intended for use by the judiciary as a whole. The judges 
also made the decision that welfare-fraud related cases should be excluded be
cause these offenses do not involve the same type of criminal activity as the 
other offenses punishable under the New Jersey Penal Code. 

3. For the Mari copa County S~erior Court, a construction sampl e O'f 1 ,~OO 
cases was randomly selected from the 3,398 cases sentenced in 1976. The val1da
tion sample consisted of the 510 cases sentenced from April 1, 1977, to May 31, 
1977 . 

C. CODER TRAINING AND DATA COLLECTION RELIABILITY 

Having decided the sample size, frame, and te:hni~ue for each jurisdiction-
and having designed and pretested the data collect10n 1nstruments--data collec
tion could begin. The onsite court liaison hired a number of locally based 
coders in each court and trained them in the use of the coding manual and cod
ing sheets, as well as oriented them to the inf~rmation resou~ces.in each. 
county_ The training program involved elaborat10n of the cod1ng 1nstruct10ns, 
interpretation of i nformati on in the pre,sentence reports and rap sheets, and 
coding of test cases. As areas of mi~interpret~tion were identifi:d, the ap
propriate coding procedures were deta1led. Cod1ng pr~b~ems.result1ryg from, de
ficiencies in the coding manual were resolved by clar1f1cat10n, ref1nement" or 
alteration of decision rules. 

Throughout the data collection process, the performance o!~he coders was 
under ~onstant examination and assessment as the local court lla1son and the 
resear'C'h staff continuously monitored the quality of the da~a.collection :f
fort. Cases containing errors were referred to the court lla1son who ~e~lewed 
the original files in order to obtain the corr:ct info~ation •. In add1~10n, a 
thorough verification procedure was devised Wh1Ch prov1ded us w1th cons1derable 
confidence and reliability of the data. 
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A. VERIFICATION OF DATA 

CHAPTER 4 

METHODS OF ANALYSIS 

Once the data were keypunched and recorded on computer files, a series of 
validation checks were performed. These checks are generally referred to as 
the process of IIcleaning" the data, i.e., searching th'e data for mistakes and 
correcting these prior to performing any analyses. 

The first method employed in cleaning the data involved obtaining a list
ing of the images contained in the data element; this was a strict character 
reprint of each of the raw numbers as they appeared on the keypunch cards. The 
image listings this obtained allowed us to perform four different visual data 

. checks: (1) inspection for IIgap~1I in the data, i.e., areas or columns where 
numbers should have appeared, but did not; (2) checking that each individual 
card began and ended correctly, i.e., normally column "1" at the beginning and 
very close to column "80 11 at the end, depending upon the last variable on the 
card; (3) scanning the codes to assume that every card had both an identifica
tion number and a card number; (4) matching to assure that the total number of 
lines added up to what should be in the sample, e.g., if we had 1,200 cases at 
three cards per case, then our image listing should have showed 3,600 lines or 
3,600 ca rds . 

The second method used in data cleaning was the review of preliminary fre
quency distributions. We first looked for values that should not have appeared. 
For example, in the variable "Offender's Sex," our coding manuals employed the 
traditional choices of 1 = male; 2 = female; and 9 = missing value. In such a 
circumstance, when values of "3," "4," or "5" turned up, then we knew there had 
been a mistake. We also examined the data for any gross deviations from our 
normal expectations. 

The third method of data cleaning was the use of error statements or in
ternal checks. These error statements were sets of shorthand cross-tabulations 
designed to check the internal consistency of the data. If, for example, we 
were looking at the "Total Number of Prior Adult Convictions," then we wrote 
an error statement to verify that the number of prior adult convictions within 
each of the subcategories (e • .g., felonies, misdemeanors) indeed summed to the 
number recorded in the variable under observation. By a similar procedure we 
could check whether the offender's age at first adult conviction had been mis
takenly coded as greater than the offender's age on the date of the current 
sentence. Also, there must be arrests in order to have convictions; incarcera
tions 'in order to have paroles; probations in order to have probation revoca
tions; and so on. Over 100 different error statements were developed and 
performed, through the aid of a computer program specifically designed for 
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this purpose, on each case in both our construction and valida~ion samples. We 
were careful in using these error statements, on cross-tabulat10~ checks, to en
sure that they covered a multiple of dimensions regarding each offender; prior 
criminal record, current offense information, and the offender's social stabil
ity. When necessary, cases with suspected errors were checked against the cor
responding files and the necessary corre~tions were applied: The ~oal was to. 
correct as many mistakes as humanly poss1ble to ensure conf1dence 1n our stat1s
tical results. 

B. PREPARATIDN DF THE DATA FDR ANALYSIS 

Dnce the data had been verified or "cleaned," and prior to the application 
of any statistical techniques, the researchers developed frequency distri~u-. 
tions and descriptive statistics for each of the variables collected. Th1S 1n
formation described the distribution, central tendencies, and_variability pf the 
individual information items. This task also provided the research staff with 
the first information required to make decisions about the handling of missing 
and/or ambiguous information and the classification of dependent and independent 
variabl es.· . . . 

1. Missing and Ambiguous Information. Dur first problem was to deci~e 
how to treat the inevitable social science research phenomenon known as "m1ss-
ing data,lI (See, as an example, table 7 for the frequency distribution of 
missing data in the Essex County Construction Sample.) At times a presentence 
report did not contain the information desired, and a code for missing inf~rma
tion had to be recorded. Missing data could also occur because a coder Sk1pp~d 
the variable because of its difficulty, intending--yet failing--to return to 1t. 
As we had found during the feasibility study,18 information items reflectin~ 
social stability factors are particularly prone to reflect the problem of m1SS
ing values. 

There were also cases included in the statistical analysis that occasion
ally contained ambiguous information. The treatment of such information for 
analys'is purposes is always problematic. Relationships between the dependen~ 
variable and inde.pendent variables containing ambi~uous in~ormatio~ m~y be d1f
ficult to interpret and different recodes of such 1nformat10n may 1nd1cate 
different relationships among variables. 

Consequently, rules must be developed to handle cases containing missing 
or ambiguous information. The simplest solutio~ iS,to exclu~e such case~. 
There are two ways of excluding these cases: llstw1se deletl0n and parw1se de
letion. Listwise deletion omits a case from the computation of all coeffi
cients for variables contained in a single list if that case has missing data 
on any of the variables listed. This type of deletion will decrease the number 
of cases available for analysis. 

Parwise deletion excludes cases with missing data for the two variables 
under consideration. The advantage of this method is that it uses as much of 
the data as possible. However, parwisedele~ion is the. less preferred.t~ch
nique to use with multiple regression analy~ts be~ause lt ~auses coe~flclents 
to be calculated on thg basis of subpopulatlon Wh1Ch may dlffer conslderably 
in number and character. Therefore, parwise deletion makes comparisons prob
lematic. Thus, listwise deletion was used in multivariate analysjs, e.g., 
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multiple regression, because such analYSis should be based on the same uni
verse. Pa.rwise deletion was used in a limited fashion in bivariate analysis. 

TABLE data 

Var* % Missing Var % Missing Var % Missing 

Age .2 ~4 57.0 66 .3 
02 0 35 3.2 67 .3 
03 0- 36 3.5 68 .3 
04 0 37 93.8 69 29.6 
05 0 38 62.1 70 .2 
06 86.2 39 94.1 71 .4 
07 0 40 54.2 72 .3 
08 0. 41 54.1 73 .3 
09 84.0 42 86.6 74 .3 
10 97.4 43 10.4 75 .4 
11 1.2 44 68.0. 76 53.4 
12 7.1 45 23.4 77 1.1 
13 1.5 46 68.4 78 3.0. 
14 0 47 63.1 79 0. 
15 .1 48 1.7 80 1.1 
16 .3 49 68.7 81 5.7 
17 .3 50 87.6 82 .5 
18 .8 51 55.7 83 36.4 
19 47.1 52 76.0 84 8.9 
20 47.1 53 .5 85 5.6 
21 85.4 54 .4 86 1.2 
22 88.7 55 54.3 87 7.7 
23 89.8 56 1.0 88 0. 
24 1.1 57 .8 89 0 
25 2.5 58 60.7 90. 0 
26 52.6 59 1.2 91 0 
27 52.6 60. 80.6 92 0 
28 .4 61 .2 93 0 
29 .5 62 21.4 Bus 0. 
3D .2 63 .2 Inter .1 
31 .2 64 .2 Intra .1 
32 53.9 65, .3 Jail 
33 6.3 Credit 2.0. 

*See Essex County Data Collection Instrument, appendix S, for variable names. 

In addition to excluding cases containing missing and/or ambiguous infor-
mation, staff also explored the recoding of ambiguous or missing information so 
as to maximize the number of cases that would later be available for statisti-
cal analYSis and guideline development. This approach also helped us to specify 
the policy issues which must be resolved in order to deal with similar cases in 
an operational system of sentencing guidelines. Rules for recoding were 
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jurisdiction specific al1d'jtook into consideration theoretical, empirical, and 
practical considerations. 

2. Recoding the Dependent Variable. The dependent variable was recoded 
in several ways. First, IiType of Sentence" was defined as a dichotomous vari
able--"in" (incarcerative) or "out" (nonincarcerati~e). It is important to 
emphasize that the in/out dichotomous was the primary concern during analysis 
and model development. 

In instances where offenders receive more than one sanction at sentenc
ing, such as inco.rceration and fine, the most severe sanct.ion was employed as 
the sole sentencing disposition. For incarcerat'iVe sentences, we were also 
concerned with coding the minimum and maximum length of incarceration. The 
selective significance of these items, of course, varies by jurisdiction. Non
incarcerative di"spositions appearing in the samples included probation, de
ferred prosecution, suspended sentence, condition of discharge, fines, and res
titution orders. The categorization of split sentences (i.e., some period of 
incarceration followed by some period of probation) and special sentences 
(i.e., probation preceded by a special form of incarcerated sentence such as 
work release) was problematic in light of the jail time credit granted against 
the short incarcerative sentence .. To handle the problem of special and split 
sentences, various categorizations of the dependent variable were explored, 
such as treating these sentences as "ins" and then "outs" to determine which 
grouping provided the best fit. 

There were other types of sentences (e.g., time served, work release, com
munity corrections, intermittent confinement) which did not easily lend them
selves to our dichotomous "in" or "out" classification. Moreover, the judges 
at times indicated that they thought of a certain sentence as incarcerative, 
whereas ear'ly data analysis indicated a closer resemblance to an "out" deci
sion. Consequently, judges in each site were provided with preliminary results 
and then requested to make an early policy decision on how to classify certain 
sentences throughout our analysis. 

Multiple offenses at conviction raised two additional problems in the def
inition of the dependent variable. First, since the judge may sentence the 
offender to concurrent or consecutive terms, the researcher occasionally ex
perienced difficulty in specifically delineating the sentence imposed'. For 
example, if an offender received a concurrent sentence foro-multiple crimes, 
there is no cumulative effect. In such cases, the dependent variable would be 
the longest sentence imposed. If, however, consecutive sentences were imposed, 
the dependent.variable might be the sum of the sentences imposed. Second, the 
,researcher must decide how to handle more than one offense at conviction. Since 
,multiple offenses at conviction \'Jere relatively rare in each of the jurisdic·~ 
tions, the researchers chose to focus on the most serious offense at conviction 
as defined in terms of the offense class and the type of crime, that is, 
against--person, or not--against--per.son. 

a. In Essex County, "in" sentences included "split sentences" (a judicial 
decision), "incarceration imposed," "full credit for time served~" and sen
tences to the drug treatment center. Si nce the judges of Essex County \llere not 
concerned wi th the development of a motto of "out" sentences, the cr; teri on of 
sentence length was defined by the length of time of the sentence for those of
fenders rece;vin~ an "in" sentence. Because the judges were, however; 
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interest~d in an aid to the situs of incarceration the dependent variable was 
also defln~d as ~lace ~f incar~eration, which was indicated by the style of 
s~n~ence glVen,.1.e., lndeterm1nate, definite, or a sentence with a specified 
m1nlmum and maXlmum. 

b. In Maricopa County, the dichotomization of sentences into the "in" or 
"out" c~teg~ries was compli~ated by a gray area of dispositions wh'ich could be 
placed 1n elther categorY--1ntermittent confinement and time served. Since 
these dispositions constituted 12 percent of our sample it was imperative that 
they be appropriately classified. The judges were of the opinion that these 
sentences were "inil but for research purposes they were eventually recoded to 
"out" because the statistical anqlysis revealed that they fit better within 
t~a~!catego~y. Included in the "out" classification were the following dispo
sltlons: f,ne, r~stitution, probation, intermittent confinement, probation 
an~ work order, tlme se~ved, and _s~spended s~n~ences. The "in" category con
ta.1ned any form of cont,nuous confwement whether or not it was a condition 
of probation. 

3. Recoding the Independent Variables. Simple cross-tabulations between 
~he.dependent vari~ble.and the ind~pendent variittbles were used initially to 
1ndlcate r~cat~g~r1Z~t,ons of~he lndependent va:riables which seemed to provide 
t~e best dl~crlmlnatlon. As wl1l be seen, theoretical and practical considera
tl~n~ also lnfluenced the.recoding._Those independent variables which were 
orlglnally coded on a nom1nal scale were recoded to dichotomous values. In 
some in~tances, ordinal variables were also recoded this way. For those vari
bles WhlCh were r~coded,.a "Oil or a "1" was assigned to subjects depending 
on whether they d1d or d1d not possess the characteristic in question. These 
numbe~s were only labels, having no quantitative meaning. This coding had 
the d1sadvantage of losing information which could not be reflected by a "1" 
or a "0." However, the subjects given the same symbol were treated as equal 
to each other on that variable. 

a: In Chicago, 27 independent variables were left in their raw form 
for the flrst series of cross-tabulations performed, so that staff could better 
ass~s: the levels at which the' indepenaent variables differentiated the in/out 
decls10n (see table 8). Extreme values of interval level measures were then 
col1~psed at the best differentiation points for further analysis. This was 
posslble, a~ many of the extreme values showed the same relationship to the de
pendent var1able as lower values did, and combining the extreme values with 
lower ones would not alter the relationship significantly (refer to tables 9 
and 10). Nominal level variables (e.g., offender's status: work/school) were 
recorded into logically consistent categories. ~ariables which did not appear 
to have a strong relationship to the in/out decision were then omitted. Also, 
where there were few cases in a cell, or vastly different numbers of cases 
amo~lg ce~ls, the variables were omitted, regardless of the strength of the re
lat10nshlp observed, due to the high probability that the relationship occurred 
merely by chance. 

o. In Maricopa County, the nominal and ordinal level variables were 
collapsed into two categories and coded as "a" or "1." Variables were for the 
most part, dichotomized on the basis of reason and practicality, but c~ntin
gency tables were employed to a limited extent to suggest cut-off points which 
would yield optimal differentiation. For example, the variable "addition to 
opiates" was divided into the categories, "addicted" and "not addicted," purely 
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TABLE 8.--Cook County, variables used in analysis 

Variables analyzed through cross-tabular analysis 

#06 Number of offenses charged 
#11 Number of offenses at conviction 
#24 Offender1s sex 
#25 Offender I s race 
#26 Residential stability 
#29 Offender1s (Work/school) status 
#40 Length employment/school 
#33 Alcohol usage 
#34 Drug usage: degree 
#35 Drug usage: addiction 
#39 Liberty status at time of offense 
#42 Prior probation revocations 
#43 Prior parole revocations 
#59 Prior adult convictions 
#61 Prior adult misdemeanor convictions against the person 
#62 Priod adult misdemeanor convictions not against the person 
#63 Prior adult felony convictions against the person 
#64 Prior adult felony convictions not against the person 
#65 Prior adult convictions for similar offense 
#66 Prior adult incarcerations over 30 days 
#68 Type of proceeding 
#69 Injury to victim 
#70 Relationship to victim 
#71 Weapon usage 
#74 Did criminal behavior involve a drug? 
#86 Intraclass ranking 

*REVS Adult probation/parole revocations 
*FELCONV Total adul t prior felony convictio'fis 

*MISDCONV Total adult prior misdemeanor convictions 

Variables dropped before Pearson1s correlations were performed 

#11 Number of offenses at conviction 
#24 Offender I s sex '. 
#25 Offender1s race 
#26 Residential stability 
#30 Length employment/school 
#33 Alcohol usage 
#34 Drug usage: d.gree 
#35 Drug usage: addiction 
#68 Type of proceeding 

*Thes'e information items were computed from two variables during 
analYSis by a c'omputer program; REVS = Var 42 + Var 43; FELCONV = 
Var 63 + Var 64; MISDCONV = Var 61 + Var62. 
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Var 59 
Count 
Col % 0 

ClJ u 
c: 68 ClJ Out .j.) 45.9 c: 
ClJ 
III 

I+- In 79 
0 '53.4 
ClJ 
c.. Column 148 ?::' Total 30.5 

9 
ClJ 

TABLE 9.--Cook Count number of rior adult convictions 
in strun out form* variable 59 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

32 16 12 10 2 4 0 
29.9 24.2 26.7 27.0 20.0 22.2 .0 

75 50 33 27 18 14 12 
70.1 75.8 }3.3 73.0 90.0 77.8 100~0 

107 66 45 37 20 18 12 
22.0 13.6 9.3 7.6 4.1 3.7 2.5 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

8 

o 
.0 

6 
100.0 

6 
1.2 

Row 
Total 

u .. 
c: 
ClJ 
.j.) 
c: 
ClJ 
III 

I+-
0 

ClJ 
c.. 
?::' 

1 0 1 0 Out 14.3 .0 20.0 .0 

In 6 2 4 3 
85.7 100.0 80.0 100.0 

Column 7 2 5 3 
Total 1.4 .4 1.0 .6 

0 1 
.0 25.0 

2 3 
100.0 75.0 

2 4 
.4 .8 

0 
.0 

1 
100.0 

1 
.2 

0 
.0 

3 
100.0 

3, 
.6 

147 
30.2 

338 
69.5 

485 
100.0 

*This cross-tab has already had its two most extreme values of 1117 11 (n=1) and 1128 11 (n-1) collapsed 
into value 1116. II 
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on the basi s of practical i ty •. On the other hand, lIethni c ~escentll was divided 
into two categories, IIMexican descentll and lIother ll (Cauc~s1a~, blac~, etc.) . 
because the cross-tabul ar analysi s reveal ed that the proportlon of ~ ncarceratwe 
sentences accorded these groups differed. Although the.transfo~matl?n o~ the 
variables in this fashion resulted in the loss of some lnfOrmatlo~, ~t dld.not 
blur distinctions which were of import in designing a s'imple predlctwe gUlde-
lines model. 

TABLE 

Count Number of prior adult convictions 
Row Col % 

0 1 2 3 4 5 Total 
Q) 
u 

33 16 12 10 9 147 c 67 Q) Out 25.0 27.9 23.6 11.7 31.6 +' 48.2 30.8 c 
Q) 
VI 

-48 31 25 68 317 71 74 4- In 75.0 72.1 71.4 88.3 68.2 0 51.1 69.2 
Q) 
0. 

43 35 77 465* ;::.: Co 1 umn 139 107 64 
Total 29.9 , 23.0 13.8 9.2 7.5 16.6 100.0 

*This number reflects cases excluded due to missing or unclear 
information on this variable. 

C. STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES 

1. Overview. Our analytic approach might best be ~hought of as a series 
of statistical IIfiltersll designed to identify fac~ors WhlCh appe~r t? be.the 
most important in making that decision. After us~ng frequency dlstrl~ut,on to 
describe the data collected, applications of contlngen~y t~b~e a~alysls ?~ d b 
cross-tabulations enabled us to assess the degree of dlscrlmlnatl?n provl e y 
different recodes,of the dependent variab~e •. These cross-tabulatl.o~s wene also 
later used to form the basis for the appllcatlon of Burgess-type welghts. 

. Bivariate correlation analysis was used as a~ addit~o~al technique to ~e
termine what factors were associated with sentenclng dec~slons and what varl
ables would be included in the later ~u~tivariat~ analysls. The ~esearch~rs 
relied on Pearson's correlation coefflclents. S1nce some of ~he lnform~tl0n . 
available to the judge at sentencing did not m~et t~e ass~mptl0ns on ~hlCh ~hlS 
statistic was based, the researchers were cautlous 1n t~elr use of thl~ tec -1-
ni ue and the results obtained. Using the results obtalned by zero:or e~ ana 
ysfs, multivariate analy.~i~ was then appli~d to ascertain.the relatlonshlp be
tween the sentencing declslon and sets of lndependent varlables. 

Two basic criteria were established for the selection of variables tOlte~t 
by multivariate analysis. First, variables were excluded from f~rther ana YS1S 
if they were frequently missing in the sample case. Second, varlables were 
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selected on the basis of the strength and significanc~ of the relationship of 
the dependent variable as measured by zero-order correlations. Nevertheless, 
several independent variables that did not meet· these criteria were also tested 
by multivariate analysis. These variables were included in the analysis for 
one of three reasons: (1) theoretical--according to the sentencing literature, 
these factors do influence sentencing decisions or should be considered by 
judges in making sentencing decisions; (2) empirical--previous studies had in
dicated that these vaY'iables a.re related to sentencing decisions; and (3) 
policy--judges requested that researchers test certain variables which they 
considered important. Since the data did not meet all of the various assump
tions on which multivariate analysis is based, it should be noted that these 
techniques were not used in a IIpurely" explanatory sense. Rather, multivari
ate analysis, e •. g., multiple regression and discriminant function analysis, was 
utilized to identify variables useful in predicting sentencing decisions in or
der that Burgess-type scales could be devised. 

The final product qf the application of a variety of statistical tech
niques was the identification of those variables which had been consistently 
found to be the most important in sentencing. Burgess-type weights were as
signed to each of these factors which were then combined into point scale or 
prediction devices that formed the basis for the development of guideline 
models. 

2. Contingency Table Analysis. Cross-tabulations were performed on the 
construction sample as a whole and, in some jurjsdictions, on generic crime 
groupings and crime-specific categories. The data were recodedinto the latter 
two categories in order to test the hypothesis that the relationship of certain 
items of information to the incarceration decision may vary within subtypes of 
offenses. Thus, for example, we expect~d that victim injury and weapon use 
would be relevant to the sentencing of violent offenders, while type of drug 
would be associated with the disposition of drug offenses. Contingency table 
analysis served three functions in addition to providing nonparametric indica
tors of the strength and significance of the associations: 19 the distributions 
of cases within each table was examined to (1) determine the nature of associa
tion; (2) identify cutoff points for the Pearson's correlation, multiple re
gression, and discriminate analysis; and, (3) assign \'Jeights for model 
development. 

3. Pearson's Correlation Analysis. The Pearson's correlation coefficient 
is a summary statistic which indicates the strength and direction of a relation
ship between two variables. As a summary statistic it aids in the comparison 
of the strength of a relationship ·between one pair of variables and another. 20 
It operates as if the data are interval and assumes that·the relationship be
tween the two variables follows a linear pattern. In other words, a Pearson's 
correlation is an index of the direction and magnitude of the linear relation 
between two variables, X and Y. The analysis of cOrrelation between variables 
answers the questions: Does X get 1 arge as Ygets large? Does X get small as 
Y gets small? Or, does X get large as Y gets small? Correlation analysis was 
used in our research to isolate those items of information most highly associ
ated. positiv~ly or negatively, with the sentencing decision. 

a. In Cook County, Pearson's correlations were performed on the 21 
variables that were .identified as good· discriminates of the in/out decision 
through cross-tabular analysis. The correlation between the dependent variable 
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(in/out) and the independent variables, the significance level of that correla
tion, and the intercorrelations among all independent variables were examined 
through this procedure. 

The Pearson1s correlation coefficient of .14 or greater and a significance 
level of .005 were selected as the cutoff levels for the inclusion of the in
dependent variable in subsequent analysis. These levels were not determined 
prior to the Pearson correlation analysis. Rather, these inclusion levels 
(r > .14; p > .005) were determined after an examination of the correlation 
matrix. This appeared to be the most prudent way to determi ne cutoff poi nts 
given the constraints of the data set. 

,\ 

b. I~ Essex County, variables with less than a ± .2 correlation with 
the dependent 'sentencing variable, and/or a statistical significance value 
greater than .001, were assumed to be not among the items of information pro
cessed by judges in making their sentencing decisions. The results of the cor
relation analysis of the total set of independent variables with the dependent 
sentence variable of in/out yielded less than 20 variables with significant 
correlations. See table 11 for the original variable 14 (sentence) by n ma
trix. Table 12 shows the correlation of those variables which either met the 
predetermined criteria (s = .001 an~ r ~ ± .2), or were of theoretical import. 

The research team speculated that within meaningful subgroups of the data, 
varying items of information would be related to the sentencing decision. For 
example, it was suggested tha~a judge may consider the fact that the victim 
was a business when sentencing a convicted burglar, but this fact may be irrel
evant when sentencing "violent" offenders. Consequently, a correlation analy
sis was performed on the set of independent variables with the in/out criterion 
on selected subsets of the data. Analyses were run on crime-specific subsets 
including burglaries, robberies, drug offenses, and weapon offenses. The data 
were also subdivided according to both broad and narrowly defined generic cate
gories of crime. Only the four broad generic categories of violent, property, 
drug, and miscellaneous resulted in subdivisions containing enough cases for 
meaningful analysis. Table 13 shows those variables selected for further 
"generi c" ana lys is. 

Analyses were also performed with other dependent criteria, including the 
type of incarcerative sentence (indeterminate, definite, or with a s~t minimum 
and maximum) which in turn determines the length of sentence. 'Since it was 
impossible to isolate variables determinative of type of sentence, the develop
ment of a model to predict length of sentence was precluded. 

As can be seen in tables 14 and 15, the same central core of variables· 
was significantly correlated within each generic subset, as well as within the 
entire data set. Variables relating to prior juvenile and adult criminal rec
ord, drug addiction, employment and school status, and relationship to the 
criminal justice system at time of con~ission of the present offense (here
after called "system relationship") appeared in each analysis. As was exected, 
the classification af the victim as a person or a business was significantly 
correlated with sentence only within the property crime subset. The int~r
class ranking of miscellaneous crimes was far below the standards set for in
clusion, but was utilized in further analysis as the representation of offense 
seriousness. Variables such as number of charges were included in preliminary 
analysis, but were subsequently dropped, as it was thought to be more prudent 
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Variabl e 02 
correlation .1077 
# of cases (1205) 
significan(.~' s = .001 

15 
.1485 
(277) 

s = .007 

28 
.0],96 
(1200) 

s = .003 

34 
.0093 
(518) 

s = .416 

40 
.0413 
(552) 

s = .167 

. 46 
.0791 
(381) 

s = .062 

52 
.1333 
(289) 

s = .012 

03 07 
.1604 .5099 
(1205) (1205) 

s = .001 s = .001 

21 24 
-.0303 .0965 

(176) (1190) 
s = .345 s = .001 

29 30 
.0278 .2945 
(1199 ) (1202) 

s = .168 s = .001 

35 36 
.0015 -.1395 
(1167) (1163 ) 

s = .479 s = .001 

41 42 
.0468 .1181 
(553) (61) 

s = .136 s = .068 

47 48 
-.1297 .2532 

(445) ( 1184) 
s = .003 s = .001 

53 54 
.2220 .2078 
(1199) (1199) 

s = .001 s = .001 
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11 12 13 
.3604 .0665 .2303 
(1172) ( 1150) (1187) 

s = .001 s = .012 s = .001 

25 26 27 
.1037 .0656 -.0515 
(1200) (571) (571 ) 

s = .001 s = .059 s = .110 

31 32 33 
.1944 .0735 - .3130 
(1202) (560) ( 1129) 

s= .001 s = .041 s = .007 

37 38 39 
-.0849 ' - .0424 - .1930 

(75) (457) (711) 
s = .235 s = .183 s = .001 

43 44 45 
.0506 .1759 -.0523 
(1080) (386) (923) 

s = .048 s = .001 s = .056 

49 50 51 
.0455 .0223 .1076 
(377) (149) (534) 

s = .189 s = .394 s = .006 

55 56 57 
-.0195 .2445 .2249 

(550) (1192) (1195) 
s = .324 s = .001 s = .001 

(Continued) 
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Variable 58 59 60 61 . 62 63 
correlation - .0564 .1555 .0472 .1918 - .1568 - .0405 
# of cases (474) (1191) (234) (203) (947) (1203) 
significance s = .110 s = .001 s = .236 S,= .001 S =.001 S = .080 

64 65 66 67 68 69 
.1206 .1899 .1567 .2137 .1788 - .1526 
(1203) (1203) (1202) (1201) (1201 ) (848) 

s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 S = .001 S = .001 S = .001 

r 
70 71 72 73 74 75 

.0334 .1352 .1615 - .1290 .1973 .2099 
(1202) (1200) (1201) (1201) . (1201) (1200) 

s = .123 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 ' S = .001 S = .001 

76 77 78 79 80 81 
-.0513 -.0018 -.1887 .0453 -.0314 - .1614 

(562) ( 1192) (695) (1205) (1192) ( 1136) 
s = .113 s = .475 s = .001 S = .058 s = .139 S = .001 

82 83 84 85 86 87 
.1326 .0460 .1455 .2140 - .1825 - .0864 
(1199) (766) (1098) (1137) ( 1190) ( 1112) 

s = .001 s = .102 s = nOOl s = .001 s = .001 s = .002 
// 

I 88 89 90 91 . ·92 93 
.0684 .1100 .1333 .0815 .1712 .1695 
(1205) (1205) (1205) (1205) (1205) . (1205) 

s = .009 s = .001 s = .001 s = .002 s = .001 s = .001 

'I 
Bus Age Score ; ~ 

r: .0140 -:- .1140 .3527 'I 
,j 

(1205) (1202) (1000) . It 
'I 

S = .313 s = .001 s = .001 

\\ 

*See Essex County Data Collection Instrument, appendix B, for variable names. 
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Variabl e 
correlation 
# of cases 
significance 

TABLE 12.--Essex County, Pearsonls correlations-
general, selected variables* 

3 7 25 30 33 
.1604 .5099 .1037 .2945 .3130 
(1205) (1205) (1200) (1202) (1129) 

s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 

53 54 56 57 61 
.2220 .2078 .2445 .2249 .1918 
( 1199) (1199) ( 1192) (1195) (1203) 

s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 

67 68 74 75 85 
;2137, .1788 .1973 .2099 .2140 
(1201) (1201) (1201) (I200) (1137) 

s= .001 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 

Score Injury 
.3527 .0735 
( 1000) (560) 

s = .001 s:= .041 

48 
.2532 
(1184 ) 

s = .001 

65 
.1899 
(1203) 

s = .001 

86 
-.1825 

( 1190) 
s = .001 

*See Essex County Data Collection Instrument, appendix B, for variable names. 
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TABLE 13.--Essex County, Pearson's correlations--generic, selected variables* 

J' ~ 

;r~ 
,,"'.,.:;.~ Ii 

/' 
\ 

II 
" 

" I' 
l' I !' 

" ........... ~ , \' , 
I I i r 

Tl:~e Violent, 14 with--

Variable Inter 48 53 56 62 68 69 75 89 84 85 86 
correlation .4644 .2295 .2135 .2163 -.2151 .1354 -.2604 .1993 -.2154 .3114 .3182 -.2103 
# of cases (357) (352) , (355) (352) (297) (356) (265) (356) (194) (319) (355) (345) 
significance s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 s :; .001 s = .001 s = .005 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 

.: Tl:~e Propertl:! 14 with--

Inter 33 48 53 56 57 59 61 67 68 71 74 
.2159 .1940 .3190 .2484 .3056 .2638 .1705 .1784 .2198 .1997 .1806 .2241 
(272) (258) (266) (272) (271) (272) (271) (272) (270) (271) (271) (271) 

i 
s =.001 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 ' s =. .001 s = .001 s :: .002 s = .002 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 

( 
11 .;:. 

jJ 
0 75 84 85 86 

~ .1912 .2625 .2344 -.2169 , 
(270) (243) (254) (264) '1 

{ s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 

Tl:~e Drugs, 14 with--

Inter 48 53 56 58 59· 61 64 65 66 67 68 
I .2579 .3034 .2000 .2697 -.3240 .2516 .3812 .2908 .2695 .3176 .3175 .3220 
~ (312) (351) (358) (356) (118) , (356) (359) (359) (359) (358) (359) (359) 
II s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 s' ::; .001 s = .001 
11 
II 
I 

r 71 72 73 74 75 85 
; .2513 .2404 .2604 .2418 .3491 .2423 
\; (358) (357) (358) (359) (359) (345) ~ 'I 

VI 
S = .001 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 , 

\) 
(Continued) 
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TABLE 13.--Essex County, Pearson's correlations--generic, selected variables*--Continued 

Type Miscellaneous, 14 with--

Variable Inter 48 53 56 57 61 64 66 67 68 
correlation . 0457 .3662 .3136 .2687 .2783 . .3185 .2149 .3358 .2514 .3412 
# of cases (181) (180) (180) (178) (179) (181) (181) (181) (181) (180) 
significance s = .270 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 s = .002 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 

74 75 84 85 
.2520 .3667 .3321 .3066 
(180) (180) (161) (170) 

s ::: .001 s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 

*See Essex County Data Collection Instrument, appendix B, for variable names. 
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71 73 
.2619 .3288 
(180) (180) 

s = .001 s = .001 
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Item 

Liberty status at time of offense 
Total adult prior convictions 
Prior adult felony convictions against person 
Prior adult felony convictions not against person 
Prior adult convictions for similar offense 
Prior adult incarcerations over 30 days 
Statutory cl ass of fi rst offense at convictfon 
Prior probation/parole revocations 
Total number of prior adult felony convictions 
Number of present offenses of which convicted 
Total prior adult misdemeanor' convictions 
Prior adult misdemeanor convictions 

not against person 
Prior probation revocations 
Prior parole revocations 
Prior adult misdemeanor convictions against person 
Injury to victim 
Weapon usage 
Employment/education. status 

r 

.1987 

.2567 

.1802 
.• 2140 
.1407 
.2268 

-.1918 
.1573 
.2729 
.1891 
.1403 

.1389 

.1275 

.1263 

.0444 

.0202 
-.0760 

.0603 

Significance 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.005 

.001 

.001 

.002 

.001 

.001 

.005 

.005 

.009 

.010 

.208 

.358 

.184 

.154 

*Pearson's correlations performed upon the construction sample (n=485). 
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TABLE 15.--Essex Count~! discriminant anal~sis, general 

Variables* = 3, 7, 25, 30, 33, 48, 

Variable F to enter 
Step entered or remove, # Included 

1 Score 142.93196 1 

2 48 92.88247 ?_ .0' 

.;.;., 

3 33 66.41774 3 

4 75 49.16543 4 

5 07 23.13165 5 

6 56 22.5455 6 

7 30 10.91328 7 

8 86 8.81121 8 

9 85 3.10970 9 

10 65 1.56943 10 

*See appendix B for variable names. 

'\ I 

t1 

133, 54, 56, 

Wilkr, , 
lambda 

.87483 

.80035 

.15036 

.71506 

.69882 

.68332 

.67589 

.66994 

.66784 

.66679 

57, 61, 67, 68, 74, 75, 85, 86* 

Significance RAO's V 

.000 142.90109 

.000 249.17657 

• 000 332.31755 .. 

.000 398.03517 . 

.000 430.51527 

.000' 462.93781 

.000 ' 479.00595 

.000 492.13334 

.000 496.81211 

.000 499.18343 

.. 

,,', 

Change in 
RAO's V 

142.90109 

106.27549 

83.14098 

65.71762 

32.48010 

32.42254 

16.06815 

13.12738 

4.67877 

2.37135 

J 
'I 
,I , 

Significance 
of change 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000· 

.000 

.031 

.124 

II 

0 
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to develop a gui de'l i ne model whi ch woul d not i ncorpora te prosecutori a 1 di scre
tion into the judicial sentencing decision. 

c. In'Maricopa County, three dependent variables were included in the 
Pearson's correlation analysis--type of sentence (dichotomized into lIinll and 
1I0utll) and the minimum and maximum periods of incarceration of offenders re
ceiving an lIinll sentence. Pearson's correlation coefficients were computed 
for the entire sample and for the offense subtypes of property, violent, and 
drugs. Pearson's correlation analysis and contingency table analysis produced 
similar results (see appendix C). Essentially, the same variables were sub
stantially related to the "in/outll decision within the entire sample and within 
each crime type: custody status, time spent in jail prior to sentenCing, num
ber of criminal charges and events, legal status, juvenile and adult criminal 
history record, employment status, drug usage, and seriousness index. However, 
the Pearson's correlation coefficients for some factors differed within the 
subtypes of the general sample, demonstrating the operation of an interactive 
effect involving type of offense. The crime-specific effect of certain vari
ables was attributable to the fact that their applicability was limited to a 
particular type of crime (e.g., type and value of drugs, injury to victi~). 
The differential performance of other variables did not lend itself as easily 
to interpretation. Race and education emerged as salient factors only within 
the drug subsample. The relationship between the seriousness index and the 
"in/out" decision was much weaker for property crimes than for violent and drug 
crimes. Prior adult convictions were not significantly related to the sentenc
ing of violent offenders. 

Few variables were substantially related to the length of sentence in the 
property and drug offense types in Maricopa County. At least three inferences 
may be drawn from this finding: (1) the length of time decision for property 
and drug crimes may not be as influenced by a coherent policy as is the "in/ 
out" decision; (2) a more refined seriousness index, sensitive to intervals of 
time, may be required to reflect the relationship between offense and length 
of sentence; and (3) the form of the relationships may be nonlinear. The lat
ter two inferences would have been examined had a distinct (bifurcated) model 
for the length of sentence decision been contemplated. The violent subtype and 
the entire sample had a number of variables related to length of sentence: 
basis of adjudication, custody status, days spent in jail prior to sentencing, 
number of original charges and charges at conviction, convictions against-the
person, weapon usage, injury to victim(s), prior adult felony arrests, prior 
adult incarcerations, residential stability, and seriousness index. The fact 
that many variables were not related to length of sentence and to the "in/out" 
decision in the same way lends support to the finding of the feasibility panel 
that the "in/out" and length decisions are analytically severable. 

4. Multivariate Analysis. The next phase of the research consisted of 
using such multivariate techniques as multiple regression and discriminant 
function analysis. These techniques were employed primarily as an additional 
check on the identification of factors subsequently to be incorporated in guide
line model development. 

Multiple regress,ion is a statistical method which seeks to identify and 
estimate the magnitude and significance of the variance of the dependent vari
able that is shared with several independent variables. The coefficient of de
termination, R2, indicates the proportion of variability in ~he dependent 
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v~riable which can be lI explained" b . 
nl9ue ~ncorporates some basic assumYt~o~~~ of lndependent.variables. The tech
crlt~rlon and the independent variahles .' , P) th~ relatlonship between the 
the lndependent variables is additive' (1) ihnear ~n nature; (2) the effect of 
terval level; (4) thE! inl'lono ... ,.Ie-t .. ___ J_.. e varlables are measured at the in-
depen~ent var~able is n~~;~l'1'.Y;;is~~~~~~~~s,,~~el.~~t..,i~t~rcorrel~ted; and (5) the 
value of the lndependent variables -- -M---- ... II Ita;:, ~he sam~ variance at each 
fected by the ratio of the number ~f i~~eove~, the r~greSSion solution is af-
cases. As this ratio increases epen ent varlables to the number of 
of multiple correlation R Ex'e~~ do~s the overestimation of the coefficient 
order t~ perform meaningful mUl~iPl~ ~~ffer ~s the the acceptable ratio, but in 
or 40 tlmes the number of subjects to V~~~sbsllon ahnalyses, a ~atio of between 30 

la es s ould be malntained.21 
It is important to reiterate th t It' 1 

explanatory sense' that l'S l't a mu lp e regression was not used in an . , ,was not used +0 i d' t h . one var~able over another in describing th ~ / n lca ~ ~ e relatlve weight of 
reg~eSS1?n was used as a supplemental stat~ ~~ o~t decl~lon. Rather, multiple 
latlonsh1ps observed amon the d lS,lca technlque to confirm the re
which had been identifiedgthrOUg~P:~~~~t varlable and independent variabJes 
ana~yses. To some extent, it also aide~r,cr~s~-ta~~~ar an~ Pearson's correlation 
varlables might possess the greatest stat~nt.e elrmllnlng,whlCh of,the independent 

lS lca va ue 1n the gUldeline models. 
We were cogni zant of the fact th (. , . 

nal justice data) our emplo ment at ,partlcularly given the nature of crimi-
assumptions on which this t~chni of ~ul;lPle regression may not have met the 
ical given the nature of our res~~~c l~ ased: Two of these are especially crit
variables and the specification of t~' dthe dlnterrel~tionshiPS among independent 

e epen ent var1able as a dichotomy.22 
, The assumption of orthoganalit ' 

vlolated by our data set especiall~ a~~~g the set of 1ndependent variables was 
ables. Extreme multico11nearit Wl, respect to t~e prior offense of vari
c?nsiderably from sample to samYl~ay ~au~e !~e ~egreSS10n coefficients to vary 
d~sentang1:e the effects of hi9hfy 1nt t lS,_~fflCUlt,.and of~en meaningless, to 
m1ne the relative contribution to th ercorre ~ted varlables 1n order to deter
reg~ession played a relatively limit:dregreS~10n solution. Ho~ever, multiple 
vatlons of the assumptions, therefore ro e ln ~odel c~nstructlon, strict obser
employ the refined regreSSion Weights'i~a~hno;.lm~eratlve. ~ur aim was not to 
models, but rather to use more crude . e, lna construct10n of guideline 
correlations among variables are not ~nlt W~19~tS. The frequency of high inter
equal weights, particularly when BUrgesssmupc. °t a dlraWback to models utilizing 

Oln sca es are used. 
Anothe~ principle of multipl '. 

that the dependent variable used ~ regress~on WhlCh was ~iolated was the fact 
moreover, it was dichotomized T~~ a.nal~s~s was not an lnterval level variable. 
dependent variable for which ~egre~'~i~~s rlC~~d the amount of variation in the' 
a result, in the prediction e uati equa lon wa~ attempting to account. As 
would have a substantial erro~ te~n(f~~edfto P~~dl~t, a dependent variable 
only two sources of variations for whic 0 pre lct1ve p~wer) as there were 
analyses was used only to confirm rl - ~ to ~ccount. Agaln, because regression 
and Pearson's correlation analysis et~tlonshlp~,obser~ed through cross-tabular 
by the dependent variable were con~ide~e~sbsumP lons

t 
vlolated by dichotomization 

. y us no to be problematical. 
The variables identified as h' h 

pendent variables through the Pear~~~~i t e sltrot~gest asso~iation with the de
corre a 10n analysls were entered into 
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a multiple regression equation. There were several important reasons for using 
this selected group of variables. First, readily available computer programs 
can handle only a limited number of variables in a regression problem. More 
important, however, it is dangerous to use a data set which contains a large 
number of predictor variables. It is too easy to get perfect, yet meaningless, 
predictability since, by chance alone, one is likely to find variables whi·ch 
are significantly related to the dependent variable. Those variables which 
were not significantly correlated with the sentence variable could no more con
tribute to the prediction of sentence in a multiple regression equation than 
was possible in the Pearson's correlation analysis. 

In some instances, as a further test of the associations between the de
pendent and independent variables shown through the other techniques used, dis
criminant function analysis was performed on the data. This technique is simi
lar to multiple regression analysis in which the dependent variable is 
dichotomous.23 Discriminant function analysis combines and weights the inde
pendent variables in such a way as to maximally distinguish between the groups 
of the dependent variable. Due to the similarity between these two statistical 
techniques, we sought to investigate whether the solution(s) provided by dis
criminant function analysis would match those produced by regression analysis. 
The results of the discriminant function analysis performed only on an in/out 
dependent variable shows great similarity to the regression solutions obtained. 

a. In Cook County, the dependent variable has dichotomized into in
carcerative and nonincarcerative sentences. The categorization of split and/ 
or special sentences as either incarcerative or nonincarcerative sentences was 
tested by performing double sets of regressions, and observing in which cate
gory they appeared to best fit. Regressions were also performed using the 
minimum and maximum length of incarceration as the dependent variable. These 
regressions were run so that staff could assess which variables were better 
predictors of the length of sentence. 

Three new variables enter the regression solutions as predictors of sen
tence length: alcohol usage, drug usage, drug addiction to opiates. The con
tribution of these variables to the regression solution was marg'jnal, and for 
reasons that will be discussed more fully at a later pOint, they were not in
cluded in the final guidelir;~ models. 

While cutoff levels had been established through Pearson's correlation 
6l.nalysis for selection of independent variables to be examined in regression 
analysis, for theoretical and empirical reasons some independent variables that 
di d not meet the cutoff cri teri a were tested through regress.') on ana lys i s (see 
table 14). Many of the variables tested (weapon lJlsage, injury to victim, prior 
probation/parole revocations, employment and misdemeanor convictions against 
the person) have been suggested as affecting the senten~ing decision. In addi
tion, these variables appeared to have a strong relationship to the dependent 
variable in the cross-tabular analyses performed. It was found that the pre
dictive power of the regression equation was increased only minimally by the 
addition of weapon usage and injury variables, whereas the other variables 
either entered the regression equation early as good predictors, or contributed 
to raising the overal predictive power of the regression equation. 

The analysis was preliminarily performed on the sample along statutory 
class lines, Felony 1,2, and 3. Murder, a separate class felony, was not 
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~nalyzed on~y ~o the extr:mely ~m~ll sample size (n=21), which hampered mean
lngful. statlstlcal analysls. Slmllarly, analysis was not performed for Felony 
4.or mlsdemeanor offenses since they too were underrepresented in the construc
tlon sample. 24 

. However, during the cours: of statistical analYSis of the data, the judi
Clary e~presse~ :oncern t~at dlfferent factors would be more important to the 
sentenclng declslon for dlfferent types of crimes. For example, in sentencing 
a.burglary the f~ct th~t the s~ructure was a resident, as opposed to a commer
clal property, mlght dlfferentlate the type or length of sentence given. Simi
l~rly, the fact that an offender had many more convictions for property crimes 
mlght have bearing upon a conviction for a property offense but not upon a 
conviction f~r ~ ~ersonal crime, such as assault. Thus, at'the request of the 
Cook.C~unty JU~l~lar~, the staff began to analyze the data upon a crime
speclflc classlflcatlon, as opposed to a statutory class scheme. It was felt 
that these might be more sens-itive to "real -offense" factors and differential 
offender characteristics. -

Investigation of the feasibility of using crime-specific models revealed 
that while seven unique crimes 25 accounted for 74 percent of all the first of
fenses charged at conviction in the construction sample, the small number of 
cases for :ach ~rime limited the reliability of any analysis performed. At 
the ~am: tlm:, lt was found tha~ information items which might be relevant to 
~red'lctlng d1f~erent sentences 1mposed (for the same offense) were often miss-
1ng or not ava1lable for data collection. For example, it was hypothesized 
that th: relation~hip between t~e victim and the offender might be an important 
factor 1n sentenc1ng those conv1cted of assaultive crime (e.g., aggravated bat
tery, manslaughter, etc.). However, the initial investigation of Cook County's 
data base had revealed that it was Virtually impossible to determine the rela
tionship of the victim to offender in terms other than the gross ones of 
"known" ?r :'unkno~n. II Even us~ of thi s data in such a crude categori zati on 
pr~ve~ d1ff1C~lt 1n the analys1s. In the construction sample, for example, 
thlS 1nformatlon for aggravated battery (n=31) was missing in 19.4 percent of 
the cases (n=6). Thus, attempting to assess the impact of the victim-offender 
relationship upon the sentencing decision for aggravated battery, when the case 
sample was so small, raised serious empirical questions. 

The staff then considered analyzing the data base in terms of generic 
cr~me groupings~ ~ased u~on empirical and theoretical concerns. It was hoped 
th1S woul~ s~fflc1entlY.1nc~ease the sample size for each generic.grouping so 
that.statlstl~al analYS1s.m1ght prove mo~e reliable. Testing to determine 
pred1ctor varlables was flrst done upon the largest generic crime grouping 
(n=178) to determine the reliability and efficacy of further work along these 
lines. That grouping, composed of armed robberies and robberies, as weli as 
attempts, indicated that there was little difference in predictor variables 
t~an those that were identified in the analysis performed along statutory class 
11 nes. 

At this point the presiding judge was informed of the similarities in in
f?rmation items used by the crime-specific, generic, and statutory categoriza
t10ns of the data base. After consultation, the decision was made to continue 
;the analYSis along statutory class lines, as future guid~line development would 
be not only more statistically sound, but would result in models which would be 
much simpler for the judiciary to use. Instead of seven separate grids, each 
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with slightly different information 't d . 
~he statutory class models would 1 ems use for each crlme-specific model, 
ltems with the virtue of necessit:~rnlgOYontlhe tShame off~nder/offense information 

y ree gnds. 
b. In Essex County mult· . t . 

"class" and "generic" subsets ide lV~r~a e tech,nlques were employed on both the 
P~arson's correlation analysis ~:l{le~hthrfugh earlier cross-tabulation and 
tlon analysis (performed on th~se var? e c a~s subset, the discriminant func
with the dependent variable in the Cl~;~les Wh~ch.were sign~ficantly correlated 
?f the.19 variables entered as predictorscrrre ~t~fn ana)lYSls) offered only 10 
lncludlng some measure of off .. see a e 16. These 10 variables 
classification, prior adult i~~~~c!~~~?usness'bsystem relationship, victim 
weapon usage, employment status dru lon! n~m er of charges at cpnviction, 
high misdemeanors against the p~rsong !ddlct~fn, and the number of arrests for 

lc8en)t of the "out" decisions and 72.1~pe~~:n~ o~ tthO a~~u;.adtel-¥ ~redict 80.0,per-
. e ln eC1Slons (see table' 

TABLE 16.--Essex Count~ 
TABLE 17.--Ess~x Countx, Discriml-classification of func-' 

tion coefficients nant functlon coefficients . 

Var # Group 0 Group 1 
Var # Standardized Unstandardized 

07 4.41890 07 .22098 .43153 5.16513 30 .19865 30 .76234 .47564 1.58488 33 .26814 33 '6.18778 .58590 5.25227 48 .27840 48 .83400 1.84·719 .08424 56 56 .20871 .05251 .14858 .29425 65 .06180 65 .22247 .31328 75 .08878 75 .22401 .24153 .18440 85 ·;....27817 
.37.753 85 .09005 -.24788 .04072 86 .12326 86 2.58092 .01833 2.15226 Score .32628 Score .23407 .26577 ' -1.89591 

Constant -12.13973 -15.39316 

TABLE 18.--Essex Countx, prediction results 

Actual group # of cases 

Group 0 488 

Group 1 513 

, 
... ..,,"'"""----... _" 
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Prediction group 

Group 0 
391 
80.1% 

Group 0 
143 
27.9% 

Membership 

Group 1 
97 
19.9% 

Group 1 
370 
72.1% 

As to the generic subsets the variables which were entered into the re
gression equati.on were selected by the judges from those variables which were 
significantly correlated with the sentence variable. The judges, for example, 
made a policy decision to eliminate variables pertaining to prior arrest record. 
It was also decided that those variables which require specific and often dif
ficult to obtain information (such as number of prior adult convictions ~or 
misdemeanors not against the person) could be replaced by one variable--number 
of prior adult convictions. The amount of variance in the sentencing decision 
which could be predicted by the variables in the regression solutions for the 
generic subsets ranged from 19 percent for property to 40 percent for drugs 
(see tables 19-22). 

Variable* 

85 

48 

86 

6.9 

56 

75 

TABLE 19.--Essex Count~, regression--generic, violent 
(n=233) 

MR . R2 R2 change Simple R B 

.31184 .09724 .09724 .31184 .1704 

.37688 .14204 .04480 .24214 .13804 

.43674 .19074 .04870 -.24565: .16582 

.45451 .20658 .01584 -.25203 .01047 

.46013 .21172 .00514 .19558 ~O0930 

.46266 .21406 .00234 .19692 .00694 

constant = .90625 

*See appendix B for variable names. 
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beta 

.21802 

.17648 

-.20460 

-.11273 

.07384 

.05190 
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c. In Maricopa County, in order to limit the number of variables en
tered in the regr~ssion analysis, a Pearson's r of "±.20" at a significance 
level of ".00111 was established as the criterion for inclusion. Also, a number 
of variables that met the criterion were excluded because the Maricopa County 
Superior Court judges had indicated that it would be improper to consider them 
in the development of an equitable sentencing policy: custody status, time 
spent in jail prior to sentencing, education, pr.ior adult and juvenile arr.ests, 
and ethnic descent. Even with this reduced set of variables, the attrition of 
cases through listwise deletion was marked--approximately 300 cases were omit
ted. None of the subsamples had a sufficient number of cases after listwide 
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deletion to satisfy a 30:! ratio of subject to variables, so one might infer 
that the multiple R for the crime types 'is somewhat inflated. 

Multiple regression was performed on a general sample and on each subsample 
using the dependent variable, sentence type (see tables 23-26), but it was not 
applied to the dependent variables" minimum and-maximum length ofincarceratfon,' 
because there were not a sufficient number of variables considered suitable in 
terms of policy considerations which ~lere substantially related to sentence 
length to make the analysis worthwhile. Thirty-two percent of the var'iation in 
the dependent variable w,as expla;ined by the independent variables for the gen
era] or class sample; 40 percent of the variation was accounted for by the in
depenpent variables for tbe viol ent subsampl e; 36 percent for the property sub
sample; and 45 percent fOl the drug subsample. 

--~- --------

TABLE 24.--Maricopa County, multiple regression dependent 
variable: type of sentence 

Violent Subsample 

....... 

Multiple R R2 2 R change 
I 

Seriousnes~ index \\ .54097 .29265 .29265 
Employment status .60395 .36475 .07210 
Prior juvenile incarcerations .61895 .38310 .01835 
Number of criminal everts .63036 .39735 .01425 
Prior juvenile convictions .63279 .40043 .00307 
Legal status .63460 .40271 .00228 
Whether property inVolved in 

offense .63569 .40410 .00138 

Si~nificance of F = .01 

TABLE 25.~-Maricopa County, multiple regression dependent 
variable: type of sentence 

Property Subsample 

\ ,!~ 

R2 2 Multiple R R change 

Prior adult convictions .43140 .18611 .18611 
Legal status .49779 .24780 .06169 
Employment status .54199 .29375 .04596 
Pttior juvenile- incarcerations ~56139 .31516 .02140 
Seriou~ness index .57703 .33296 .Op81 
Prior adult incarcerations .58836 .34617 .01321 
Drug use .59326 .35196 .00579 
Prior juvenile convictions .59613 .35537 .00341 
Priorpro~~tion terms .59818 .35781 .00244 
Pt~ior adult felony convictions 

against-the-person .59925 .35910 .00129 
Prior adult felony convictions 

not;..against-the-person .59954 ···.35945 .00034 
Addiction to opiates .59972 .35967 .00022 

Significance of F = .Ql 
~': 

\\ 

i', 
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TABLE 26.--Maricopa County, multiple regression dependent 
variable: type of sentence 

Drugs Subsample 

Mul tiple R R2 R2 change 

Type of drugs .56121 .31496 .31496 
Seriousness index .61170 .37417 .05922 
Legal status .63882 .40809 .03~91 

Juvenile incarcerations .65382 .42748 .01939 
Prior adult felony convictions 

not-against-the-person .66111 .43707 .00950 
Number of criminal events .66537 .44272 .00565 
Possession/sale of drugs .66759 .44568 .00296 
Addiction to opiates .66918 .44780 .00213 
Drug use .66957 .44832 .00051 
Prior adult convictions .66982 .44866 .00034 

Significance of F = .01 

Discriminant function analysis was also performed on these same groups. 
The independent variables entered the discriminant function analysis in the 
same order as they had entered the regression analysis (see tables 27-30). 
Eight variables contributed'significantly to the discriminant solution for the 
general sample: prior adult convictions, prior juvenile incarcerations seri
ousness index, victim classification~employment status, legal statu~~ addic
tion to opiates, and prior adult incarcerations. For the violent subsampli~' 
seriousness index, employment status, prior juvenile incarcerations, and n~;lI1-
ber of criminal events added significantly to the discriminant solution. S'ix 
variables contributed significantly to the equation for the property subsample: 
prior adult convictions, legal status, employment status, prior juvenile in
carcerations, seriousness index, and prior adult incarcerations. Type of drugs, 
seriousness index, legalstatus~ prior juvenile incarcerations, and prior adult 
felony convictions not against-the";person made a 'significant contribution to 
the di~criminant solution for the drugs subsample. Thediscrimin~nt function 
correctly clas!jified 77 percent of the Cllses belonging to the gen~lral sample, 
79 percent of the violent subsample cases, 77.5 percent of the cas,les in the 
property subsamp'lc: and 83.5 percent of the cases belonging to theti'drugs 
subsample. 

In sum, then, cross-tabular analysis was the primary technique we utilized 
for selection of variabl es for use in the development of guideli ne model s. 
Correlation analysis, multiple regression, and discriminant functionana~ysis 
were employed as supplemental techniques to verify the observed relat~,o.t'..ihip 
between the dependent and independent variables as ,shown by the cross-tabular 
analysis. The viulations of the usual assumptions underlying statistical 
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tec~niques were of little,consequence given the utilitarjan purposes of this 
proJect. For example, ne1ther the order of entry nor the beta weights indi
c~ted by the regression solution were used in any further analysis; the regres
S10n a~aly~es.were used solely to ryelp identify the most significant variables 
deter,m1nat1ve ~f sentence for use 1n model construction. Moreover, subsequent 
,sec~,ons of ,th1S report~jll point out that the guidelines themselves are pri-
mar1ly the result of policy, decisions of the judges informed by but not bound 
by, statistical analysis. ' 

sis 

Variable entered 
Significance of chanqe 

in Rao's Va ~ 

Prior adult convictions 
Prior juvenile incarcerations 
Seriousness index 
Victim'classificatign 
Employment status 
Legal status 
Addiction to opiates 
Prior adult incarcerations 
Drug use . 
Variables not enteredb 

Prior juvenile convictions 
Prior adult felony convictions 

against-person 
Prior adult felony convictions 

not-against-person 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.. 001 

.158 

Significance of chi square foridiscriminant 
function = .000 

Out 

ltn 
il 
'( 

Prediction results 
Number of cases 

514 

393 

, 

Predicted group membership 
Out In 
424 90 
82.5% 17.5% 

117 
29.8% 

276 
70.2% 

Percent of grouped cases correctly classified = 77.18% 

a. Rao's V is a generalized distance measure. The variable 
which when added to the previously entered variables in
creases Rao's V the most is selected for inclusion. 

b. F or tolerance level insufficient for inclusion. ,", 
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TABLE 28.--Maricopa countYb 
discriminant analysis 

Violent Su sample·· . 

Variable entered Significance of change 
in Rao's Va 

Seriousness index 
Employment status 
Prior juvenile incarcerat.ions 
Number of criminal events 

Variables not enteredb 

Prior juvenile convictions 
Legal status 
Wheth erproperty i nvo 1 ved in offense 

Significance of chi square. for discriminant 
function = .000 

Prediction results 

.000 

.000 

.007 

.003 

Number of caselli· Pred'ir.tedgrolJ.p membership 

Out 

In 

66 

124 

Out 

56 
84.8% 

30 
24~2% 

1!!. 
10 
15.2% 

94 
75.8% 

Percent of grouped cases correctly classifie~~i:: 78.95% 

a. Rao's V is a generalized distance measure. The variable 
which when added to the previously enter.ed variables .in
creases Rao's V the most is selected for inclusion. 

b. F or tolerance level insufficient for inclusion. 
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TABLE 29.--Maricopa County, discriminant analysis 
" Property Subsampl e 

Variable entered 
Significance of change 

in Rao's va 

Prior adult convictions 
Legal status 
Employment stat,{s 
Prior juveni 1 e j~incarcerations 
Seriousness. ind~)~' 
Prior adult incarcerations 
Drug use 
Prior juvenile convictions 
Prior adult probation terms 

Variables not enteredb 

Prior adult felony convictions 
against-person 

Prior adult felony convictions 
no't-against-persoi1 

Addiction to opiates 

Significance of chi square for discriminant 
function = .000 

Prediction results 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.014 

.056 

.105 

Number of cases Predicted group m~bership 

Out In 

Out 258 216 42 
83.7% 16.3% 

In 190 59 131 
31.1% 68.9% 

Percent of grouped cases correctly classified = 77.46% 

a. Rap~:S: V is a generalized distance measure. The variable 
which when added, to the previously entered variables in
creases Rao"s V the most isPselected for inclusion. 

b. F or tolerance level insufficient for inclusion. 
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TABLE 30.--Maricopa County, discriminant analysis 
Drugs Subsample 

Vari'abl~ entered 

Type of drugs 
Seriousness index 
Legal status 
Prior jl)venile incarcerations 
Prior adult felony convictions 

n9t -against-per$on 
Number of criminai events 
Possession/sale of drugs 
Addiction to opiates 

Variables not entered~ 

Prior adult convictions 
Prior adult incarcerations 
Drug use 

Significanc~ of change 
. in Rao's Va 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.004 

.025 

.013 

.165 

Significance of chi square for discriminant 
function = .000 

Prediction results 

Number of cases Predicted group membership 

Out .!n. 
Out 193 168 25 

87.0% 13.0%. 

In 87 21 66 
24.1% 75.9% 

Percent of grouped cases correctly classified = 83.57% 

a. Rao's V is a),generalized distance measure. The variable 
which when added to the previously entered variables in
creases Rao's V the most is selected for inclusione" 

b. F or tolerance level insufficient for inclusion. 
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A. DECISIONMAKING MATRICES 

CHAPTER 5 

MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

The ultimate goal of the sentencing guidelines proj('ct was to assist 
judges in establishing their sentencing policy. To help them acc~mplish this 
task, numerous sentencing guideline models were designed and tested in each 
site. Initial models were developed on the basis of predicting the in/out de
cision. Sentence iength for these models was established on the basis of the 
configuration of predicted "in" sentences providing an experience table. While 
the models differed in content, i.e., the number and type ,of variables included 
and the weights assigned to them, they shared the same basic structure--a two
dimensional decision matrix, or grid, which reflected the two focal concerns 
informing the detenninationof sentence: the seriousness of the offense and 
the' sal ient characteristics of the offender. i: The dimensions are represented 
by an offense scale and an offender scale. The offense scale dimension con
sisted of a seriousness index and various "real offense" set'iousness modifiers 
such as injury to victim and type of drugs. The offender scale was typifie'd 
by social stability information and prior criminal record. 

These offense and offend:,\r scales are derived by weighting, or assigning 
points to, infonnation items identified as significant in describing relevant 
characteristics of the crime and the criminal. The points are then summed into 
separate scores for the offense and the offender which are arrayed on their 
respective scales. The vertical axis is divided into levels of seriousness of 
the offense or crime; the horizontal axis is divided into offender, "salient 
factor," or criminal scores. The interior of the grid consists of cells each 
of which contadns a suggested decision. The cells occur at. the.points of inter
section, within each matrix, of the respective offense and offender scores. 
The suggested decision range displayed within each cell represents to some ex
tent an experience table consisting of actual sentences received QY local~f-. 
fenders having the same combination scores. Theoretically, the sentence wlthln 
a given cell should be quite similar, and sent.nces should become more seve~e 
as offense and offender scores/lincrease. In other words, ,sentences should In
crease in severi ty wi th i ncrem~\rta 1 gradations in the seriousness of the offense 
and as the offendercharacteris'~cs become less favorable. 

To use the grid, one simPJ)Plots the, intersection of a particular combina
tion of offense score and offender score much as one would locate a ~own on a 
roadmap by the intersection of two coordinates; this procedures locates.the c~ll 
containing the suggested sentence. There are several reasons for choo~lng thlS 
type of d~cisionmaking model~ First, a two-dimensional model is superlor t~ a 
unidimensional one in that it reflects the interactive effects of the,two dlmen
sions. Second, it creates a large number of categories of offense and offender 
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scores without requiring that the discrimination of anyone information item 
be critical or too finely tuned. 26 Third, once guidelines have been imple
mented in a jurisdiction, the calculation of the guideline sentence is very 
simple, and the grid system thus greatly reduces th~ possibility of , error from 
incorrect coding or incorrect mathematical computatlon. Fourth, t~ls ~ystem 
minimizes the time needed to calculate the suggested sentence. ThlS tlme
saving is important in all court systems, but it is especiall~ cr~cial in those 
jurisdictions where the judges themselves must compute the gUldelln: sentence. 
Fifth, decisionmaking matrices provide a literal pict~re,of senteryclng prac
tices. 'Once sentencing decisions have been plotted wlthln the grlds: the con
tents of each cell can be analyzed not only in reference to the cell s coor
dinates (offense and offender scores), but also iry relationship to ~he,co~tents 
of surrounding or contiguous cells. Thus, variatlon of sentences wl~hln,ln- , 
dividual cells and patterned relationships between cells can be readl1y ldentl
fied and resolved by policy decisions of the judges. 

B. PREDICTION 

The main emphasis of the research functfon of,this project' was one o! prac
tical application, that of constructing a model WhlCh could use!ully p~edlct 
sentencing decisions and thus aid the judges in setting sentenclng POllCY. 
IIPrediction ll may be used to generally mean the estimation of one phenomenon from 
the knowledge of others to which it is related. The initi~l guid~l~ne models 
are predictive in that they aim to forecast f~tu~e sentenclng declsl~ns, ,ba~e~ 
upon factors which have been sh~w~ to be st~tlstlcally.relat:d to prlor JUdl~lal 
sentencing behavior. More speclflcally, thlS process lnvestlgates and descrlbes 
the factors which have influenced prior sentencing decisions, i.e., gle~ned,from 
a construction sample, and then applied the identified factors to a valldat~on 
sample to predict thf. variable under investigation, i.e., the dependent varlable. 

Our choice of independent variables was determined primarily by their p~
tential effectiveness in predicting the in/out decision as the,dependent varl
able. The initial decisionmaking matrices (based on construct~on samples) ,we 
employed may be thought of as experience tables. As any experlence table lS 
fitted closely to the sample on which it is built, its ability to estima~e ~he 
dependent variable is misleadingly high; a table cannot be ~all~d a predlctl0n 
table until its predicted validity has been tested by applYlryg lt t~ aryother 
sample. This effect of overfitting, as evidenced by a drop ln predlctlve power 
in subsequent samples, is called shrinkage. 

There are a number of ways to control the problem of shrinkag~. The,amount 
of shrinkage can be reduced by using a large ratio ~f cases ~o varlables ln the 
construction sample, since in a large sample there ~s less ~l~k of chance,ef~ 
fects obscuring real effects. There is also less r1sk ~f glv1ng undue ~elght 
to associations which appear to be high Dnly by chance 1n the corys~ruct~on sam
ple if selection of predictors is made from,a smal~ number of,or1g1nal lrydepen
dent variables. A third way to control shr1nkage 1~ ~o quant1fy the var1~bles 
so that they are not very sensitive to the peculiar1t1es of the construct10n, 
sample. 27 For this lattc~ reason, a Burgess-ty~e ~eighting scheme was used 1n 
each jurisdiction to avol,;the problem of overf1ttlng. 

In Cook County, we found the guideline model~ useful in predicting the 
in/out decision. The experience of the constructlon sample was successfully 
applied to a validation sample to predict thein/out decision." ·However, the 
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C~ok,County guideline model initially prepared was not in the true sense a pre
dlctlve model for'the length of sentence. Rather, at the stage of predicting 
the length of sentence for each cell it became apparent that there were too few 
cases in each cell to be as confident of our predictive ability. Thus, the 
trade-off became deciding whether to err by basing the length of time decision 
on fewer cases, with the concomitant potential for diminished predictive accu
racy on this decision, or abandon the "prediction" idea with regards to the 
length of sentence decision, and utilize the validation sample's incarcerative 
sentences as lIexperience" in mapping the length of sentence decision. The lat
ter course of action was deemed more appropriate. The experience table for the 
length of time decision is then utilized as a tool to aid the judiciary in mak
ing policy decisions, which will then later b~ tested by the judges in actual. 
use. 

C. MODEL CHOICE 

, Having completed the correlation and mUltivariate analyses, we now had a 
good idea of the 10 to 20 variables in each jurisdiction which seemed to have 
the most potential for accurately predicting the sentencing decisions of the 
courts in question. Our next step was, for each jurisdiction, to determine 
what combinations of these variables would most accurately predict criminal 
sentences and to begin generating preliminary guideline models to incorporate 
these combinations. We felt that there were six principal types of models which 
we might have generated for each jurisdiction. We termed these types the "gen
era'" or "class," the "generic," and the "crime-specific" models; we hypothesized 
one-stage and also two-stage variants of each. 

The "class" model was 'derived from the sentencing guidelines scheme which 
we had designed during our feasibility study and which was subsequently adopted 
by the Denver District Court. It is also the model adopted during the imple
mentation study by the judges of the Cook County Circuit Court. In the class 
model, one set of information items is used to establish guideline sentences 
for all crimes w~ile each statutory class of crimes is accorded its own sepa
rate decisionmaking matrix or grid. The major advantage of this model over ei
ther of the other models is the simplicity of calculation it affords inasmuch as 
only the one set of information items is used. It also coordinates well with the 
statutory classification system in effect in those American states (more than 
half) which have adopted a Model Penal Code type of structure. 

The generic,model was conceptualized and developed during the implementa
tion study and was eventually adopted for use by the Essex County and Superior 
Courts, as well as by the Maricopa County Superior Court. The generic model 
classifies crimes by offense type; property, Violent, drugs, and m'iscellaneous 
categories have so far been employed in practice. The rationale for the generic 
model is that, while it is conceivable that the generated information items in 
any jurisdictio~ may be the same for each of these offense categories, it is 
more likely that different items will be incorporated for each type. The pro
cedure for determining the gUideline sentence in a particular case is to turn 
to the information set congruent with the type of offense in question, sum the 
relevant offense and offender scores and then turn to the grid for that type of 
offense, rather than the grid for a statutory class as in the class model. 
While generic model does clearly possess the potential for more accurately iden
tifying factors differentially affecting various types of crimes, we found that 
it did not necessarily provide us a more accurate model in the predictive sense. 
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The IIcrime-specific" model is a theoretically significant extension of the 
logic of the generic model, although it has not been adopted in any jurisdic
tion yet. In the crime-specific model, both information sets and decisionmak
ing matrices are designed-for individual offenses.' This model has the poten
tial for obtaining the highest predictive power of all models since guidelines 
are being developed for sharply delineated fact situations. Yet, crime-specific 
models appear to be extremely costly, both to develop and to implement, since 
statistical analysis would not be valid unless an extremely large number of 
cases was sampled for each crime for which we were attempting to develop models. 
Moreover, the analysis must be done for each crime, thus multiplying costs. 
Empirically, we feel that it is impracticable to develop crime~specific guide= 
lines except for the most commonly occurring offenses within a jurisdiction. 
EVen then, some other type of model, either general or generic, would have to 
be used in conjunction with the crime-specific model in order to encompass the 
entire range of offenses. 

All of the jurisdictions in which we have thus far worked -have employed a 
one-stage system, i.e., the designation within a single decisionmaking matrix 
of both type and length of sentence. The two-stage, or bifurcated, model was 
conceptualized during the feasibility phase of the project. The first stage 
uses a set of information items and matching decisionmaking grids to aid in de
ciding whether or not to incarcerate a given offender. The second stage builds 
upon that decision by employing a second set of information items and grids to 
determine the suggested length of incarcerative sentence. Theoretically, a 
bifurcated model should more closely comport to reality as information items 
may be differentially associated with the two stages of the sentencing decision. 
An an illustration, it is quite possible that the present employment of a given 
offender will prove a Significant factor in convincing a judge not to incarcer
ate a given offender. However, if the seriousness o·f the crime or some other 
factor persuades the judge to incarcerate the offender, then the judge has ef~ 
fectively decided to terminate the offender's present employment and that fac
tor will likely carry no Weight in the judge's next decision, i.e., the length 
of that incarceration. The major argument against the bifurcated model has' 
been its complexity, as it necessitates separate sets of cal~ulations for each 
stage of the sentencing decision, whether a general, generic, or crime-specific 
model underlies it. This increases operating costs, computation time, and the 
chances for errors. 

D. WEIGHTING 

1. The Weighting Scheme. In applying our basic approach to model con
struction, weights had to be assigned to each variable, and therefore, a de
cision was required as to the type of weighting scheme to employ. B.ecause the 
thrust of this work was to map sentencing behavior and develop a simple predic
tive tool, our concern was to utilize a weighting scheme that would be most 
reliable and consistent over time, as well as computationally convenient for 
use by the judiciary. Therefore, following the design of the feasibility study, 
a simple, unit weighting scheme was employed28 and unit weights were assigned 
to various factors shown to be significantly related to the sentenCing decision. 

We emphasize here that, while a variety of statistical methods were used 
to analyze. sentencing decisions and identify the factors related to those de
cisions, the decisionmaking matrices we employed rely ona modified application 
of the concept of unit or equal weights. This concept was developed by Ernest 
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W. Burgess in an attempt to predict the probability of success on paro1e. 29 
Analyzing the case files of 3,000 parolees, Burgess cross-tabulated 21 variables 
contained in those case files with the outcome of parole. One point was as
signed to each of the 21 factors in which the failure rate on parole was lower 
than that of the entire sample. A score of 110 11 was assigned to those cate
gories ;in which the failure rate was higher than that of the entire sample. 
For example, since the number of prior incarcerations was found to be nega
tively correlated with success on parole, the Burgess method would assign a 
"+111 score to offenders whose total incarcerations were below the average. 
Each individual was given a score which ranged from 110 11 to "2111 and, on the 
basis of that score, was assigned to a specific category estimating the proba
bility of success on parole. 

The unit weighting technique has been criticized because it does not ac
count for interrelationships among the independent variables or the relative 
strength of thei ..... correlations with the criterion, and causes the loss of in
formation by its categorization of interval-level variables. It has been ar
gued that it does not seem mathematically sound to assign one point, for exam
ple, to a factor which is highly correlated with the dependent variable and 
then to do the same for an item with a low correlation with the dependent· 
variable. Moreover, if two factors which might be included in an equal point 
system are highly intercorrelated, this mjght be attributable to the fact that 
they are actually measuring the same underlying fact or dimension. By includ
ing both variables, it would appear that ,the underlying factor is counted twi.ce 
when it should be counted only once. 30 

More sophisticated techniques such as multiple regression have been devel
oped which meet these criticisms. Regression coefficients differentially 
weight variables in proportion to their relative contribution to the regression 
solution by controlling for the intercorrelations among variables, and permit 
the use of interval-level data. However, two important considerations mili
tated against the use of the more powerful regression weights developed by the 
application of multiple regression.· 

First of all, a guidelines model must operate within the financial, time, 
and policy constraints imposed by the criminal justice system. Unlike the re
gression approach, which requires some statistical training to comprehend, the 
use of equally weighted models. facilitates understanding of the models, both 
in terms of their field use and of their policy implications. The unit weight
ing technique is computationally simple, employing only simple addition. Such 
weights are easy ~o estimate and reduce the problem of shrinkage when applied 
under a set of reasonably general conditions. 31 Simple weights are also easy 
to implement as they involve no complex arithmetic computations by the prac
titioners for whose use the models were constructed. Consequently, introducing 
such a system into a court system will usually require only a slight modifica
tion of already existing procedures used to compile information concerning of
fenses and offenders. 

Second of al" the apparent advantage of using regression weights may be 
nonexistent in practice. A number of recent studies have shown that"under 
most circumstances and over time, when applied to the same samples, a unit 
weight system will predict the criterion almost as accurately as will the more 
sophisticated, differential weighting schemes. 32 More specifically, while the 
multiple regression technique tends to produce a higher correlation (R2) on the 
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construction sample, it loses some of its predictive power when tested against 
a validation sample. As Wainer notes,33 this is often due to the fact that 
the predictive regression equation built upon the construction sample is often 
overfitted to that sample, and thus the predictive power of the model "shrinks" 
when applied to a neutral sample. Shrinkage occurs because multiple regression 
capitalizes on chance variations; this, capitalization on chance is even more 
pronounced when a stepwise technique is employed, as that method selects out 
the best set of predictors from a larger universe. If the predictor variables 
are characterized by multicollinearity, the regression coefficients may change 
considerably from the construction to the validation samples. According to 
Wilkins, the overfitting to the construction sample of regression techniques 
may actually be of less significance in explaining their shrinkage of predic
tive efficiency than the reality that criminal justice data does not meet the 
assumptions on which such sophisticated techniques are based. 34 

Another factor contributing to the attenuation of predictive power is the 
existence of extreme values which have an inordinate effect on the regression 
solution, but are either not present, or not related to the criterion in the 
same manner in the validation sample. An equal weighting scheme experiences 
less'shrinkage of predictive efficiency on validation because its weights are 
not based on the relationship among the independent variables and are insensi
tive to outlying values. It therefore avoids the problems of multivariate 
techniques in two ways: (1) since the weights used for prediction are not 
estimated with the data, there i,s little likelihood of capitalization on chance; 
similarly, (2) the existence of outliers in the original data set has no influ
ence on the estimates, and so cannot possibly pull them away from their correct 
values. 

Thus, when applied to a validation sample, the unit weight technique actu
ally tends to be at least as accurate as the differential 'weight method. In a 
comprehensive study desi:gned to examine this phenomenon, Simon concluded that 
the equal weighting method predicted as well on validation samples as did the 
more sophisticated techniques. 35 In a pa:rallel study, Wilbanks and Hindelang 
also found similar results. 36 

2. Assigning Weights. By t:!mploying a unit weighting scheme, we were COIl
fronted with the task of actually assigning specific weights to relevant vari
ables. There were, however, no set rules, either as to which variables to use 
in the development of initial guideline models, or as to what specific weights 
were to be assigned to them. It was an iterative process of testing, modifica
tion, and retesting. Nevertheless, we were able to check the predictive capac
ity of each model, as well as the predictive ability of each individual vari
able, through a Mean Cost Rating or Index of Predictive Efficiency. 

Equal or unit weights were assigned after a reexamination of the cross
tabulations to determine the degree to which the rate of incarceration for each 
category of an independent variable differed from every other category of that 
variable and from the base incarceration rate of the sample. It might help to 
explain this process by assuming a hypothetical jurisdiction in which the over-, 
all base incarceration rate is 50 percent. Let us now look at the variable 
"Prior Convictions. 11 Suppose offenders with no prior convictions have a 35 
percent incarceration rate, those with one prior conviction a 55 percent in
carceration rate, those with two priors a 60 percent incarceration rate, and 
those with three or more a 70 percent incarceration rate. Although the 
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categories or breakpoints in this example would be fairly obvious, given the 
base incarceration rate, the weights still would not be apparent. 

There are actually several different weighting combination alternatives 
that have to be tested and reviewed not only in terms of research considera
tions, but also in terms of their potential policy considerations. For exam
ple, we might want to tentatively assign a weight of zero to offenders who 
have never been convicted, a weight of one for one conviction, two points for 
two convictions, and three points for three or more convictions or we might 
want to collapse the latter two and assign two points for two or more con
victions. We might even further collapse categories and use only 0 and 1. 
We might alternatively show "credit" directly to an offender by assigning a 
weight of "-I",to no convictions,'"O" to one conViction, and "+1" to two or 
more convictions. Of course, we would want to test the effectiveness of dif
ferent categorizations of the variable. The key to defining categor.ies and 
assigning weights is to examine how many offenders are incorrectly identified. 
In the above example, we could assign one point to those offenders with one 
prior conviction beCause 55 percent of the offenders possessing that charac
teristic were incarcerated; on the other hand, 45 percent of the time we would 
be falsely classifying someone who, in fact, was not incarcerated. 

Two areas required special care: closely associated variables and extreme 
weights. First, in each of the jurisdictions'in which we worked, numerous 
prior criminal history variables were associated with the sentencing decision. 
Had we followed the above rules, when it came time to incorporate these some
what Similar items into a model, we would have run the risk of excessively 
weighting a particular dimension--even though, on an individual basis, these 
items each appeared to have a significant relationship to the "in" or "out" de
cision. Second, there was a temptation to place heavy weights on extreme val
ues; e.g., on individuals with five or six prior convictions who displayed a 
98 percent incarceration rate. The problem is that there are likely to be only 
a reJatively small number of cases possessing those values; moreover, such of
fenders generally seem to pick up additional pOints for other included items 
such as prior incarcerations, hence achieving high scores in any event. There
fore, we never assigned a pOint value higher than "+3" in our unit weight 
systems. 

Another justification for using low unit weights is computational ease and 
the consequent reduction of errors. For similar reasons, we thought it desir
able to avoid negative weights. Nevertheless, the judges with whom we worked 
sometimes requested such weightings to indicate more graphically their policy 
deci sion to give credi ts to offenders who were pr,esently employed or attendi ng 
school, who pleaded guilty or who had no prior convictions. 

Tables 31 and 32 give a concrete example from Cook County of how a compari
son of incarceration base rates for each value of a predictor variable could be 
examined, and appropriate weights assigned at break points. Tables 33-37 show 
specific examples, for each of the class and generic categories tested for Essex 
County, of the recoded values we employed after collapsing variables at the 
point which provided our most discriminating cut-off points. According to the 
percentage of "in" or "out" decisions falling within each cell, dicho~omous 
independent variables were given a weight of 1I0~ell or, "zer~," respectlVely .. In
terval scale variables were collapsed at the pOlnt which Ylelded the best dlf
ferentiation between the lIin" and "out" decisions . 
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Strung out form** 

Var 66 
count 
Col. % 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Q) 
u 119 12 8 4 0 2 0 s:: Out Q) 39.5 17.6 29.6 16.7 .0 .4 .0 +l 
s:: 
Q) 
til 182 56 19 20 9 10 3 

!f- In 60.5 82.4 70.4 83.3 100.0 83.3 100.0 0 

Q) 

~ Column 301 68 27 24 9 12 3 
I- total 64.9 14.7 5.8 5.2 1.9 2.6 .6 

Row 
7 8 9 10 11 total 

\lj 
u 
s:: 1 0 0 1 0 147 Q) Out +l 14.3 .0 .0 33.3 .0 31.7 s:: 
Q) 
til 

!f- In 6 6 2 2 2 317 
0 85.7 100.0 100.0 66.9 100.0 68.3 
Q) 
a. 

?:y' col umn 7 6 2 3 2 464 
total 1.5 1.3 .4 .6 .4 100.0 

*The number of cases upon which this table is based reflects the sample size. 
(n=485) excluding cases (n=20) with missing or unclear information on this 
variable (a value of "99" or "98"). The value "97" was recoded to "0." 

**This cross-tab has already had its extreme value of "15" (n=l) collapsed into 
value "11." 
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TABLE 32.--Cook County, collapsed 
and weighted at natural break 

according to base rate 

Var 66* 
count Row 
col. % 0 1 total 

Out 119 28 147 
39.5 17.2 31.7 

In 182 135 317 
60.5 82.8 68.3 

Column 301 163 464 
total 64.9 35.1 100.0 

*The value of "97 = Not applicable, i.e., 
never been convicted," Was recoded to 
nO,'i for purposes of this table'. 

~ 
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TABLE 33.--Esse~ County, general model recode values 
wiith weighting scheme 

Type of sentence 
Out In 

(1-6 = 0) (7,8~9 = 1) 

Offense score 

Grid 1: 1-3 
Grid"2: 1-4, 

Offense class Grid 3: 1-3 

Weapon usage 

Grid 4: l-~l 
Grid 5: 1-;3 

Missing value 
(MV= 98,99,10) 

(0,1 = 0) (2,3,4,6,8 = 1) (MV = 9) 

Physical injury to victim' 

(0,7 = 0) (1,2,3,8 = 1) (4 = 2) (MV = 9) 
I 

Victim classification 

(2,3:= O) (1,3 = 1) (MV = 6,8,9) 

Offender score 

Offender's relationship tu the criminal justice system at the time of the com
mission of present offense(s) 

(0 = 0) (1-7,98 = 1) (MV = 99) 

Total number of prior juvenile convictions 

(0,1,97 = 0) (2-3:: 1) (4-96 = 2) (MV = 98,99) 

Total number of prior adult convictions 

(0,1,97 = 0) (2-96 = 1) (MV = 98,99) 

Total number of adult incarcerations resulting from a prior adult conviction(s)' 
,,' 

(0,97 = 0) (1-22 = 2} (MV = 98,99) 

Drug use: addiction to opiates 

(0,1,7 = 0) (2,8 = 1) (MV = 9) 

Offender I s status (work/school) 

(2,3= -1) (1,7 = 0) (MV = 8,.,9) 
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TABLE 34.--Essex County, violent offenses recode values 
with weighting scheme 

Type of sentenc~ 
Out 

(1-6 = 0) 

In 
(7,8,9 = 1) 

Missing value 
(MV = 98,99,10) 

Offense score 
Offense class 1-5 

Offender score 
Offender's relationship to the criminal justice system at the time of the com
mission of present offense(s) 

(O = 0) (1,2,3,4,5~6,7,98 = 1) (MV = 99) 

Total number of prior juvenile convictions 
(O,1,97 = 0)(2-20'= 1) (MV = 98,99) 

Total number of adult incarcerations res~lt·ing from a prior criminal 
conviction(s) 

(0,97 = 0) (1;22,98 = 1) (MV = 99) 

Dru~ use: addiction to opiates 
(0,1,7 = 0) (2,8 = 1) (MV = 9) 

Offender's status (work/school) 
(2,3 = -1) (1,7 = 0) (MV = 8,9) 
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TABLE 35.--Essex County, property offenses recode values 
. ~ith weighti ng Slcheme 

Type of sentence 
Out In Missing value 

(1-6 = 0) (7,8,9 = 1) (MV = 98,99,10) 

Offense score 
Offense class 1-4 

Victim classification 
(2,4 = 0) (1,3 = 1) (MV = 6,7,8,9) 

Offender score 
Offender's relationship to the criminal justice system at the time of the com
mission of the present offense(s) 

(0 = 0) (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,98 = 1) (MV = 99) 

Total number of prior juveni leconvictions 
(0,97 = 0) (1-22,98 = 1) (MV = 99) 

Total number of prior adult convictions 
(0,1,97 = 0) (2-32 = 1) (MV = 98,99) 

Total number of adult incarcerations resulting from a prior criminal 
conviction(s) 

(0,97 = 0) (1-20,98 = 1) (MV = 99) 

Drug use: addiction to opiates 
(0,1,7 = 0) (2,8 = 1) (MV = 9) 

Offender's status (work/school) 
(2,3 = -1) (7,1 = 0) (MV = 8,9) 

TABLE 36.--Essex Count~, drug offenses recode values 
with welghting sch~ . 

Type of sentence 
Out In Missing value 

(1-6 = 0) (7,8,9 = 1) (MV = 98,99,10) 

Offense score 
Offense score 1-4 

Offender score 
Offender's relationship to criminal justi'ce system at the time of the com
mission of the present offense(s) 

(o = 0) (1-7,98 = 1) (MV = 99) 

Tota 1 number of prior juveni 1 e i ncarcera.tions 
(0,97 = 0) (1-95,98 = 1) (MV = 99) 

Total number of prior adult convictions . 
(0,97 = 0) (1-95,98 =: 1) (MV = 99) 

Total number of adult incarcerations resulting from a prior criminal 
conviction(s) 

(0,97 = 0) (1-95,98 = 1) (MV = 99) 

Drug use: addiction to opiates 
(0,1,7 = 0) (2,8 = 1) (MV = 9) 
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TABLE 37.--Essex County, miscellaneous offenses recode values 
with weighting scheme 

Type of sentence 

Offense score 

Out 
(1-6 = 0) 

Offense score 1-5 

Offender score 

In 
(7,8,9 = 1) 

Missing value 
(MV = 98,99,10) 

Offender's relationship to the criminal justice system at the time of the com-
mi ssi on of the present offense(s) . 

(0 = 0) (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,98 = 1) (MV = 99) 

Total number of prior juvenile convictions 

(0,97 = 0) (1-21,98 = 1) (MV = 99) 

Total number of prior adult convictions 

(0,97 = 0) (1-21,98 = 1) (MV = 99) 
,\, 

Total number of adult incarcerations resulting from a prior criminal conviction(s) 

(0,97 = 0) (1-20,98 = 1) (MV = 99) 

Drug use: addiction to opiates 

(0,1,7 = 0) (2,8 = 1) (MV = 9) 

.. !n Ma:icopa Coun~y,.the.points score method was employed to consolidate the 
~arla~les lnto a ~redlctl0n lnstrument. Points were affixed to categories of 
~ varIable accordl~g to ~he percentage of cases in a category receivirl~ an "in" 
senten~e. CategorleS WhlCh were at least 15 percentage points below the base 
rat~ w~lthrespect t? t~e probability of an "in" sentence were allotted a value 
of .-1 and t~ose w1thln 15 percent of the base rate were given a "0." Cate
gO~leS exceedlng t~e base rate by 15 percent were given a "1" and those 30 or 
mOl.e pe:cen~age pOlnts above the base rate were assigned a "2." Variations of 
thlS welghtlng scheme were experimented with and sometimes performed better. 

. Int~rval-level va:iables were recoded into two or three categories to 
WhlCh ~e~ghts were asslgned. This was accomplished by combining values which 
have s1ml1ar percentages of "in" sentences. Values containing fewer than 20 
cas~s were co~l~psed because the distribution of cases for these categories has 
~ hlgh probablll~y of occ~rring o~ t~e basis of chance alone. Variables lack-
1ng clear-c~t pOlnts of dlfferentlatlon were recoded in a few different ways 
and tested 1n the models to ascertain which one yielded the best discrimination. 
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E. MODEL CONSTRUCTION 

1. The Offense (Crime) Score. A score had to be developed to represent 
the seriousness of the offense at conviction, as well as, when necessary, the 
seriousness of what we have referred to as the II real I! offense behavior. Arriv
ing at an Offense Score that reflected the actual criminal behavior was con
c~dedly a difficult task. The seriousness of the underlying offense has almost 
always been posited as an important consideration in sentencing and a pivotal 
inquiry for the sentencing judge. However, while inclusion of such "real of
fense~1 information as weapon usage and injury to the victim were considered for 
inclusion in all of our guideline models to reflect the seriousness of the be
havior that led to arrest.and conviction, it became necessary to consider other 
offense seriousness factors. The most important of these were considerations 
of the legislative statement about offense seriousness as evidenced in each 
state's penal code, and the judici~ry's estimation of o~fense.seri~usn~ss as 
evidenced at sentencing. It was wlth these latter conslderatlons 1n mlnd that 
the research staff sought to formulate an index of seriousness that could be 
used in conjunction with "real offense" factors in the guideline model. 

Work upon an index of seriousness began by investigating the offense clas
sification system established by the legislature which set forth the ~arameters 
for sentencing decisions. Because the parameters generally gave the Judges 
broad discretion in imposing sentence, tt was necessary to devise some index 
of the relative seriousness of the varying types of offenses. A modified Q
sort was employed in each jurisdiction as one means of devising such an index. 
The modification made on traditional Q-sort techniques were three: (1) the 
judge had only two or three piles into which to sort cards, whereas usuall~ a 
minimum of five piles are used; (2) the pl~ocedure was not conducted to be lP
sative, that is, it d~d not set up an a priori distribution of cards and.then 
force judges to follow that distribution, but rather as many cards as a Judge 
wished could be put into a pile; (3) ties in the rankings of the judges were 
initially broken by the staff,37 subject to final decision by the judges. 

One of .ithe first determinations to be made was whether to rank each crime 
when comI;lared to all other crimes in the sample, or when compared only to 
crimes within the same statutory class. (This decision.would,of course, af
fect the number of categories that would be. used to rank crimes.) In those 
jurisdictions with a Model Penal Code type of format, i.e., Denver and Cook 
Counties. the decision was made to rank offenses within statutory classes, 
because the judiciary felt that if they ranked crimes regardless of the exist
ing statutory framework, they would be encroaching upon a bailiwick of the 
legislature. We'referred to'these judicial decisions as the intraclass rank 
and it became our base measure of offense seriousness. 

The use of this method was also explored in both Essex and Maricopa. How
ever offenses were first subdivided into broad categories based on the sen
tenc~s prescribed by the legislature of each state .. In additi'on, ~no~he~ a~
proach for dealing with offense seriousness was devlsed for these JU~lsdlctlons. 
This method consisted of assigning offenses to g~neric crime categorles accord
ing to the general nature of the underlying criminal .behavior. For ~xample, 
all assaultive crimes would be assigned to the generlc category of vlolent 
crimes' all larcenies, to the category of property crimes. Then, offenses were 
ranked'within each generic category according to the severity of sentence 
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assigned by the legislature to each offense. This ranking was referred to as 
the "interclass rank." 

Finally, a third approach was experimented ~ith in an effort to combine 
both a statutory ranking of offense seriousness and.a judicial ranking of the 
same dimension into a theoretical seriousness score. While this approach did 
seem to have some merit as an indicator of offense seriousness, it was not used 
in any of the guideline models for several reasons. Primarily it was seen as 
a theoretical construct deviced by the researchers. Furthermore, it may have 
been difficult to express with the simplicity we saw as a key characteristic 
of operational models of sentencing guidelines. 

The researchers also examined two other factors which might influence any 
estimate of offense seriousness; the number of charges and the number of of
fenses for which the defendant was convicted. A policy decision was made in 
each jurisdiction not to take additional charges into account because the 
charging decision is within the realm of the prosecutor. It was posulated that 
inclusion of the number of charges in the model would serve to increase the 
prosecutor·s ability to influence sentences, and our policy goal was to aid 
judicial sentencing. 

In the instance of multiple convictions the seriousness of the offense at 
conviction was assessed only by the most serious crime. (To assess the signif
icance of this decision, the reader may want to know that in Essex County, for 
example, 84.1 percent of the offenders were convicted of a single offense.) 
The most serious offense at the conviction was usually determined during the 
coding process on the basis of a statutory seriousness index which assigned 
each offense to a category based on the penalty prescribed by the legislature;. 
Offenses within the same class rank were further distinguished by their violent/ 
nonviolent designation. 

a. In Cook County, the use of the modified Q-sort to form an offense 
seriousness scale (the intraclass rank) was not without its questions. While 
the seriousness rankings were only in ordinal form, i.e., ranked and not inter
val, i.e., the differences between seriousness rankings of two crimes was mea~ 
surable and approximately equal, some Cook County judges had indicated that the 
ranking task was sometimes difficult due to the fact that element's of the com
pared crimes were so different. Consequently, the research staff was not en
tirely sati~fied with the intraclass rank (i.e., the judges· rankings) as a 
measure of offense seriousness. However, since the guideline model would be 
used in a field setting, it seemed desirable to utilize the intraclass ranks 
approach to offense seriousness for a number of reasons; it was easy to cal
culate, facilitated the inclusion,of new offenses, and clearly indica~ed policy 
issues regarding offense seriousness. To the extent that the intraclass ranks 
used in the guideline model reflect the Cook County judiciary's subjective 
judgments about the relative seriousness of offenses within one statutory class, 
it is also their policy statement about the effect of offense within one statu-' 
tory class. Furthermore, it is also their policy statement about the effect of 
offense seriousness upon the sentencing decision. 

b. In Essex County, a statutory seriousness score was created with an 
interclass rank assigned to each of the five groups of possible statutory pen
alties according to the maximum sentence possible under the New Jersey Penal 
Code. The crimes within each statutory category were then further ranked in a 
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card-sort procedure by each of the Essex County judges and the model category 
of the judges· ranking for each crime was selected as the intraclass rank for 
that particular crime. The research team then combined the statutory "inter" 
and the judicial "intra" rankings in a theoretical seriousness score using such 
items as physical injury to victim, weapon usage, and victim classification. 

2. The Offender Score. The offender score was designed to represent the 
convicted defendant in terms of such factors as social stability and prior 
criminal history. However, much of the data thought to indicate social stabil
ity, such as length of reSidence, were often. missing or ambiguous. Therefore, 
the more objective information items s'uch as prior criminal history data were 
most often used in the eventual development of the final guideline models, al
though such items ~ere nevertheless employed in model testing. 

In Essex County, for example, the following variables were used, alone and 
in combination, to create various additive offender scores for model testing: 
relationship to system at time of commission of present offense, juvenile con
victions, juvenile incarcerations, prior adult arrests, adult similar arrests, 
adult arrests for high misdemeanors against person, adult convictions, adult 
similar convictions, prior adult incarcerations, drug addiction, and work/school 
status. 

3. Matrix Cells. The indicators of both major dimensions were weighted 
and additively combined to derive a composite score for the dimension. The 
offender characteristics score was plotted on the horizontal axis and offense 
seriousness was sca1ed on the vertical axis. Once bbth axes of a model had 
been developed, the sentencing decisions (in terms of both "in/out ll and length 
of sentence) were plotted. At the points of intersection of the offense and 
offender scores were cells displaying the actual sentences received by offend
ers having the same combination of scores. The decision as to whether a spe~ 
cific cell was categorized as "in" or 1I 0u t ll in these initial models was made on 
the basis of several factors including the modal sentence type occurr.ing within 
that cell, the pattern of the conti guous cells, and the effect of the deci s ion 
on the model·s predictive efficiency. The researchers first examined the ratio 
of "outll decisions to "in" decisions which occurred in each cell and attempted 
to initially label each cell as an "in" cell or an "out" cell. In other words, 
the procedure was to draw the in/out line at the points where one type of case 
(the modal type of sentence, in or out) exceeded the other. 

Empty cells, i.e., cells containing no sentencing decisions, or cells with 
a bimodal distrjbution, were tentatively labeled on the basis of surrounding 
cells. For example, if the surrounding cells were all "inll cells, the cell 
with a bimodal distribution of type of sentence was deemed an "inll cell also. 
A tentative line was then fitted to the distribution of lIin" cells and "out" 
cells within each matrix. At times, however, this line of "best-fit,1I (or pre
dictive line as it was sometimes termed), did not conform to the following prin
ciple of of sentencing guidelines-as a set of rules: as the measured serious
ness of the offense dimension and/or the offender dimension increases,' the 
severity of sentence increases. Consequently, the initial line was adjusted in 
terms of this principle. In applying this principle, the research.staff sought 
to maximize the effectiveness of the adjusted line to predict the In/out de
cision. In this context, the staff attempted to minimize the number of sen
tences which would be categorized as incarcerative within the constraints of 
seeking to maximize predictive effectiveness while adhering to the principle of 
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increasingly severe sentences for increasingly serious offense and/or offender 
scores. In order to arrive at the length of sentence in a particular cell, the 
sentences in each cell were examined. As our experience base was smaller with 
incarcerative sentences, and, as the comparative significance of the minimum or 
maximum sentence varied in each jurisdiction, our procedures varied here and 
and are discussed below as they were developed during the testing of the ini
tial models. 

F. MODEL TESTING 

It was now necessary to test the accuracy of these initial models on a 
validation sample and retain only those which demonstrated the highest degree 
of predictive efficiency. Dozens of 'different models were tested i,n each juris
diction employing various combinations of the variable shown as the best pre
dictors, as well as employing various ways~for 'the variables used in each model. 

1. In Cook County, most of the models being tested were composed of prior 
criminal history data for the offender score and the judge's ranking plus real 
offense information, such as weapon usage and injury, for the offense score. 
These models, in addition to being par.simonious, had a virtue of being the most 
objective. L~.rg~Jy due to the shortcomings of Cook County's data base, empha
sis upon mode'ls contqining numerous social stability factors, e.g., residential 
stability,~ d'rug or'alcohol usage, would likely have reduced the efficiency of 
the models. 

The different models tested proved to be strikingly similar' in the per
centage of sentences that they accurately predicted (all within 7 percent 
of each other'~in predictive accuracy). In order to select two models with 
which to work on the length of time decision, staff relied on the models which 
demonstrate:d the best rate of prediction for the in/out decision. These two 
models were then examined to determine the length of time when an incarcerative 
sentence was imposed. 

The median sentence for the minimum term and the median sentence for the 
maximum ter-Ill of incarceration in the cell were normally used as the guideline 
sentence for the cell. There appeared to be more agreement on the lengths of 
the minimum terms of incarceration than on the lengths of the maximum terms. 
The judges informed staff that this was not surprising, as they considered the 
minimum term more important than the maximum term because the minimum estab
lished the length of time defendants would have to serve before being eligible 
for parole consideration. 

However, our construction sample also revealed individual cells which did 
not conform to the overall pattern, that is, increasing offense and offenders 
scores are paralleled by increasing sentence severity. This was an expected 
result and we consulted with the presiding judge. At his suggestion, the re
search staff utilized the minimum and maximum sentences of contiguous cells to 
resolve this problem. At this pOint, mapping the length of sentences was not 
predictive in the statistical sense. Thus, the guideline model became an "ex
perience" table. 

It is possible that one of the models that had been abandoned at the in/out 
dichotomy would have aided in mbpping the length of sentence better. However, 
the increased accuracy in the length of time decision would be offset by a loSS 
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of accuracy in predicting the type of sentence (in/out) decision. Faced with 
time and resource constraints, it was viewed as more prudent to focus upon 
models that had greater predictive accuracy on the in/out decision, which af
fects a defendant's most basic liberty rights. 

Once the grids were formed for the construction sample, both as to the 
in/out decision and the length of sentence decision, they were validated upon 
another sample (n=311).' Consistent with earlier empirical work using a unit 
weighting scheme,38 the validation sample suffered no shrinkage, and in fact, 
the predictive ability of both models increased by approximately 3 percent 
on the in/out decision. 

The two models presented to the Chicago judiciary utilized the same of
fense score (judges' seriousness ranki ngs, weapon, injury), but di ffered by the 
presence (or absence) of a weight for employment/education status in the of- : 
fender score. They are as follows: 

Model A 

Offender score 

1--Current legal status 

2--Prior adult conyictions 

3--Prior'adult felony convictions 
against the person 

4--Prior adult incarcerations 
over 30 days 

5--Prior adult probation/parole 
revocations 

Offense score 

1--Intraclass rank of most serious 
offense 
*(except for felony 2 offenses 
which have been ranked into two 
categories: +2 = most serious; 
+1 = least serious) 

2--Seriousness modifier 
A. Injury 

Poi nts assigned 

+1 = On probation/parole, escapee, other 
charges pendi ng 

o = Not on probation/parole, no other 
charges pending, not escapee 

+2 = 2 or more convictions 
+1 = 1 conviction 
o = None 

+1 = 1 or more convictions 
o = None 

+1 = 1 or more 
o = None 

+1 = 1 or more 
o = None 

Points assigned 

+3 = Most serious* 
+2 = Mid serious 
~1 = Least serious 

+2 = Death 
+1 = Some injury 
o = None 
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+1 = Weapon 
o = No weapon 

B. Weapon 

The offender score ranged from 0 to 6; the offense score ranged from 0 to 
6 for Felonies 1 and 3 offenses, from 0 to 5 for Felony 2 offenses. 

Model B 

Offender score 

1--Current legal status 

2--Prior adult convictions 

3--Prior adult felony convictions 
against the person 

4--Prior adult incarcerations 
over 30 days 

5--Prior adult probation/parole 
revocations 

6--EmpToyment/education status 

Points assigned 

+1 = On probation/parole, other charges 
pending, escapee 

o = Not on probation/parole, no other 
charges pending, not escapee 

+2 = 2 or more convictions 
+1 = 1 conviction 
o = None 

+1 = 1 or more convictions 
o = None 

+1 = 1 or more incancerations 
o = None 

+1 = 1 or more revocations 
o = None 

o = Unemployed/not attending school 
-1 = Employed/attending schoel 

The offense score was the same for model B as that presented in model A. 
The offender score ranged from a -1 to +6. 

2. In Essex County, the staff was faced with a limited number of. in
carcerative sentences in each grid. To overcome this problem, we comblned the 
construction and validation samples to form an experience table with ~s many 
incarcerative sentences as possible. The median was selected to provlde a 
measure of the central tendency for each cell because of the skewed distribu
tions of sentence length. The results of the test of var~ous types of mo~els 
were made available to the judges to assist them in chooslng a model .and .1n 
making policy decisions regarding the categorizati~n.of cells in,terms .of~oth 
the in/out decision and the length of sentence declslon. Several comblnatlons 
of both the offender score and offense score were tested for their abi 1 i ty to 
map the sentencing decision. 

One approach to constructing the guideline model was to apply a class. 
model built on the entire construction sample to subsamples of the data based 
on the statutory classifications of the crimes at.c?nVi~tion. This appr?ach 
produced five grids, one for each statutory classlflcatlon. The model dlS
cussed in table 38 was seV~cted as the simplest and most accurate model upon 
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validation. The offense score of this model employed the simple sum of intra
class ranking, weapon usage, physical injury to the.victim, and the victim 
classification. System relationship, number of juvenile convictions, number of 
adult convictions, number of adult incarcerations, drug addiction, and offend
erls work/school status were used to construct the offender score. 

Grid # 

Construction 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Validation 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

TABLE 38.--Essex County, srediction 
results--class mo e1 

# Errors 

'2 
23 

119 
46 

2 

2 
7 

49 
21 

5 

% Correct 

93. 
79 
79 
77 
98 

80 
79 
77 
75 
93 

Total N 

tl27 
107 
556 
203 
100 

10 
34 

215 
84 
67 

Offense = Intra + weapon usage + physical injury + victim 
classification 

Offender = System relationship + adult convictions + juve
. nile convictions + work/school + drug addiction 

+ adult incarcerations 

The predicted ability of this model in terms of the in/out decision ranged 
from 77 percent (grid no. 4) to 98 percent (grid no. 5) for the construction 
sample and 75 percent (grid no. 4) to 93 percent (grid no. 5) upon validation 
(see table 38). As was expected, there was only a small amount of shrinkage. 

Its predicted power was measured by index of predictive efficiency. 
tables 39 and 40 sh~ that the power of prediction ranged from 0 percent (grid 
no. 1) to 5.1 percent (grid no. 2) for ,the construction sample, and 0 percent 
(grid nos. 1, 2, and 5) to 54 percent (grid no. 3) upon validation. It should 
be noted that this measure of predictive efficiency does not reveal the prac
tical utility of isolating subgroups within the population (e.g., as in grid 
no. 3), for which sUbstantial improvement over chance alone was made in pre
dicting the sentencing decision. 
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Grid # 

1 

2 

J) 3 

4 

5 

I) 

Grid # 

1 

·2 

3 

4 

5 

iI TABLE 39.--Essex County, Index 
of. predictive efficiency 

general model 

Construction Validation 

2-2 = 0% 
2 

2-2 = 0% 
2 

47-23 - 51% 7-7 
47 - 7= 0% 

225-119 - 47% 
225 -

107-49 = 54% 107 0 

60-46 - 23% 60 -0 
3~-ll. = 34% 

442 = 50% 5-5 = 0% 
5 

TABLE 40.--Essex Count~! base rate--class model 

Construction Validation 

In Out Total In Out Total 

N 2 25 27 N 2 8 10 
% 8 92 % 20 80 

N 47 60 107 N 7 24 34 
% 44 56 % 20 80 

·N 225 341 566 N 107 108 215 
% 40 60 % 50 50 

N 143 60 203 ;} N 52 32 84 
% 70 30 % 62 38 

N 96 4 100 N 62 5 67 
% 96 4 ,~ 93 6 

The second approach tested involved generic models focusing on four major 
. categories of crime: violent, property, drugs, and miscellaneous. Two dimen
sional guideline models, consisting of an offense and offender score, were de
signed for each category. The offense score in the "violent" subset was 
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represented solely by the inter, or statutory, rank of the most serious crime 
at conviction. The offenders score was the sum of five variables: system re
lationship, number of juvenile convictions, number of adult incarcerations, 
drug addiction, and work/school status. This model was able to predict'85 
percent of the sentencing decisions for the construction sample, and 82.5 per
cent upon validation (see table 41). The predictive efficiency of this model 
was 32 percent (construction) and 35 percent (validation) (see tables 42 
and 43). 

Violent 

TABLE 41.--Essex County, ~rediction results-
generic mo els 

Construction Validation 

# errors 47 22 
% correct 85 82.5 

Property A # errors 59 24 
% correct 74.6 74 

Property B # errors 61 22 
% correct 74 76 

Drugs # errors 80 34 
% correct 76 73 

Miscellaneous # errors 31 11 
% correct 80 75.5 

TABLE 42·.--Essex County, index of predictive 
efficiency--generic models 

Construction Validation 

Violent 69-47 - 32% 34-22 - 35% 69 - 0 34 - 0 
( ; 

Property 113-61 - 46% 113 - 0 
46-22 - 52%' 46 - 0 

Drugs 117-80 - 32% 
117 - 68

6
-i4 = 50% 

Miscellaneous 51-31 = 39% 13-11 = 15% 51 13 
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TABLE 43.--Essex Countx! bclse rate--generic ml?del s 

Construction 'Validation 
Base rate N % N % 

Violent In 248 78.0 92 73.0 
Out 69 22.0 34 27.0 

Total 317 100.0 '126 100.0 

Property A In 120 51.5 ·46 50.0 
Out 113 48.5 46 50.0 

Total 233 100.0 92 100.0 

Property B In 120 51.5 46 50.0 Out 113 48.5 46 50.0 
Total 233 100.0 92 100.0 

Drugs In 117 35.0 68 54.0 Out 216 65.0 57 46.0 
Total ·333 100.0 125 100.0 

Miscellaneous In 51 33.0 13 45.0 Out 104 66.0 32 71.0 
Total 155 100.0 45 100.0 

Two model s were created for the "property" subset. The offense score for 
both models, Property A and B, was the sum of the interclass ranking and vic
tim classification. The-only difference between the two models was that Prop
erty B had one point less in the seriousness ~~ale, the result of combining 
motor vehicle theft (the only interclass four property crime)"with the inter
class three offenses. The offender score was the sum of six variables: system 
relationship, number of jUvenile convictions, number of adult convictions, num
ber of adult incarcerations, drug addiction, and work/school status. The model 
for Property A accurately predicted 74 percent of the sentencing decisions in 
both samples; the model for Property B predicted 74 percent of the construction 
sample and 76 percent on the validation sample (see table 41). As a matter of 
policy, the judges finally selected model B. This model had a predictive effi
ciency of 46 percent on the construction sample and 52 percent on the validation 
sample (see tables 42 and 43). 

The drug model utilized the interclass ranking as the offense score. The 
offender score consisted of the sum of system relationship, number of adult 
convictions, drug addiction, and number of juvenile incarcerations. The drug 
model was able to predict accurately 76 percent (construction) and 75 percent 
(validation) (see table 41). The predictive efficiency of this model was 32 
percent and 50 percent on the construction and validation samples, respectively 
(see tables 42 and 43). 
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The miscellaneous model constructed for the defendants convicted of crimes 
not encompassed in the other three grids was able to predict 80 percent for the 
construction sample and 75.5 percent for the validation sample (see table 41). 
Not one of the significantly correlated variables were "offense" variables; the 
interclass rank was chosen, to be consistent, to represent the offense score. 
The offender score was the sum of system relationship, number of juvenile con
victions, number of adult convictions, number of adult incarcerations, and drug 
addiction. The predictive effic'iency of this model for the construction and 
validation.samples was 39 percent and 15 percent, respectively (see tables 42 
and 43'). 

3. In Maricopa County, the criterion governing the selection of variable 
for testing in the models was a Pearson's r of +/-.15" .at an ".01" level of . 
significance. However, we discovered by process of tr1al and error that varl
ables having a Pearson's r "+/-.20" significance at the ".001" level had the 
most predictive utility. 

Various combinations of factors, weighted in several ways, were tested in 
the models. The models generating the most predictive power were composed of 
the predictors which had contributed most to the multiple regress~on and dis
criminant function solutions, plus one or two other important var1ables. None 
of the models were comprised of more than ten variables and, in fact, six or 
seven variables generally exhausted most of the predictive power. 

Variables which were not related to the in/out decision but which met 
the entry criterion with respect to length of incarceration were in~luded to 
better differentiate the length decision. The addition of such var1ables.occa
sionally detracted somewhat from the ability of the model to predict ~he In/ 
out decision, but that slight loss of predictive power was a small prlce to 
pay for the improved discrimination in the length decision. 

The Maricopa County class model was characterized by six decis~o~ matri
ces, or grids, each representing a class of offenses bas~d on the .m1mmum and 
maximum periods of incarceration as prescribed by the Arlzona Leglslature (see 
appendix G). 

The seriousness index for this model, the interclass rank, was created by 
having the judges rank order the offenses assigned to a clas~. The sca~ing 
technique directed the judges to'sort a group of cards on Wh1Ch were prln~ed the 
statutory title and code of crimes wit~in a cla~s, into ~h~ee g~oups ranglng 
from least to most serious. Classes f1ve and SlX were dlv1ded 1nto two groups 
bec~use of the lesser number of offenses they contained. The judges distrib
uted the cards among the piles in any way they plea~ed. The ra~k for eac~ of
fense was established by the modal category of the Judges rank1ngs. ~n 1n
stances where there was more than one modal category, the rank was dec1ded 
by the staff, consistent with the ranking for the other of:enses within a class., 

An example of the class model that was developed ~s.presen~ed in table 44, 
accompanied by the percentage of cases correctly class1f1e~ by 1t. Thes: mod:ls 
invariably included some combination of these factor~:.pr1or ad~lt and Juvemle 
criminal history record, legal status, drug use, add1ct1on to op1ates, emplo~
ment status, victim classification, victim injury, and weapon use. The predlc
tive ability of most of the models tested was around 81 percent. 
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TABLE 44.--Maricopa County, class model 

Offense score 

Intracl ass rank 

Victim 
o = Business 
1 = Person 

Vi ctim injury 
o = No injury or minor lnJury 
1 = Injury requiring hospitalization 
2 = Permanent injury, rape, sexual molestation, death 

Weapon usage 
o = No weapon used 
1 = Weapon used 

Offender score 

Legal status 
o = Not under State control 
1 = Under State control 

Prior juvenile incarcerations 
o = None 
1 = One or more 

Employment status 
o = Unemployed 

-1 = Employed full or part time 

Prior adult convictions 
-1 = None 
o = One or two 
1 = Three or more 

Prior adult felony cony:;ctions against-the-person 
o = None 
1 = One 
2 = Two. or more 

Accuracy Rate '(IIIn/Out" decision) 
Construction: 81% 
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Gen~ric models were also tested in Maricopa County, The potential utility 
of generlc models' was suggested by the statistical analysis and the judges' 
rankings which had demonstnated that a distinction was made between property, 
drug, and violent crimes. The intraclass ranking system for the class model 
was not adaptable to the generic models because the judges had not ranked the 
offenses within crime subtypes. Thus, a seriousness index was created for each 
subtype, based on the minimum and maximum allowable penalties (see appendices 
0, E, and F). A slightly different ranking system was devised for each crime 
type because the distribution of cases among the categories of possible minimum 
and maximum penalties varied according to crime type. Categories containing 
fewer than 10 cases were collapsed into one of the adjacent categories unless 
they afforded discrimination in the "in/out" or length of time decisions. 

Numerous generic models were developed and their predictive efficiency 
(with respect to the "in/out" decision) was assessed by means of the same pro
cedure employed for the class models. The drug models had the most predictive 
p~er, ranging from 86 to 87 percent. The violent models accurately predicted 
between 79 and 86 percent of the cases, and the property models between 77 and 
79 percent of the cases. 
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TABLE 44.--Maricopa County, class model 

Offense score 

Intracl ass rank 

Victim 
o = Business 
1 = Person 

'Vi ctim injury 
o = No injury or' minor injury 
1 = Injury requiring hospitalization 
2 = Permanent injury, rape, sexual molestation, death 

Weapon usage 
o = No weapon used 
1 = Weapon used 

Offender score 

Legal status 
o = Not under State control 
1 = Under State control 

Prior juvenile incarcerations 
o = Nope 
1 = One or more 

Employment status 
o = Unemployed 

-1 = Employed full or part time 

Prior adult convictions 
-1 = None 
o = One or two 
1 = Three or more 

Prior adult felony convictions against-the-person 
o = None 
1 = One 
2 = Two or more 

Accuracy Rate (IlIn/Outll decision) 
Construction: 81% 

84 

Generic models were also tested in Maricopa County. The potential utility 
of generic models'was suggested by the statistical analysis and the judges' 
rankings. which had demonstnated that a di sti nction was made between property, 
drug, and violent crimes. The intraclass ranking system for the class model 
was not adaptable to the generic models because the judges had not ranked the 
offenses within crime subtypes. Thus, a seriousness index was created for each 
subtype, based on the minimum and maximum allowable penalties (see appendices 
0, E, and F). A slightly different ranking system was devised for each crime 
type because the distribution of cases among the categories of possible minimum 
and maximum penalties varied according to crime type. Categories containing 
fewer than 10 cases were collapsed into one of the adjacent categories unless 
they afforded discrimination in the "in/out" or length of time decisions. 

Numerous generic models were developed and their predictive efficiency 
(with respect to the "in/out" decision) W'as assessed by means of the same pro
cedure employed for the class models. The drug models had the most predictive 
p~er, ranging from 86 to 87 percent. The violent models accurately predicted 
between 79 and 86 percent of the cases, and the property models be~/een 77 and 
79 percent of the cases. 
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A. MODEL PRESENTATION 

CHAPTER 6 

TOWARD IMPLEMENTATION 

The implementation of sentencing guidelines is more than the presentation 
of a statistical history to an interested judiciary. It involved the conscious 
recognition on the part of the judiciary that any guidelines implemented will 
represent an explicit and open statement by the court of their sentencing poli
cies. The preliminary models re'presented a collaborative research/judicial ef
fort at the initial formulation and expression of an equitable policy. 

Prior to the implementation of a guideline system, a thorough presentation 
and explanation of our research had to be made to the judges of each jurisdic
tion. This included an explanation of the reasons for various elements being 
included and/or excluded in the particular models, as well as the discussion of 
a comparative predictive efficiency of each model. The judges then asses3ed 
the utility and desirability of each model, suggested alerations, and then de
cided whether to modify particular implementation test mod~ls. Following this 
explicit decision in each county to go ahead, the pilot implementation actually 
commenced. • 

The judges were specifically apprised of any unusual or potentially con
troversial findings resulting from the statistical analysis. They were also 
given the information needed to make significant policy decisions concerning 
the pattern of sentences which appeared in each matrix. For example, when 
the sente.ncing pattern which emerged from the data appeared discrepant, e.g., 
where it was not the rule that the higher the offense the offenders scores, the 
more severe the sentence, the judges were informed of these results. The action 
taken to resolve these discrepancies varied'by jUrisdiction. Once resolved, 
however, a series of instructional booklets for the calculation of guideline 
sentences were prepared for each jurisdiction for use by the judges and other 
court personnel. These booklets contain the mechanics of coding a given guide
line sentence. Essentially, each booklet had four parts: (1) decision rules; 
(2) coding procedures regarding scoring offense variables and offender vari
ables; (3) the sentencing worksheet; and (4) the sentencing grids (see appen
dices D, E, and F for an example of these booklets). 

1. In Cook County presentation of two models was made to the judiciary 
from the two partiCipating branches in mid-May, 1977. At that time, the judi
ciary made a policy decision to use Model A as the guideline model during test 
implementation. Use of the other model (Model B), with a\")ieight for employment/ 
education was rejected. As a policy matter, the judiciary/decided that they 
did not want to be constrained to consider employment/education in every case, 
and that it would be more appropriate to use this as a reason for departure 
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from the guidelines in those instances in which it was a strong mitigating 
factor. 

Discussion also centered on the length of sentences in some of the cells 
of the Felony 2 and Felony 3 grids. The data showed that, in some inst'ances, 
an offender with a higher offense score received a shorter maximum sentence 
than an offender with a lower offense score. Again, as a policy decision 
by'the judiciary, guideline sentence lengths were adjusted in order to rec
tify these apparent inconsistencies. The staff, working together with the 
presiding judge, compiled and reanalyzed the sentences in those cells, and made 
them more congruent with the other ranges in each grid. In such cases, instead 

'of using the median sentence of the minimum term and' the median sentence of the 
maximum term in the guideline model, the range from lowest to highest of the 
minimum sentences and the maximum sentences that appeared in the cells was uti
lized as the suggested guideline sentence. This was done to ensure that the 
actual sentencing policies of the judiciary would not be distorted by any guide
line "smoothing" of apparent inconsistencies. 

2. In Essex County, the various models were presented to the Essex County 
judiciary and extensive discussion ensued, resulting in a number of significant 
decisions. Unlike the other gUideline jurisdictions, the Essex County judges 
opted to avoid any early "smoothing" of apparent inconsistencies. Instead, the 
judges decided to include early data results on the face of the grids to be in
cluded in their coding packages during test implementat'ion. The judges were 
further in agreement that the median sentence would serve as an adequate guide, 
together with the historical data, to help them decide ,on the length of sen
tence. The four generic models were chosen. (See tables 45 and 46 for exam
ples of the appearances of these matrices, in both a construction sample and a 
validation sample.) 

Of the two property models offered, the judges opted for Model B, the one 
where the interclass ranking of motor vehicle theft was in a lower category; 
they did not feel that the statutory classification of this crime accurately 
reflected the present-day situation in practice. 

3. In Maricopa County, the generic models were chosen for initial presen
tation ;to the judiciary over the class model because they provided better dis
crimination of the in/out decision. At a conference in Sept~mber 1977, the 
judges wer.e sho\'Jn the best predictive model for each crime type (in terms of 
efficiency in predicting the in/out decision) {see tabl~s 47-49) and infonned 
of the other models that were tested. The process by which the models were 
derived was explained and the procedures for calculating the offense and of
fender scores and locating the guideline sentences in two-dimensional space 
were elabol"ated. 

The judges decided that, as a statement of policy, the model for each crime 
type should include: prior adult convictions and incarcerations, prior juvenile 
convictions and incarcerations, legal status, and employment status. The re
search staff agreed to reconstruct the initial generic models on the basis of 
this format. 

After the September meeting, the models were revised and sent to the 
judges for approval. At this time, the judges requested that prior adult con
victions be differentiated into felony/misdemeanor and violent/nonviolent 
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TABLE 45.--Essex County. property- matrix--construction sample 

Property 
Construction 

8 8 
6 3 

(3) 52.5 60.0 67.5 (l) 52.5 60.0 67.5 (l) 52.5 
(3) 5.2 6.0 6.7 (6) 10.5 12.0 13.5 (5) 15.7 
(2) 52.5 60.0 67.5 (I) 31.5 36.0 40.5 (3) 31.5 

8 18 
3 7 

(2) 52.5 60.0 67.5 (6) 52.5 60.0 67.5 (5) 52.5 
(5) 7.0 8.0 9.0 . (1O) 13.1 15.0 16.9 ( 8) 10.5 
{l} 21.0 24.0 27.0 (2) 52.5 60.0 67.5 (3) 31.5 

0 4 
1 2 

(O) ~2} 21.0 
Out (3) 10.5 12.0 13.5 2) 4.2 

(I) 21.0 24.0 27.0 (O) 

0 0 
0 0 

Out Out 

2 3 

Offender score 

.. 1 .. 

9 12 
7 3 

60.0 67.5 (7) 52.5 60.0 
18.0 20.2 (2) 10.5 12.0 
36.0 40.S (3) 52.5 ,:;n n 

",v.v 

16 6 
2 3 

60.0 67.5 {l} 31.5 36.0 
12.0 13.5 (3) 10.5 12.0 
36.0 40.5 ( 2) 31.5 36.0 

4 1 
1 . 1 

24.0 27.0 (O) 
10.5 11.8 (1) 5.2 6.0 

(O) 

0 0 
0 0 

Out Out 

4 5 
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67.5 ' 
13.5 
67.5 

40.5 
13.5 
40.5 
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TABLE 46.--Essex County. prop~rty matrix--validation sample 

Property 
Validation 

3 4 
3 1 

/1\ 52.5 60.0 6i.5 (0) (1) 52.5 \A' 

(2) 7.9 9.0 10.1 (4) 7.9 9.0 10.1 (6) 10.5 
(0) (0) (1) 52.5 

2 1 
4 1 

(o) (1) 52.5 60.0 67.5 (I) 31.5 
(1) 10.5 12.0 13.5 (0) (6) 10.5 
(I) 2.6 3.0 3.4'. (0) (0) 

0 0 
2 1 

(O) (0) 
3".1 Out (0) (2) 

(0) (O) 

0 0 
0 0 

Out OL(t 

2 3 

Offender score 

,; 

, I .. 

\~ 

'-1 

8 8 
1 0 

60.0 67.5 (1) 73.5 84.0 94.5 
12.0 13.5 (3) 10.5 12.0 13.5 
60.0 67.5 (4) 52.5 60.0 67.5 

7 4 
4 0 

36.0 40.5 (1) 31.5 36.0 40.5 
12.0 13.5 (1) 10.5 12.0 13.5 

(2) 31.·5 36.0 40.5 

2 0 
0 3 

(0) 
3.5 3.9 ( O) 

(0) 

0 0 
0 0 

Out Out 

4 5 

.. 
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TABLE 47.--Maricopa County, preliminary model--violent 

Offense score 

Intercl ass rank 
.. 

1 = Maximum sentence up to 5 years 
2 = Maximum sentence up to 20 years 
3 = Maximum sentence up to life 
4 = Mi nimum sentence of 10 years "and maximum sentence up to i ife 

Number of criminal events 

o = One 
1 = Two or more 

. Offender score 

Lega 1 status 

o = Not under State control 
1 = Under State control 

P~ior juvenile convictions 

·0 .= None 
1 = One or more 

Prior juvenile incarcerations 

o = None 
1 = One or more 

Emp10yment status 

o = Unemployed 
-1 = Employed full or part time 

-----------------------------------------------------~-------.~----
Accuracy rate ("In/Out" Deci sion) 
Construction: 86% 
Validation: 84% 
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TABLE 48.--Maricopa County, preliminary 
model--property 

Offense score 

Interclass l~ank 

1 = Mgximum sentence up to.1 year 
2 =,:Maximum sentence up to 4 years 
3 = 'Maximum sentence UO. to 5 vears 
4 ~ ~M'aximurn sentence up to 10" years 
5 = Maximum sentence up to life 

Offender score 

Lega 1 s ta tus 

o = Not under State control 
1 = Under State control 

Prior juvenile incarcerations 

o = None 
1 = None or more 

Prior adult convictions 

-1 = None 
o = One or two 
1 = Three or more 

Prior adult incarcerations (over 30 days) 

o = None 
1 = One or more 

Employment status, 

o = Unemployed 
-1 = Employed full or part time 

Accuracy rate ('= In/Out" Deci s i on) 
Construction: 79% 
Val idation: 71% 
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TABLE 49.--Maricopa County, preliminary model--drugs 

Offense score 

Interclass rank 

1 = Maximum sentence up to 10 years 
2 = Maximum sentence up to 20 years 
3 =.Maximum sentence up to life 

Type of drug 

-1 = Cannabis or drugs listed in Danget'ous Drug Act (632-1901 and seq.) 
1 = Drugs listed in Uniform Narcotic Drug Act (Sec" 36-1001 and seq.) 

Offender score 

Legal status 

o = Not under State control 
1 = Under State control 

Prior juvenile incarcerations 

o = None 
1 = One or more 

Prior adult convictions 

o = None or one 
1 = Two or more 

Prior adult felony convictions not-against-the-person 

o = None , 
1 = One or more 

Accuracy rate (" In/Out" Decis ion) 
Construction: 86% 
Validation: 85% 

classifications and that 'different weights be ascribed to some of the variables. 
A number of models were constructed according to these specifications, and from 
these, the judges selected the models to be implemented. (See appendices D, E, 
and F.) These models were then applied to the validation sample to verif¥ the 
relationships observed in the construction sample. The drugs model experlenced 
no change in the predictive ability and the violent and property model suffered 
only slight shrinkage. 
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G~ide~ine sentences were prepared for the models the judges had chosen. 
~he gUldel~ne s~nten~e.for the."out".cells was designated as any form of non
lncarcerat1ve dlSposltlon, or lntermlttent confinement. The guideline sentence 
for each "in" cell was established by examining the range of sentences within 
the cell and the medi~n sentences for contiguous cells. A sentencing range of 
25 percent (plus or mlnus 12.5 percent) around the median was set to allow for 
greater flexibility during the test implementation process. Guideline sen
tenc~s for. cells possessing.only a few cases were determined mainly by the . 
conf1guratl0n of sentences 1n surrounding cells. The validation sample served 
as an additional source of information in cases of uncertainty. 

On the violent and drugs grids, there were a number of cells character
ized by a bimodal distribution of sentences, involving jail terms of 12 months 
or les~ and prison terms carrying a minimum sentence of 5 years. Had an in
~ermed:ate t7rm of 2 or 3 years been available as an option to the judge, such 
lncons1stenc1es most likely would not have occurred. But, since the judges 
must operate within the statutory sentencing structure imposed by the Legis
lature, research staff set a guideline sentence of either 5 years or a jail 
term for these cells depending on the guideline sentences assigned to adja
cent cells. Again, research staff referred to the validation sample as an 
experience table to ascertain whether a clear pattern had emerged with respect 
to these cells. Before implementation, the judges examined the grids and the 
information on which they were based, and gave final approval to proceed with 
implementation. 

B. THE IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS 

. F?llo~ing feasibil ity work, model construction, and presentation, sentenc,.~ 
1ng gUldellnes systems were available for implementation in each jurisdiction. 
However, the judges in each jurisdiction felt a testing phase was in order to 
identify any logistical problems resulting from the use of the guidelines and 
to assess the merits (both substantive and procedural) of actually using 
guidelines. 

Owing to costs, jurisdictional, and especially time, constraints imposed 
upon the research staff during the final months of the project, major staff ef
forts were devoted to assuring continuity of operation within each jurisdiction 
following the cessation of funding. In Cook County, the transition effort 
faced the initial hurdle of developing a system into one adaptable in the Daley 
Center and the Michigan Avenue courts as well. In addition, the guidelines had 
to be modified ~o conform to new determinate sentencing legislation. In Essex 
County, a pending statewide guideline system which would eventually supersede 
the countywide guidelines lessened staff concern over the transition effort. 
In Maricopa County, the developed gU'idelines had to be transferred to local 
court personnel without the benefit of any review sessions. Moreover, the 
guidelines will eventually have to be reformulated to conform to new sentencing 
legislation passed in Arizona. 

The implementation process necessarily goes far beyond the analytical compu
tation and presentation of guidelines. It involves a deep understanding of the 
needs and parameters of each individual jurisdiction and its requirements. The 
following examples will highlight the variations within each jurisdiction that 
must be measured before any realistic implementation of guidelines may begin. 
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1. In Cook County, test implementation of the guidelin~s began.in.\J~ne, 
1977 at the Maybrook and 26th Street Branches of the cou~t wlth the JUd1c~ary 

·computing the guidelines sentence at the time of sentenclng or plea negot1~
tions. This was necessitated in part by the fact that so ~ew ~resentence 1n
vestigation reports are normally prepared prior to sentenc1ng 1n the Cook 
County court system. It was also the judi~iary's policy. decision to person: 
ally handle the computational worksheet ana not to have 1t completed by the1r 
court clerks. 

While monitoring the progress of the test implementation p~ogress, it was 
found that the grid iayout of the guidelines was not very functl0na~ for the 
judges to use for determining the guideline sentence. Thus, the gnds were 
converted to a tabular format for ease and convenience in reading (see table 50). 

During the test implementation phase,.completed guidelin~ worksheets were 
collected weekly and reviewed for computat10nal or oth~r clerlca~ er~ors. A 
guideline worksheet coding manual was prepare~ for codlng the.gu1del1ne work
sheets onto Fortran coding sheets in preparatl0n for k~ypunch1ng and transfer 
of this data to computer files for subsequent analysis. 

This review of the accuracy of the guideline model was ~onducted i~ Decem
ber 1977, approximately 6 months after guideline.model test 1mplementatlon. 
At that time by reviewing those instances in Wh1Ch members of the Cook County 
judiciary departed from the ~uidelines, ~he judiciary, aided by.project s~aff, 
was able to map the changes 1n c~u~t PO~1CY that had ~ccurred sl~ce ~est lm
p1ementation and make policy decls10ns 1n order to adJust the gU1dellne models 
accordi ng1y. 

When test implementation commenced at the Maybroo~ and 26th.Str~et . 
Branches, data was collected for the purpose of expand1ng the gU1del1nes lnto 
the Daley Center and Michigan Avenue facilities. The data co~lect~d at these 
two "new" branches (construction sample--n = 796) was almost ldentlcal to that 
collected during other sampling periods at the other courts. 

Analysis of the data collected from the Daley Center.and th~ ~ic~igan AV7 
enue branches revealed that while there were differences ln spec1flc 'nform~tlon 
items that appeared to be the best predictors of type.of sentence (e:g.~ pr10r 
adult convictions for a similar offense instead of prlor felony Co~vlct10ns 
against the person), the same dimensions appeare~ as ~he best pred1ct?rS of 
the dependent variable. 39 Given that the same d1mens10ns were appearlng as 
the best predictors of type of sentence, and that our aim was no~ to.compare 
differences among the four locations, but rather to develop a gu~del1ne model 
for all four facilities, the data samples were merged and analysls 
re-performed. 40 . 

At this point, it was our intention to.test ~ar~o~s models on the m~rged 
data set and present our findings to the Chlcago JUdlcl~ry. Howeve~, th~s was 
not done as the Illinois legislature then passed a revlsed sentenclng b,ll, to 
become effective February 1, 1978. 41 The impact of this external event upon 
our work led us to reconsider our approach. 

The projected time for presentation and impl ementation of a new guidel i nes 
model, based on the merged samples of all four branches, was December 1977, . 
while sentencing under the new act would commence just 6 weeks later. Due to 
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this relativel~ sh?rt time period, it was deemed more useful to exp:and use of 
the current gUldellne.model! if Possible, to the Daley Center and Michigan 
Avenue ~ranches, and lnvestlgate how the model might be converted to the new 
sentenclng scheme for use under the new statutes. Thus, the current guidelines 
model; was ~e~t~d upon the sample collected from the Daley Center and Michigan 
Avenue facllltles. It was found that that model predicted the in/out decision 
only 1% l~ss.accurately (original construction--82.3%; model run on Daley Cen
~er and Mlchlgan Avenue Branches--81.3%) than what was observed from the orig
lnal development of the model on the construction sample. It had been expected 
of cour~e~ that the len~th o! time decision would be more gpeatly affected, ' 
and revlslo~S thus requlred 1n some cells of the grid. These revisions in 
~ength of.tlme were.mad~~ als@ taking into account the !!feedbackii received from 
Judges uSlng the gU1delines since June. 

TABLE 50.--Cook County, matrix tabular format 

Crime score 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Sample Felony 1 Scoring 

Offender score 

0-6 

o 
1-3 
4-6 

o 
1-2 
3 
4-6 

o 
1-2 
3 
4-6 

o 
1-3 
4 
5-6 

Guideline sentence 

4 yr. min. 4 yr. max. 

4 yr. min. 4-6 yr. max. 
4-5 yr. min. 4-6 yr. max. 
4-5 yr. min. 4-8 yr. max. 

4 yr. min. 4-6 yr. max. 
4-5 yr. min. 4-6 yr. max. 
4-5 yr. min. 4-8 yr. max. 
4-6 yr. min. 8-10 yr. max. 

4 yr. min. 4-6 yr. max. 
4-5 yr. min. 4-6 yr. max. 
4-5 yr. min. 6-8 yr. max. 
4-6 yr. min. 8-10 yr. max. 

4 yr. min. 4-6 yr. max. 
4-6 yr. min. 6-12 yr. max. 
4-10 yr. min. 6-20 yr. max. 
4-10 yr. min. 6-30 yr. max. 

Sta!f investigated, the provisions of the new sentencing bill. It was found 
that, whlle the sta~ed thrust of the bill was to require judges to sentence of
f~nders.to ~2determln~te or fixed term, there was still a wide range of judicial 
dlscretlon. Thus, lt seemed that converting the length of sentences concur-
rently sug~ested by the.guid~lines to correspond with allowable sentences under 
the determlnate sentenclng blll would be useful for the Cook County judiciary. 

I~ the conversion of sentences, the length of time to be served under a 
determl na te sentence was made equ'j va 1 ent to the time currently bei og served 
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under the indeterminate sentence system. Under the old sentencing structure 
and good time provisions, the implicit policy of the parole board was to grant 
parole, to offenders with no prior incarcerations, at the first parole hearing 
date (which took place at a date occurring approximately "at six-tenths" of the 
minimum term to which the prisoner was sentenced). If the offender had had a 
prior incarceration, then release was ~enerally granted at the second parole 
hearing, approximately 1 year later. (The actual time, therefore, served by 
these offenders would be ".6" of the minimum term to which he or she was sen
tenced plus 1 year.) Under the new act, there is no paroling authority to 
determine release dates for offenders sentenced after February 1. However, good 
time is earned at the rate of day for da,v. meaning that an offender will serve 
one half of the term to which he-or she is sentenced.43 Thus, the determinate 
guideline sentence became the adjusted indeterminate sentence (11.6" or ".6 + 1" 
of the term to which an offender was sentenced)~ doubled. All converted sen
tences were doubled, as conversations with membErs of the Cook County judiciary 
had indicated that it would be most aN'propriate to assume that offenders would 
receive all the good time they were entitled to, when determining the new guide
line sentences. 

Gu'i de 1 i ne models for use under the new determi na te sentenci ng bi 11 were 
developed, and began to be utilized by the judiciary starting in February 1978. 
Guideline worksheets continued to be collected by project staff until the end 
of the project and arrangements were made for the continued operation of the 
system. 

2. In June 1977, the generic models adopted by the Essex County judiciary 
for test implementation purposes were pt'esented to all pertinent agencies of 
the criminal court system. The model was described by the Honorable John Mar
zulli and the Honorable Leo Yanoff to all criminal court judges, as well as 
representatives of the probation department, the publ i c defender' s offi ce, the 
district attorney's office, and the Administrative Office of the Courts. 

The Essex County judges received presentence investigation reports for 
most indictable offenses they sentence; because of this, it seemed useful for 
the probation officer to be the person doing the actual ~alculatio~ of the . 
guideline sentence. Therefore, the research staf~ met wlth the C~lef.Probatlon 
Officer and other probation department staff to dlSCUSS the coord,natlon ?f. 
test implementation activities. The topics discussed re~olved ar~und admlnls
trative handling of the guidelines for the Essex County and Superlor Courts and 
liaison activity with the research staff. A series of trai~ing se~sions were 
held with the Supervising Probation Officers and the P~obatl?n Offlcers who 
prepare presentence investigation reports. These seSSlons wlth three groups of 
10 officers each, were designed to familiari~e the Probation Off~cers with the 
Coding Manual's instructions and the Sentenclng Sh~et's calcul~tlons (see.tables 
51-54). Officers were given actual cases to practlce calculatlng sentenclng 
guidelines for each different generic grouping. Discussion and explanation fo
cused on their role in the guideline system. 

Besides 'these meetings and training sessions with the Probation Department, 
the research staff conducted seminars with representatives of the judiciary, 
the prosecutor, and the public defender. These seminars demonstrated the Sen
tencing Sheet calculations and explained the theory, methodology, and planned 
operational aspects of a guid~lines system. ~lon~ with these s~minars, there 
were individual conferences wlth most sentenc'lng Judges to obtaln feedback of 
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TABLE Sl.--Essex County, sentencing sheet--violent 

Offe.nder ____ --,-________ Probation dept. case no. ____ _ 

Judge _____________ ~ Date of sentencing ______ _ 

Offense(s) convicted of: 
(title + statute number) 

Offense type (most serious offense) 

Offense score 
Interclass rank 

Offender score 
A. Legal status at time of offense 

o = Free 
1 = Not free 

B. Prior juvenile delinquency petition(s) 
Sustained 

C. 

o = None or one 
1 = Two or more 

Prior adult incarcerations 
o = None 
1 = One or more 

D. Drug addiction 
o = No use/not addicted 
1 = Addicted' 

E. Offender status 
-1 = Part/full-time employment/school 
o = Unemployed/not in school 

Guidel ine sentence ____________ _ 

Actual sentence _____ ...,--_______ ___ 

= 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

= 

Violent .j 

Offense type 

Offense score 

Offender Score 

Reasons (if actual sentence does not fall within guideline range): 

TABLE 52.--Essex County, sentencing sheet--propert.l. 

Offender _____________ Probation dept. case no. -----
Judge Date of sentencing ---------
Offense(s) convicted of: 
(title + statute number) --------------------~ 

Offense type (most serious offense) 

Offense score 
A. Interclass rank 
B. Victim classification 

o = Business/State of New Jersey 
1 = Citizen/officer 

Offender score 
A. Legal status at time of offense 

o = Free 
1 = Not free 

B. Prior juvenile delinquency petition($) 
sustained 

o = None 
1 = One or more 

C. Prior adult convictions 
o = None or one conviction 
1 = Two or more convictions 

D. Prior adult incarcerations (over 30 days) 
o = None ---
I = One or more incarcerations 

E. Drug addiction 
o = No use/not addicted 
1 = Addicted 

F. Offender's status 
-1 = Part/full-time employment/sfhool 
o = Unemployed/not in school 

Guideline sentence ------------------------
Actual sentence ----------------------------

+ 

= 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

= 

I Property I 
Offense type 

Offense score 

Offender score 

Reasons (if actual sentence does not fall within guideline range): 
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TABLE 53.--Essex County, sentencing sheet~-drugs 

Offender _______________ Probation dept. case no. ___ _ 

Judge __________ , _____ Date of sentencing ______ _ 

Offense(s) convicted of: 
(title + statute number) 

Offense type (most serious offense) 

Offense score 
Interclass rank 

Offender score 
A. Legal status at time of offense 

o = Free 
1 = Not fre~ 

B. Prior juvenile incarcerations 
o = No incarcerations 
1 = One or more incarcerations 

C. Prior adult convictions 
o = No convictions 
1 = One or more convictions 

D. Prior adult incarcerations (over 30 days) 
o = No incarcerations ---
I = One or more incarcerations 

E. Drug addiction 
o = No use/not addicted 
1 = Addicted 

Guideline sentence' 

-'-

----~----------------
Actual sentence --------------------------

Drugs 

Offense type 

= 

Offense score 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

= 
Offender score 

Reasons (if actual sentence does not fall within guideline range): 

100 

TABLE 54.--Essex County, sentencingrsheet--miscellaneous 

Offender Probation dept. case no. _____ _ ---------------------
Judge Date of sentenci ng _________ _ 

Offense(s) convicted of: """' _______________________ _ 
(title + statute number) 

Offense type (mos1~ seri ous offense) 

Offense score 
Interclass rank 

Offender score 
A. Legal status at time of offense 

o = Free 
1 = Not free 

B. Prior juvenile delinquency petition(s) 
sustained 

o = None 
1 = One or more 

C. Prior adult convictions 
o = No convictions 
1 = One or more convictions 

= 

+ 

+ 

,+ 

D. Prior adult incarcerations (over 30 days) __ + 
o = None 
1 = One or more incarcerations 

E. Drug addiction = 
o = No use/not addicted 
1 = Addicted 

Guideline sentence ____________ __ 

Actual sentence _____________ ~------

Misc. 

Offense type 

Offense score 

Offender score 

Reasons (if actual sentence does not fall within guideline range): 
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their respective opinions about the planned implementation of a guideline 
system. 

Four instructional booklets for the calculation of guideline ,sentences 
w~re prepared. by the research staff. The Essex County court system then ini
t1ated a test1ng phase for an operational sentencing guideline system. From 
September 1977 on, sentencing sheets were calculated by the probation officer 
f?r eacQ case to be se~ten~ed on a given day. Copies of the sentencing gUide
l1ne worksheets were d1str1buted to the judge, the probation department the 
district attorney's office, the defendant's counsel, and the research t~am. 
T~e resear~h st~ff later developed a separate coding manual for the informa
t10n conta1ned 1n the worksheets. In March 1978, the first review session took 
place. At that time, policy decisions regarding length consistency within the 
fo~r sentenci~g grids were discussed along with possible changes in relative 
.W~1tS or rank1ngs of offenses. However, because of the impending implementa
t10n of statewide sentencing guidelines, the judges decided not to make any 
changes in the Essex County guidelines. 

3. '~In Maricop~ County, te;~t implementation began in March 1978. The 
Probation Department then assumed the task of calculating the guideline sen
ten~es and the Court Administrator's office became responsible for the compi
lat10n of the relevant statistics necessary to the periodic review of the op
eration of the sentencing guideline system. 

. . As noted ~reviously! though, the errors on a legislature adopted a new 
cr1m1nal code 1ncorporat1ng a'classificatory framework similar to that of the 
Model Penal Code! along with.a presumptive-type sentencing system, which is 
scheduled to go 1nto effect 1n October 1978. The revised code contains six 
felony and thr~e.mis~emeanor classes, each of which is assigned a presumptive 
penalty. Prov1s10n 1S made for departures from the presumptive sentences 
within p~edeterm~n~d l~mits if the existence of one of the statutorily defined 
aggravat1ng or m1t1gat1ng factors or enhancements is established. The feasi
bility of inserting the guidelines, Which are based on the old criminal code 
i~to th~s m?re restrictive sy~tem will ultimately depend on how much sentencing 
dlscret10n 1S granted to the Judges by the new criminal code. If the guidelines 
are to be, adapted to the new code, they wi 11 requi re substantial modification 
~ecause the definition and classification of offenses, as well as the sentenc: 
1n~ st~ucture, has undergone far-reaching revision. We anticipate that the 
gU1del1nes can, at the least, be applied to an area that the legislature has 
left untouched--the judicial determination of whether or not to incarcerate an 
offender. The regulation of this aspect of judicial discretion alone would be 
of cons i derab lie value because, for many offenders, it means the di fference be
tween no deprivation of liberty and years of confinement. 

C. "FINAL" IMPLEMENTATION 

Assuming the successful completion of a test phase in Cook, Essex, and 
Maricopa Cbunties, and where necessary, the modification of the guidelines to 
comport with new sentencing legislation, we feel that the next step in each 
si~e i~ the formal or official adoption of the guidelines by the judiciary. 
GUldel1ne usage must be mandated by the rulemaking powers of the Supreme Court 
of the state or by similar authority vested in the local trial courts. Unless 
such a mandate is behind the guidelines, that is, if they remain a voluntary 
reform measure, it is inevitable that as the current judges are rotated into 
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new divisions or leave the bench and are replaced by new judges, that the guide
line systems will fall into disarray. 

In addition, it is imperative that the feedback and review mechanism be 
maintained as an integral component of this system. Unquestionably, practice 
and policy in such a sensitive area as criminal justice will constantly.change 
over time. The review mechanism will provide the potential for reflect1ng 
changing societal, legislative, and judicial attitudes regarding, for ex~mple, 
the seriousness of offenses and the severity of sentences. Moreover, thlS mech
anism will insure that such changes will result from a structured and measured 
evaluation on a policy level by the judiciary. 

Unfortunately, funding for this project was terminated before issues re
lating to the fOI'mal adoption of .guidelines ~o~ld be resolv~d .. Furthermore, 
time and physical constraints made the trans1tlon of the gU1dellnes system to 
local court personnel occur more rapidly than we had initially cont~plated and 
left the future of the guidelines in Cook, Essex, and Maricopa Co~ntles on a 
rather tenuous basis. Nevertheless, each court system was left w1th a plan for 
continuing judicial use of the guidelines. Most important, however, is the. 
fact that the judges in those three counties are committed to a more o~en :rlm
inal justice system, one which is dedicated to the promotion of equal Justlce. 
Our role as resea'rchers was to aid the judges in thei r efforts. Hopefully, we 
and the judges have taken an important step toward that goal . 
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Annual Meeting of the American Society of Criminnlogy (Toronto, 1975); N. 
Morri s, liThe Future of Impri sonment: Toward a Puniti ve Ph i 1 osophy, II 72 
Michigan Law Review 1161 (1974); New York State Special Commission on At
tica, Attica: The Official Report of the New York State Special Commis
sion on Attica (New York: Boston Books, 1972); P. OIDonnell, M. J. Chur
gin, and D. E. Curtis, Toward a Just and Effective Sentencing System: 
Agenda for Legislative Reform (New York: Praeger, 1977); A. von Hirsch, 
DOing Justice: The Choice of Punishments (New York: Hill and Wang, 1976); 
N. Walker, Sentencing in a Rational Society (London: Allen Lane, 1959); 
and J. Q. Wilson, Thinking About Crime (New York: Basic Books, 1975). See 
also Volume One of this series, L. T. Wilkins, J. M. Kress, D. M. Gottfred
son, J. C. Calpin, and A. M. Gelman, Sentencing Guidelines: Structuring 
Judicial Discretion--Report on the Feasibility Study, xi-xii, 1-4 (Washi,ng
ton, D.C.: 'U.S. Government Printing Office, 1978); and Volume Five, J. M. 
Kress, A. M. Gelman, and J. C. Cal pin, Sentencing Guidelines: Summary Re-
port and Reflections. 

2. J. C. Calpin, M. Fischel, J. Sasfy, and L. Siegel, Multijurisdictional 
Sentencing Guidelines Test Desi,gn, National Institute of Law Enforcement 
and Criminal Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, 1978. 

3. See Volume One of this series, as well as D. M. Gottfredson, C. A. Cosgrove, 
L. T. Wilkins, J. Wallersteen, and C. Rank, Classification for Parole Deci
sion Policy (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1978): 
D. M. Gottfredson, L. T. Wilkins, and P. B. Hoffman, Guidelines for Parole 
and Sentencing (Lexington, Mass.: Lexington Books, 1978). 

4. Note that this refers to a far less complicated decision than that in
volved in sentencing--it is the decision of when to release an already in
carcerated individual. United States Paro'le Commission, Report for July 
1, 1973 to September 30, 1976 (Washington, D.C.: United States Department 
of Justice, 1977). 

5. See Volume Two of this series, J. M. Kress, Sentencing in Four Courts. 

6. In 1979, the Arizona legislature enacted new sentencing legislation reor
ganizing the penal code which reduced'judicial discretion at, sentencing. 
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Efforts a.re being made to revise the Maricopa guidelines to conform to the 
new legislation. The New Jersey legislature also revised that state's 
penal code, but the development of statewide guidelines made revision of 
the Essex system a moot exercise. 

7. For a discussion of other information resources available to the trial 
judge, see A. M. Gelman, IISentencing Hearings: Forgotten Phase of Sen-
tenci ng Reform, II paper presented to the Annual Meeti ng of the Ameri can So
ciety of Criminology, 1977. 

8. 1·11. Rev. Stat. ch. 38, 1005-3-1 {1978}. 

9. See Volume One of this .series, at 26-27. 

10. The reader is also referred to Volume Four of this series, A. M. Gelman, 
J. M. Kress, and J. C. Calpin, Establishing a Sentencing Guidelines Sys
tem: A Methods Manual, Appendices A and B. 

11. Ibid. at 3-10. 

12. Because of the way in which judicial records are generally maintained, our 
sampling strategy is likely to be applicable to most American jurisdic
tions. Nevertheless, our technique is certainly not ideal and researchers 
seeking to establish guidelines elsewhere would do well to first analyze 
available court resources. If a modern management information system is 
in place, then coding and sampling difficulties recounted here may be 
sharply ameliorated. 

13. See Appendix A. While the use of the Judge's Card was not an ideal solu
tion--and was indeed one with which we eventually did away--it is worth 
mentioning here as a possible solution to the researcher faced with a very 
poor information base. We indeed supported several other measures, but 
this was: one upon which both judges and researchers agreed. Still, it is 
possible that the very use of this card normatively altered the judge's 
information search and therefore resulted in findings that were not fairly 
descriptive. Had additional resources been available, we might have over
come this problem by stationing observers in the courtroom. In the event, 
that was unnecessary as the information we sought was found to be available 
in the fil es . 

14. For a discussion of numerous studies that have found similar prior criminal 
history variables important in prediction instruments, see F. H. Simon, 
Prediction Methods in Criminology {London: H.M.S.O., 1971}, pp. 143-148. 

15. For example, adult arrest record is excluded from consideration at sentenc
ing: People v. Hagans, 50 Ill. App. 3d 964 (1975) (prior arrest without 
convictions should not be considered in pronouncing sentence); People v. 
~ilson, 11 Ill. App. 3d 693 {1973} (prior arrests without convictions are 
not properly admissible during a hearing in aggravation and mitigation). 

16. Ill. Rev. Stat. ch. 38, 1005-8-7 (1978): credit for time spent in jail, 
preconviction, and presentencing was mandatory for all sentences over 6 
months. 
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17. The New Jersey Revised Penal Code is scheduled to go into effect on Sep
tember 1, 1979. 

18. See Volume One of this series, pp. 10-12. 

19. See N. H. Nie, C. H. Hull, J. G. Jenkins, K. Steinbrenner'(2adnd Dd·)H(·N 
Bent (eds.), Statistical Package for the Social Sciences . n e. ew 
York: McGraw-Hill, 1975)~ pp. 218-219. 

20. Ibid., pp. 276-277. 

21. F. N. Kerlinger and E. J. Pedhazur, Multiple RegreSsion) in Beh4a4v6i04r4a81 N' 
Research (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1973 ,pp. - ; le, 
pp. 320-365; Simon, pp. 154-156. 

22. J. Palmer and P. Carlson, IIProblems \'Jith the Use of Re9dreDsSli?n Analysis
13 in Prediction Studies,1I Journal of Research in Crime an e lnquency, : 

p. 64, 1976. 

23. Nie, pp. 434-467; Kerlinger and Pedhazur, pp. 336-338. 

24. The size of samples for grids not d~velope)d were: Felony 4 (n = 17); Mis
demeanor A (n = 13); Misdemeanor C \n = 1., 

25.. The seven unique crimes are as fOllOW)S: AttemPt(ed Mur
5
d)er

A
{n d= RI9b)b; Murder 

{n = 21}; Aggravated Battery (n = 31 ; Robbery n' = 9 ; rme 0 ery 
(n = 64); Burglary (n = 116); and Possession Lesser Amou~ts o~ All Other 
Controlled Substances (n = 16). The total number of crlmes ln the sample 
falling into one:of these seven categories equaled 362 cases or 74% (362 
+ 485) of the total crimes appearing in the sample. 

26. L. T. Wilkins, IIStatistical Methods of Parole predicltMion
t
:. ThefirthEffAecti~e-

ness and Limitations," paper presented at the Annua ee lng 0 e merl-
can Academy of Psychiatry and the Law: Boston, October 1975, at 15. 

27. Simons, pp. 5-6. 

28. See Volume One of this series; see also H. Mannheim and L. T. Wilkins, Pre
diction Methods in Relation to Borstal Training (London: H.M.S.O., 1955). 

29. See L. T. Wilkins, The Problem of Overlap in Experielnce
D 
T~b~e cOMnsk~ructpioOnJ': 

Supplemental Report Three (Davis, California: Paro e eC1Slon- a lng r -
ect, NCCD Research Center, June 1973). 

30. 

31. 

32. 

D. M. Gottfredson, IIAssessment and Prediction Methods i~ Cri~e and ~el~n
quency II Task Force Report: Juvenile Delinquency, Presld~nt s Commlsslon 
on Law'Enforcement and Cdminal Justice, Appendix K (Washlngtpn, D.C.: 
U.S. Government Printing Cllffice, 1967), pp. 176-177. 

H. Wainer, IIEstimating Coefficients.in Linear Models: It Don't Make No 
Nevermind," 83 Psychological Bulletln 213, 216 (1976). 

M. Dawes and B. Corrigan, "Linear M?dels in Decision-Making ,II 81 Psycholog
ical Bulletin 95 (1974); see also Slmon, at 111. 
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33. Wainer, pp. 215-216. 

34. Wilkins, The Problem of Overlap, pp. 12-18. 

35. Simon, pp. 150-158. 

36. W. L. Wilbanks and M. J. Hindelang, "Parole Predictions: A Comparison of 
Five Techniques," Journal of Criminal Justice (forthcoming). ' 

37. N. Kerlinger, "Methodology," Foundations of Behavioral Research, 2nd ed., 
(New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1973), at 582-602. 

38. See Volume One of this series; see also Wainer, loco ct.' 

39. The same preparation of the data and statistical techniques for data analy
sis were conducted on this construction sample as reported earlier for the 
Maybrook and 26th Street facilities. 

40. The original construction and validation samples from the Maybrook and 26th 
Street Branches, and the "new" construction and validation sample from the 
Daley Center and Michigan Avenue facilities were merged, and then randomly 
assigned to the new combined construction sample (n = 1,000) and validation 
sample (n = 586). 

41. Ill. Rev. Stat. c~ 38, 1005-8-1 (revised H.B. 1500 as amended, 1977). 

42. Below are provisions of the old sentencing statutes, compared with provi
sions of the new bill: 

H.B.1500, as amended 
Murder-Felony: 20-40*. years or 

"natural 1 ife: 
Class X Felony: 
Class 1 Felony: 
Class 2 Felony: 
Class 3 Felony: 
Class 4 Felony: 

6-30* years 
4-15* years 
4-7* years 
2-5* years 
1-3* years 

Present law 
14 years min/no max 

4 years min/no max 
4 years min/no max 
1 year min/20 years max 
1 year min/10 years max 
1 year min/4 years max 

*Maximum may be doubled under certain circumstances. Class 
X Felonies include many crimes that were previously classi
fied as Felony 1 offenses. 

43. Ill. Rev. Stat. ch. 38-1003-3-2~ 1003-6-3 (revised H.B. 1500, as amended 
1977) . 
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COOK COUNTY 

Judge's Card and Coding Instructions 
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DEFERDMT'S IW1E ____________________ _ 

IJIIDII"F , ________________ _ 

1. nPE OF PROCEEDING: 

A. Pl ... 

I. Bench tri.,. 
C. Jury tri.'. 

2. .WAS THE VICTIM INJURED? 

A. The en"n.' behavfor did not fnvolv •• n offense .gainlt tile person. 

I. No tiodfty harw occurrtd - the cri.fn.' behavfor. hoIIIever, did involv •• n offense 
agafnlt til. person. 

C. Iodfly h.". occurncl -- the vict·i. WI injured. but the tl'lltalnt, of injuria did 
not require hospitalization overnight. 

D. Great bodfly ha". occurred - tilt vict1 ... s injured and the trtltlitnt of injuries 
required hospitaliz.tion overnight. 

E. Doth occurred. 

3. WAS THE VICTIM KNOim TO THE OFFENDER PRIOR TO THE ClItlISSION OF THE OFFEHSE? 

A. No. 

B. Ves. 

C. Not .pplfcabl •• no identifi.bl. vieti •• 

4. APPROXIMATE THE VALUE OF ANY foI)NEV AND/OR 'ROP~ TAKEN: ________ _ 

5. EXTENT OF USE OF WEAPQN: 

A. No .,..pon fnvolveel. 

8. we.pon in offender'l pollessfon. 

C. ....pon uled to throten vietf •• 

D. ....pon used fn .ttlllpt to injUN Yfetf •• 

E. ....pon used to injure vfeti •• 

5. IF A WEAPON WAS USED. PLEASE SPECIFY THE nPE OF WEAPON: ________ _ 

7. DID THE CRIMIKAI.. Ht!AVIOIl INVOLVE A DRUG? 

A. No. 

B. V ... pollulfon. 

,C. VII •• nuf.cture or dtlfvery. 

8. _T (IF ANY) DRUG WAS INVOI.VED? _______________ _ 

t. WHAT (IF ANY) (!tS THE QUANTIn Of THE DRUG INYCI.VED? .. ' _________ _ 

10. PlEASE RATE TNt: SERIOUSNESS OF THE CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR LEADING TO CONVICTION AS ctJIPARED TO 
OTHER CRIMINAl BEHAVIORS WITHIN THE SAM£ FELONY/MISDEMEANOR CLASS: . 

Ltllt 1 2 3 4 5 MDlt 
. ',SeriOUI Serious 

11. ADDITIONAL SIGNIFICANT FACTORS CDfCCERNING THE ClIMIfW. IEMAVIOR: _____ _ 
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Proiect Oirector 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE RESEARCH CENTER 
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AL.BANY, NEW YORK 12203 

SENTENCING GUIOELINES: STRUCTURING JUplCIAL DISCRETION 
A Re .. ord .. Project FunJed By 

Low Enlorcement Asslstonce Administrotion 
Notiono/lnstltute 01 Low Enlorcement ond Criminol Justice 

(S 18' 456-7731 

COOK COUNTY OFFENSE INFORMATION CARD 

The purpose of this index card questionnaire is to obtain your perception 
of the criminal behavior of the offender. "Criminal behavior" refers to 
those acts or ac~ions which describe the offense you feel actually occur
red. (The Form 101 prepared by the State's Attorney is often said to pro
vide a description of the acts.) It does not refer to the specific sta
tutory offense(s) charged or~he specific statutory offense at conviction. 

QUESTION #2 

"A" would include victimless crimes, e.g., drug offenses, or gambl
ing. Robbery is considered a crime against the per'son for purposes of 
this question...... ' 

QUESTION #3 

This question is only concerned with an offense against the person. 
Robbery is considered as an offense against person and therefore a rob
bery of a bank or business would have a victim. A victim known to the of
fender would be a person with whom the offender had contact prior to 
the occasion of the offense, such as family, friends, acquaintances, pro
fessional associates (e.g., employer/employee). Consider ~)ar fight vic
tim as being known to the offender unless circumstances to the contrary 
are indicated. 

QUESTION #4 

If the afienza' invol ved the loss of property or money, pl ease answer 
question #5 as to the value of the loss, even if the item or amount was 
recovered in whole or part. If the value of the item taken is not speci
fied, approximate its retail worth using a moderate price range. For ex
ample, if a new Portable color, TV was stolen, approximate the loss to be 
$400. 

qUESTION #5 

Weapons are meant to include any objects so designated in Illinois' 
. statutes. 
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qUEST! ON '10 

Please compare the offense behavior for this defendant to othe~ 
possible offense behaviors for which a conviction in the same statutory 
class may result. 

qUESTION '11 

Examples df additional factors might include: multiple victims. 
special drug program, and offender's role in crime was minimal. 
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APPENDIX B 

ESSEX COUNTY 

Data Collection Instrument 
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CODING MANUAL 
Criminal Courts of Essex County 

New Jer~ey 
!)eptember 1976 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

U'se of "7, II "8, II "9" 

The number "7" connotes the "not'app11cable" category, to be used 
when the variable does not apply to the offender. Depending on the num
ber of columns, use "7," "97," "997," "9997," "99997," and ,"999997" to 
represent "not app11cable." 

Tha number "8" connotes the "other" category to be used when a 
detailed point is not covered by a specific coding value. Following 
the logic from above use "8," "98," "998," "9998," 99998" and "999998" 
to represent "other." Ah\'ays add a brief written explanation. 

The number "9" connotes the "missing value" category to be used 
when no informatiqn is provided in the presentence investigation report 
about a variable. Following the logic from above, use "9," "99," "999," 
"9999," "99999," and "999999" to represent "missing value." 

Note that often times va 1 ues for "not app 11 cab 1 e, II "other," and 
"miSSing value" will not be specifically listed on the coding sheet 
for every variable. Although they are unlikely to occur in those 
variables which they are not listed for, an unusual set of circum
stances may necessitate their use. 

1. The identification number.which is to be coded three (3) times 
(for each card used), has space for five (5) digits. The first 
four (left to right) are to be assigned consecutively, starting 
'at "1000" for the first case. The fifth digit identifies the 
card currently being coded, and will be either a "1," "2," 
or "3." 

2. When an "other" variable is coded, list briefly on the coding 
sheet the value which necessitated the departure from the as
signed values. 
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3. For the purposes of this coding, robbery is to be considered 
a personal cri.me. 

4. Where there is no mention of the offender having any type of 
criminal history record, it is·to be assumed that he does not 
have any., For example, if there is no mention of pr.ior adult 
arrests the value "00" would be coded i~'Total Number of Prior 

'Adult Arrests. One can further assume if no arrests are'men
tioned that no convictions are mentioned, and a "97 -- not 
applicable, never arrested" would be coded in Total Number of 
Prior Adult Convictions." Such cases are not to be treated 
as instances of missing information. 

S. i~henever deal i ng wi th pri or record history, present offense 
information is 'to be excluded •. For example, in Total Number cf
Adult Convictions it is possible to code a "97 -- never arrested" 
because it refers to prior record ,\'Jh i ch does not i ncl ude the 
current offense. 

6. 

7. When coding offense from the master list and the crime does not 
appear on the master list and does !l21 fit the requir~~ents for 
exclusion, ... (e.g., traffic and military offe~ses for WhlC~ the~e 
is no civilian counterpart on the master 11st -- AWOL, Juven,le 
status offenses -- PINS) code as "9981~ and list the full. sta!u-

,tory deSignation of the offense. It 1S expected that th,s w11l 
occur very infrequently. Those offenses should not be counted 
for Total Number of --- variables. A determination to include 
or eXClude will be made at a later time and if included the ap
propriate variables will be adjusted accordingly. 

The coding sheet haS four spaces for the master list number 
for current offense variables. The first three digits (left 
to right) are to reflect the actual master list number except 
in the followi'ng circumstances. In those cases involving an 
attempt conviction (NJSA 2A:85:5) do not'cod~ the master list 
number for the attempt statute, but rather the number for 
the crime the offender is convicted for attempting to conmit. 
The fourth digit ~ill identify the conviction as one for an 
attempt. Conspiracy convictions (NJSA 2A:98-l) are to be 
coded similarly. Fourth digit coding values are: 
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1 • Adjudication for attempt 
2 = Adjudication for conspiracy 
3 c Sentencing under "2nd offenseI' statute ('2A:S5-S) 
4 = Sentencing under "3rd offense" statute (2A:S5-9) 
5 111: Sentencing under "habitual criminal" statute (2A:S5:l2) 
6= Sentencing under "sexoffender" statute (2A:l64-3) 
7 111: Not applicable. sentencing is not for attempt, conspiracy 

or repeat offense 

Code "3," "4," liS," ~6" only when specifically noted in PSI that 
offender is being sentenced in repeat, habitual, or sex offender 
statutes. 

8. When a substantive statute does not contain a punishment pro
vision, a misdemeanor may be puhished by imprisonment for not 
more than three years (NJSA 2A:S5-7) and a high misdemeanor by 
not more than seven years (NJSA 2A:85-6). , 

9. In coding those sets of variables which deal with more than one 
offense at a particular stage of tne criminal justice system, the 
mor~ serious offense is to be coded first. The following list is 
in descending order of seriousness, and is to be used in making 
decisions about the serisusness of a crime: 

Murder (to be considered the most ser:ious offense). 

High Misdemeanor -- when the substantive statute contains a puni~h
ment ?rovision which is higher than the general provision for 
a maximum:of seven years. 

' .. 
" Hi h Misdemeanor -- which may be punished by not more than 

seven years NJ A 2A:85-6) or less than three years. and one day. 

Misdemeanor -- which may be punished by not more than three 
years (NJSA 2A:S5-7). 

Misdemeanor -- whe~ the substantive statute contains a punish
ment prevision wh1ch spec\fies a maximum less than the general 
prov; s i on for tn r@e years. 

Disorderly Pe!"stlf}s. _ ... consider disorderly person substantive 
and general puiiTSRment provision to be io the same category. 

! /) 

Crimes against the person with weapon are to be t'Cnsidered more 
serious than crimes against t!Hl person \'/ithout a weapon. Crimes 
against the person are to be con~1dered more serious than crimes 
not against the person. 
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Within one category, code whichever crime receives the more 
severe sentence as more serious. If two crimes have the 
same maximum sentence and different minimums, code the 'one 
with the higher minimum as more serious. In cases where 
there is no diff.erence in maximum sentence and no difference 
in seriousness ranking code the crime with the higher 
statute number first. 

When unable to ascertain class or category, code to the lower. 
For example, a misdemeanor not against person should be 
coded if the information available does not specify high 
maximum misdemeanor distinction, or whether the crime was 
against the person or not against the person, i.e.,"theft." 

10. In coding prior criminal history variables which ask that if 
more than one offense is involved at a particular arrest or 
conviction, only the most serious offense is to be coded. Follow 
above directions (#9) in deciding the most serious offense. 

1'. Al' dates, times, etc., unless otherwise noted, will be at time 
of the presentence report. 

12. Variables referring to prior arrests and convictions code 
only arrest or convictions for the specific category of of
fenses, i.e., when coding misdemeanor not against person, 
"97 = no p'rior misdemeanors ll means no prior arrests for 
misdemeanors not against a person. 

13. When coding victim variables, if more than one victim involved 
in more than one crime, code vi ctim of more selo;ous crime 
according to general instruction #9. If mo\'e than one victim 
in one crime, code as "8 = other" and 1 ist. 'If vi ctims have 
same code in one or more variables, in that variable, do 
not code liS!' code the number that appl ies. 
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Var 01 Offender's Date of Birth 
Col 14-19 

Var 02 
Col 20 

999999 = Missing value 

Code in six columns. month, day, year. e.g., July 25~ 1943 
would be "072543." If only month and year were present, .' 
code as follows: "079943 •. " 

Offender's Sex 

'I = Male 
2 = Female 
9 = Missing value 

There should not be any misSing values in this variable. 

Var 03 Number of Offenses -- Original Charge(s) 
Col 21-22 

01-25 = Number of charges 
99 = MisSing value 

Code number of original charges at this first pOint of 
charging; this can be at irldictment or if indictment waived 
at accusation or complaint. 

Var 04 Master List Number of First Offense -- Oriqinal Charge 
Col 23-26 

9998 = Other (List: ) 
9999 = Missing value 

Refer to master list to code this variable. 

This variable refers to the instant offense charged in the 
complaint warra·nt. Code the number of counts in var. 88, 

In those cases in which a defendant was charged with more 
than one offense, code the most serious offense first -- see 
General Instruction number nine (9). 

Continue using these criteria to code (according to serious
ness) second and third offenses as required. 

Var 05 Master List Number of Second Offense -- Original Charge 
Col 27-30 

.' 

9997 = Not applica'ble 
9998 = Other (List: 
9999 = ~1issing value----------

Refer to master list to code this item. Code ~he number of counts in 
var 89. Ifa defendant was not charged with a second offense, code 
as',fnot app 1; cab 1 e. II 

For-additional instructions see Master List Number of First 
Offense -- Original Charae(s). 
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Var 06 Master List Number of Third Offense -- Original Charge 
Col 31 .. 34 

9997 = Not applicqble 
9998 = Other (List: _________ ) 
9999 = Missing value 

Refer to master 1 i st to code thi s item. Corle t:,e nU!'1her of counts in 
var. 90. If a defendant was oot'-charged with a third· offense, code 
as II not applic~ble." 
For additional instructions see Master List of First Offense 
Charged in Complaint Warrant. 

Var 07 Number of Present Offense(s) of Which Convicted -- Final Charge(s) 
Col 35-36 

01-25 = Number of offenses 
99 = Missing value 

This variable refers to the current or instant offense(s) of 
which the defendant was convicted. 

Var 08 Master List Number of First Offense at Conviction -- Final 
Col 37-40 Charge{s) 

9998 = Other (Lfst; ) 
9999 = Missing value 

Use master list to code this ~ariable. 

This variable refers to the first offense for which the defendant 
:is currently or presently being sentenced, i.e., the first offense 
at present convicti·on (or court adjudication). Code the number of counts 
in var. 91. 
In those instances in which a defendant ;s being sentenced for 
more than one offense, code the most serious offense first. 

See Genera' Instructions number nine (9). 

.. . Continue using these criteria to code (according to seriousness) 
:f~~lL . lJ) second and third offenses. 

"" ~ :'J.~!~~~~I:J~;tJ.\ 

Var 09 :f!:' Master List Number of Second Offense at Conviction -- Final Charge 
Col 41-44 

9997 = Not applicable 
9998 = Other (List: _________ _ 
9999 = Missing value 

(Continued next page) 
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~ Refer to the master 1 ist to code this item. Code # of counts in vaJ" 92. 

If a defendant was convicted of only one crime, code this vari
able as "not applicable." Otherwise, code this variable accord
ing to the offense listing. 

For additional instructions see f.1aster List Number of First 
Qffense at Conviction. ' 

Var 10 Master List Number of Third Offense at Conviction -- Final Charge 
Col 45-48 

Val" 11 
Col 49 

9997 • Not applicable 
9998 - Other (List: ) 
9999 • Missing value 

Refer to the master list to code this item. Code # of counts in val" 93. 

If a defendant was convicted of only one or two crimes, code this 
variable as "not applicable." Otherwise, code this variable 
according to the offense listing. 

For additional instructions see ~ta~ter List Number of First' 
Offense at Conviction. 

Basis of Adjudication 

1 - Non vult 
2 -Guilty plea 
3 = Conviction after trial 
8 = Other (List: ) 
9 = Missing value 
Code "1" -- only possible in homicide cases. 

Code "2" if offender entered a guilty plea at any time prior 
to or during trial. Include here negotiated 
pleas. Code only if guilty plea accepted by court and trial 
is precluded. 

Code "3" if conviction based on a bench or jury trial on 
the issues. Include here cases for whic;;-guilty or non vult 
pleas were offered but n2! accepted by the court. 

Code "9" if the informat1on en conviction is missing. 
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Val" 12 
Col 50 

Val" 13 
Col 51 

Type of Defense, Present Offense 

1 = Public defender 
2 = Assigned counsel 
3 = Private counsel (Retainedl 
4 = Represented, lawyer tlass1ficat;on unknown 
7 = Not applicable 
8 = Other (List: ) 
9 • Missing value 

No assumptions should be made of guaranteed representation. 
If there is no indication of representation, the "missing 
value" value should be Il~ed. : ' 

Liberty Status at Time of Sentencing 

a = Free, ROR 
1 = Other release (bail, bond, etc.) 
2 = Incarcerated 
3 = Incarcerated: adjusted status 
8 = Other (List: 
9 = Missing value------------

Code "a" to:indicate those offenders released on their own 
or .in ,another's recogni zance.· . 

Code "1" to indicate release on bail, bond, etc. Include 
here offenders on pre-trial intervention. 

Code "2" includes those offenders who were offered bail but 
were not able'to make it. It also includes those for whom 
bail was originally denied. It also includes those who are 
incarcerated'after conviction for instant offense, awaiting 
sent~nc~n9. It ~lso includes those incarcerated for prior 
Gonv1ct10ns. Inlcude here also those offenders under investi
gation at the Adult Diagnosis and Treatment Center. 

(Continued next page) 
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Code "4" refers to thbse who are detained, after originallY 
being released on bail, bond, ROR, etc.; for example, as a 
result of revocation of liberty status due to breach of 
bail, commission of another offense or a technical violation. 

Code "8" for statuses not included in codes above. 

Code "9" if the information on 1 iberty status is missing. 

Var 14 Type of Sentence 
Col 52-53 

01 - Fine remitted 
02 = Incarceration suspended 
03 = Restitution imposed 
04 = Fine impo~ed 
05 = Probation imposed 
06 = Special sentence imposed (List: ____ _ 
07 = Split sentence imposed 
08 = Incarceration imposed 
09 • Full credit for time served 
98 • Other (L i.st; ) 
99 = Missing value 
This variable is designed to facilitate the analysis of sen
tencing in terms of the IN/OUT decision. 

Where a def,~ndant rece5ves more than one sanction in sentencing, 
the most severe sanction is to be rec~rded. For example if a 
defendant receives a sentenc~0r-incarcerat10n and fine, his 
sentence will be coded as ",08 -- incarceration imposed. II 
Restitution imposed with a value of "03" is considered the 
least severe sentence and "incarceration imposed -- 08" 
is the most severe sentence. Instances of multiple sanctions 
will be identified by those'variables dealing \'lith amount 
of fine and length of probation and incarceration. 

(Continued next page) 
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Code "01" when the d~fendant receives a fine as a sentence ~hich 
is suspended. 

Code "02" when the defendant is sentenced to incarceration 
which is suspended. 

Code "C311 when restitution is imposed as a sanction. 

Code 110411 when a fine is imposed. 

Code "05" when 'probation (whether supervised or not) is imposed .. 
Probation may result from deferred prosecution or deferred 
judgment as well as from a conviction. 

Code /106 11 when the defendant receives a special sentence of 
non-continuous confinement such as weeksnds in confinement. 
Do not include work release or work treatment sentences. 
Please list the nature of the sentence briefly on the coding 
sheet. --

Code "07" when the defendant receives a split sentence, i.e., 
some period of incarceration followed by some period of proba
tion or vice versa. Include here when offender receives a 
"par~i~l suspension" of incarceration followed by a period of 
probation,t, A t;plit sentence, in any term, is only available 
as a disposition to a county facility (NJSA 2A:164-6). For 
example, in New Jersey an offender could be sentenced to a 
split sentence of six months jail/one year probation. The 
sentence could then be "partially suspended," i.e., three 
months jail followed by one year probation. 

i,' \ 

Code "OS" when an individual receives a sentence of il~t'Urcera
tion. Incarceration is defined as any period of confinement 
Which is not specifically included in values" "06,11 "07." 
Code as incarceration sentences to county jails, county pen
itentiary, county workhouse, the Youth Correctional Institu
tion Complex (Yardville), the State Prison, or the Correctional 
Institution for Women. 

Code 1109" when an indiv.idual receives full credit for time 
served on a sentence of incarceration. Do not code partial 
credit for time served. 

(Continued next page) 
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Var 15 
Col 54 

Code "98 11 for such dispositi 
t:uly unique sentences not c~~:r:~ ~ent~l cO~itments. For 
11st the nature of such sente b ~ ft,e asslgned, please 
sheet. nces, rle Y on the codi,ng 

Terms 'Of Sentence' 

o = Concurrent 
1 = Consecutive 
2 = Concurrent and consecutive 
7 = Not applicable 
8 = Une1ear from available information 

Code this variable if d f d . , 
"count" or "charge/l ander:n ~nt 1S sen~enced on more than one 
on each (see variable 14) ce1v~s :~~e typ: of sentence . 
the cover sheet ~o PSI. . Th1s lnformat10n is specified on 

defendant is sentenced on onl'y one If code "7,/1 charge or count, 

Var 16 Amount of Fine 
Col 55-59 

g~~~~-99995 : Amount of fine to $99,995 
99997 : Fin;, of ~99,996 or more 
99998 : No .,rye 1mpo~ed 
99999 _ F~ne, lmposed but suspended 

- Mlsslng value 

~ode the -i3:mount the offender 'wa f.' 
It was the only sanction im' s 1ned regardless of whether 
in .conjunction with anothe/~:~~t~~n whether it was im~os'ed 
ana Suspended, code as "99998. II ' • If a fine was lmposed 

Var 17 Amount of Restitution 
Col 60-64 ~, 

00001-99995 = Amount 0& rest,'t t' 
99996 '. R ,~ u , on 
99.997 = N est,tutl0n, -. amount to be determined 
99999 _ ~ r~stitutl0n ill1posed 
. - M1ss1ng value 

Code the amount of the r t't t,' , 
it was the only sanctio e: 1 u 10n ordered regardless of whether 
conjunction with anothe~ ~:~~~i~n~r whether it was imposed in 
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Var 18 Length of Probation 
Col 65-66-

01 = One month or less 
02-95 = l.ength of probation (in months) 
96 = Unspecified le.ngth of probation 
,97 = No, pr.pbation imposed 
98 = Probation imposed but suspended 
99 = Missing value 
Code the length of probation regardless of whether it was the 
only sanction imposed or whether it was imposed in conjunction 
with another sanction. If probation was imposed and suspended 
code as "98. 11 

Var 19 Length of Incarceration -- Minimum 
Col 67-69 

000 = Indeterminant minimum sentence (o~e day minimum) 
001 = One month or less 
002-993 = Number of months 
994 = 994 or more months 
995 =: Life 
996 = Death 
997 = No incarceration imposed 
998 = Incarceration imposed b~t suspended 
999 = Missing value 

Code the minimum length of incarceration regardless of whether 
it was the only sanction imposed or whether it was imposed in 
conjunction with another sanction. If incarceration was im
posed land suspended, code as 11998." Code the length of definite 
sentences'ln this item; include death sanct.ions. "Life ll is 
to be coded as a definite sentence. If consecutive sentences 
were imposed, add the minimum sentences (or definite sentences) 
to determine the minimum period of incarceration. If concurrent 
sentences were imposed for the current conviction, code the 
longest minimum (or definite sentence) as the minimum period 
ot')'incarceration. Consider any special sentences (weekend 
se"ntencas) to be a definite sentence for purposes of this' 
variable and compute the time to be incarcerated and code 

,the appropriate value. In cases of "partial suspension,lI 
. code the length of the adjusted sentence to actually be 
served. 

NOTE: Sentences to Yardville are indeterminate. 
Sentences to New Jersey's State Prison must establ ish 

a one year minimum. 
Sentences to Essex County institutions are definite 

sentences. 
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Var 20 Length of Incarceration -- Maximum 
Col 70-72 , 

Var 21 
Col 73 

000 = Definite sentence imposed 
001 = One month or less 
002-993 = Length of incarceration (in months) 
994 = 99·1 or more months 
995 = Life 
996 = Death 
997 = No incarceration imposed 
998 = Incarceratdon imposed but suspended 
999 = Missing value 
Do not code length of a "definite" s~ntence here, code in 
previous variable. When a defendant receives a maximum length 
of incarceration, code this variable. Code under this vari-
able the length of any terms of confinement identified in 
"type of sentence." Code the maximum length 0" incarceration 
regardless of whether it was the only sanction imposed or whether 
it was imposed in ~onjunction with another sanction. If in
carceration was imposed and suspended, code as 11998." If 
consecutive sentences were imposed, add the maximum sentences 
to determine the maximum period of incarceration .. If concurrent 
sentences were imposed, code the longest maximum as the maximum 
period of incarceration. 

Status of Sentence Disposition 

o = Concurrent with sentence currently being served 
1 ~ Consecutive to sentence currently being served 
2 = (oncurrent and consecutive to sentence currently being 

served 
7 = Not applicable, no prior sentence currently being served 
8 = Unclear from available information 
9 = Missing value 

This variable refers to the relationship of the sentence presently 
being imposed with one already on the process of being served. 
Code "211 in cases of multiple counts at conviction when the 
judge specifically mentions consecutive and concurrent sentences 
will be served. Code "7" .when no mention of this relationship 
is made, assume ther~.is no prior sentence currently being 
served. 

Var 22 Length. of Total Incarceration ~- Minimum 
Col 74-76 

000 = Indeterminant 
001 = One month or less 

sentence (one day minimum) 

002-993 = Number of months 
994 = 994 months or more 
995 = Life 
996 = Death 
997 = No prior sentence of incarceration currently being served 

999 = MiSSing value 

(Continued next page) 126 
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. 1 t te ces of incarceration being 
This' variable ~p~i les ~/ ~ c~n~~~re~tlY to a prior incarcer~-
g~ven c?nse:utlv~ y ~~ geing served. If present sente~ce 1S 
t10n WhlCh 1S curren .y . t currently belng. 
to be served cons~c~i1V~~~Oa~~l~~eS~~n~~~~ sentence of the' 
served -- se~ varl~ e - (or definite sentences) to , 
Present and the pr10r sentence. t' If the present . . iod of lncarcera 10n. determine the mlnlmum p~r rrent with a sentence of incar-
sentence is to be ser~e concud code the longest minimum 
ceration currently bel)ng setrhvem1nimum period of incarceration. (or definite sentence as e. 

. . osed but Include in "998" a sentence of incarceratlon lmp , 
suspended. 

T 1 Incarceration -- Maximum Var 23 Length of ota 
Col 77-79 

Var 24 
Col 80 

000 = Definite sentence 
DOl = One month or less . ) 
002-993 = Length of incarceratlon (in months 
99-4 = 991!1. or more months 
995 = Life 
996 = Death 
997 = No inc~rceration imposed 
999 = Missing value 

'. 1 t sentence of incarceration being Thi~ variable appl~es on Y 0 ncurrently to a prior incar-
sentenced conse:utlvely a~d/~r.co served If present sentence 
ceration which 1S curren~ y elng t ~ of incarceration 
;s'to'be ser~ed conse~ut1~~1{h;Om~~~m~~csentences (definite 
currently~elng ser~e , a . 'od of incarceration. If 
sentence) to determl ne ma~1m~~ b~r~erved concurrently \."i th a 
the present . . senten:e 1S - be'n served, code the 
sentence of.1ncar(ceradtfl?n.~~r~:~~~~ce) ai the maximum period longest maxlm~m or e lnl 
of incarceratlon. 

Offender's Behavior at Arrest 

1 = Voluntary surrender 
2 = No resista~ce to 'arr~s~ 'es to police or "bystanders" 
3 = Arrest reslsted, no ~nJu~1.' 
4 = Arrest resisted, pollee lnJu;.e~ 'ured 
5 = ~rrest res1sted, IIby~tan~~~s· rI~~Jllbvstandersli injured 
5 ~ Arrest r~sls+1wed, bot. ~~f~~~e;' ~lready in custody 7 = Not appllcab e, e.g., 
9 = Missing value 

(Continued next page) 
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Code .11111 if offender volunt~ri1Y turned himself into authorities 
(p~l~ce, ~ros~cutor, probat'o~, parole or other agency of the 
crlmlnal Justlce system). 

Code "2" if offend~r had to be.actively apprehended by authorities 
but offered no reslstance (pollce, prosecutor, probation, parole 
or other agency). 

Code "3". thro~gh '~6": "Pol ice" incl ude,s the parti clil ar arrest
ing crimln~l Justlce system agent, e.g., police probation/ 
parole offlcer, prosecutor staff investigator, etc. "Bystanders" 
includes ~ny non-cr~minal justice agent who is not a party 
in the crlme for WhlCh the offender is being arrested. 

Var 25 Number of Victims 
Col 6-7 

Var 26 
Col 8 

t' 

01 I: One victim of offense 
02-95 = Number of victims 
96 = 96 or more victims 
97 = Not applicable 
98 = ~tore than one victim, unable to detennine number 
99 = Missing infonnation 

This variable refers to real .offense behavior. The puroose 
of.th~s co~ing is.to determine the number of separate targets 
~v,ctlm o~Jects, l.e., bank, corporation; or victim persons) 
lnvolved ln the present offense. The assumption is that for 
aJl ~raditional crimes there must be at least one victim 
object/person, and it may be presumed that where the case file 
does not 'suggest more than one, only one is in fact involvpd. 
The "97" category should be reserved for "victimless" crimes 
so-called, including but not limited to abortion. drunkenness, 
drug offense. In cases where the State is the victim, i.e., 
non-support, income tax, code as "97 -- no victim -- not 
applicable." 

]JLctim Precipitation 

o I: No 
1 I: Yes 
7 = Not applicable, no identifiable victim 

This variable refers to real offense behavior. If offense 
involved precipitation, possible in offenses such as domestic 
quarrels, street fights, or barroom brawls, code "1." 
This often includes cases where self-defense is c:lrliml=lrl 
If no specific mention is made of victim precipitatio~ in 
PSI, code as "0. 11 
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Var 27 
Col 9 

Victim Participation 

o = No 
1 = Yes 
7 = Not applicable, no identifiable victim 

Victim participation differs from victim precipitation in. . 
that'it implies criminal involvement on the par.t of the v:ctlm. 
Examples of this participation may be when a drug dealer.,s 
murdered, when a robber accidentally murders his accompllce. 
If. no mention is made of victim par~icipation, code as 110.

11 

Var 28 Number of Perpetrators in Present Offense 
Var lO~ 11 

01 . = Defendant as lone. perpetrator 
02-95 = Number of perpetrators (include defendant) 
99 = Missing value 

This variable refers to real offense behavior. Code the total 
number of perpetrators or co,conspirators invol~ed i~ the 
present offense inclading any not brought to trlal wlth the . 
dffender.NOTE~ the number will always include the offender; 
there can be no/liDO" value for this item. 

~ \\ 

Var 29 Use of Alcoholo,r Drugs: Time of Offense 
Col 12 

o =.Nothing used 
1 i Alcohol usedJ 
·Z.=Drugs used /' 
3. = .Both used/,' 
9 ::; 'Missing v:alue 

The response'~o this variable should be determined in~ependentlY 
of the classification of the type of offense. Accordlng to the 
presentence investigation report, was t~e offender.consider~d 
lI under the influence ll (by arresting offlcer), or dld he clalm to 
be at the time of offense? When no specific mention is 
made of the use of alcohol or drugs, assume nothing was used, 
and code as "0. 11 

Var 30 Weapon Usage 
Col 13 o = No weapon involved 

1 = Weapon in offender's possession 
2 = Weapon used to threaten vi:t~m bys~an~er, or police 
3 = Weapon used in ~ttempt to 1nJure vlctlm 
4 = Weapon used to injure victim 
(; = Weapon use uncl ear ) 8 = Other (List: __ ~ _______ _ 
9 = Missing value 

(Continued next page) 
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Val" 31 
Col 14 

Var 32 
Col 15 

This variable refers to the "real offense" behavior. "Weapon" 
ref'srs to any .$rtitle or device which is capable of causing 
injury. This inciudes firearms, explosives, incendiaries, , 
knives, pocket knives, etc. "Weapon" does not include parts 
of the body, 'i .e., hand or foot, unless the offender is a 
professional in some form of self-defense. Code "8" includes 
an offense in whioh a weapon ~as useo ,only to threaten o~ 
to damage pf'operty, i.e., bombing of empty builaing. 

Type of WeapoliZ,nvolved: Present Offense 

o = Blunt instrument 
1 = Knife/~harp instrument 
2 = Chemical 
3 = Explosives 
4 = Hand gun 
5 = Long gun 
6 = Unclear 
7 = Not applicable 
8 = Other (List: ) 
9 = Missing value 

Any weapon capable of inflicting a stab wound by itself should 
be coded as value "1." Anything able to be used as a club or a 
weighted device, not otherwise eliQible as a_aun or Icnifp, ~hnl/lrl 
be coded as "blunt instrument -- 2". The detail of a gun being 
loaded or not is not material to this coding. Code "2 -- chemical ll 

can be broadly construed as any material/substance able to produce 
a toxic effect on a recipient. "Explosives --3" includes explo
.sives and incendiaries. "5" includes sawed-off shot gun. If 
no specific mention is made of weapon code "7~" Code "6" if unable 
to ascertain type of weapon used. An example of "other" would, 
be a ,"ma'ke-believe" or feigned weapon. 

Physical Injury Suffered by Victim 

a = No injury 'II 

1 = Injury requiring nothing more than emergency treatment 
2 = Bodily injury requiring hospitalization but no permanent dam~ge 
3 ~ Permanent bodily injury resulting in Significant scarring 

or permanent impariment of bodily function 
4 = Death 
7 = Not applicable 
8 = Other (List: ) 
9 = MiSSing va1ue------------

NOTE: this variable refers to the "real offense" behavior. 
Code 111/1 includes outpatient treatment ata hospital. 
Code "7" if the offense is one in which there is no specific 
victim. Drug offenses should be coded here. 
Also include state and busine~$s here. 

'13U i 
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Val" 3'3 
Col 16 

Val" 34 
Col 17 

Val" 35 
Col 18 

'Victim -- C~assificat;£Ul 
, = Private citizen 
i = Business 01" institu~ion 
3 = Law enforcement 01Ff1 cer 
4 = The State of New ,Jersey 
6 = Unclear 
8 =: Other (List: _,---------
9 Missing value "al offense" behavior. Code "1" 
This variable refler~ i~ i~~tion with or witl10ut viGlence, and crimes 
includes pe~sona V1C 1m Code "2/1 includes banks 
against resldence o~ ~ou~~~o~~~;udes police, parole or pro
and.c0rporations. c~~!ee"4" __ the State is to be considered 

~~;1~~c~~~i~~r~~imes w~thouto~~~~~~~~a~~~ ~}~;~~!;,ed~~9 
,weapon offenses, gabm~)t~ ln~ , cole viol ations, non-support, 
offenses, bail-pro a 10n par 
tax evasion. 

Victim -- Relationship to Offender 
1 = Family 
2 = Friend or acquaintance 
3 = Stranger 
4 = State or business . 
6 = Unable t~ ~scerta~n ~elationsh'p 
7 = No ident,flable vlctlm ) 
8 = Other (List: .,_-------.--
! d Ml~~i~~cl~~~: ex-spouse. Code "2" indicates thereSimust have been some 
~o e f d d victim prior to the oece. on 
contact' ,between of en er an rofessioncll associates. (See 
'of the offense; inc~udes l d "3/1 includes those crimes in 
vari·able 36 for deta11s 0 e ~ dQr I~ no previous 
which victim was a st~angerdt~i~~~~~p~i~r t~ time of of~~nse, 
contact between offen er a~ ". 1 d c' the crimes in \"h1ch 
code as "strange~." Code t 4h ~~~t~me~-ea variable 33, Victim Classifi-
the State or bUS1ness was e ~ ~ , 
cation) . 

Victim -- Family 

1 = Spouse ., 
2 ;;. Offspring 
3 = Sibling 
4 = Parent 
5 = Ex-spouse 'T' 
6 = Family, unable to a~c~~tain SDP.r.1 1CS 
7 = Not applicable -- v1ctlm not fam,ly ) 
8 = Other (List: __ --------
9 = Missing value 

(Continued next page) 
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Val" 36 
Col 19 

Code 11111 includes corrrn~n-la\'llilarriages. Also code here 
husband/wife who are separated. Code "211 refers to son 
daugh~e;; ~ incl udes out-of-wedl ock, .adopted, step-chi 1 dre~ } ... 
Code 113/1 !ncludes brother/sister'(include step and adopted):. 
Code 4 lncludes mother and/or father (include step). 
Code 115" refers to divorced cOl:Jples. Code "8 -- other" 
includes relatives, such as grandparents, aunts, uncles, 
cousins, nephews, etc. 

Victim --Friend/Acgualntance 

o ill Neighbor 
1 = Girlfriend/boyfriend 
2 ill Employee/employer 
3 = Colleague -- work/school 
4 = Professional 
5 =' Cohabitant 
6 = Friend/acquaintance, unable to ascertain specifics 
7 = Not applicable, victim not fri~nd/acquaintance 
8 = Other (List: ) 
9 = Missing value 

Code "4" includes doctor, lawyer, minister, professor, client. 
Code "5" refers to roommates, apartment or house mates, 
not related. 

Val" -37 Victim's Age 
Col 20-21 

01-'00"= Age in number of years 
81 = 81 'years or 01 del" 
82 = L~ss than It years old 
83 = 11-20 years old 
84 = 21-30 years old 
85 ~ 31-50 years old 
86 = 51-65 years old 
87 = 66-80 years old 
97 = Not applicable, no identifiable victim 
98 = Other (List:, ) 
99 = Missing value·----------
Code "01" includes less than one year old. Code "82-87" 
in cases where age of victim is given in a broaddescrfption, 
i.e~, "man in mid-20's" -- code 84. 
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Val" 38 
Col 2'2 

Val" 39 
Col 23 

Val" 40 
Col 24 

Val" 41 
Col 25 

Val" 43 
Col 26 

Victim's Sex 
1 = Male 
2 = Female 

7 = No identifiable"V1ct1m 
8 = Other (Li st: ) 
9 Missing value 
Victim's Ethnic Description 

o = White/Caucasian 
1 = Black/Afro-American/Negro 
2 = American Indian 
3 = Puerto Rican 
4 = Chicano/Mexican American 
5 = Oriental/Asian American 
6 :: Mixed 
7 = No identifiable victim 
8 = Other (List;: ) 
9 Missing value 
Victim's Addiction to Alcohol/Drugs 

o = None 
1 = Alcohol addiction 
2 = Drug addiction 
3 = Addicted to both drugs and alcohol 
7 .~ Not applicable, no identifiable victim 
8 = Other (List: ) 
If no, ,mention is made of vict,m's addiction to alcohol or 
drugs, 'c'od"~ as 110. II 

Health of Victij[ 

1 = Healthy 
2 = Phys';cally handicapped 
3 = Mentally handicapped 
7 = Not app1i~able, no identifiable victim 
S = Other (List: ' ) f This variable refers to health Of v1et1m prlor to of ense. 
If no mention is made of health of victim, assume average 
health and code as 111." 

Employment Status of Victim 

1 = Unemployed 
2 = Employed/school full or part time 
3 = Government support 
7 = Not applicable, no identifiable victim 
8 = Other (List: __________ _ 
9 = Missing value 

(Continued next page) 
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Code "1" if not working or attending school. Code "2" 
includes both schoel work and combinations of the two. Code "3" 
includes government support, i.e.; welfare or unemployment 
insurance. Code "8" includes housewife, retirees, and those 
unable to leave house (e.g., physically disabled). Also 
code here prison inmates. 

Var 43 Value of Property Involved in Offense 
Col 27-31 

Var 4~ 
Col 32 

00000 = No financial 10s5 
00001-99995 = Financial loss in dollars up to $99,995 
99996 = Ffnancial loss of $99,996 or more 
99997 = Not applicable, i.e., the offense in question 

was one which by definition does not involve 
financial loss, e.g., victimless crimes, assaults, 
drug crimes 

99999 = Missing value 

NOTE: This variable refers to the ,lIreal offense" behavior. 
Code the value of any item taken by the offender and/or the 
amount of money stolen even if the item or amount was recovered 
in whole or part if restitution was made. When a vehicle 
;s stolen and not returned, use the automobile dealer's 
"blue book" to establish financia1 loss. t~hen the offense in 
question is "joyriding" and the vehicle is returned do not 
code financial loss unless there is damage to the vehic~ 
Where there is damage, code the amount of damage in dollars 
(if"p-royided). If the value of an item is not stated in the 
presenten~e report, code its estimated retail worth using a 
moderate price range unless it is specifically stated to be 
of high or low value. For examp1e, if a new portable color 
television was stolen, code the loss to be $400. Do not 
include hospital expenses incurred by victims or t;me-rost 
on the job in terms of collars. 

Did Criminal Behavior Involve "Distribution ll of a Drug? 

o = No 
1 = Yes 
7 = Not applicable (not drug offense) 
8 = Unclear from offense description 

If the offense description (official version, "real offense) 
indicated that the offender was the seller, dispenser of drugs, or 
consci,rator. or in possession with intent to sell, code as "1," If the 
offense involved drugs but no sa1e took place, code as "0." 
If the offense is not a· drug offense (and assuming the official 
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t' a sale ~f drugs), code 
version of the crime doe~ not men,10ninvolved (a sale of)' 
as "7. II If the offense 1 ~ ~he \'1~~~h offender was a sell er, 
drugs and it is,unclealr w edi~r9 should not be needed for 
code "8." MiSSlng va ue co 
this item. 

Var .45 Value of Drugs 
Col 33-37 _ 1 f drugs in do'1ars up to $99,995 

Var 46 
Col 38 

Var 47 
Col 39 

00001-99995 - Va ue 0 $qQ 996 or more 
96 - Va1ue of drugs ."" } 

~~~97 : Not applicable (not drug offense 
99998 = Value unclear 

official version estimate 
Code the police arrest rep~rt ~:ed both for the offense 
of the ~alue of t~e dr~*St~~V~ffense is one which a s~le of 
possesslon, or sa e. 1 of the drugs involved 15 
drugs took place'lIb8u~ t~is~~n~evalue coding should not be 
unclear, code as . 
needed for this item. 

Description of Drug Involved . 
,. . less than 5 grams hashlsh 

o = Less th~n 25 ~rams m~r~Ju~n(punjShable as misdemeanors) 
1 = Drugs l1sted 1n Sche u et l1ed dangerous substances 
Z= Narcotic drugs/other con ro ) 

. '(List: 't' ' 
6 =:<Unclear from offense descr1p 10n 
7 = Not·applicable 
9 = Missing value 

behavior official version, 
Code accord; ng to real. offense \'Ihen more' than one category of 
See Appendix for Schedule V, 'th the higher penalty, For 
drugs is invc1ved, cod~/he o~ev~~ved possession of 10 grams 
example, if the real 0 en~\1n. code 112." \~henever the 
of marij~ana~ and ~ls~ie °liS~r~~~'name and amount of drug 
informatlon lS aval a~ e, d 
involved if code 112" is use. 

Restitution -- Volunta.r1. 

o = No restitution begun or ~~omised 
, = Restitution begun or prom1sed 
7 = Not applicable 

port is written -- not whether 
Cade,for.time that prte!~~yte~~~e~~d by the court as a condition 
restltut10n was even u 
of probation. 
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It is only appropriate to consider those situations in which 
damage has been caused and can be evaluated in such a way that 
the loss t~ trye victim is measyrable. Include hospital W 

costs to vlct1m. Where there 1S no damage of'a nature fo~ 
whtch restitution CQuld be made, code as "not applicable -- 7." 
Wher~ d~mage to the victim of measurable nature has taken place 
and ,t 1S not clear whether restitution is in effect or has 
been promised, code as nO. ~l 

Var 48 Offender's Relationshi to the Criminal Justice S stem at the 
Col 40-41 Time of Commission'of the Present Offense s 

00 = Free 
01 = Free, other criminal actions pending 
02 = Juvenile supervised release (probation, deferred court 

actions) 
03 = Adult supervised release (probation, deferred court actions) 
04 = Juvenile parole 
05 = Adult parole 
06 = Incarcerated (pre-trial or post conviction) 
07 = Escapee 
98 = Other, e.g., hospitals 
99 = Missing value 

Code "00 11 if offender was not under any form of criminal justice 
~ont~ol. Code here if in t~e mjlitary or voluntary hospital
lzatl0n (e.g., not court ordered hospitalization). 

Code, "91" if offender had other charges, adult or juvenile, 
which haq.not been disposed. A charge includes any step in the 
process after the original charging point up to the time of 
conviction. This variable includes persons out on pre-trial 
release (bail, bond, ROR, etc.) as well as the individuals 
awaiting sentencing out on bail, bond, ROR, etc. Include here 
individuals for whom outstanding warrants exist, i.e., arrest, 
bench, extradition. Do not include escaoe warrants in this 
category. . 

Code "02" incl udes probati on, defel·red prosecuti on, deferred 
judgment, conditional release. Code only juvenile supervised 
release as a result of prior criminal actions. Code whether 
or not probation or deferred action revoked as result of 
present offense. Code here also individuals with out
standing probation violations. 
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Code '''03" as above. Code here adul t supervised rel ease as' 
result of a previous adult adjudication. Code whether or 
not release revoked as result of present offense. Include 
here individwals with. outstanding probation violations. 

Code "04" if on parole from an incarceration which was the 
result of a juvenile adjudication. Code her.e whether or not 
parole revoked. Include outstanding parole violations. 

Code "05" if on parole from an incarc~ration for a criminal 
conviction as an adult. Code whether or not parole revoked 
as result of present offense. Code here outstanding parole 
violations. 

Code "06" if the present offense was committed when the 
offender was incarcerated. Include both pre-trial or post
conviction incarceration. 

Code "07" if the present offense was committed when the of
fender had escaped from an incarceration, both adult or 
juvenile. This does not include offenders whose present crime is 
an escape. 
Code "98" if under some type of' other form of state control, 
e.g., mandatory hospitalization for treatment, observation 
diagnosi,s as a result of some civil or criminal action. In
clude here adult diagnostic and treatment center commitments 
unde'r' Sex-Offender Act 2A: 164-3. Code here if the offender 
is in the~military and under some type of special control, 
e.g~, ,A~IOL, es'cape from military confinement, pending military 
action. If the offender is in the military and not under 
such special control code 1101." 

Code "99" if no information available. 

Var 49 Number of Prior Juvenile Probation Revocations 
Col 42 o = No prior revocations 

1-5 = Number of revocations 
6 = 6 or more revocations 
7 = Not applicable 
9 = Missing value 
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Var SO 
Col 43 

Var 5i 
Col 44 

Var 52 
Col 45 

If the offender has ever been on juvenile probation and 
has not been revoked code as 110." If the offender has never 
been on probation code as "7."Assume that the offender 
successfully completed probation unless it ~s specifically 
noted that he/she Was revoked. Do' not consider a conviction 
for a new offense while the offender is on probation to have 
resulted ina revocation unless it is so stated. 

Number of Prior Juvenile Parole Revocations 

o • No prior revocations 
1-5 = Nurnber of revocations 
6 = 6 or more revocations 
7 = Not applicable 
9 = Missing va1ue 

If the offender has ever been on juvenile parole and has not 
been revoked code as "0." If the offender has never been on 
parol e code as "7." Assume that the Offender success'fully 
completed paro~e unless it is specifically noted that he/she 
was revoked. Do not consider a conviction for a new offense 
while tpe offender is on paro1e to have resulted in a revocation 
unless it is so stated. 

Number of Prior Adult Probation Revocations 

o • No prior revocations 
1-5 = Number of revocations 
6 = 6 or more revocations 
7 = Not ~pplicable 
9 = MiSSing value 

If the offender has ever been on adult probation and has not 
been r~voked code as "0." If the offender has never been on 
probation code as "7." As~\ume that the offender slJccessfully 
compieted probation unless it is specifically noted that he/she 
was revoked. Do not co~sider a conviction for a new offense 
while the offender is on probat~on to have resulted in a 
revocation unless it is so stated. 

Number of Prior Adult Parole Revocations 

o = No prior revocations 
1-5 = Number of revocations 
6 ~ 6 or more revocations 
7 = Not applicabl~ 
9 = MiSSing value 
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If the offender has ever been on adult parole and has not 
been revoked code as "0:" .If the offende~ has never been on 
parole code ~s "7." Assume that the offender sucoessfully 
completed par01e unless' it is specifically noted that he!s'he 
was revoked. Do not consider a conviction for a new offense 
while the offender is on parole to have resulted in a revo
cation unless it is so stated. 

Var 53 Total Number of Prior Juvenile Arrests 
Col 46-47 

00 = No arrests 
01-95 = Total number of arrests 
98 = Arrests appear to have occurred, unable to ascertain 

number 
99 = Missing value 

Exclude present offense if offender was originally arrested as 
a juvenile. Code onl.,t total .number of juvenile arrests for 
offenses which wouTOoe crim.~inal if the offender was arr:sted 
as an adult. Referente shOUld be made to master sheet l1st-
1ng. Exclude juvenile "status" offenses, e.g., PINS, Way
ward You·th, Truancy. Do not code traffi c arrests un 1 ess a 
corresponding crime is present in the master sheet. Do not 
count "(police) stat.ion adjustments" as arrests. Do not 
count probation or parole violations as ~arrests".u~less 
a new offense is charged. In general, where a defln,te number 
of arrests appears,'code that number. Where one arrest l~a~s. 
to'a multiple charge, code as a single arrest. Where a def,n,te 
number. of arrests is listed ~ a general indication of other 
arrests:'t~_~ g., four pr10r arrests in this sta~e. and was arrested 
numerous times ,in Wyom1ng), code only the def,nlte number 
1 isted. 

Var 54 Number of Prior Juvenile Arrests for Similar Offense 
Col 48-4'9 '~ 

00 = No prior arrests for similar offense 
0~-25 = Number of prior similar offenses 
97. = No prior arrests 
98 = Unab1e to ascertain if similar 
99 = Missing value. 

This variab.l e refers· to "real offense ll behavior. . Irycl ude only 
juvenile arrests simi1ar to instant offense. A slm,lar offense 
includes an offense possible as a lesser included offense, e.g., 
possession,of stolen property is similar to theft of ~roperty, 
and burglary in the nighttime is similar to burglary 1n the 
daytime. Lesser classes or degree of the same offense also 
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apply. Along with burglaries and thefts, include as similar 
offenses c~imes within the following categories: s~x .offenses, 
cr1mes.agalryst th~ person (not sex offense), drug off~nses, 
and ~rlmes lnvolvlng. fraud, e.g., check offenses, forgery,-· 
confldence games, embezzlement, etc. Th1s includes any : 
noted arrest in same state, out-of~state, or on a federal 
1 evel. 

Var 55 Age at First Juvenile Arrest 
Col 50-51 

05-21 

97 
99 

= Age at first arrest 
= Arrests appear to have occurred, 

unable 1;0 as.certain offenderts age 
= No arrests = Missing value 

Exclude present offense even if offender was origina1ly 
arrested as a juvenile. 

For additional instructions see Total Number of Juvenile Arrests. 

Var 56 Total Number of Prior Juvenile Convictions 
Col 52-53 

·00 = No prior cODvictions, i.e., arrested but not convicted 
. 01-95 ~ Total number of convictions . 
97 = Not applicable, never arrested 
98 = Conviction occurred, unable to ascertain number 
99' = Missing value· 

Cod~-on'"y.,,_total nlJmber of juvenile convictions or juvenile court 
equlvalent~ (e.g., informal adjustments) for offenses which 
would be criminal if the offender was arrested as an adult. 
Reference should be made to the master sheet listing if in 
doubt. Exclude juvenile "status" offenses, e.g.~ PINS, Way
ward Youth, Truancy, Neglected·Youth. Do not code traffic 
convictions unlEdss a corresponding crime is present in the c 

master sheet. Do not count a probation or p~role revocation 
as a "conviction", unless an actua1 conviction for a new master 
list ~ffense has taken pl~ce. Convictions which are not clearly 
ident,fled by statutory t,t1e 0" code are to be counted for 
the purposes of this variable. For example, if an offender 
is identified as having been convicted of five tiffenses (with 
no further elaboration) he is credited with five convictions. 
If convicted of multiple offenseS;~t one adjudication code as 
one conviction.' . 

A juvenile conviction will be noted as petition sustained 
or closed cases. bo .. not code as convictions adjourned 
dispOSition. 
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Var 57 Number of Prior Ouvenile Convictions for Similar Offense 
Col 54-55 

00 = No prior convictions for similar offense 
01-25 = Number of prior' convictions for similar offense 
98 = Unable to ascertain if similar 
99 = Missing value 

This variable r~fers to "real offense" behavior. Include 
juvenile convictions •. A similar offense includes an offense 
possible as a lesser included offense, e.-g., possession of 
stolen property is similar to theft of property; and burglary 
in the nighttime is similar to burglary in the daytime. Lesser 
classes or degrees of·the same offense. also apply. Along 
with burglaries and thefts, include as similar crimes 
within the following categories: .sex offenses, crimes against 
the person (not sex crimes), drug offenses, and crimes involving 
fraud, e.g., check offenses, forgery, confidence games, embezzle
ment, etc. This includes any noted convictions in same state, 
out-Of-state, and on the federal level. 

Var 58 Age at First Juvenile Conviction 
Col 56-57 

00 
05-21 
96 
97 
99 

= No prior convictions, i.e., arrested but not convicted 
= Age at first conviction \ 
= Conviction occurred, unable to ascertain offender'S age 
= Not applicable, never arrested 
= Missing value 

See instructions for Total Number of Juvenile Convictions. 

Var 59 Total Number of Prior Juvenile Incarce~ations 
Col 58-59 

00 = Never incarcerated (previously "convicted") but 
never seirved more than 30 days. 

01-95 = Number of times incarcerated 
97 = Not app'~cable, never co~~icted 
98 = Previously incarcerated, unable to ascertain number 
99 = Missing value 

Code only total number of juvenile incarcerations in which 
the juvenile was actua11y incarcerated after a "conviction" 
or a juvenile court equivalent (e.g., informal adjustments) 
for an offense which wou1d be criminal if the offender was an 
adult. Reference should be made to the master sheet listing 
if in doubt. Exclude incarcerations after convictions for 
juvenile "status" offenses, e.g., PINS, Hayward Youth, Tt'uancy, 
Neglected Youth. Do not code ihcarcerations after a traffic 
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conviction unless a corresponding crime is present in the 
master sheet. 00 not count incarcerations of 30 days or less 
or one month or leSS7 Note: reconfinement after escape or 
parole violation is not anew incarceration; revocation of 
probation resulting lnincarceration .i!. a new incarceration 
for this variable. 

Code "00 11 if convicted of a juvenile "criminal" offense but 
never sentenced to or actually incarcerated for a period of 
longer: than 30 days (see above). 

Code "01-95" to indicate the number of separate, actual in
carcerations resulting from new juvenile "criminal" con
victjons (see above). 

Code ,1197" if the offender was never before convicted of a 
juvenile "criminal II ,offense. 

Var 60 Age at First Juvenile Incarceration 
Col 60-51 

00 = No prior incarceration -- convicted but not incar-
cerated over 30 days. 

05-21 = Age at first juvenile incarceration 
96 = Incarceration occurred, unable to ascertain offende'r's age 
97 = Not applicable, n~ver convicted 
99 = Missing value 

Var·61 Total Number of Prior Adult Arrests 
Col 62-63 

01-9S'=·Total number of arrests 
97 = Not applicable 
98 = Arrests noted, number not given 
99 = Missing value 

Exclude present offense(s}. Code only offenses which appear on 
the master list. Exclude juvenile arrests. 00 not code military, 
traffic, or civil arrests when there is no counterpart on the 
master sheet. Do not count contacts with criminal justice 
agencies which are not clearly identified as an arrest (e.g., 
don't count field investigations),> 

" 

Code "97" if no pr'ior arrests. If "97." cod~)d, must code 1197" 
in va'riables 63, 64, 65, and 6S. )i 

II 

Code "01-95" for number of prior arrests. In general, where a 
defini,te number of arrests. appears, code that nUfTI.ber. Hhere one 
arrest leads to multiple charges, code as a single arrest. Where 
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a definite number of arrests is listed plus a general 'indication 
of other arrests (e.g., four prior arrests in this state and 
was arrested numerous times in Hyorninq), code only the definite 
number. If "01-95" coded, variables 63, 64 . 65 66 mu'st . 
add up to the number coded in variable 61." ' 

Code "98".if only ~ ~eneral indication of prior adult arrests 
appears wlthout any lndication of number (e.g., has been arrested 
for drug offenses as a youth). If "98" coded, "98 11 must also 
be ~oded singly or in combination with "97" and/or "99" in 
varlab1es.63, 64, 66, 66. For example, a "98" in variable 65 
would lndlcate an unspecified number of high misdemeanor·· 
agairyst:per~on ~rrests .. This would not preclude the possibility 
of '!l1ss1ng lnformation concerning high misdemeanor.-not
agalnst-person arrests ("99" in variable 66.). T~;s combination 
~oul d. add up to. a . "98", because the total number c,;~ arrests 
15 stl11 unspeclfled. If "98" coded in Total Prior Adult 
Arrests ~ ,a "98" must appear in at 1 east one of the sub
categorles of arrests, and "01-95" cannot be coded in 
variables 63, 64, 65, 'ES. 

If 1199" .c~ded, 1:99" mus~ be coded in variables 63, 64~ 65, 66. 
For add'~1onal, lnstructlons, see General Instructions, numbers 
4, 5, 9, and 10. 
Code disorderly persons as misdemeanor not 'against person. 

Var 132 Me at Fi rst Adul t Arrest . 
Col 134-65 ., 

;~ 
\ 

\, 

\ 

1'2~95 = Age at fi rst arrest 
97 =·Not appl1cable 
99 = Mlssing value 

R~cord the age at which the offender was first arrested. A 
flrst arrest m~y be clearly identif.ied as such, e.g., the 
offender was flrst arrested at twenty years of age or it 
may be established by examining the state(s)' of ar;est. There 
~ay.b~ ~nstances where, although, a first arrest is clearly 
,dentlf1ed by date, e.g., he was arrested on October 31 1970 
for burglary, there are indications of "otber" arrests ~hich 
may or m~y not be prior to the arrest of October 31, 1970. 
In s~ch lnstances, the clearly identified date should be 
consldered the date of first arrest. If the coder can deter
mine when.the "other" ,arrest occurred, he may use their dates 
to esta~l,sh ag~ a~ flrst arrest. Age at first arrest ,should 
be conslderedmlss1ng only when there is no information avai1-
able as to when a "first'l arrest occurred. . 
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Var 63 Total Number of Prior' Adul t r1isdemeanor Arrests -- Crimes Against Person 
Col 66-67 

01-95 = Total number of arrests 
97 = Not applicable 
98 = Arrests noted, number not given 
99 = MisSing value 

Exclude present offense(s). Code according to master list class
ification of "misdemeanor." When in doubt as to high misdemeanor/ 
misdemeanor distinction. code as misdemeanor. 

Refer to master list for crimes in uagainst-the-person" category. 
~ihen unable to ascertain category, code as misdemeanor not
against-person, variable 66. 

For additional instructions, see'Total 'Number of Prior Adult Ar~ests. 

Var 64 Total Number of Prior Adult Misdemeanor Arrests -- Crimes Not 
Col 68-69 Agalnst Person 

01-95 = Total number of arrests 
97 = Not applicable 
98 = Arrests noted, number not given 
99 = MisSing value 

Exclude present offense(s). Code according to master list 
classification of "misdemeanor." When in doubt as to high 
misdt1;meanor/misdemeanor distinction, code as misdemeanor. 
Include here disorderly persons. 
Refer to master list for crimes in II not-against-person" category. 

For additional. instructions, see Total Number of Prior Adult 
Arrests. -

Var 65 Total Number of Prior Adult High Misdemeanor Arrests 
Col 70-71 Against Person 

~rimes 

01-95 = Total number of arrests 
97 = Not applicable 
98 = Arrests noted, number not given 
99 = MisSing value 

Exclude present offense(s). Code according to master list class
ification of "high misdemeanor." When in doubt as to high mis
demeanor/misdemeanor distinction, bigh misdemeandr crime should 
have been coded 4s misdemeanor in variable 63. 

Refer to master list for crimes in "against-the-person" category. 
When unable to ascertain category, code as high misdemeanor not
against-person invariable 66. Include arrests for murder in high 
misdemeanor against-the-person. 
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For additional instructions see Total 'Number of Prior Adult 
Arrests. 

Var 6'6 Total 'Number 6f'PriorAdult High Misdemeanor A~!._e_st_s __ Crimes Not 
Col 72-73 Against Person 

01-95 = Total number of arrests 
9'7 = Not applicable,' . 
98 = Arrests noted, number not glven 
99 =~issing value 

Exclude present offense(s). Code according ~o master list 
classification of "high'misdemeanor." When ln doubt as to 
high misdemeanor/misdemeanor distinction, code should have been' 
coded as mi sdemeanor in vari ab 1 e 64. 

Refer to master list for crimes in IInot-against-person" category. 

For additional instructions, see Total Number of Prior Adult 
Arrests. 

Var 67 Number of Prior Adult Arrests for Similar Offense 
Col 74-75 

00 = No prior arrests for similar offense 
01-25 = Number of " prior similars . 
97 = Not applicable 
9~ = Unable to ascertain if similar 
9~ .= Missing value 

This variable refers to "real offense ll behavio~ .. Include only 
adult arrests similar to instant offense. A s1m1lar offense 
includes"an offense possible as a lesser included offense, e.g., 
possession of stolen property is similar to theft of.property, 
and burglary in the nighttime issimi1ar to burg1ar:y ln the 
daytime. Lesser classes or degree of the :ame offense.a1 so 
apply. Along with burglaries and.thefts, ln~lude as s1m,lar 
offenses crimes within the followlng categorles: sex offenses, 
crimes aga i nst the person (not sex offenses), dr'ug offenses, 
and crimes involving fraud, e,.g., check ~ff~nses, forgel~y, 
conf~dence games, embezzlement, et~. ThlS 1ncludes any 

-' " 
J 

noted arrest in same state, out-of-state, or on a federal 
1 evel. 
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Var 6S Total Number of f!ior Adult Convictions 
Col 76-77-

00 = No prior convictions, i.e., arre~ted but not convicted 
~ 01-95 = Total number of convictions 

97 = Not applicable,·Le.~ Never arrested 
98 = Prior convictions noted, number not specified 
99 = ~issing value . 

Exclude present offense(s) and juvenile adjudications. Code 
aqult ~riminal offense appearing on the master list. Deferred 
judgments and deferred prosecutions are to be considered as 
convictions for this variable. Ex,~h~~e traffic Ilnd miHtarv 
off~nses for \'/bich there is tw civilian counterpart in t~e mllster list e.g 
AWOL. Convictions which are nGt clearly identified by statutory J 

title or code are to be counted fCjr tne purposes of this variabre. 
For examp 1 e, iTan offender is i denti fi ed as ha vi n9 been cony; cted 
of five offenses (with no furt~ar elaboration) he is credited 
with five convictions. If convicted of multiple offenses at 
one adjudication code as one conviction. 

If iIIOO" eoded, must cOAe nOon singly, or in combination with 
"97" in variables 7Q..7'3~ For example a "00" coded in variab1e·70 
w~uld ind1cate the def~ndant has no prior convictions for 
misdemeanor-agairtst-p~rsonJ a1though there have been arrests 
for.offenses in this cate90ry. A "97)1 ;n variable ;Zwould 
1nd1cate that the defendant has no prior conviction.s for high 
misdemeanor against-person crimes, and.has never even been 
a·rrested for an offense in this category. This, however, 
wou1d st111 receive a ''~O>> in Total Number of Prior Adult 
Convictions because at least one of the subcategories has a 
prior arrest record. A 1100" must appear at least once in 
variables 70-73. A "97 11 can appear one; bio, three times, or 
not at all in variables 70-73. 

If 1101-95" coded, scores in variables 70-73 must add up to 
number coded in variable 68. 

If "97" coded, must code "97" in variables ,70-73. If "97" cCtded in arrest 
variables, code "97" in corresponding conviction variables. 
If "98" coded. 1198 11 must be coded Singly or in combin~,tion w7th 
1100," 1197," or "99" in vari.ables 70-73. For exa.mple, a II 98il 
coded it) Total Number of Adult Prior Convictions w~tlld mean ther~ 
have been an unspecified number of prior convict'ions

oO 
A 1198" 

in variab1e 70'\'Iould indicate some unspecified numbe::r of prior 
convictions for misdemeanor-against-person offenses. A 1100 11 in 
variable 71 would indicate no prior convictions for misdemeanor
not-against-person but also that the defendent had been arrested 
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for a crime in this category. A 1197" in variable 72' would 
indi cate that the defen'dant has never been arrested or con
victed for a bigh misdemeanor-against-persoYl. A "99" in 
variable 72 would mean that there was no information concer.ni.ng 
ccnv; ct; ons for hi gh mi sdemeanor-not-aga inst-person. . The : 

. total ~c!Jre in variab1es 70.73 is 1198" as coded in varian'e 68 
because the total number of kno\'In prior convictions rem~,ins 
unspecified. 

If 119911 coded must code "9911 in variables 70-73~ 

For additional instructions, ·see general instruction numbers 
4. 5, 6, 9, 10. 

Var 69 Age at Fir~t Adult Conviction 
Col 78-79 ' . 

00 = No pr~or adult convictions, arrested but never convicted 
12-95 = Age 
97 = Not applicable, i.e.; never arrested 
99 = MiSSing value 

Exclude present offense(s). Recgrd the age at which the offender 
was first convicted. A first conviction may be clearly identified 
as such, e.g., the offender was first cOllvicted at twenty years 
of age, or it may be established by examining,the date(s) of 
conviction. There may be instances where, although, a first 
conviction is clearly identified by date, e.g.! he was convicted 
on· October 31. 1970 for burglary, there are indications of 
"other convictions" which mayor may not be prior to the convic
tion<:bf·October 31,1970. In such instances, the clearly 
identifie~date should be cons~d~red the date of first convic
tion. If the coder can determine when the "other convictions" 
occurred, he may use their dates to establi~h age at first 
conviction. Age at first conviction should be considered 
missing only when a "firstil conviction occurred. 

------_. __ ! 

For additional instructions see Total Number of Prior Adult Convictions. 

Var 70 Total Number of Prior Adu1t Misdemeanor Convictions -- Crimes-Against 
Col 6-7 . Per30n 

00 = No prior convictions, arrested, but never convicted 
for this type of crime 

01~95 = Total number of convictions 
97' = Not applicable, i.e., never arrested for this type of 

crime 
98 = Prior convictions noted, number not specified 
99 = Missing value 

(Continued next page) 
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Exclude present offense(s) and juvenile adjudications. Code 
according to master list classification of "misdemeanor. II When 
in doubt as to high misdemeanor/misdemeanor distinction code 
as "misdemeanor. II • 

Refer to master list for crimes in "against-the-person" 
category. 

For additional instructions see'Total Number of Prior Adult 
Convictions. 

Var n Total Number of ~rior Adult ~1isdemeanor Convictions -- Crimes Not
Col '8-9 Against-Person 

00 = No prior convictions, arrested but never convicted 
for this type of crime 

01-95 = Total number of convictions 
97 = Not applicable, i.e., never arrested for this type 

of crime 
98 = Prior convictions noted, number not specified 
99 = Missing value 

Exclude present offense(s). Code according to master list 
classification of misdemeanor. When in doubt as to hioh 
misdemeanor/misdeme~nor distinction, code as misdemeanor. 

Refer to master list for crimes in "not-against-person" 
cq,tegory. 
In~lude here disorderly persons. 
For addit;~nal instructions see Total Number of Prior Adult 
Convictions. 

Var 72 Total Number of Prior Adult High Misdemeanor Convictions -- Crimes-
Col 10-11 Against-Person 

00 = No prior convictions, arrested but never convicted 
for this type of crime 

01-95 = Total number of convictions 
97 = Not applicable, i.e., never arrested for this type 

of crime 
98 = Prior convictions noted, number not specified 
99 = Missing value ~ 

Exc1ude present offense(s). Code according to master list 
classification of high misdemeanor. When in doubt as to 
high misdemeanor/misdemeanor distinction, crime shou1d have 
been coded as misdemeanot in variable 70. 

Refer to master list for crimes in "against-the-person1l category. 
Include convictions for murder in high misdemeanor-against-person. 

(Continued next page) 
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When unable to ascertain category, code as high misdemeanor 
not-against-person, in variable 73~ 

For additional instructions see Total Number of Prior Adult Convictions. 

Var 73 Total Number of Prior Adult High Misdemeanor Convictions -- Crimes 
Col 12-'3 Not-Against-Person 

00 = No prior convictions, arrested but never convicted for 
this type of crime 

01-95 = Tota 1 number of co,wi cti ons 
97 = Not applicable, i.e., never arrested for this type 

of crime 
98 = Prior convictions noted, number not specified 
99 =. Missing value 

Exclude present offense(s). Code a9cording to master list 
classification of "high misdemeanor. 1I \~hen in doubt as to 
high misdemeanor/misdemeanor distinction, crime should have 
been coded as misdemeanor in variable 72~ 

Refer to master list for crimes in "not-against-person" category. 

For additional instructions see Total Number of Prior Adult 
Convictions. 

Var 74 Number of Prior Adult Convictions for Similar Offense 
Col 14-15 

00 = No prior convictions for similar offens~ 
01-25 = Number of convictions .. 
97 . = No' prior convictions, never arrested for slm,lar offense 
98 = Ucable to ascertain if similar 
99 = MiSSing value 

Inclu~e only adult convictions similar to instant offense. See 
Prior Adult Convictions' for similar offense to determine if 
similarity exists. 

Var 75 Total Number of Prior Adult Incarcerations Resulting From a Prior 
Col 16-17 Criminal Convict;on{s) 

00 

01-95 
97 
98 
99 

= Never incarcerated (over 30 days but was previous1Y 
convicted) 

= Number of times incarcerated 
= Not applicable, i.e., never convicted . 
= Previously incarcerated, unable to ascertaln number 
= Missing value 

(Continued next page) 
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This item refers to actual incarcerations resulting from 
adu1t criminal convictions fot offenses listed on the master 
sheet. 00 not count pre-trial or presentence detentions. , 
Do not count incarcerations of 30 days or less or one montn 
or less. Note: confinement ~fte~ escape or parole violation 
is not a new incarceration; revocation of probation resulting 
in iDcarceration is a new incarceration for this item. 

Var 76 Age at First Adult Incarceration 
Col 18-19-

00 . = No prior incarceration, convicted but not incarcerated 
for 30 days or one month ' 

12-95 = Age at first adult incarceration 
96 = Incarceration occurred, unable to ascertain offender's 

97 
99 

age 
= Not applicable, never convicted 
= r~issing value 

Var 77 Offender's Total Number of Dependents 
Col 20-21 

Var 78 
Col 22 

00 = None 
01-30 = Number of dependents 
99 = Missing value 

Code "00" when there is no one who de!Jends on the offender 
for financial support. Do not count the offender as dependent 
for himself/herself. Code "00" for out-of-\'Ied~ock children unless specifi~
aJly, mentioned in PSI that they are dependent on offend~r 
Code- only the number of defendents specifically identif1ed in 
the presentence investigation report. 

Does Offender Support Dependents? 

o = No 
1 = Yes 
7 = Not applicacle 
8 = Other (List: __________ _ 
9 = Missing value 
If an offender is living wlth his dependents and is employed, 
receiving unemployment, or on welfare, assume that he/she is 
supporting them unl ess otherwise stated. If the offender; 
and the dependent(s) are not living together consider the 
dependent as being supported if it is stated in ths presentence 
report that the offender is contributing ~oney on a 
regular basis. If the offender does not have any dependents, 
code as "7". 
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Var 79. 
Col 23 

Var. 80 
Col 24 

Residantial Stability 

o = Stable 
1 = Unstable 

If the defendant has more than two address changes within the 
past year which appear unrelated to job or school (that of . 
self, spouse, or family), code 1/11/ unstable. If possible, 

,check, employment/school retords to verify reason 'for move. 
Do not consider prison or institution address in court. 
If no specific mention is made of·any,moves, assume no moves 
have been made and code as 110" stable. 

Offender1s Marital Status 

1 = Single 
2 = Widow(er) 
3 = Separated 
4 = Oivorced 
5 = Livi'"" with paramour 
6 = Married and not living with wife (husband) 
7 = Married and living together 
8 = Other 
9 = Missing value 

If there: is no other mention of ~he spouse other than the 
name, and no indication that they are living apart, it may 
be.assumed that they are still living together. 
\Gormi6'ri·q~w marriage will' include living w'ith paramour. 

Var 81 . 'Highest S'chool Grade Completed by Offender 
Col 25-26 

00 = No schooling 
01-08 = Grade school 
09-12 = High school 
13-16 = Undergraduate 
17 = Graduate 
98 == Other (List: ) 
99 = Missing value 

A high school equivalency diploma is to be coded as "1211 
under high school. 

Var 82 Offender1s Ethnic'Oescription 
Col 27-

o = White/Caucasian 
1 = ~lack/Afro-American/Negro 
2 = American Indian 
3 = Puerto Rican 
4 = Chicano/Mexican American 
5 = Oriental/Asian America,n 
6 = Mixed 
8 = Other 
9 = Missing value 
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Var 83 
Col 28 

Offender's History of Alcohol Use 

a = None 
1 = Light use 
2 = Heavy use 
3 • Alcoholic classification 
8 • Other 
9 • Missing value 

This item is designed to reflect'current alcohol use, i.e., 
use during the period prior to the instant offense. 

Code "a .. to reflect .!l2. alcohol usage (teetotler). 

Code "1" reflects light social usage, not generally considered 
debilitory in any way. Alcohol use did not inhibit work/school 
performance, 'family relations, etc. 

Code "211 (heavy use) indicates occasional problems, where 
alcohol use had been known to impinge upon work, family obli
gations with or without permanent harm, e.g., loss of job, 
separation from family (voluntary or involuntary), arrest~ 

'official intervention', suicidal or assaultive behavior 
. whi 1 e drunk. 

Code "3" (alcoholic clas'sification) offender is in a perpetual 
state of craving for alcohol. Alcohol consumption is the 
central factor in his life, cannot function without it. Of
fender had been subject to voluntary (AA) or involuntary 

. (court-'di rected) attempts to cure. 

Code "8" -- include in this category reformed alcoholics. 

Code "9" if no information appears on alcoho:~ ·use. Do net 
code misSing information as "0. 11 

Var 84 Drug Use: Degree 
Col 29' 

a = None 
1 :I Light use 
2 = Heavy use, 
8 = Other 
9 = MisSing vaJue 

"Light use" means any 'use, including occlsional one-time 
experimentation. It includes three decks a day of heroin. 

Heavy use includes more than thre~ decks of heroin 
a day. Addictive classification will be coded here and 
identified in variable 85. 

UDrugs" include stimulates, hallucinogens, sedatives, opiates. 

(Continued next page) 
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Schedule V 
24:21-8.1 

a •. Tests. The commissioner shall place a substance in Schedule V 
if h~ flnds that the substance: (1) has low potential for abuse relative 
to ~he subst~nces listed in Schedule IV;l (2) has currently accepted 
m7d~cal use !n treatment in- the United States; and (3) has 
hmlted physlcal dependence or psychological liability relative to the 
substances listed in Schedule IV. . 

b. The controlled dangerous substances listed in this section are 
indud~d in Schedule V. 

~'. Any compound, mixture, or preparation containing limited 
quantltles of any of the following narcotic drugs, which also contains 
one or ~ore non-narcotic active medicinal ingredients in sufficient 
pro~o~tlon to ~o~fer upon the compound, mixture, or preparation, valuable 
medlclnal qualltles other than those possessed by the narcotic drug alone: 

(1) Not more than 200 milligrams of codeine or any of its salts 
per 100 milliliters or per 100 grams; 

(2) Not more than 100 milligrams of dihydrocodeine or any of its 
salts per 100 milliliters or per 100 grams; 

. (3) Not more than 50 milligrams of ethylmorphine or any of its 
salts per 100 milliliters or per 100 grams; 

(4) Not'more than 2.5 milligrams of diphenoxylate and not less 
than 25 micrograms of atropine sulfate per dosage unit; 

(5) Not more than laO milligrams of opium or any of its salts 
per 100 milliliters or per 100 grams. 

L.1971, c. 3 Sec. 4. 

lSection 24:21-8. 

Effective date, see Sec. 24:21-2 note. 

Title of Act: 

An Act to amend and supplement the IINew J~rsey Controlled Danoerous 
Substances Act,1I approvp.d October 19, 1970. (P.L.1970, c. 226): L.1971, c. 3. 
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physical dependence, no matter how heavy or frequent is to be 
coded under Ill." If,there is conflict in the PSI regarding 
the level of use, code the official (i.e., probationofffcer(s) 
assessment of ~helevel 'of'use~ 

Var 86 . 'Offender's Status '(Work/School) 
Col 31' 

1 = Unemp 1 oyed 
2 = Employed school less than full-time 
3 = Employed/school full-time or more 
7 I: Not applicable (e.g., offender incarcerated for prior 

offense ' . 
8 = Other 
9'= Missing value 

This variable is to be coded for those offenders who were free 
at time of the PSI and for those who were detained (i.e, no 
bail) • 

If detained at any time prior to sentencing for the present 
offense what was the offender's status immediately prior to 
the initial detention. If the offender was not detained, i.e., 
ROR, code work/school status at time of presentence investiga
tion~ Detention refers to pre or post-trial confinement (i oS!., 
not bailed). 'If more than one period of detention as a result 
of the present offense consider the first substantial detention 
only in coding this item. Detention does not refer to detention 
upon arrest while awaiting initial appeara'nce for bail setting. 
As .. a' :rule of thumb consider detentions only if lonqer than 48 
hours iii ,coding this item. 

Code 11111 if not working or attending school. 

Val~es 112" and 113 11 include both schooling and work combina
tions of the two. Code '\21~-::-full-timeschoo1 is considered 
to be 12 credit hours· per'semester or quarter or four courses 
per semester. Full-time work is at least 35 hours per week. 
Code in this category if work is less than full-time or school 
is less than full-time. If attending school and working, the 
commitments to each should be added (e.g., school 6 hours per 
semester plus 20 hours of work M full-time; 9 hours per 
semester plus 10 hours per week = full-time; 6 hours per 
semester plus 10 hours per week. part-time). Code 113 11 

--

see above. Code if school/work activity is equal to or greater 
than 12 hours per semester or 35 hours per wee~, or combina
tions of two is greater. If in military service code under 113. 11 

(Continued next page) 
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Code. "8 11 
• if not working/att~nding school for. reasons (e. g. , 

hospltallZed, volun~ary .or 1nvollJntary; physlcally unable to 
work or leave house, hous~wife, retiree). 

" 
Var ,8i 'If'Emolo.¥ed/Atteriding'School' (Full or'Part-Time) 'for How 
Col 3'Z-34' Long Was Offender So Engaged? " . 

001 = One month or less 
002-994 = Number of months up to 995 
996 = 996 months or more 
997 = Not applicable -- unemployed 
998 = Other, not applicable 
999 = Missing value 

Code only the most recent period of employment/schooling prior 
to the time the PSI was written or prior to the offender's 
~etention as defined in variable 86 above. Employment/schooling 
1S to be considered according to the source definitions in ' 
variable 85 above. This item does not differentiate between 
full and part-ti~e employment/schooling. In other words, if 
code "2" or "3" 1S checked in 86 , the 
length of that employment/schooling is to be coded in this item. 
If code "1" was checked in variable 86 then "997" is to be 
coded for thi $ item. If code "8" was checked in vari abl e 85. 
then 11998" is to be coded here. 

Var ,88 N b f ... Co 1 35~36 ' ,um er 0 I..ounts of Fi rst Offense: Ori gi na 1 Cha rge 

Var 89 
Col 37-38 

0'2-'9'5' '! .Number of counts 
96 = %. counts or more 
07 = Not applicatle 

Code "97" includes one count only of an offense charged in 
~orresponding variable 04. 

Number of Counts of Second Offense: OriQinal Charge 

02-95 = Number of counts 
96 = 96 counts or more 
97 = Not applicable 

Code "97/1 ~nclude: one count only of an offense charged in 
correspondlng var:Jable as. Also code "97 11 if defendant \'/as 
not charged with a second' offense. 
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Var 85 
Col 30 

specific drugs to be coded include: marlJuana, hashish, 
cocaine, benzedrine, methedrine, LSD, amphetamines (speed)t 
amy tal , ba.rbital, luminal, nembutal, pentothal, phenobarbltal, 
seconal ("goofba.l1s," "yellow jackets," IIred jackets," " 
blue angels," "pink ladies," "downers"); opium, morphine, : 
heroin, codeine, demero,l, diluadid; methadone, metopon, 
laudanum, pantopon, paregoric. Also included is "glue 
sniffing" or the practice of inhaling various solvents, c'eaners~ 
and so forth. See Title 24 for more exhaustive list. 

The item concerns seriusness of drug use. Therefore, heavy 
use or marijuana would be coded under "2 .. - heavy use," while 
light use of heroin wou1d be coded under "1 -- light use." 

Code "8" would refer to other drugs or other levels of usage 
more severe than "heavy use" (i. e., overdose). Incl ude here 
reformed addicts. 

Code "9" if no information appears in the report. Do not 
code missing information as "0," 

Drug Use: Addiction to Opiates 

o = No use of opiates 
1 = Used opiates, but not addicted 
2 = Addicted to opiate drugs 
7 = Not applicable 
S'= Addicted, other 
~ =:Mj,sing value 

This item refers to'drug addittion'only. Only use of the opiate 
class of drugs is to be considered: e.g., opium, heroin, codeine, 
methadone, morph;ne~ demerol, diluadid', metopon, laudanum, 
pantopon, paregoric. The key breakdown is addiction. 

Code liD" if no use of opiate drugs. 

Code II,.. if opiates were used, but the offender was not addicted 
to tnem. 

Code "2" if the offender was actually addicted to opiate drugs. 

Code "7" if the offender does not use any drugs. 

Code "S" if information indicates addiction to drugs other 
than opiates or to unknown or unspecified drugs. Include here 
reformed addicts. 

Addiction is a physical dependence on the drug substance, the 
withdrawal of which causes significant discomfort. Use without 

(Continued next page) 
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Var 90 Number of courits o~Third,Offense: Original Charae 
Col 39-40 -, 

02-95 = Number·of co'unts 
96 = 96 counts or more 
97 = Not applicable 

Code "97" inc1 udes one count only of an offense charged in 
corresponding val"'iab1t! 06. Also code "97" if defendant was. 
not charged with a 3rd offense. 

Var 91 Number of Counts of First Offense at Conviction: Final Charae 
Col 41-42 -----

02-95 = Number of ,count's 
96 = 96 counts or more 
97 = Not applicable 

Code "97 11 includes one count only of first offense for which 
defendant was convicted. in variable 08. 

Va r 92 Number of Counts of Secor,ld Offense at Convi cti on: Fi na 1 '. Cha rae 
Col 43-44 

02-95 = Number of counts 
96 = 96 counts or more 
97' = Not applicable 

Code 1197 11 includes one count only of second offense for which 
defendant was convicted. in variable 09. Also code 119711 

if 'defendant was not convic:ted of a second offense. 

Var 93 Number of Counts of Third Offense at Conviction: Final.CharQe 
Col 45-46 

02-95 = Number of counts 
96 = 96 counts or more 
97 = Not applicable 

Code 1197 11 includes one count only of third offense for which 
defendan.t was convicted. Also code "97 11 if defendant was 
not convicted of a third offense. 
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.. ,' . 
(1-5) I I I I 1 
Dale of Sentencing 

(6-11) IT]' 1 1 I I 
Number ~f Offender-s Sentenced for Sane 
CrIminal Activity 
(12-13) .. m 
01 Offender's Date of Birth 

(14-19) 
IIIII11 

999999 " Hissing value 

02 Offender's Sex 
(20) o 
1 " Male 
2 c female 
9 • Hissing value 

03 Humber of Offenses: Original 
Charge(s) 
(21-22) trJ 
01-25 " Humber of charges 
99 • Hissing value 

04 Master ltst HUllber 0; First Offense -
Original Charge 
(23-26) 1 I I 
9998 " Other (ltst: _____ _ 
9999 .. Hissing value 

05 Haster List Humber of Second Offense _. 
Original Charge 
(27-30) I 1 I I I 
9997 .. tlot applicable 
9998 " Other (List: ____ _ 
9999 " HissIng value 

06 Haster List Hudler of Third (lffense -
Odginal Charge 
(31-34) .,--I-I""""I-'J 
9997 • Hot applicable 
9998" Other (List: ____ _ 
9999 .. Hissing value 

, , 

()1 

08 

'09 

10 

11 

12 

Humber of P~ .nt Offense(s) of Which 
_~onvlcted -- final Charge(s) 
(~-lE) CD 
01-25 .. Humber of offenses 
99 " HissIng value 

~lastcr. Ust Number of First Offense 
at Conviction -- final Chargc(s) 
(37-40) I I' 1 1 , 
9998 .. Other (List: 
9999 .. HIssing value------

Haster List Humber of Second Offense 
at Conviction -- Final Charge 
(41-44) I I I I ] 
9991 .. Hot allPlicable 
9998 .. Other (Ust: ___ _ 
9999 " Hlssillg yalue 

Master List rlumber of Third Offense 
at Conviction -- Final Charge 
(45-48) I I I I] 
9997 c Hot applicable 
9998 .. Other (List: ____ _ 
9999 .. Hissing value 

lias i s of Adjudication 
(49) 0 
1 .. rlon vult 
2 = f.ul1t.y plea 
3 " Conyl! .. ii)" ant·" triill 
8 r. r.thp.r (L1sl: _._. ______ ) 
9 .. tliss'll!! villll\, . 

. 
Type of Defens~. Pr~sent Offense 
(SO) o 
1 • Public defender 
2 = Assigned counsel . 
3 = Private counsel (Retatned) 
4 ~ Represented. lawyer classification 

unknown 
7 - Hot applicable 
8 = Other (List: _____ _ 
9 • Hissing value 

13 llb"rLv Status ill Time of Sl 
(51) • 0 nein9 

o = f,'ce, nOll 
1 = Othnr rc:1C!i\se (b::lil. bond. etc_) 
2 " Inc ,'cm-a led 
3 = Incal'CE:I'ated: adjusted status 
8" Otlwr (List: _. ____ --.-1 
9 .. Uissin9 valut! 

14 Type of Sentence 
(52-53) IT] 

15 

01 " Fine rl!luftled 
02 " lncarcera t 10/1 ~;uspendcd 
0] '" Restitution ir.l,)osed 
Oft " nne imposed 
05 " Probation in'posed 
06 u Special sentence imposed 

(Ust: 
07 • SJlHt simten.cc in:poscd 
08 .. Incarccriltion il:~)Oscd 
09 '" Full credit for time sel'ved 
98 = Other (list: _) 
99 '" mssfri9 Yaluc--

Terms of Sentence 
(54)· 0 
o .. Concurrent 
I .. Consecut tve 
2 • Concurrent and consecutive 
7 • Hot applicable 
8 • Unclear from available 

information 

16' Amount of Fine 
(55·59) ,- I , 

---. ..... . ........ 1 -a.1-jlJ 
00001-99995 m AIount of ffne to $99.995 
99996 .. Fine of $99,996 or more 
99997 ~ Ho fine fmposed 
99998 • Fine imposed but 

slISptiilded 
99999 • Hissing value 
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17 

18 

19 

20' 

Amcu~t of Restftution 
( 60-64) 

I I I I 
00001-99995 = Amount of restitution 
99996 = Restitution _w amount to 

be determfned 
99997 = 110 restitution imposed 
99998 = Res.~itution imposed but 

s'uspended 
99999 = Missing value 

length of Probation 
(65.66) OJ 
01 = One month or less 
02-95 = length of probation (in 

months) 
96 = Unspecified length 
97 = No probation imposed 
98 = Probation imposed but sus-

pended 
99 = Missing v~lue 

length of Incarceration -- Minimum 
(67.69) 1 

I I I 
000 '" Indeterminant 

sentence (one day I:Ifnfmu.) 
001 = One r.~nth or less . 
002-993 = Number of months 
994 " 994 months or more 
995 = lffe ' 
996 • Death 
997 = No incarceratfon imposed 
998 = Incarceration imposed but 

999 
suspended 

" Mfssfng value 

- . . 
l(EIl9th of Incarceration -- Maximum 

70-72) { •. I I ) 
,000 = Definfte sentence fmposed 
001 = One month or less 
nn~ nn~ -

'\ I 

1/ 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Status of Sentence Disro~ition 
(73) 0 
o = Concurrent with sentence currently 

serving 
1 = Cons~cutive with sentence currently 

serv lIlg 
2 = Concurrent and consecutive with 

sentence currpntly serving 
7 = Not applicable. no prior sentence 

being served 
8 = Unclear from avaflable information 
9 = "l'issing value 

length of Total Incal'ceration -- Minimllm 
(74·76) [ I I.J 
000. = Indeterminant minimum (one 

day minimum) 
001 = One month or less 
002-993 '" Number of months 
994 = 994 months or more 
995 = life 
996 = Death 
997 = 110 prior sentence of incar-

cerat fon ~u,.rently beinq serVl>d 

999 = MiSSing value 

length of Total Incarceration -- Maximum 
(77-79) 1 I I I _ 
000 = Definfte sentence 
001 = One n~nth or less 
002-993 = tfumber of months 
994 = 994 months or more 
995 = life 
996 = Death 
997 = No prior sentence of incar-

ceration currently being served 

99~ = Mtssing value 

l, .. ldcr's 8ehavior a't Arres t 
(nol .--
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I.e ..... 
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CARD n.'\} 

ID , 
(1-5) 1 I I I I I' 
25 . Number of,!lctims 

(6-7) m 
01 .. One vlctl. of offense 
02-95 .. Nun~er of victims 
96 .. 96 or more victlnls 
97 .. Not applicable 
98 .. More than one vlcttM, unable 

to dete~lne number 
99 • "Isslng value 

26 Vlctl. Precipitation 
(8) D. 
O· No 
1 .. Yes 
7 • Hot app!iclble, no identl'iable 

vlctl_ 

27 Vicllm Participatiori 
(9) 0 
o .. "0 
1 = Yes 
7 " lIot ClI'lIlicablc, no Identtfiilble 

victim 

II Number of Perpetrator~ in Present 
Qffens! 
(10-11) CD 
01 • Defendant as lone perpetrator 
02-95 • NUlber of perpetrators (In-

I clude defendant) 
99 c Hissing value 

29 Use of Alcoh~l or Drugs ~- TiMe of 
Offense 
(12) 0 
o • Nothing used 
1 ~ Alcohol used 
2 • llrugs used 
:) • Doth used 
9 c HIssing value 

" I 

.'~~-------------------------------------------------~---------------------------~-----

30 

31 

Ueapon Usage 
(13) 

o 
o = 110 I'Icapon invo l\'ed 
I = l-Ie,lIl'on in offr~n<:11r's possess'lon 
2 = !'~p.apoll used to thrcaten victim 
3 = !!eapon usn" in aUC'r.1ptto 

injure viet im 
., C .!CilpOfl 'used to lujure victim 
6 = \'!(wpon 115!! IIncle.lr 
8 :: OlLer (list: 
9 :: r:issing value-

Type of Weapon I~yolved: Present 
Offense ' 
(14) o 
o • Blunt Instrument 
I " Knif(!/sharp Inslrumenf. 
2 .. Chmlca I 
:) • Explosives 
4 • tland gun 
5 • long gun 

.6 • Unclear 
7 • Not applicable 
8 ... Olher (Ust: _____ _ 

J 

_ 9 • Mlsslnq value 
32 Physical Injury Suffered by Vlctl~ 

IS a Result of the Offense 

33 

'/ 

(15) o 
o .. No Injury 
1 • Injury requlri/lg not!l1ng more 

than elergency treat~nt 
2 ~ Bodily Injury requiring hosp

ital1zaUon but no pennanent 
daMage 

3 • Permanent bod 1.1 y' h'ljury resul ting.' 
in signUlcantscarrlng or perman', ' 
ant I~alrment of bodily function 

4 • Death 
7 a Not applicable 
8 • Other (Us~,: ________ , 
9 m Hissing value 

Victim Classification 
(16) o 
I R Private citizen 
2 ~ Business or Institution 
3 = Law enforcement officer 
4 • The State of New Jersey 
6 • Un<:Jur 
8· Other (list: _______ ), 
9 • MiSSing value 

37 

Vlctl. -- Rel4tlonshlp to Offender 
(17), 0 ' 
1 .. family 
2 • Fr~end or acquaintance 
3 • Stranger 
6 a Unable to ascertain relationship 
7 • 110 Identtflable vlctllll 
I • Other (list: 
9 • Hissing value------------· 

Vlct,l ... - Famt 1y 
(18) o 
1 • Spouse 
2 • Offspring 
3 • Sibling 
4 ~ Parent 
5 .. Ex-spouse 
6 • Fallltly. unable to ascertain specifics 
7 • Not applicable, vlctl. not falllily 
• • Other (list: ) 
, • .lIss ing value 

Vtctl- -- friend/Acquaintance 
,It) o 
o • Neighbor 
1 a GirlfrIend/boyfriend 
2 • £I~loyee/employer 
3 E Colleague -- wor~/school 
4 • Profe\sional 

N 
ID 

5 • Cohabi tant 
6 • Fritmd/acquatnl,ance. ~nclble to asc(:rtoln specil 
7 • Not apilltcable, victl. not rrlenDI 

acquaintance 
8 .. Other (list: ________ ' 
9 • HIssing value 

Viclilll's Age 
(20-21) CD 
01-80 = Age In number of years 
81 .. 01 years \I'Ir older 
82 • Ie's than 11 years old 
83 .. 11-20 yens old 
84 ·21-30 years old 
85 • Jl-~O years old 
86 ·51-65 years old 
87 ·66-80 years old 

. 97 • Not applicable. no Identifiable victim 
98 • Other (list: ) 
99 • Hissing value 
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38 

39 

40 , 

41 

42 

Victim's Sex 
(22) 0 
1 c Hale 
2 ,. Female 

7 ,. No IdentIfIable vIctIm 
8,. Other (L fst: ____ --,:.-. __ 
9 ,. Hissing value 
Victim's Ethnlc"[)~;'criptlon 
(23)1 

o = 1-!hite/Caucas ian 
I = 131"cl:/ JI.fro-III::CI'ican/lle!Jro 
2 = American Indian , 
3 = Puerto Iii can 
01 :: Chicano/I·:cxiciln Jlmcrlcan 
!i :: OI'lent1l1/Asian American 
6 = Mixed . 
7 = Ho identifiable victim 
8 = Othel' (L 1st: ______ _ 
!J = Missing value 

Victim Addicted to Alcohol/Drug$ 
(24) ) o 
o .. flone 
1 ,. Alcohol addict 
2 .. Drug addict ' 
3 c Addicted to both 
7 • Not appl fcable, no identifiable 

victIm . 
8 c Other (List: _____ -' __ ) 

Health of Vlctfm 
(25) 0 
1- Healthy 
2 .. Physically handIcapped 
3: " Mentally handicapped 
7 = Not applJcable, no identlflabl~ 

victim 
8 ,. Other (List: ______ _ 

Elployn~nt Status of Victim 
'(26) 0 
1 • Unemployed 
2 ,. Employed/school -- full or 

part-tfllle 

43 . Yalup. of Property Invo1ved In Offense 
(27-31) I r I I I J 

., 

00000 c No financial loss 
00001-9!i~95 = Financial loss III dollars 

up to $99,995 
99996 '" Financial loss of $99,996 

or morc 
99997 

99999 

• Hot applicable, i.e., the 
offense in question was one 
which by defintion does not 
involve fInancial loss, e.g ~, 
victimless crimes, assaults, 
drug crimes 

= MiSSing value 

44 Old Criminal Behavior Involve "Distribu
tion of a Drug? 
(32) 

o 
o = No 
1 = Yes , 
7 .. Not applicable (not drug offense) 
8 ~ Unclear from offense ~escrfption 

45 V.lu~ of Drugs 

• (33-37) I I I I ] 
00001-99995· Value of drugs in dollars 

up to $99,995 
99996 = Value of drugs $99,996 or more 
9999~ .. Not applicable (not ~rug 

offense) 
99998 • Value unclear 

46 Description of Drug Involved 
(38) 0 
o " Less thiln 25 grants IIIJrijuana; ~ess than 

5 gramo; hashish '. ' 

48 

49 

50 

51 

Offender's RelationshIp to the CrImIna) 
JustIce System at the TIme of CommIs
sion of the Present Offense(s) 
(010-4.1) rn 

00 ,. Free . 
01 c Free. other criminal actions 

pending 
02 = Juvenile supervised release (pro

bation. deferred tourt actions) 
03 ,. Adult supervised release (proba-

tion, deferred court actIons) 
04 = Juvenile parole 
05 ,. Adult parole 
06 " Incarcerated (pre-trial or post 

convIction) 
07 .. Escapee 
98· Other, e.g.; hospitals 
99 .. HlssinQ val,ue 

Number of Prior J~venlle Probation 
Revocations 
(42) .0 
o "No ,wlor revocations 
1-5 c Number of prior revocations 
6 = 6 or more 
7 c Not applicable 
9 "Hissing value 

Humber of PrIor Juventle Parole 
Revocations 
(43) 0 
o "No prior revocations 
1-5 .. Number of prior revocatIons 
6 .. 6 or more 
7 • Not applicable 
9 = Hissing value 

Humber of Prior Adult ProbatIon 
Revocat.ions 
(44) 

I = DI'uqs listed in Schc:dule V. (punish-
able as ntisdeme:JIlOl's) .' 0 .. No prIor revocations 

2' = tlat'cntic drufl5/0tl:C:i' cuntrolled dangerous 1-5 = tlumbcr of prior revocations 

o 
L i t ) 6 • 6 or RlOre subs tances:. s: -..,.---;-:-;-:------- lib I 

6 = Unc1e.H' f"om offr'nsc description 7 = Not app Cil e 
7 " tlot applicable 9 .. I:Ilssing value 9 = Mfssin!l villue 

3 " GoverlllllCnt support 
7· Not applicable, nO.identlflable 

vlctl. 
47 RestItution -- Voluntary 

(39) b 52 Humber of PrIor Adult Parole 
Revocatfons 

8 " Other (L 1st: ______ _ 
9 .. HiSSing v~Jue o ~ No restitution begun or promised 

I • Restitution beguo or promised 
7 • Not applfcable 

(45) 

·0 
o • No prior rC\'ocations 
1-5 .. Nllnbcr of prior revocations 
6 • 6 or more 
7 • Not applicable 
~ .. tIIssln9 value 
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53 Tolal !lumber of Prior Juvenile Arrests 
(46-41) t==r==J 

00 D No arrests 
01-95 .. Tola I n"piller of arrests 
98 .. Arrests appear to have occun'ed, 

unable to ascertain number 
99 ,. Mlss1ng'value 

54 NUlmer of Prior Juvenile Arrests for 
SI_Oar Offense 
(48-49) rn 
00 c 110 prior arres ts for s Imtlar of,fense 
01-25 = NUIII.)er of prior slmllars 
91 .. No prior arrests 
98 ,. Unable to ascertain mnber 
99 • .ussing value 

55' Alii! at Fit's t Juven i1 e I\rres t 
(50-51) OJ 

05-21 • Age at first arrest 
96 = Arrests appears to have occurred, 

unable to ascertain offender's age 
97 ,. No a~rests 
99 " '~tsslng value 

l~U I IIU1i'~l!r of Prior Ju\'enlle Convict Ions 
52-53). rn ' 56 

00 ,. 110 prior convictions, i.e •• arrested 
but not convicted 

01-95 • Total nlWober of convictions 
97 • Het applicable, never arr~sted 
98 • Conviction occurred. unable to 

ascertain n~er 
99 • Hissing value 

57 HUiber of Prior Juvenile Convictions for 
$laUar Offense 
(54-55) CD 
00 • No prior convictions for sl.llar 

offense 
01-25 • /lumber of prior similar convictions 
97 a No prior convictions 
98 .. Unable to ascertain If similar 
99 • Hissing value 

58 Age at flr51 .. ventle Conviction 
(56-51) OJ 
00 

05-21 
96 

97 
99 

.. I/o prior convictions. I.e .• arrested 
but not cOllvlcted 

.. Age al first convlcllon 
= Convlctfon occurred. unablc to 

ascertain offender's age 
.. /lol appJlcalbe. never arresled 
.. Hissing value 

59 Total '''/lnber of Prior Juvf:nl1e 
Incarcerations 
(58~59) • 

·m 
00 .. Ne\'cr incarcerated -- convh:tHd 

htH: 0('\'1:" sl'rVI!II IrocWC t"~n J!l ' 
days 

01,95 .. /lumLer of till~s incarceratE'd 
97 .. Hot al'/Il fcable, never conVicted 
98 = Prl!viously illca"ccl'cited. uoable 

to ascertain ,number 
99 " Hissin!! villue 

60 Aile at first Juvenile Incarceration 
(60-61 ~I OJ ' 
00 

05-21 
96 

97 
99 

.. Hever Inca,'cerated -- convicted 
but ne~er Incarcerated over 
30 days 

= Age at first Incarceration 
• Incarceration occurred. unable 

to ascertain offender's age 
.. /lot applicable, never convicted 
• "lssln9 ~alue 

61 Tota I nuntler of Prior Adul t Arrests 
t~~-§}}·OJ . 

01-95 ~ Tot~1 nuwber of arrests 
97 • tlot applicable. 

63 

64 

65 

66 

98 a Arrests noted. number."o~ gtven 
99 • HISSing value 67 

62 Age at first Adult Arrest 
(64-65) OJ" 

12-95 -Age at first arrest· 
97 .~ Not applicable 
99 ,~HIsslng value 

Tota 1 Number of l~:-for Adult 
Misdemeanor Arrests for Crh 
Against Person 
(66-67) .oJ : 

01-95 = Total number of arrests 
97 .. /lot appl icable 
98 " Arrests noted, number not 

given 
99 = Missing value 

Total Number of Prior Adult 
Misdemeanor Arrests for Crimes Not 
Against Person 
(68-69) rn 
01-95 ,. .Total number of arrests 
97 • Not applicable 
98 • Arrests noted, number not given 
99 • HiSSing value 

Total Number of Prior Adult IIlgh 
Hlsdemeanor Arrests for Crimes Against 
Person 
(70-71) CD 

01~~5 = Total nuMber ot arrests 
97 ... flot appltcable 
98 - Arrests noted, number not given 
99 • HiSSing value 

Total Number of Prior Adult Itlgh 
Misdemeanor Arrests for Crimes Not Against 
Person , 
(72-73) rn 
01-95 .. Total number of arrests 
97· '. Hot applicable 
98 • Arrest~ ooted, number not given 
99 • Hissing value ' 

Number of Prior Adult Arrests for SImilar 
Offense 
(74-75) 

CD 
01-25 • Number of prior sl.llars 
97 a Not applicable 
98 • Unable to ascertain number 
99 .. HiSSing value 

, 
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CARD TIIREE 

10 , 
0-5) 

[] I I I I 

70 Total /lcrbc:r of Pdor Adult l-lis~CIT.Il~nOr 
Convictions fOl' t:rirr.!!S A!)ilinst Per SOli 
(6-7) 

IT] 
00 • ':0 prior GOlwictlc.us for this 

catc!lol'Y 
01-95 = Total number of convictions 
91 " HoL applicJble, never arrcsted for 

this tne of r.rlr.1C 
98 "Coll\'icLions note:d, nU/l".her not g"'en 
99 " Hlss!lI:.! value 

, I 

,Ii 

71 

12 

Tota~ Humher of Prlol' Adult ~Isdeml!anor 
C('nv)ctions fOI' Crimes Ilot Aga Ins t Persoll 
(8-9) 

IT] 
00 • No prior convictions In this 

category 
01-95 • Total nun~er of convictions 
91 • Not applicable, never arrested 

for this type of crl~ 
90 " Convictions noted, number not 

given 
99 " Hlssln9 value 

• No prIor convictions In this 
category 

01-95 • Total number of convIctions 
97 • Not a"J:1tcable, never arrested 

98 

99 

for this type of crlllle 
" ConvIctions noted, nUlllber, 

not given 
• Hissing value 

13 Total tlun~er of Prior Adult Iligh 
HlsdellCanor Convictions for Crl/l".es 
Not Against Perf .n 
(12-13) OJ 
00 • No pl'lor 'co~vlct1ons In this 

cateyor), 
01-95 • Total number of convictions 
97 • Not applicable, never arrested 

for this type of crlne 
90 • convIctions noted, number 

not 91ven ' 
99 • HiSSing value . , 

74 

75 

76 

Number.of Prior Adult Convl~.lons 
for Similar Offense 
(14-15) rn 
00 = 110 prior convictions for similar 

offense 
01-25 = "umber of prlol' slmHars 
97 " I/o prIor convictions 
98 " Unable to itscertaln If similar 
99 " Hissing value 

Total Ilumber of Adult Incarcerations 
Resulting from a Prior CrImInal Con
vlction(s) 
(16-17) ~ 

00 .. /lever Incarcerated (over 30 days 
but was previously convltted) 

01-95 • Hummer of tlRles Incarcerated 
97 .. tlot a,'pllcable, I.e., never 

cOllvlcted 
98 • Previously Incarcerated, unable 

to ascertain number 
99 • Hissing value 

Age at fIrst Adult Incarceration 
(18-19) IT] 

00 . • No prior Incarcentton -- convicted, 
but never served more than 30 days 

12-95 • Age at fll'St adult Incarceration 
96- Incarceration occurred, unable to 

ascertalll age 
97 c Not applicable, ne~er convicted 
99 • HiSSing value 

77 Offender's Total Number of Dependents 
(20-21) 'm . 
00 .. "one 
IH-JC " NUlnber of dependents 
99 • Hissing value 

78 Does Offender Support Dependents? 
(22) 0 
o .. No 
1.. . 
1 .. 'I"t. apf1l1cabie 
8 m Other (List: 
9 = I-Itsslng value:--------~--' 
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19 

80 

81 

82 

83 

Residential Stability 
(23) o 
o ,. Stable 
1 = Unstable 
Offe/l(h!r's 1'1al'1ta 1 Status 
(2") o 
1 = Sin!ll e 
2 = IHdo\,/(er) 
3 " Separated 
4 = Divol'ced 
!i " I.i vlilg I/ith Pi) l'nil~,)Ul' 
6 .. !:arried ancl not living Nlth ,·life (husband) 
7 " 1'!11rried dnd 11\11ny to!,eth~r 
8 = Oi.hp.I' 
9 • Missing value 
IIhlhest School Grade Completed by Offender 
(25-26) CIJ 
00 • Ho schooling 
Ol-OB .. Grade •. school 
09-12 .. 'Ugh school 
13-16 .. Undergraduate 
17 • Graduate 
9B .. Other (List: ____ _ 
99 • Hissing value 

'Offender's Ethnic Description 
(27) o 
o ... !h'ite/Caucasian 
1 " 81acl:/Afro-/Il,;erfcan/llegro 
2 " Ilmer1cilll Indian 
3 .. Puel'to Rican 
4 = Chicano/I·lexican AlI:edcan 
5 = Oriental/Asian American 
6 " 11ixc:d' -
8 .. OUler 
9 .. Missin!' villlIl! 

Offender's IIIstory of Alcohol 
(28) o 
o • Hone 
1 a LIght usc 
2 • lIeavy U3e 
3 • Alcoholic classifIcation 
8 .. Other 
9 .. Missing value 

I 
i 
~---. --.'."--'---

85 

86 

87 

om, Use: Degree 

o = None 
1 .. Light use 
2 :: lIeavy use 
B ., Other 
9 " H!sslng value 

Drup Use: Addiction to Opiates 
(30) ~ . 

o = No use of opiates 
1 .. Used opiatp.s, but: nat addicted 
2 .. Addicted to opiate drugs 
7 :: Not applicable 
8 " Addicted, other 
9 = IHssing value 
Qffender's Status (Work/School) 
(31) 0 
1 .. Unemployed 
2 • Employed/school less than fu,,-tt .. 
3 .. Employed/school full-ttme or more 
7 .. Hot applicable (e.g •• offender 

incarcerated for prior offense) 
8 .. Other 
9 .. Hissing value 

If Employed/Attending School (full or 
Part-Time) for 11011 Long Has Offender 
So Engi)ged? 
(32-34) 

I I I 
'001 • One month or less 
002-995 • Humber of months up to 995 I 
996 • 996 or more KOnths . 
997 • Hot applicable -- unemployed 
998 .. Hot applicable -- other . 
999 I: Hlsstng value .. :: 

UWllher of Counts of Fir:;t Offense: 
Ol'i!linill Chal'!!c 
(35~j6) ~ 

02-15 " f/ulIltJer of counts 
96 = 9G counts 0" more 
97 t: tlot appl it:able 

, 
89 Numher of COlJ;)~;' of S2cond Of((nse: 

Od !.i i na 1 Cha 1'!lI! 

(37-311) rn 
02-95 :: llumbcl' {If cOLIn' 
96 :; 95 r.ollnt<. or . 
07 . !I, .. " , , 

90 tlumber of Counts of Third Offense: 
01'i911110 1 Chal'!!I! 
(39··.,0) 0 -I 

.. 02~95 " tlu~lhel' of counts 
96 .. 96 counts or more 
97 "tlot appliclible 

., 
91 r:uf.1bcr of (oents of First Offense 

at Conviction: final Charge 

( 41-
4 2 

) l. ---ll-----, 
02-95 = Nu~ber of counts 
96 "96 counts or more 
97 = Mot applicable 

92 Humher of Counts of Second Offense 
ilt Conviction: Final Charge 
(43-44) CD 
02-95 " IlumhCl' of counts 
96 "96 counts 01' lool'e' 
97 = tlol appl icable 

I 93 "umber of Counts of Thil'lf. Offense 
at Conviction: final Ch~rgc 
(45-46) rn 
02-95 " lIumbel' of r.e.unts 
96 .. 96 counts or more 
97 .. !lot appl1cal>lc 
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Maric~pa county 

Pearson's Correlation Coefficients 
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"1 
:\~ Length of Length OT ~l Type of Incarceration Incarceration 
:f Variable Name Sentence Minimum Maximum ,. ., Pearson's Correlation Coefficients , 

General Sample .0012 .0118 .1025 ,. , 
Victim Participation (1191) (566) (566) 

s = .484 s = .38g. s = .007 
Length of Length of 

- .0124 Type of Incarceration Incarceration .0346 -.0155 
Variable Name Sentence ~Iinimum Maximum Number of Perpetrators (1192) (567) (567) 

s = .117 s '" .357 s = .385 
Number of Offenders .0462 .0403 .0478 
Sentenced for Same (l194)a (567) (567) Use of Alcohol -.0313 .0678 .0061 
Criminal Activity s = .05Sb S = .169 s = .128 or Drugs at Time (1181 ) (559) (559) 

(If Offense s· = .141 s = .055 s = .442 
- .1510 -.0455 -.0512 

Offender's 5",)( (1194) (567) (567) .1695 .2574 .3348 
s c .001 s = .140 s = .112 Weapon Usage (1182) (561) (561) 

s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 
Offender's .1610 -.0117 -.0252 
Ethnic (1183) (563) (563) .1524 .2411 .2905 
Descent s = .001 s = .391 s :: .275 Victim Injury (1) (1191) (565) (565) 

s = .001 s = .001 s :: .001 

( 
Hi ghest School Grade -.1492 -.0289 -.0245 
Completed (1189) (567) (567) .1505 .2601 .3156 
by Offender s = .001 s = .246 s = .280 , Victim Injury (2) (1191) . (565) (565) 

I s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 
.0287 .0179 .0592 

Offender's Marital Status (1188) (562) (562) .1645 .2153 .2677 
s = .161 s = .336 s = .080 

\. Victim Injury (3) (1191 ) (565) (565) 
s :: .001 s ... 001 s = .001 

.0760 .1237 .1891 ! Basis of Adjudication (Plea) (1191) (565) (565) 
s = .004 s = .002 s = .001 

1 Custody Status .4434 .1750 .2555 
at T'jme of (118)} (562) (562) Value of Property .0375 -.0124 -.0159 
Sentencing s c .001 s = .001 s = .001 Involved (1163) (547) (547) 

in. Offense s = .101 s = .386 s = .355 
Days Spent .3582 .2983 .3447 
in Jail (1169) (555) (555) Distribution of .0988 -.0355 -.0048 

'This Arrest s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 (1193) (567) (567) 
of Drugs s = .001 s = .199 s = .455 

-.0819 -.0558 -.0673 
Type of Defense (1188) (564) (564) .0081 .0565 .0655 

s = .002 s = .093 s :: .055 Value of Drugs (1165) (562) (562) 
s = .391 s = .058 s :: .061 

.1516 .1243 • Hi39 
Number of Original Charges (1194) (567) (567) .5031 .0002 .0859 

s = .001 s = .002 s = .001 Description of Drugs (336) (118) (118) 
s = .001 s :: .499 s = .178 

Number of Charges .1905 .1993 .2273 i 
(1194) (567) (567) ! .2682 .0758 .1437 . at Conviction s = .001 s ... 001 s = .001 Legal Status of Offender (1191) (564) (564) . ! 

s = .001 s = .036 s = .001 
Number of .1865 .0372 .0646 \ 

Criminal Events (1185) (561) (561) .0845 .0236 .0081 
s = .001 s :: .189 s = .063 Prior Juvenile (1070) (488) (488) 

Probation Tenns . s :: .003 s = .301 s = .429 
Offender's Behaviol" .0251 -.0696 -.0424 

(1191) (564) (564) .0489 -.0233 -.0290 at Arrest s = .194 s = .049 s = .158 Prior Juvenile (1042) (468) (468) 
Probation Revocations s = .057 s = .308 s = .266 

.2051 .1205 .1555 " Victims-- (1184) (562) (562) .0644 -.0160 -.0216 41 ... Personal/Business and Stat~ s = .001 s :: .002 s = .001 Prior Juvellile (1042) (465) (465) ~) . 
Parole Revocations s = .019 s = .365 s = .321 

-.0007 .0059 .0367 , 
~ . Victim Precipitation (1188) (563) (563) .1601 -.0102 . 0091 \. ... . 

(537) (537) s = .490 s 0: •. 444 s = .192 .'. , Prior Juvenile Arrests (1138) 
s :: .001 s = .407 s = .417 

'. 
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Variable Name 

Prior Juvenile Convictions 

Prior Juvenile Incarcerations 

Prior Adult 
Probation Terms 

Prior Adult 
Probation Revocations 

Prior Adult 
Parole Revocations 

Prior Adult Arrests' 

Prior Adult Misdemeanor 
Arrests Agatnst-Person 

Prior Adult Mtsdemeanor 
Arrests Not-Against-person 

Prior Adult Felony 
Arrests Against-Person 

Prior Adult Felony 
~rrests Not-Against-Person 

Prior Adult Convicttons 

Prior Adult Misdemeanor 
Convictions Against-Person 

Prior Adult Misdemeanor Con
victions Not-Against-Person 

Prior Adult Felony . 
ConvtcUons .Against-Person 

Prior Adult Felony Con
victions Not-Agatnst-Person 

Pri or Adul t I'ncarcerati ons 

Type of 
Sentence 

.2198 
{110l} 

s ... 001 

.2477 
(1l03) 

s = .001 

.1900 
( 1160) 

s = .001 

.1422 
(1144) 

s = .001 

.1292 
( 1147) 

s = .001 

.2185 
(1192) 

s ;:; .0Ql 

.0544 
{1169} 

S ... 031 

.0941 
( 1183) 

s = .001 

.2248 
( 1174) 

s = .001 

.2436 
( 1179) 

s = . 001 

.2806 
(1172) 

s = .001 

.0389 
(1159) 

S ... 093 

.1062 
(1147) 

s = .001 

.2048 
( 1162) 

S = .001 

.2618 
( 1167) 

s = .001 

.3054 
(1165) 

s = .001 

-.0189 

\ 

Offender's Number of Dependents (119l) 
s = .258 

172 

3 

Length of Length of 
Incarceration Incarceration 

Minimum Maximum 

-.0162 .0020 
(511 ) (511 ) 

s = .357 ' s = .482 

-.002.6 .0120 
(514) (514) 

s = .476 s = .393 

-.0120 .0019 
(547) (547) 

s = .390 s .. .483 

.0517 .0529 
(536) (536) 

s '" .116 s = .111 

.0652 .0592 
(537) (537) 

s '" .066 s = .085 

.0080 ,0216 
(565) (565) 

s " .425 s = .305 

-.0309 -.0378 
(548) (548) 

s = .235 s = .188 

-.0051 -.0119 
(559) (559) 

s = .452 s '" .390 

.1277 .1468 
(550) (550) 

s ~ .001 S" = .001 

-.0025 .0300 
(555) (555) 

s ... 477 s '" .240 

.0376 .0439 
(557) (557) 

$ '" .188 s = .151 

-.0304 - .0391 
(540) (540) 

$ '" .241 s = .182 

- .0251 -.0536 
(536) (536) 

s = .281 S '" .108 

.2230 • 2079 
(541) (54l) 

S '" .001 s '" .001 

.0058 ' .0554 
(546) (546) 

s '" .447 s = .098 

.1036 .1271 
(552) (552) 

S .. .007 S ... 001 

.0452 .0575 
(565) (565) 

S ... 142 S .. .086 

~_>. ", ..... ,.,,... ''>''''~'''-'''''''V'''''''- '-. 

'j 

!, 

i· 
ij 
il 

4 

Length of Length of 
Type of Incarceration Incanceration 

VlI,l"table Name Sentence MinimUm Maximum 

Offender Support -.0637 .0412 .0580 
(1178) (558) (558) 

of Dependents $ ... 014 s = .165 s = .086 

.1328 ,0895 .0676 
Residential Stabl1tty (1186) (560) (560) 

s • .001 s = .017 s = .055 

-.2910 -.0141 -.0105 
Employment Status (1138) (540) ( J::.1n\ 

\ .... "Tv/ 

$ .. .001 s = .372 s = .404 

Length of Continuous -.1503 -.0134 -.0075 
(791 ) (412) ( 4lo2) 

. Employment s • .001 s = .394 s = .440 

Length of Most Recent -.1070 -.0009 .0099 
(841 ) (431 ) (43i) 

Employment s • .001 s = .492 s = .419 

-.1084 .1184 .0726 
School Status (l19l) (564) (564) 

s ... 001 s = .002 s '" .042 

.0011 .0113 .0132 
Offender'S Alcohol Usage (1194) (567) (567) 

s ... 485 s = .395 s = .377 

.2041 .0186 .0592 
Offender'S Drug Usage (1135) (541) (54]) 

s .. .001 S ... 333 s = .085 

.2260 -.0307 .0129 
Addiction to Opiates (1113) (528) (528) 

s • .001 s ... 241 s = .384 

Probation Officer's .6489 .0416 .0840 
(866) (431) (431) 

RecOll'lllendation s ... 001 s = .195 s = .041 

.2267 .2492 .3177 
Inter-Class Rank (1134) (530) (530) 

s • .001 s = .001 s = .001 

.3032 .1212 .1606 
Intra-Class Rank (1134) (530) (530) 

s • .001 s .. .003 s '" .001 

a7.'he nUlllber i'n parentheses $.'11 the nUlllber at: cases on which the Pearson's correlation 
coefficient for the two vari'ables i'll. calculated. 

b"s" indicatell the lIigni'ficance level of the Pearson's correlation coeft:icient • 
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Length of Cength of 

::\ 
If\ 

Type of Incarceration IncarcErati on 

Variable Name Sentence Minimum Maximum 

.~ 

t, 

.1199 .0194 .0080 

.1 Pearson's Correlation Coefficients 
Number of Perpetrators (238) (154) (154) 

S = .032 s = .406 s = .461 
Violent Subsample 

-.1394 -.0268 - .1082 

Type of 
Length of Length of 

Use of Alcohol or Drugs (232) ( 150) ( 150) 

Incarceration Incarceration 
at time of offense s = .017 s = .372 s = .094 

Variable Name Sentence Minimum Maximum .0898 .1799 .2140 

Number of Offenders .1925 .1105 .0986 
Weapon Usage (232) ( 15l) (151) 

Sentenced for Same (238) a (154) {154} 
s '" .086 s = .014 s = .004 

Criminal Activity s = .00lb s = .086 s = .112 
Vi ctim Injury '{ l} . 

.1617 .1782 .1799 

- .1915 -.0287 -.0504 
(237) ( 153) (153) 

Offender's Sex {238} (154) (154) 
s .. .006 s = .014 s = .013 

s '" .002 s = .362 s = .268 .1627 .2094 .2193 

.0704 -.0570 -.1097 
Victim Injury (2) (237) ( 153) ( 153) 

Offender's Ethnic Descent (236) (153) (153) 
s = .006 s = .005 s = .003 

( 
s = .141 s = .242 s = .089 .1241 .1208 .1219 

Highest School Grade -.0973 -.0108 .0352 
Victim Injury (3) (237) (153) ( 153) 

Completed (236) (154 ) (154) 
S '" .028 s = .069 S = .067 

by Offender s = .068 s = .447 s .. .332 Whether Property .4212 .1456 .2047 

-.1042 .0645 .0855 
Involved (234) (150) (150) 

Offender's Marital Status (237) (153) ( 153) 
in Offense s = .001 s = .038 s .. .006 

s = .055 s = .214 s ... 147 Value of Property .0833 -.0354 -.0453 

.1168 .1462 .1971 
Involved (234) (150) (150) 

Basis of Adjudication (Plea) (238) (154) (154) 
in Offense s = .102 s ... 334 s ... 291 

s = .036 s ... 035 s ... 007 .2144 .1787 .2528 

Custody Status .4790 .2958 .3750 
Legal Status of Offender (238) (154) (154) 

at Time of (233) (152) (152) 
s ... 001 s = .013 s ... 001 

Sentencing s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 
Prior Juvenile 

.0738 .0673 .0381 

Days Spent .3386 .4944 .5045 Probation Tenns 
(212) (133) (133) 

in Jail (235) (151 ) ( 151) 
s = .143 s = .221 s = .332 

This Arrest s = .001 s = .001 s = .001 
Prior Juvenile 

.0776 -.0218 -.0309 

-.1839 -.0900 - .1128 Probation Revocattons 
(207) (128) (128) 

Type of Defense (23~) ( 152) (152) 
s = .133 s .. .403 s ... 365 

s = .002 s = .135 s = .083 
Prior Juvenile 

.0995 -.0330 -.0420 

.1696 .2578 .3061 Parole Revocations 
(207) (128) (128) 

Number of Original Charges (238) (154) (154) 
s '" .077 s ... 356 s = .319 

s = .004 s =' .001 s = .001 .1758 -.0116 .0324 

Number of Charges 
.2535 .3176 .3661 

Prior-auvenile Arrests (231) (150) (150) 

at Conviction 
(238) (154) (154) 

s = .004 s ... 444 s = .347 

s = .001 s '" .001 s ... 001 .2090 - .0231 .0201 

Number of 
.2076 .1031 .1498 

Prior Juvenile Convictions (223) (143) (143) 

Crimi'na1 Event's 
(237) (154) (154) 

S '" .001 s = .392 S .. .406 

s = .001 s = .102 s = .032 .2531 .0023 .0308 

Offender'S Behav.ior 
-.1331 -.1447 -.0921 

Prior Juyenile Incarcera.ti ons (222) (143) (143) 

at Arrest 
(238) (154) (154 ) 

s ... 001 S = .489 s = .358 

s = .020 s '" .037 s = .128 
Prior Adult 

,0383 .0563 .0677 .~ 

-.1608 -.0956 -.0795 
(233) (150) (150). 

~ 

Probatton Tenns ~~ " 

Victim Precipitation (235) (152) (152) 
S '" .280 S = .247 s = .205 

s = .007 s = .121 s ... 165 
Pric~ Adult .. 

.0903 .1060 .0923 

-.0855 -.0119 .1168 Probation ·Revocations 
(231) ( 149) (149) ~ 

Victim Participation {237} (154) ( 154) 
S lit .086 s ... 099 S = .13.2 

s .. .095 S ... 442 s ... 075 
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r length of length of 
;ft:, Variable Name 

Type of Incarceration Incarceration f 
\; Sentence Minimum Maximum I , 

Prior Adult .0868 .1523 .1252 ! 
Parole Revocations (228) (146) (146) 

s ::: .096 s '" .033 s '" .066 

Prior Adult Arrests 
.1285 .0777 .. ~~·,._0777 
(238) (154) (i.S4) 

s '" .024 s '" .169 's ... 169 

Prior Adult Misdemeanor .0256 -.0568 -.0688 
Arrests Against-Person (234) (151) (151 ) 

s ... 348 s = .244 s .. 201 

Prior Adult Misdemeanor. .0872 .0692 .0310 
Arrests Not-Ag~inst-Person (234) (151 ) (Hil) 

s = .092 s ... 199 s '" .353 

Prior Adult Felony .1355 • 246a .2076 
Arrests Against-Person (235} (Hi1 ) (151 ) 

s = .019 . s = .001 s ... 005 

( Prior Adult Felony .0859 -.0026 .0418 
Arrests Not-Against-Person (233) (149) (149) 

s = .096 s = .487 s = .306 

.1141 .1835 .1609 
Prior Adult Convictions (234) (151 ) (151 ) 

s II .041 s ... 012 s ... 024 

Prior Adult Misdemeanor - .1291 -.0504 -.0728 
. Convictions Against-Person (231) (148) (148) 

s· = .025 s = .272 S ... 190 

Prior Adult Misdemeanor .0104 .0688 -.0045 
Convictions Not-Against-Person (226) (143) (143) 

s Iii .438 S ... 207 s .. .479 

Prior Adult Felony • 1618 .4168 .3448 

" 
Convictions Against-Person (232) (148) (148) 

, S .. .007 S ... 001 s = .001 

Prior Adul t Felony ,. .1111 .0107 .0711 
Convictions Not-Against-Person (231) (147) (147) 

s = .046 s ... 449 s = .196 

.1666 .2700 .2755 
Prior Adult Incarcerations (234) (151 ) (151 ) 

S .. .005 s ... 001 s '" .001 

-.1167 .0882 .0497 
Offender'S Number of Dependents (237) (154) (154) 

s '" .036 5 • .138 s • 270 
\ 

Offender's Support -.1616 .0309 .0748 
of Dependents (236) (153) (153) 

s = .006 s ... 352 S ,. .179 

~". , Residential Stability 
.1782 .2253 .1607 
(236) (153) (153) 

S II .003 5 • .003 S ... 024 

-.3283 -.0202 .0168 
Offender's Work Status 

~~ 
(224) (148) (148) 

s .. .001 s ,. .404 s • .420. 

length. of -.2295 -.0145 .0096 
Continuous' EmploynJl~nt (162) (119) (119) 

s ... 0o~F S • .438 S • .459 
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length of length of 
-'!ype of Incarceration Incarceration 

Variable Name ~~~ Minimum Maximum 

length of 
- .1946 .0066 .0386 

(174) (123) ( 123) 
Most Recent Employment s = .005 s = .471 s = .336 

-.0546 .0087 .0023 
School Status (238) (154 ) (154) 

s '" .201 s ... 457 s = .489 

-.0312 .1003 .0989 
Offender-Is Alcohul Usage 

1 .... -,.,.\ (i54) (154 ) \t:"O} 
s = .316 s = .108 s = .111 

.1810 .1360 .1859 
Offender's Drug Usage (230) (.149) (149) 

s ... 003 s = .049 s = .012 

.1505 -.0166 .0727 
Addiction to Opiates (227) (146) (146) 

s = .012 s = .421 s = .192 

Probation Officer's 
.6516 .1213 .1401 
(189) ( 124) (124 ) 

Recollll1endation s = .001 s = .090 s = .060 

.:;379 .2296 .3040 
Seriousness Index (224) (144) (144) 

s ... 001 s = .003 s :: .001 

aThe number in parentheses is the number of cases on which the Pearson's correlation 
coefficient for the two variables is calculated. 

b" s" indicates the significance level of the Pearson's correlation coefficient • 
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( 

Type of 
Length of Length of 

Variable Name 
Incarceration Incarceration 

Se'ntence Minimum Maximum 

Prior Adult 
.1617 .0264 .0487 

Probat1'on Revocations (542) (255) (255) 
s ;:: .001 s ;:: .338 s ;:: .219 

Prior Adult .1324 .0864 .1241 

Parole Revocations (544) . (256) (256) 
s c .001 s ;:: .084 s = .024 

Prior Adult Arrests 
.2246 .0425 .0687 
(565) (269) (269) 

s = .001 s = .244 s ;:: .1,31 

Prior Adult Misdemeanor .0323 .0002 .0139 

Arrests Against-Person (553) (260) (260) 
s ::: .224 s = .499 s = .412 

Prior Adult Misdemeanor .0920 -.0122 -.0118 

Arrests Not-Against-Person (561) (267) (267) 
s = .015 s = .421 s = .424 

Prior Adult Felony .2526 .0242 .0700 

Arrests Against-Person (555) (261) (261) 
s ;:: .001 s ::: .349 s = .130 

Prior Adult Felony .3148 .0822 .1327 

Arrests Not-Against-Person (561) (267) (267) 
s = .001 s c .090 s = .015 

Prior Adult Convictions 
.3910 .0436 .0847 
(558) (267) (267) 

s' = .001 s = .239 s ::: .084 

Type of 
Length of Length of 

Variable Name 
Incarceration Incarceration 

Sente'nce Mtnimum Maximum 

Length of - .1496 .0134 .0215 

Continuous Employment (384) (196) (196) 
s = .002 s = .426 s = .382 

Length of Most Recent -.0533 .0264 .0391 

Employment 
(405) (208) (208) 

s = .142 s = ,,352 s = .288 

-.0856 .2082 .1625 
School Status (563) (267) (267) 

s ;:: .Ogl s ;:: .001 s ;:: .004 

.0719 .0302 .0898 
Offender's Alcohol Usage (566) (270) (270) 

s = .044 s = .310 s = .070 

.2410 .0373 .0806 
Offender's Drug Usage (540) (256) (256) 

s = .001' s = .276 s = .099 

.2172 .0526 .0953 
Addiction to Opiates (528) (249) (249) 

s = .001 s = .162 s ;:: .067 

Probation Officer's 
.6463 -.1274 -.0922 

Recornnendation 
(441) (216) (216) 

S ... 001 s = .031 s = .089 

.1966 .1629 .2165 
Seriousness lndex (566) (270) (270) 

5 = .001 5 = .004 s = .001 

Prior Adult Misdemeanor .0588 -.0005 .0151 

Convictions Against-Person (548) (257) (257) 
s c .085 s = .497 s = .405 

a The number in parentheses is the nwnber oL cases on which the Pearson's correlation 
coefficient for the two variables 1s calculated. 

Prior Adult Misdemeanor .1957 -.0212 -.0169 

Convictions Not-Against-Person (543) (256) (256) 
s = .001 s = .368 s = .394 

b"s" indicates the signi£i'cance level of the Pearson's correlation coefficient. 

c A value of 99.0000 indicates that II. coe1'ficient cannot be computed • 

Prior Adult Felony .2165 • 0133 .0349 

Convictions Against-Person (548) (257) (257) 
s = .001 s = .416 s = .289 

Prior Adult Felony .3520 .0877 .1332 

Convictions Not-Aga;nst-Person (553) (262) (262) 
s = .001 s = .078 s = .016 

Prior Adult Incarcerations 
.3612 .0856 .1239 
(555) (266) (266) 

s = .001 s ;:: .082 s = .022 
\ 

-.0859 -.0411 
Offender's Number of Dependents 

-.0198 
(564) (268) (268) 

s = .021 s = .252 s = .373 

Offender's Support -.0947 -.0209 -.0041 

of Dependents (555) (264) (264) 
s ;:: .013 s = .367 s = .473 

Residential Stability 
.1432 .0394 .0757 
(562) (266) (266) 

s = .001 s ;:: .261 s ;:: .109 

" .' 
~I 

... ~ 

Offender's Work Status 
-.31£4 -.0555 -.0601 

(537) (254) (254 ) 
s = .001 s = .189 s ;:: .170 '" I 
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Pearson's Correlation Coefficients 
Drugs Subsample 

Length of 
Type of 

Variable Name 
Incarceration 

Sentence Minimum 

Number of Offenders -.0361 .0098 
sentenced for Same (323)a b (l09) 
Criminal Activity s = .259 s = .460 

_ ,,,,Q 
-.,1"IU -.0134 

Offender's Sex (323) (l09) 
s = ,005 s = .445 / 

.3503 -.0301 
Offender's Ethnic Descent (322) (l09) 

s :: .001 s = .378 

Highest School Grade -.2732 -.0385 
Completed (321 ) (109) 
by Offender s = .001 s :: .346 

Offender's Marital 
.0718 -.0381 

Status .. (323) ( 109) 
s = .099 s = .347 

.1415 .1235 
Basis of Adjudication (Plea) (322) (108) 

s = .005 s :: .101 

Custody Status .4168 .1180 
at Time of (320) (108) 
Sentencing s = .001 s = .112 

Days Spent .3424 .0601 
in Jail (317) (106) 
This Arrest s :: .001 s = .270 

-.0203 -.0282 
Type of Defetlse (322) (109) 

s = .359 s = .385 

.0977 -.0134 
Number of Original Chargss (323) (l09) 

s ... 040 s = .445 

Number of Charges .1337 -.0231 

at Conviction (323) (lOS) 
s :: .008 s = .406 

Number of Criminal 
.2737 -.0464 

Events (323) ( 109) 
s = .001 s = .316 

Offender's Behavior -.0449 -.0269 

at Arrest (322) (108) 
s = .211 s = .391 

182 

Length of 
Incarceration 

Maximum 

.0312 
(109) 

s = .374 

.0146 
(109) 

s :: .440 

.0523 
(109) 

s = .295 

- .1381 
(l09) 

s = .076 

.0366 
(109) 

s :: .353 

.2400 
(108) 

s = .006 

.2308 
(l08) 

s = .008 

.1094 
(l06) 

s = .132 

-.0505 
(109) 

s = .301 

.0411 
(l09) 

s ., .336 

-.0498 
( 109) 

s = .304 

-.0358 
( 109) 

s = .356 

-.0271 
(l08) 

s ... 390 

() 

- --
14 

Length of/-" length of 
Type of IncarceratiO'lo' ' Incarceration 

Variable Name Sentence Minimum Maximum 

.0260 -.0250 -.0284 
Number of Perpetrators (322) (l09) ( 109) 

s = .321 s = .398 s = .385 

Use of Alcohol -.0744 .1492 .0640 
qr Drugs at Time (321) (108) (l08) 
of Offense s = .092 s .. .062 s = .255 

.0435 .0120 .0579 
·1 Weapon Usage (323) ( 109) (109) 

s ... 218 s = .451 s = .275 

.4234 -.0290 .0603 
Distribution of Drugs (322) (109) ( 109) 

s = .001 s = .382 s = .267 

.0696 .2064 .2039 
Value of Drugs (296) (105) (105) 

s :: .116 s = .017 s = .018 

.5269 -.0147 .0916 
Description of Drugs (323) (109) ( 109) 

s ... 001 s = .440 s = .172 

.2262 .0741 .2091 
Legal Status of Offender (322) (l08) (l08) 

s = .001 s = .223 s = .015 

Pri oi' Juveni 1 e 
.0347 .1240 .0599 

Probation Tems 
(300) .(95) (95) 

s = .275 s = .116 s = .282 

Prior Juvenil e -.0758 99.0000 99.0000 

Probation Revocattons 
(297) (93) (93) 

S .. .096 s = **** S :: **** 

Prior Juvenile 
.0890 -.0318 -.0375 

Parole Revocations 
(299) (94) (94) 

s :: .062 s = .380 s = .360 

.1563 .0038 -.0414 
Prior Juvenile Arrests (310) ( 102) (102) 

s ... 003 s = .485 s = .340 

.1891 .0300 -.0196 
Prior Juven1le Convictions (303) (9a) (98) 

S ... 001 s :: .385 s = .424 

.2305 ~.0614 -.0773 
Prior Juvenile Incarcerations (305) (99) (99) 

s • .001 s c .27:~ s = .223 
.';> 

Prior Adult 
.1921 -.0369 .0308 

Probatton Tel"TllS 
(319) (107) ( 107) ~, s • .001 s c .353 s = .376 

Prior Adult 
.1181 .0446 .0404 

Probation Revocattons 
(315) (104) ( 104) ~ 

s II .018 s = 327 s = .342 

Prior Adult 
.1068 .0112 -.0027 

Parole RevocaUons 
(317) '( 1 05) (l05) 

s • .029 s = .455 s = .489 
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~f; length of length of ;\' 

Type of Incarceration Incarceration ~I,!-

J Variable Name Sentence Minimum Maximum 

.3252 .0392 .1547 r ~ Prior Adult Arrests (323) (109) (l09) I' 
rr s = .001 s = .343 s = .054 

.1719 -.0429 -.0532 Prior Adult Misdemeanor (318) (105) (105) Arrests Against-Person s = .001 s = .332 s = .295 

.1403 -.0376 -.0050 Prior Adult Misdemeanor (322) (l08) (108) Arrests Not-Against-Person s = .006 s = .349 s = .480 
It .1857 .0848 .2142 Prior Adult Felony (320) (l06) (106) Arrests Against-Person s = .001 s :: .194 s = .014 

.3232 .0782 .1882 Prior Adult Felony (320) (106) (l06) Arrests Not-Agai'nst-Person s :: .001 s = .213 5 = .027 

.2734 ~.0024 .0575 
Prior Adult Convictions (320) (l08) (108) 

{ 
s :: .001 s = .490 s = .277 

.0969 .0353 .0297 ;~,~J Prior Adult Mtsdemeanor (317) (104) (104) Convictions Agatnst-Person s = .042 s '" .361 s '" .383 ,J.4'._';. 

.1261 -.0642 -.0795 .. 
Prior Adult Mi'sdemeanor (318) (106) (106) Convictions Not-Agai'nst-Person 

S '" .012 s = .257 s = .209 

.1626 .0337 • 0266 - Prior Adult Fe10nr (319) (105) (l05) Convictions' Against-Person s '" .002 s '" .367 s '" .394 

.2852 .0991 .2695 .. i Prior Adult Pelony (319) (105) (105) Convictions Not-Agai'nst-Pers{)n S .. .001 s '" .157 s '" .003 

. .;; .3150 .1078 .2374 
Pr'~; :' Adult I'ncarcerations: (318) (106) (106) 

s' = .001 s ... 136 s = .007 

.Q894 .0975 .1737 
Offender's Number of Dependent$' (323) (l09) (109) 

s l" .054 5 • .157 s = .035 L 

-.0218 .2127 .1353 " Offender's Support (321) (l07) .; ( 107) of DGpendents s, ... 348 5 :a .014 s = .082 

.0767 .0114 .0124 /" 
Ras'idGmtial Stabtlity (323) (109) (109) 

S .. .084 s ., .453 s = .449 

-.1763 .0789 -.0282 
Employment Status (315) (l06) (106) 

s = .001 S ., .211 S ,11 .387 

-.0574· -.0612 -.0910 length c'j' (200)/ (74) (74) Continuous Employment s = .210 s '" .302 s '" .220 

-.0513 -.0832 -.0837 Length of Most Recent (216) (76) (76) Employment s '" .227 s "' .237 s ... 236 
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length of length of Type of Incarceration Incarceration Variable Name Sentence Minimum Maximum 

-.1274 .3685 .2289 School Status (323) (l09) (109) 
s = .011 s = .001 s = .008 
-.0121 -.0687 -.0961 Offender's Alcohol Usage (323) (l09) (l09) 
s = .414 s = .239 s = .160 

.3350 -.0559 .0365 Offender's Drug Usage (310) (l07) (107) s = .001 s = .284 s = .354 

.4295 -.0388 .0625 Addiction to Opiates (304) (l05) (l05) 
S '" .001 s = .347 s = .263 

Probation Officer's ,6057 .2065 .1544 
RecollJllendation (197) (73) (73) s = .001 s = .040 s '" .096 

.4616 .0469 .1532 Seri ous-ness fndex (323) (l09) (109) 
s = .GOl s = .314 s = .056 

aThe number in parentheses is the number of cases on which the Pearson's correlation 
coefficient for the two variables is calculated. 

b"s" indicates the significance level of the Pearson's correlation coefficient • 

cA value of 99.0000 indicates that, a coefficient cannot be computed. 
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Violent 

This is one of three different manuals that will be used in providing addi
tional information for the sentencing judge when imposing criminal sentences in 
Marioopa County. These manuals have been divided into the following offense 
types: Violent, Property, Drugs. Th0 Sentencing Data Analysis Program herein 
outl ined i.s a, result of a sentencing study project conducted with the assistance 
of staff from the Criminal Justice Research Center of Albany, New York. 

The project consisted of a study of actual case histories in Maricopa County 
and sentences imposed by the judges sitting there for the purpose of determining 
and analyzing the essential factors in the sentencing decision. A statistical 
analys'ls of this information was made. The end-product produces in graph form 
the projected median sentences of the cases analyzed. The purpose of these graphs 
is to supply the judge with statistical information not previously available to 
him/her. They are intended as tools to aid the judge in the,exercise of his/her 
sentencing discretion. The information supplied herein is not binding on the 
sentencing judge j n any sense. 

In determining which offense and offense type is to be used in calculating 
the Data Sentencing Range, the following rules will apply: 

(1) One Offense at Conviction 

When there is one offense at conviction, use the manual whose offense 
type is the same as the offense at conviction. 

Before coding, check to see that the offense is listed in Appendix A 
of the particular manual being used. If the' offense is not listed, 
check Appendix A of each of the other manuals. If the offense is not 
listed tn any of the Appendices, use the manual whose offense type is 
the same as the offense at conviction. 

(2) ~1ultiple Offenses at Conviction--Same Offense Type 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

When there are two or more offenses at conviction, all of which 
are of the same offense type, the crime with the highest inter
class rank is to be oonsidered the most serious. Refer to 
Appendix A for the inter-class ranks. 

When there are two or more offenses at convi~tion, all of which 
are of the same offense type and have the same inter-class rank, 
any.of the offenses can be considered the most serious. 

When there are two or more offenses at conviction, all of which 
are of the same offense type, and one or more of the offenses has 
not been listed in the Appendices, determine the inter-class ranks 
of those offenses (see page 2, inter-class rank). The offense 
with the highest inter-class rank is to be considered the most 
serious. 
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(3) 
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Multiple Offenses at Conviction--Different Offense Types 

(a) When there are two or more offenses ~t convictio~, of diffe~~~t 
offense type~, thRe off~ns~ W~iC~o~~~~~r~~c~~~em~s~ ~~~~o~~V offense. 

(b) 

Data Sentenc1ng ange 1S 0 e, h t utilize the Sen-
Refe~ to APpeAndixl B,forShle'~~t~~~t~~~sd~~e~~na~ion of Data Sentenc-
tenc1ng Data na YS1S ' 
ing Range. 

ff at conviction, and one or more 
When there are twho or mot rbeeon 1 ~~~::~ in the Appendi ces, determi ne 
of the offenses as no e, ( 2 inter-
tc~:s! n;:~kc) ~ aS~h~a~'~f~~~e t~h~s~f D!~:t s~~i:~~~ ng s~:n~:g~ SA hedn:'os ~ 

'd d th ost ser10US Refer to ppen 1X 
~~~e~~si~u~~i~~Sc~~s~o~r~o ca~c~late the Data Sentencing Range. 

Offense Score 

A. . Inter-Class Rank 

l ' t' f' ter class ranks When there are 
Refer to Appendix A for a l~ l~g 0 1nhe ~ame offense' type, code the 
two or mor~ offenses atcon~}ct10n of ~re of the offenses at oonviction 
highest inter-c~assd ~anAk. d,oXn~ o~pmplY the following rules to deter-
has not been ranke ,n ppen 1 , 
mine the offense's inter-class rank: 

, 'that by statutory defini-
Inter 1: This cat~gory :onta1ns ~hose cr'trnes f ~p to and including 

tion, can recelve a maX1mum sen ence 0 

Inter 2: 

Inter 3: 

Inter 4: 

five years. 

Within thi s category you .wi 11 find, those ,cr,imes as defined 
b statute that can recelVe a poss1ble m1n1mum, ·sentence of up to 
a~d including two and one half years and a maX1mum sentence up to 
and including life se crimes that can receive a minimum 
~!~~!~c~h~~.~~ti~o~~da~~:f~~ing five years and a maximum sentence 
of up to and including 11fe . ' , 
Incl uded ~n thi s categorYd at~: ~~!~~~m f~~n~~~~~ t~e f~~~l~~~nty-sentence 1S ten years an 
one years to life. 

B. Number of Criminal Events 

o = One 
1 = Two or more events 

" , h tua1 criminal behavior of the ~ffender 

!~e d:~~i~e~f t~h~~e 1~f~!6~'a~n d;s~r~~tion o! ~h:1 o:~:~~~ ~~~t~~~~~n~~ 
the presentence inv~stlgatlon.reportd's~~~~!n and are to be distinguished 
crimes, separated e1 ther by t1me or 1 , 

(Continued) 
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from multiple charges or counts' that may emerge from one criminal event, 
and from prior criminal behavior that has previously been disposed of by 
the criminal justice system. For example, if the offic1.a1 descr.iption 
of the offense indicates that the offender has burglarized three homes 
before his apprehension, the number of events would be coded "1" even 
though the three burglaries may have been joined in a single indictment/ 
information. Count only the incidents of criminal behavior that can 
clearly be distinguished as separate events. 

C. Injury to Victim(s) 

o = No injury or minor injury 
1 = Serious injury, death, rape., sexual malestation 

Jhis item refers to the actual criminal behavior engaged in by the offender 
as detailed in the official version of the offe'nse included in the pre
sentence inves ti.gation report. Do not consi der injury to vi ctim( s) result
ing from prior criminal behavior that has previously been disposed of by 
the criminal justice system. In the case of multiple victims~ code 
the ~ost serious injury sustained. For instance, if the offender has 
committed a robbery involving no injury and a rape, code "1." 

Offender Score 

A. Legal Status at Time of Offense 

o = Not under State control 
1 = Under State control 

Code "0" if at the time of the commission of the offense, the offender 
was not under State control as a result of civil or criminal action. 
Voluntary hospitalization (as opposed to court-ordered hospitalization) 
and miHtary service (absent discipHnary actions) shoUld not be con
sidered forms of social control for the purposes of this item. 

Code "l" if at the time of the commission of the offense, the offender was 
subject to criminal justice control such as the following statuses: other 
criminal actions pending; outstanding bench, arrest or extradition warrants; 
pre-trial release (bail, bond, ROR); deferred prosecution; adult or juvenile 
probation, parole or temporary release; pre-trial or post-conviction in
carcerati'on; escape status. Also include such forms of State control as 
mandatory hospitali zati on for treatment, observation, di'agnosi s, diagnostic 
and tre~tment center commitments, AWOL, escape from military oonfinement, 
or pending military disciplinary action. 
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B. Prior Juvenile Convictions 

o = None 
1 = One or more 

Consider only prior juvenile convictions for offenses that ~ou1d be criminal 
had the offender been convicted as an adult. Exclude juvenlle status 
offenses such' as PINS,Wayward Youth, Truancy, Neglected. You~h, etc., and 
traffic and military convictions for which ~here is no.clvi11an.counterpart. 
Do not regard a probation or ~arole revocatl0n a~ a prlor juvenl1e con
viction unless an actual convlction for. a new crlme has occurred in con
junction with it. If an o'ffender has.been convicted of.mul~iple,offenses 
at one adjudication, count as one prior conviction. Prl0rJuvenlle ~on
victions for offenses that are not clearly identified by statutory t,tle 
or code are to be counted. For example, if the record shows that th~ offender 
has been previously convicted as a juvenile, with no futher elaborat,on, 
code "1." 

C. Prior Juvenile Incarcerations (Over 30 Days) 

o = None 
1 = One or more 

Consider only prior juvenile incarcerations resulting from conyictions 
for offenses that would be criminal had the offender been convicted as 
an adult Do not count pre-trial or presentence detentions. Exclude 
prior ju~eni1e incarceraUons after convictions for juvenile status offenses 
such as PINS Wayward Youth, Truancy, Neglected Youth, Etc., and for 
traffic and ~ilitary offenses for which there is no civilian counterpart. 
Do not count incarcerations of one month or less. Reconf!~~~~t after 
an escape or parole violation is not a new incarceration Tor ~ne purposes 
of this item; revocation of probation resulting in incarceration ~ a new 
incarcerati on. 

D. Prior Adult Convictions 

o = None 
1 = One or more 

Exclude'pre-sent offanse(s};--juvenile adjudications and traff!c,and military 
offenses for which there is no ctvtlian coun~rpart. A cond'tl0n~1 release 
is' not a conviction for this item. A probatlon or ,parole reyocatl~n sh~u1 d 
notTe counted as a prior adult convic~io~ ~~less l~..e0~~~~~>'~ ~~onJU~ctl~n. , 
with ~n ~~"'II~ 1 "r.nn·d;::t?nflf-(H" anew erl'if~. 'l'r an OfTi!naer nas Deen convl ct~a 
of~multipl~M~ffen~~~~at-~ne adjudication count as, one prior conviction. Prlor 
adu1 t convictions for offenses that are not clearly identifie~ b~ statutory 
tttle or code are to be counted. For example, if the' reco~d lndlc~tes , 
that the offender has prior adult convictions, with no add,tiona1 lnformatl0n 
provided, code as "1." 
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E. Prior Adult Convictions Against-the-Person 

o = None 
1 = One or more· 

5 

This item refers to prior adult convictions for offenses listed in Appendix A 
of the Violent manual and also to prior adult convictions for offenses not 
included therein that can be characterized as personal or violent (e.g., 
Rape Second Degree). Exclude present offense(s} and juvenile adjudications. 
Do not count prior adult convictions for crimes belonging to the Property 
and Drug crime groupings.t ()t: traffic and mili tary convictions for whi ch 
there is no civilian counterpart. A conditional release is not a con
viction for this item. A probation or parole revocation should not be 
counted as a prior adult conviction against-the-person unless.it occurs 
in conjunction with a new conviction for a crime against-the-person. If 
an offender has been convicted of multiple crimes against-the-person at 
one adjudication, count as one prior adult conviction against-the-person. 
Prior adult convictions for offenses that can not be clearly identified 
as violent, should not be considered for the pur.poses of this item. For 
instance, if the record shows that an offender has been previously convicted 
as an adult, with no further elaboration, code "0." 

F. Prior Adult Incarcerations (Over 30 Days) 

o = None 
1 = One or more 

This item refers to incarcerations of over 30 days, resulting from prior 
adult convictions. Do not count pre-trial or presentence detentions. Exclude ~ 
prior adult incarcerations for traffic and military offenses for which 
tbare is no civiHan counterpart. Reconfinement after an escape or parole 
violation is not a new incarceration; revocation of probation resulting 
tn incarceration is a new incarceration for this item. 

G. Employment Status 

-1 = Part/full.time employment 
a = Unempl.oyed 

This variable is to be coded for those offenders who were free at the time 
of the presentence investigation report and for those who were detained 
(i.e., no bai1). 

If the offender was detained at any time prior to sentencing for the 
present offense, cod~ the offender's status immediately prior to the 
initial detention. If the offender was not detained, code work status 
at the time of the presentence investigation. Detention refers to pre-
or post-trial confinement (t.e., not bailed). If more than one period of 
detention as a n~sult of the present offense, consider the first substantial 

(Continued) 
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detention only in coding this item. Detention does not refer to detention 
upon arrest while a~aiting ini~ia1 appearance for ban-setting. As a 
ru~e-?f-thumb, conslder detentlons only if longer than 48 hours in coding 
thl s ltem. 

Code "_1" if the offender was employed full or part-time. Include here 
those in the military service. 

Code. "0" for those offenders who were unemployed or incarcerated for 
a prlor offense (regardless of any prison employment). 
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Violent 

Inter 1: Maximum Sentence Up to and Including Five Years (least Serious) 

13-245(A) 
13-253 
13-916 
13-40l(C) 
13-652 
13*457 (C)(1) 
13-457 (C)( 2) 
13-243 
13-244 

AggraVated Assault and Battery 
Assau:J t Wi th Intent to Commit a Felony 
Exhibiting a Deadly Weapon Other Than in Self-Defense 
Extor'ti on 
lewd and lascivious Acts 
Manslaughter in the Driving of a Vehicle (Gross Negligence) 
Manslaughter,in the Driving of a Vehicle (Without Gross Negligence) 
Simple Assault 
Simple Battery 

Inter 2: Minimum Sentence Up to and Including Two and One-Half Years and a 
Maximum Sentence Up to and Including life 

13-252 
13-249(A) 
13-61l(A) 
13-641 
13-641 

13-961 (8) 
13-457(A) 
13-653 
13-491 (A) 

Assault With 'Certain Int~nts 
Assault With Deadly Weapon or Force' 
Attempt to Commit Rape, First Degree 
Attempt to Commit Robbery 
Attempt to Commit Robbery (Armed With Gun or Deadly Weapon--

First Offense) 
False Imprisonment 
Manslaughter 
Molestation of Child 
Kidnapping 

Inter~: ~1inimum Sentence Up to Five Years and Maximum Sentence Up to and Including 
Life 

13-245(C) 

'13-249(B) 

13-248{A) 
13-248(B) 

13-302(C) 
13-611( C) 
13-611(A) 
13-641 
13-641 

Aggravated Assault or Battery (Armed With Gun or Deadly Weapon-
First Offense) 

Assault With Deadly Weapon or Force (Armed With Gun or Deadly 
Weapon--First Offense) 

Assault With Intent to Commit Murder 
Assault With Intent to Commit Murder (Armed With Gun or Deadly 

Weapon--First Offense) 
Burglary (Armed With Gun or Deadly Weapon--First Offense) 
Rape (Armed With Gun or Deadly Weapon--First Offense) 
Rape, First Degree 
Robbery , 
Robbery (Armed With Gun or Deadly Weapon--First Offense) 

Inter 4: Minimum Sentence is Ten Years and Maximum Sentence is Twenty-One Years 
to Life (Most Serious) 

13-453(B) 
13-641 
l3~641 

Mllfder, Second Degree 
Robbery (Armed Wi th Gun or Deadly Weapon--Second Offense) 
Robbery (Armed With Gun or Deadly Weapon--Second Offense--Enhancement) 
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The Data Sentencing Range' i's computed by adding weights assigned to items of 
information relating to perUnent characteristics of both the crime and the criminal. 
The weights are then totaled into a separate score for the offense (Offense Score) 
and the offender (Offender Score). Those scores are then located on a two-dimen
s'iona"j sentencing grid. There is a different grid for each offense type. The 
Offense Score is located on the V, or vertical, axis and the Offender Score is 
on the X, or horizontal, axis. By plotting the two scores against each other 
(much as one plots mileage figures on a road map), one is dirl,cted to the cell in 
the. grid which indicates the range length and/or type of sentence. 

The Offense Score for Violent offenses has three items of information, the 
Inter-Class Rank, the Number of Criminal Events, and Injury to Victim(s), and 
ranges from "lilto "5". 

Seven items of information comprise the Offender Score: Legal Status at Time 
of Offense, Prior Juvenile Convictions, Prior Juvenile Incarcerations, Prior Adult 
Convictions, Prior Adult Convictions Against-the-Person, Prior' Adult Incarcerations 
and Employment Status. Add the seven coded values to obtain an Offender Score which 
will range from "_111 to "6". 
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$e.ntenclng D~t~ Analysis R~port 

Superior Court of Ari.zona, Mari"copa County 

CR ------------------------- State vs·. 
~---------------------

Offense(s) Convi'cted of: 
(t itle and statute number ),--------------------------

I. Data Sentencing Range: 

II. Sente.nce Imposed: 

\ .. 

IH. Reasons for Di:fference i.n Sentence Imposed: 

Date: 
--------------~------- Judge: _---~--:--------

I 
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SENTENCING DATA ANALYSIS SHEET--VIOLENT 

OFFENSE TYPE (MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE) 

OFFENSE SCORE 

A. tnter-Class Rank 

B. Number of Criminal Events 
o = One 
1 = Two or more 

C. Injury to Victim(s} 
o = No injury or minor injury 
1 = Serious injury; deatp; 

rape; sexual molestation of chtld 

OFFENDER SCORE 

A. Legal Status at Time of Offens'e 
o = Not under State control 
1 = Under State control' 

B. Prior Juvenile Convictions 
o = None 
1 = One or more 

C. Prior Juvenile Incarcerations (Over 30 Days) 
o = None 
1 = One or more 

D. Prior Adult Convictions 
o = None 
1 = One or more 

E. Prior Adult Convictions Against-the-Person 
o = None 
1 = One or more 

F. Prior Adult Incarcerations (Over 30 Days) 
o = None 
1 = One or more 

G. Employment Status 
-1 '? Part/full-time employment 
o = Unemployed 
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VIOLENT ' 
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Maricopa County 

Sentencing Data Analysis 

December 1977 

Manual for Use of Sentencing Grids 

Property 

Maricopa County 
Phoenix, Arizona 

December 1977 
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This is one of three different manuals that will be used in providing addi
tional information for the sentencing judge when imposing criminal sentences in 
Maricopa County. These manuals have been divided into the following offense types; 
Vtolent, Property, Drugs. The Sentencing Data Analysis Program herein outlined is 
a result of a sentencing study project conducted with the assistance of staff from 
the CrimInal Justice Research Center of Albany, New York. 

The project consisted of a study of actual case histories in Maricopa County 
and sentences imposed by the judges' sitting there for the purpose of determining and 
analyztng the essenti~l factors in the sentencing decision. A statistical analysis 
of this infonnation was made. The end-product produces in graph form the projected 
median sentences of the cases analyzed. The purpose of these graphs is to supply 
the judge with statistical information not previously available to him/her. They are 
intended as tools to aid the judge in the exercise of his/her sentencing discretion. 
The information supplied herein is not binding on the sentencing judge in any sense. 

In detennining which offense and offense type is to be used in calculating the 
Data Sentencing Range, the following rules will apply: 

{l} One Offense at Conviction 

Hhen there ;s one offense at conviction, use the manual whose offense 
type is the same as the offense at conviction. 

Before coding, check to see that the offense is listed in Appendix A of 
the particular manual Being used. If the offense is not listed, check 
Appendtx A of each of the other manuals. I f the offense is not 1 i sted 
in any of the Appendi'ces, use the manual whose offense type is the same 
as the offense at conviction. 

(2) Multiple Offenses at Conviction--Same Offense Type 

(a) When there are two or more offenses at conviction, all of which 
are of the same offense type, the crime with the highest inter-
class rank is to be considered the most serious. Refer to Appendix A 
for the inter-class ranks. 

(b) When there are two or more offenses at conviction, all of which are 
of the same offense type and have the same inter-class rank, any 
of the offenses can be considered the most serious. 

(c) When there are two or more offenses at conviction, all of which are 
of the same offense type, and one or more of the offenses has not been 
listed in the Appendices s determine the inter-class ranks of those 
offenses (see page 2, inter-class rank). The offense with the highest 
inter-class rank 1's to be considered the most serious. 
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(3) MOl ttple Offenses at C6nvicti:on~-Di fferent Offense Types 

(hI 

When there are two Qr more offenses at conviction o~ different 
offense ty'pes, the offense whi ch woul d recei ve th: more f~evere D~;~er 
Sentencing Range is to be considered the most serlOUS 0 ens~. 
to A pendh B for instructions on how to utilize the,Sentenclng Data 
Anal~'Si'S' Sheet for the determination of Data ,Sentenclng Range, 

When there are two or more offenses at conviction! and one or,more 
of the offenses has' not been li s ted in the Appendl ces, ~ete rml ~e the k) 
tnter-'"'lass rank and type of that offense (see page 2, lnte~-c tas~ ran . 

~~~s,~,~!~~~e t~~o:s~a!:r~~~!~nc~~*~~a~~e A~~e~~~xm~s~o~e~~~~r~~ti ~ns e on 
how,to calculate the Data Sentenclng Range. 

Offens:e Score, 

A. !nter';',Clas,s' Rank 

B. 

A d' A for a Hsting of inter-class ranks. When there are· 
~~~e,~r t~~r~P~ff!~s'es at convi'ction of t~~ ~am~h~f~~f~~s;~P:t ~~~~i~~~ o~ 
~!~h~~i ~~~~r;~~:~~ ~~n~ppe~:i~nto~p~~y th: following rules to determlne 
th.e offense's i'nter ... class' rank: , 

l'nter 1: This category contains those ·crimes which by stat~to? d ~efi ni
ti'on can recei've a maximum sentence of up to and lnc u lng one 

l'nte-r 2: 

!nte,r 3: 

Inte.r 4; 

tnter 5: 

year. 
Wi'thin thi's category you will find those.crimes as defined by 
statute which can receive a posstble maXlmum sentence of up to 
and including four ye.ars. 

, 't-I 

Thts' category· conta~ns c~imes that may receive a maximum sentence 
of up to and im:ludlng flVe years. 

W'ith;n thi's category are 'crimes that may recei ve a maximum 
sentence of up to and including ten years. 

. 'sen Wtthi n thi s category are crime~ that may recelVe a maXlmum -
tence of up to and including llfe. 

NUllloer of Criminal 'Events 

Q ;::; C;lne 
1 = Two or more events 

" is on the actual criminal behavior of the offender 
~~e d:~~~'~e~f i~h~~e '~ffi'ci'al description of the offense contained in 

(Cont tnued) 
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the presentence investigation report. Criminal events are distinct 
crimes, separated either by time or distance, and are to be distinguished 
from the multiple charges or counts that may emerge from one criminal event, 
and from prior criminal behavior that has previously been disposed of by 
the crimi'nal jusUce system. For example, if the official description 
of the offense indicates that the offender has burglarized three homes 
before hi's apprehensi on~ the number of events woul d be coded "1" even 
though the three burg'lari'es may have been joined ina si ngle i ndi ctmentl 
infonnati'on. Count only the incidents of criminal behavior that can 
clearly' be dtstingui shed as separate events. 

Offender Score 

A. Legal' Status at Time of Offense 

o = Not under State "control 
1 = Under State control 

Code "0" i'f at the time of the -commission of the offense, the offender was 
not under State control as a result of-civil Qr criminal action. Voluntary 
hospttalizati'on Cas opposed to court-ordered hospitalization) and military 
service (aDs'ent disci'plinary actions) should not be considered forms of 
so ct-a 1 control for the purposes of this item. 

Code "1" if at the time of the commission of the offense, the offender was 
suoject to crimi'nal justice control such as the following statuses: other 
criminal action~ pendtng; outstanding bench, arrest or ~xtradition warrants; 
pre-trial rel ease(Dafl, Dond, ROR); deferred prosecution; adult or juvenile 
proDati'on, parole or temporary release; pre-trial ot' post-conviction incar
ceratton; escape status. Also i'nclude such forms of State control as 
mandatory hOspitalizati'on for treatment, observation, diagnosis, diagnostic 
and treatment center commi'tments, AWOL, escape from military confinement, 
or pending mi'li'tary dtsci'p1i'nary action. 

B. Prior Ju~e~tle Co~victions 

o ::: None 
1 = One or more 

Constder onlY' prior juvenile convictions for offenses that would be criminal 
had the offender been convicted as an adult. Exclude juvenile status 
offenses such as PINS, W'ayward Youth, Truancy, Neglected Youth, etc., and 
traffic and military convi'ctions for which there is no civilian counterpart. 
Do not regard a probati'on or parole revocation as a prior juvenile con
viction unles's an actual cOiwiction for a new crime has occurred in con
juncti'on wi'th it. ff an offender has been convicted of multiple offenses 
at one adjudicatton, count as one prior conviction. Prior juvenile con
victions for offenses that are not clearly identified by statutory title 
or code are to De counted. For example, if the record shows that the offender 
nas been previously convicted as a juvenile, with no further elaboration, 
code "1. II '0 
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C. Prior Juveni,le Incarcerations (Over 30 Days). 

o = None 
1 = One or more 

Consider only prior juvenile incarcerations resulting from convictions for 
offenses that would be crimina" had the offender been convicted as an adult. 
Do not count pre-trial or presentence detentions. Exclude prior juvenile 
incarcerations after convictions for juvenile status offenses such as PINS, 
Wayward Youth, Truancy, Neglected Youth, Etc., and for traffic and military 
offenses for which there is no civilian counterpart. Do not count incarcera
tions_o~ one month or less. Reconfinement after an escape or parole violation 
is not a new incarceration for the purposes of this item; revocation of pro
bation resulting in incarceration is a new incarceration. 

D. Prior Adult Convictions Not Against-the-Person 

o = None 

E. 

1 = One or more 

Code prior adult convictions for offenses that belong to the Drug or ProP17 rty 
crime types (see Appendix A of the Drug and Property manuals) and also pr10r 
adult convictions for non-violent offenses that are not listed therein (e.g., 
Driving While Intoxicated, Escape, Illegal Weapon Possession, and Gambling). 
Exclude present offense(s), juvenile adjudications, and traffic and military 
convictions for which there is no civilian counterpart. A conditional release 
is not a conviction for the purposes of this item. Do not count a probation 
or parole revocation as a conviction unless it occurs in conjunction with 
a new conviction for an offense 'not against-the-person. If an oefender has been 
convicted of multiple offenses not against-the-person at one adjudic~tion, 
consider as one prior adult conviction not against-the-person. But 1f an of
fender has been convicted of both a crime against-the-person and a crime no~ 
against-the-person at the same adjudication, count as one prior conviction for 
a crime against-the-person and code in the next variable. Prior adult convic
tions that are not clearly identified by statutory title or code are to be 
counted for this item. For example, if the record indicates the offender 
has prior adult convictions, with no further elaboration, code "1." 

Prior Adult Convictions Ag~inst-the-PerGon 

o = None 
1 = One or more 

This item refers to prior adult convictions for offenses listed in Appendix A 
of the Violent manual and also to prior adult convictions for offenses not 
included therein that can be characterized as personal or violent (e.g., Rape 
Second Degree). Exclude present offense(s) and juvenile adjudications. Do 
not count prior adult convictions for crimes belonging to the Property and 
Drug crime groupings, or traffic and mil itar~ convictions. fo,r which ~~er~+ is no " 
civil ian counterpart. A conditional release 1S not a convlct10n for tlils l .. em. A pro-

(Continued) 
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bation or parole revocation should not be counted as a prior adult con
viction against-the-person unless it occurs in conjunction with a new 
conviction for a crime against-the-person. If an offender has been con
victed of multiple crimes against~the-person at one adjudication~ count 
as one prior adult conviction against-the-person. Prior adult con
victions for offenses that can not b~ clearly identified as violent 
should not be considered for the pur,loses' of this, Hem. for instance, 
if the. record shows that an offender has been previously convicted as 
an adult, with no further elaboration, code "0." 

F. P~ior Adult Incarcerations (Over'30Days) 

o = None 

G. 

1 = One,.ar more incarcerations 

This item refers to incarcerations of over 3n days, resulting from 
prior adult convictions.' Do not count pre-trial or presentence deten
tions. Exclude prior adult incarcerations for traffic and military 
of~~nses for which there is no civilian counterpart. Reconfinement 
after an escape or parole violation is'not a new incarceration; revoca
tion or probation resulting in incarceration 'is a new incarceration 
for this item. --

Employment Status 

-1 = Part/full-time employment 
o = Unemployed 

This variable is to be coded fOl' those offenders who were free at the 
time of the presentence investigation report and for those who were 
detained (i.e., no bail), 

If detained at any time prior to sentencing for the present offense, 
code the offender's ~tatus immediately prior to the initial detention. 
If the offender was not detained, code work status at time of pre
sentence investigation. Detention refers to pre- or post-trial con
finement (i.e., not bailed). If more than one period of detention 
as a result of the present offense, consider the first substantial 
detention only in coding this item. Detention does not refer to deten
tion upon arrest while awaiting initial appearance for bail set,ting. 
As a rule-of-thumb, consider detentions only if longer than 48 hours 
in coding this item. 

Code 11-111 if the offender was employed full or part-time. Include 
here those in the military service. 

Code 110 11 for those offenders who were unemployed or incarcerated for 
a pri or offense (rega rdl ess of any pri sonemp 1 oyment) . 
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13-234(A) 
13-663(8) 
13-435 
13-234(A) 
'13-233 
13-663(8) 
l3-621 (A) 
13 .. 501 
13-663(8) 
13-1645 
13-621 (A) 
13-672(C) 
13-712 
13-711 
13-673 

Property 

Attempt to Commit J\rson Fourth Degree 
Attempt to Commit Petty Theft ($100 or Less) 
Conducting Banking or Percentage Game 
Conspiracy to Commit Arson, Fourth Degree 
Conspiracy to Comm'it Arson~ Third D,egree 
Conspi racy to CommH Petty Theft 
Conspiracy to Rece'ive or Buy Stolen Property (Less Than $100) 
Malicious Mischief 
Petty Theft 
Possession of Stolen Credit Card 
Receiving or. Buying Stolen Property (Less Than $100) 

7 

Theft of Motor Vehicle or Moto rcyc1e(Intent to Deprive Temporarily) 
Trespass Upon Property 
Trespass With Force or Viol ence 
Willful Concealment or Shoplifting of Merchandise 

Inter 2: Maxim~m Sentence of Up to and Including Four Years 

13-234(A) 
13-233 
13-302(B) 
13-1074 
13-672 (8) 

13-232 
13-302(8) 
13-302(8) 
13-421 
13-1074 
13-1075 
13-663(A) 
13-62l(A) 
13-682 
13-672(8) 

Arson, Fourth Degree 
Arson, Third Degree 
Attempt to Cormnit Burgl ary, Second Degree 
Attempt to Co~nit Forgery of Credit Card 
Attempt to Cormnit Theft of a Motor Vehicle or Motorcyc'le (Intent to 

Deprive Permanently) 
Conspiracy to Commit Arson, Second Degree 
Conspiracy to Commit Burglary, Pirst Degree 
Conspiracy to Commit Burglary, Second Degree 
Conspiracy to Commit Forgery 
Conspiracy to Commit Forgery of a Credit Card 
Conspiracy to Commit Fradu1ent Use of a Credit Card (More Than $100) 
Conspiracy to Commit Grand Theft (More Than $100) 
Conspiracy to Receive or Buy Stolen Property ($100 or More) 
Conspiracy to Commit Theft by Embezzlement (More Than $100) 
Conspiracy to Commit Theft ~f a Motor Vehicle or Motorcycle (Intent 

to Df~prive Permanently) .' . 

Inter 3: Maximum Sentence Upto and Including Five-Years 

13-663(A) Att,empt to Commit Grand Theft (More Than $100) 
13-302(8) Burglary, Second Degree 
13-676 Coin-Operated Devices--Breaking Into 
13-316(A)(2) Drawing Check or Draft on No Account or Insufficient Account 14ith 

Intent to Defraud (Less Than $100 and Greater Than $25) 

(Continued) 
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Inter 3 (Continued) 

13-316(A)(1) Drawing Check or Draft on No Account or Insufficient Account With 
Intent to Defraud ($100 or More) 

13-316(A)(4) Drawing Check or Draft on No Account or Insufficient Account With 
Intent to Defraud (On Bank Knowingly No Account) 

Forgery of a Credit Card 
Fraud on a Business Esta~lishment (More Than $100) 
Obtaining Money or Property by Bogus Check or Other Means 

13-1074 
13-318(B) 
13-311 
13-312 Obtaining Money or Property or Valuable Consideration by Confidence 

Game . 
Petty Theft ($100 or Less), Enhancement 
Possession of Stolen Motor Vehicle 
Receiving or Buying Stolen Property ($100 or More) 
Receiving or Transferring Stolen Vehicle 
Theft of Credit Card 

13-663(B) 
28-1423 
13-621 (A) 
l3-672.01 
13-1073 
13-672(B) 
13-677 
46-215 
13-673 

Theft of Motor Vehicle or Motorcycle (Intent to Deprive Permanently) 
Unlawful Failure to Return Rented Vehicle 
Welfare Fraud 
Willful Concealment or Shoplifting--Enhancement 

Inter 4: Maximum Sentence Up to and Inc1uding'TenYears 

13-232 Arson, Second Degree 
13-302(B) Attempt to Commit Burglary, First Degree 
13-302(8) Burglary, Second Degree--Enhancement 
13-316(A)(1) Drawing Check or Draft on No Account or Insufficient Funds With 

to Defraud ($100 or ~10re )--Enhancement 
13-663(A) 
13-621(A) 
13-682 . 
13-672(B) 

Grand Theft 
Receiving or Buying Stolen Property ($100 or More) ... -Enhancement 
Theft by Embezzlement (More Than $100) 
Theft of a Motor Vehicle or Motorcycle (Intent to Deprive Per-' 

manently)--Enhancement 

Inter 5: Maximum Sentence'Up to and Including Life (Most Serious) 

13··231 
13~-303 
13··302(B) 
13,-302{B) 
13-421 
13-423 

Arson, First Degree 
Burglary by Mechanical Means· 
Burglary, First Degree 
Burglary, First Degree--Enhancement 
Forgery 
Possession or Receipt of Forged or Blank Bills, Checks or Notes 
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Appendix B 

Preparation of Sentencing Data Analysis Sheet 
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The Data Sentencing Range is computed by adding weights assigned to items of 
information relating to pertinent characteristics of both the crime and the criminal. 
The weights are then totaled into a separate score for the offense (Offense Score) 
and the offender (Offender Score). Those scores are then located on a two-dimen
sional sentencing grid. There is a different grid for each offense type. The 
Offense Score is located on the Y, or vertical, axis and the Offender Score is 
on the X, or horizontal, axis. By plotting the two scores against each other 
(much as one plots mileage figures on a road map), one is directed to the cell in 
the grid which indicates the range length and/or type of sentence. 

The Offense Score for Property offenses has two items of info.rmation: the 
Inter-Class Rank, and Number of Criminal Events. Add the two coded values to 
obtain an Offense Score that will range from "1" to "6." 

Seven items of information comprise the Offender Score: Legal Status at 
Time of Offense, Prior Juvenile Convictions, Prior Juvenile Incarcerations, Prior 
Adult Convictions Not Against-the-Person, Prior Adult Convictions Against-the-Person, 
Prior Adult Incarcerations (Over 30 Days), and Employment Status. Add the seven 
coded values to obta in an Offender Score that wi 11 range from "-1" to "6. II 
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Sentencing Data Analysis Sheet 
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Sentencing Data Analysis Report 
,. 
'. 

Superior Court of Arizona, Maricopa County 
CR ________________________ _ State vs. 

Offense(s) Convicted of: 
(title and statute number)------------------~--

I. Data Sentencing Range: 

( 

II. Sentence Imposed: 

-~:-------~-----------

I I I. Reasons for Di fference in Sentence Impo.~ed: 

Date: ------------------.----- Judge: __________ _ 
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SENTENCING DATA ANALYSIS SHEET--PROPERTY 

OFFENSE TYPE (MOST SER~OUS OFFENSE) 

OFFENSE SCORE 

A. Inter-Class Rank 

B. Number of Criminal Events 
o = One 
1 = Two or more 

OFFENDER SCORE 

A. Legal Status at Time of Offense 
o = Not under State control 
1 = Under State control 

B. Prior Juvenile Convictions 
o = None 
1 = One or more 

C. Prior Juvenile Incarcerations (Over 30 Days) 
o = None 
1 = One or more 

D. Prior Adult Convictions Not Against-the-PersQn 
o = None 
1 = One or more 

E. Prior Adult Convictions Against-the-Person 
o = None 
1 = One or more 

. F. Prior Adult Incarcerations (Over 30 Days) 
o = None 

G. 

1 = One or more 

Employment Status 
-1 = Part-time or full-time employment 
o = UnefllP10yed 
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Offender Score 
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APPENDIX F 

Maricopa County 

Instructional Booklet for .the 

Calculation of Guideline Sentences 

DRUGS 
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· Drugs 

This is one of three different manuals that will be used in providing addi~ 
tional information for the sentencing judge when imposing criminal sentences in 
M~ricopa County. These manuals have been divided into the following offense types: 
V10lent, Property, Drugs. The Sentencing Data Analysis PrQgram herein outlined 
is a result of a sentencing study project conducted with the assistance of staff 
from the Criminal Justice Research Center of Al~any, New York. 

The project consisted of a study of actual case histories in Maricopa County 
and sentences imposed by the judges sitting there for the purpose of determining 
and analyzing the essential factors of the sentencing decision. A statistical an
aly~is of thi~ informati"on ~as made. The end-product produces in graph form the 
proJected med1an sentences 1n the cases analyzed. The purpose of these graphs is 
to supply the judge with statistical information not previously available to him/her. 
They are intended as tools to aid the judge in the exercise of his/her sentencing 
~iscretion. The information supplied herein is not binding on the sentencing judge 
1n any sense. 

In determining which offense and offense type is to be used in calculating 
the Data Sentencing Range, the following rules will apply: 

(1) One pffense at Conviction 

(2) 

When there is one offense at conviction, use the manual whose type 
is the same as the offense at conviction. 

Before coding, check to see that the offense is listed in Appendix A 
of the particular manual being used. If the offense is not listed, 
check Appendix A of each of the other manuals. If the offense is not 
listed in any of the Appendices use the manual whose offense type is 
the same as the offense at conviction. 

Multiple Offenses at Conviction--Same Offense Type 

(a) When there are two or more offenses at conviction, all of which 
are of the same offense type, the crime with the highest inter
class rank is to be considered the most serious. Refer tn 
Appendix A for the inter-class ranks. 

(b) When there are two or more offenses at conviction, all of which 
are of the same offense type and have the same inter-class ranks, 
any of the offenses can be considered the most serious. 

(c) When there are two or more offenses at conviction, all of which 
are of the same offense type', and one or more of the offenses has 
not been listed in the Appendices, determine the inter-class ranks 
of those offenses (see pagp:2, inter-class ranks). The offense 
with the highest inter-class rank is to be considered the most 
serious. . 
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(3) Multiple Offenses at Conviction--Different Offense.Types 

(a) 

(b) 

When there are two or more offenses at conv~ction, of different 
offense types. the offense whi ch woul d rece1 ve the more. severe 
Data Sentencing Range is to be considered the most ser10US . . 
offense. Refer to Appendix B for instructions on how,to ut111Ze 
the Sentencing Data Analysis Sheet for the determinat10n of 
Data Sentencing Range. 

When there are two or more offenses at conviction~ and one or.more 
of the offenses has not been listed in the Append1ces, deter~lne 
the inter-class ranks and type of that offens~ (see pag~ 2, 1nter
class ranks). The offense whose Data Sentenc1ng Range 1S the.most 
severe is to be considered the most serious. Refer t~ Append1x B 
for inst~uctions on how to calculate the Data Sentenclng Range. 

Offense Score 

A. Inter~Class Rank 

B. 

Refer to Appendix A for a 1 isting of inter-cl ass ranks. ~'/hen there. are two 
or more offenses at conviction of the same offense type, ~od~ the h1ghest 
inter-class rank. If one or more of the offenses at convlct10~ has not 
been ranked in Appendix A, apply the following rules· to determlne the 
offense'S inter-class rank: 

Inter 1: This category contains those crimes which by s~at~tory ~efini
tion can receive a maximum sentence of up to and lncludlng ten 
years. 

Inter 2: Within this category you will find those crimes as defined by 
statute which can receive a possible maximum sentence of up to 

Inter 3: 

and includi't1g thirty Years. 

Within this category are crimes that may receive a maximum 
sentence of up to and including life. 

Description of Drug Involved 

-1 = Cannabis or drugs listed in Dangerous Drug Act (632-1901 and seq.) 
1 = Drugs listed in'Uniform Narcotic Drug Act (Sec. 36-1001 and seq.) 

This item is con</erned with the actual criminal behavior ~f the offender 
as delineated in(the official description of the offense 1n ~he prese~
tence report. J:f both of the above categories of d~ugs are l~v~lved ln 
the real offense behavior, code "1.11 For example, If the ~fflclal d~s
cription of the offense shows that the offender was found In possesslon of 
both heroin and marijuana, code "1. II / 
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C. Number of Criminal Events 

o = One 
1 = Two or more 

The focus of this item is on the actual criminal behavior of the offender 
as detailed in the official description of the offense contained in the 
presentence investigation report. Criminal events are distinct crimes, 
separated either by time or distance and are to be distinguished from 
multiple charges or counts that may emerge from one criminal event, and 
fram prior criminal behavior that has previously been disposed of by the 
criminal justice system. For example, if the official description of the 
offense indicates that the offender has burglarized three' homes before his 
apprehension, the number of events would be coded "1,11 even though the 
thr"ee burglaries may have been joined in a single indictment/information. 
Count only the incidents of criminal behavior that can clearly be dis
tinguished as separate events. 

Offender Score 

,I,; 

A. Legal Status at Time of Offense 

o = Not under State control 
1 = Under State control 

Code "Oil if at the time of the commission of the offense, the offender was 
not under State control as a result of civil or criminal action. Voluntary 
hospital,ization (as opposed to court-ordered hospital ization) and mil itary 
service (absent disciplinary actions) should not be considered forms of 
social control for the purposes of this item. 

Code 111" if at the time of the commission of the offense, the offender 
was subject to criminal justice control such as the following statuses: 
other criminal actions pending; outstanding bench, arrest or extradition 
warrants; pre-trial release (bail, bond, ROR); pre-trial or post-con
viction incarceration; escape status; deferred prosecution; adult or 
juvenile probation, parole or tempora.ry release. Also include such forms 
of State control as mandatory hospitalization for treatment, observation, 
diagnosis, diagnostic and treatment center commitments, AWOL, escape from 
nlilitary confinement, or pending military disciplinary action. 

B. Prior Juvenile Convictions 

o = None or one 
1 = Two or more 

Consider only prior juvenile convictions for offenses that would be 
criminal had the offender been convicted as an adult. Exclude juvenile 
status ,offenses such as PINS, Wayward Youth, Truancy, Negl ected Youth, 
etc., 4nd tr~ffic and military convictions for which there is no civilian 
counterpart. \00 not regard a probation or parole revocation as a prior 
juvenileconvi'¢:tion unless an actual conviction for a new crime has 
occurred in conjunction with it. If an offender has been convicted of 

fl' 
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multiple offenses at one adjudication, count as one prior conviction. 
Prior juvenile convictions for offenses that are not clearly identified 
by statutory title or code are to be counted, but if there is no way to 
discern whether or not the multiple offenses mentioned stew. from the 
same adjudication, count as one prior conviction. For example, if the 
record shows that the offender has been previously convicted as a juvenile, 
with no further elaboration, code 110. 11 

C. Prior Juvenile Incarcerations (Over 30 Days) 

o = None, 
1 = One or more 

Consider only prior juvenile ;'ncarcerations resulting from convictions for 
offenses that would be criminal had the offender been convicted as an 
adult. Do not count pre-trial or presentence detentions. Exclude prior 
juvenile incarcerations after convictions for juvenile status offenses, such 
as PINS, Wayward Youth, Truancy, Neglected Youth, etc., and for trafflc and 
military offenses for which there is no civilian counterpart. Do not count 
incarcerations of one month or less. Reconfinement after an escape or parole 
violation is not a new incarceration for the purposes of this item; revoca
tion of probation resulting in incarceration ~ a new incarceration, 

D. Prior Adult Convictions 

o = None or one 
1 = Two or more 

Exclude present offense(s), juvenile adjudications and traffic and military 
offenses for which there is no civilian counterpart. A conditional release is 
not a conviction for this item. A probation or parole revocation should not 
be countedas a prior adult conviction unless it occurs rim conju~ct;on with a~ 
actual conviction for a new crime. If an offender has been convlcted of multl~le 
offenses at one adjudication, count as one prior conviction. Prior adult conV1C
tions for offenses that are not clearly identified by statutory title or code 
are to be counted, but if there is no way to discern whether or not the m~l
tiple offenses mentioned stem from the s~me,adjudication~ count as one prl~r 
conviction. For example, if the record lndlcates that the offender has prl0r 
adult convictions, with no additional information provided, code as 110.

11 

E. Prior Adult Convictions Against-the-Person 

o = None 
1 = One or more 

This item refers to prior adult convictions for offe~?es listed in Appendix,A 
of the Violent manual and also to prior adult convictions for offenses not In
cluded therein that can be characterized as personal (e,g., Rape, Secon~ Degr'ee) . 
Exclude present offense(s) and juvenile adjudications. ~o not co~nt pnor adult 
convictions for crimes belonging to Property and Drug crlme grouplngs, or 
traffic and military convictions for which there is no civilian counter- " 
part. A conditional release is not a conviction for this item. A probatl0n 

(Continued) 
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or p~roie r~vocation should not be counted as a prior adult conviction 
against-the-person unless it occurs in conjunction with a new conviction 
for ~ crimeagainst-the-person. If an offender has been convicted of 
mul~lple crimes aga1~st-the-person at one adjudication, count as one prior 
adult convi~t10na9alnst-the-person. Prior adult convictions for offenses 
that tin1) not he clearlt identified as violent should not be considered for 
the purposes of this item. For instance, if the record shows that an 
offender has been previously convicted as an adult, with no further 
elaboration, code ~O." 

~ri~r Adul t Incarcerations (over 30 daYll 

o = None 
1 = One 
2 = Two or more 

This item ~efers to incarcerations of over 30 days, resulting from prior 
adult conv·!ctions. Do not count pre-trial or presentence detentions. 
Ex~lude prlo~ adult, i~c~rcerations for traffic and military offenses for 
WhlCh there.ls n~ cl~lllan counterpart.Re~onfinement after an escape 
or parole vl01atl0n 1S not a nev1 incarcerat10n; revocation of probation 
resulting in incarceration is a new incarceration fur this item. 

Employment Status 

-1 = Employed full or part-time 
o = Unemployed 

This variabl~ 1s to be coded for those offenders who were free at the time 
of the pres~tr1tence investigation report and for those who were detained 
(i.e., nob~n). 

If detained at any time prior to sentencing for the present offense code 
the offender's status immediately prior to the initial detention. if the 
~ffend~r w~s not detai~ed, code work status at time of presentence 
1nvest~gat10n. Detent10n refers to pre- or post-trial confinement (i.e., 
not balled). If more than one period of detention as a result of the pre
~ent offense,.consider the first substantial detention only in coding this 
~tem. Detent10n does not refer to detention upon arrest whil e a:waiti ng 
ln~t1al appearance for bail setting. As a rule-of-thumb, consider 
detentions only if longer than 48 hours in coding this item. 

Code "_1" if the offender was employed full or part-time. Include here 
those in the military service. 

Code "Oil for those offenders who were unemployed or incarcerated for a 
prior offense (regardless of any prison employment). 
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Drugs 

Inter 1: Maximum Sentence Up to and'Inc1udingTen Years (Least Serious) 

32-1969(A) 

36-10l7(A) 
36-1002.05(A) 
36-1002(A) 
13-379 
36-1002.05(A) 
32-1969(A) 

32-1970(C) 

32-1970(C) 

36-1017(A) 
36-1002.06(A) 
36-1002 (P.) 

Attempt to Commit Illegal Sales. Disposition or Possession of Pre~ 
scription Only nrugs (No Intent to Defraud) 

Attempt to Obtain Narc'otics by Fraud or Deceit 
Conspiracy to Grow. Process, and Possess Marijuana 
Conspiracy to possess Narcotic Drugs 
Drug Incapacitation, Toxic Vapors, Poisons 
Growing, Processing and Possession of Marijuana 
Illegal Sales, Disposition and Possession of Prescription Only 

Drugs (No Intent to Defraud) 
Manufacture, Equipment Disposition. and Possession of Dangerous 

Drugs (No Intent to Sell) 
Manufacture, Equipment Disposition. and Possession of Dangerous 

Drugs (No Intent to Sel1--First Offense) 
Obtaining Narcotics by Fraud or Deceit 
Possessing Marijuana for Sale 
Possession of Narcotic Drugs 

Inter 2: ~'aximum Sentence l!,£... to and Incl udi n9 rhi rty Years 

36-1002.07(A) 
36-1002.02(A) 

36-1002.05(B) 

36-1002.06(8) 
36-1002(8) 
36-1002.01 (.1\) 

Conspiracy to Import and Transport Marijuana 
Conspiracy to Import and Transport Narcotic Drugs, Sales and 

Traffi c 
Growing, Processing and Possessing Marijuana (Prior Felony 

Drug Offense) 
Possessing Marijuana for Sale (Prior Felony Drug Offense) 
Possession of Narcotic Drugs (Pr1or Felony Drug Offense) 
Possession of Narcotic Drugs for Sale 

Inter 3: Maximum Sentence Up to and Including Life (Most Serious) 

36-1002.07(A) 
36-1 002 . 07 (A) 
36-1002.07(C) 

36-1002.02(A) 
36-1002.02(A) . 
36-1002.02(B) 

32-1970(C) 

36-1 002. 01 (B) 
36-1002.01 (A) 

Attempt to Import and Transport Marijuana 
Imports and Transports of Marijuana 
Imports and Transports of Marijuana (Two or More Prior Felony 

Drug Offenses) 
Import and Transport of Narcotic Drugs, Sales and Traffic 
Import and Transport of Narcotic Drugs, Sales and Traffic--Enhancement 
Import and Transport of Narcotic Drugs, Sales and Traffic (Prior 

Felony Drug Conviction) 
Manufacture, Equipment Disposition, Possession of Dangerous Drugs 

(Intent to Sell) 
Possession of Narcotic Drugs for Sale (Prior Felony Drug Offense) 
Possession of Narcotic Drugs for Sale~-Enhancement 
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Appendix B 

Preparation of Sentencing Data Analysis Sheet 
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The Data Sentencing Range is computed by adding weights assigned to items 
of information relating to pertinent characteristics of bot.h the crime and the 
criminal. The weights are then totaled into a separate score for the offense 
(Offense Score) and the offender (Offender Score). Those scores are then located 
on a two-dimensional sentencing grid. Th!E!re is a different grid fo·r each offense 
type. The Offense Score is located on the Y, or vertical, axis and the Offender 
Score i~ on the X, or horizontal, axis. By plotting the two scores against each 
other (just as one plots mileage figures on a road map), one is directed to the 
cell in the grid which indicates the range length and/or type of sentence.' 

The Offense Score for drug offenses has three items of information: the Inter
Class Rank, the Type of Drug Involved, and the Nuniber of Criminal Events, and ranges 
from "0" to "5." 

Seven items of information comprise the Offender Score: Legal Status at Time 
of Offense, Prior Juvenile Convictions, Prior Juvenile Incarcerations, Prior Adult 
Convi cti ons, Prior Adult Convi ctions Against-thE~-Person, Prior Adult Incarcerati ons, 
and Employment Status. Add the seven coded values to obtain an Offender Score 
that wi 11 range from "-1" to "7. II 
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Appendix C 

Sentencing Data ~alysis Sheet 
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SENTENCING DATA ANALYSIS SHEET--DRUGS 

OFFENSE TYPE (MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE) 

OFFENSE SCORE 

A. 

B. 

C. 

Inter-Cl ass Rank 

Description of Drug Involved 
-1 = Cannabis or drugs listed in Dangerous 

Drug Act (632-1901 and seq.) 
1 = Drugs listed in Uniform Narcotic Drug 

Act (sec. 36-1001 and seq.) , 

Number of Criminal Events 
o = One 
1 = Two or more 

OFFENDER SCORE 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

G. 

Legal Status at Time of Offense 
o = Not under State control 
1 = Under State control 

Prior Juvenile Convictions 
o = None or one 
1 = Two or more 

Prior Juvenile Incarcerations (Over 30 Days) 
o = None 
1 = One or more 

Prior Aduft Convictiohs 
o = None or one 
1 = Two or more 

Prior Adult Convictions Against-the-Person 
o = None 
1 = On'e or more 

Prior Adult Incarcerations (Over 30 Days) 
o = None' 
1 = One 
2 = Two or more Ie 

Employment Status 
-1 = Full or part-time employment 

O. = Unemp 1 oyed " 

+ --
+ --

= 

+ 

+ --

+ 

+ --

+ 

+ 

= 

[ DRUGS J 

Offense Type 

CJ 
Offense 
Score 

CJ 
Offender 
Score 

'"-----------------------"-------'---~~-~-~-~=~~~~~'~---

I 
l 

\ 

Sentencing Data Analysis Report 

Superior Court of Arizona, Maricopa County 

CR State vs. 

Offense(s) Convicted of: 
(title and statute number) 

I. Data Sentencing Range: 

II. Sentence Imposed: 

III. Reasons for Difference in Sentence Imposed: 

Date: 

Ii 

j'1 
JJ 
Ii 

Judge: 
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Appendix E 

Sentencing Grid 
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INTER-CLASS RANK 1: 

Statute Number 

13-234(A) 
32-1969(A) 

13-633(B) 
13-911 (D) 
13-435 
13-663(B) 
13-379 
13-917(A) 
32-1969(A) 

13-457(C)(2) 

28-692.01 (A) 

13-663{B) 
13-621{A) 

13-243 
13-244 
13-672( C) 

13-711 
13-673 

INTER-CLASS RANK 2: 

13-440 
13-234(A) 
13-233 
13-302(B) 
13-1074 
13-663(A) 

Appendix G 
t4arlcopa County 

Seriousness Ranking System a 
for General Model 

Maximum Sentence Up to and Including One Year 

Offense 

Attempt to Commit Plrson Fourth Degree 
Attemp~ ~o Commit ,Illegal Sales, Dis-

P?Sltl'On or Possession of Prescrip- . 
tlon Only Drugs (No Intent to Defraud) 

Attempt to CommH Petty Theft ($100 or Less) 
Concea 1 ed Neapolis. 
Conducti'ng Banking or Percentage Game 
Conspiracy to Conmit Petty Theft . 

. Drug !'ncapacita~ion, Toxic Vapors, Poisons 
Handhng, Carrynlg or Di'scharge ,of Firearms 
Illegal S!le~, Disposition and Possession of 

PreSCrl'Ptlon Only Drugs (No Intent to 
Defraud) 

Manslaugh.ter in the Dri'ving of a Vehicle 
(Wi'thout Gross Negligence) 

Pers?ns Under Influence of Intoxicating 
LlquorS or Drugs 

Petty Theft 
Receiving or Buying St91en Property 

(Less Than $100) 
Simple Assault 
Simple Battery 
Theft of Motor Vehicle or Motorcycle 

(Intent.to Deprive Temporarily) 
Trespass Wlth Force or Violence 
Willful Concealment or Shoplifting 

of Merchandise 

:Minimum Sentence of One Year and a Maximum 
entence to an nc u ln lve ears 

I 
Accepting Bets, Wagers 
Arson, Fourth Degree 
Arson, Third Degree 
jAttempt to Comm~ t Burgl ary, Second Degree 
'Attempt to Commlt Forgery of Credit Card 
Attempt to Commit Grand Theft 

Intra-Class 
Rank 

3 

1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 

1 

3 

2 
2 

2 
2 
3 

2 
3 

2 

1 
3 
3 
2 
2 

13-302(B) 
13-232 
13-302(B) 

(More Than $100) 
i Burglary, Second Degr~e 

Conspiracy to Commit Arson, Second Degree 
Conspiracy to Commit Burglary . 

2 
2 
2 

(Continued) First Degree ' 
2 
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INTER-CLASS RANK 2 (Conti'nued) 

Statute Number 

Vi' 13-302(8) 

13-421 
13-1074 

13-1075 

13-663(A) 

13-621 (A) 

13-682 

13-672(B) 

13-316(A)( 4) 

13-316(A)(l ) 

13-401(C) 
13-1074 
13-318(B) 

13-652 
13-621 (A) 

13-672(B) 

INTER-CLASS RANK 3: 

13-231 
13-232 
13-252 
l3-249(A} 
13-292 

13-302 (B) 
36-1002.05(A) 

36-1002.07(A) 
36-1002.02(A) 

(~: 

36-1002(A) 

CConttn~e.dl 

Offense 

Conspiracy to Commit Burglary, 

Intra-Class 
Rank 

Second Degree 2 
Conspiracy to Commit Forgery 2 
Conspiracy to Commit Forgery of a 

Credit Card 2 
Consp i racy to Commi t ;Fraudu 1 erit: .Use 

of a Credit Card (More Than $100) 2 
Conspiracy to Commit Grand Theft 

(More Than $100) 2 
Conspiracy to Receive or Buy Stolen 

Property ($100 or More) 1 
Conspiracy Ito Commit Theft by Embezzlement 

(More Than $100) , 2 
Conspiracy to Commit Theft of a Motor 

Vehicle or Motorcycle (Intent to 
Deprive Permanently) 2 

Drawing Check or Draft on No Account or 
Insufficient Account With Intent to 
Defraud (On Bank Knowingly No Account) 2 

Drawing Check or Draft on No Account or 
Insufficient Account With Intent to 
Defraud ($100 or More) 2 

Extorti'on 3 
Forgery of a Credit Card 3 
Fraud on a Business Establishment 

(More Than $100) 3 
Lewd and Lasctvi'ous Acts 3 
Recetving or Buying Stolen' Pro;Jerty 

($100 or More) 2 
Theft of Motor Vehicle or Motorcycle 

(Intent to Deprive Permanently) 3 

Minimum Sentence of From One to Two Years and 
a ~1aximum Sentence of From Ten Years to Li fe 

Arson, First Degre.e 
Arson, Second Degree 
Assault With Centain Intents 
Assault With Deadly Weapon or Force 
Bribery of Participants in Professional or 

Amateur Games, Sports, Horse Races, 
Dog Races, Contests 

Burglary, Fi'rst Degree 
Consptracy to Grow, Process, and Possess 

Mari'juana 
Conspiracy to 'Import and Transport Marijuana 
Cons'piracy to Import and Transport Narcotic 

Drugs', Sales and Traffic 
Conspi'racy to Possess Narcotic Drugs 
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INTER-CLASS RANK 3 (Conttnued) 

Statute Number 

13-961(8) 
13-421 
13-663(A) 
36-1002.05(B) 

36-1002.05(A) 

13-491(A) 
13-457(A) 
32-1970(C) 

32-1970(C) 

32-1970(C) 

36-1002.06{A) 
36-1002(A) 
13-423 

13-584 
13-682 

INTER-CLASS RANK 4: 

13-245(C} 

13-249(B) 

13-248CA) 
13-248(B) 

13-611 (A) 
13-641 
13-641 

36-1002.07{A} 
13-302(C} 

13-303 
36-1002.07(A) 
36-1002.02(A) 

13-457(B} 

(Continued) 

Intra-Class 
Offense Rank 

False Impri'sonment 3 
Forgery , 2 
Grand Theft 2 
Grow-i'ng, Proces's'i'ng and Possesstng Marijuana 

(Prior Felony Drug Offense) 1 
Growing, Proces'si'ng and Possess ion of 

Mari'juana 1 
Ktdnapping 3 
Manslaughter 3 
Manufacture, Equipment Disposition, Posses-

s ion of Dangerous Drugs (I'ntent to Sell) 2 
Manufacture, Equi'pment DisposiUon, and 

Possesston of Dangerous Drugs (No 
Intent to Sell) 1 

Manufacture, Equipment Disposition, and 
Possession of Dangerous Drugs {No lntent 
to Sell--First Offense} 2 

Possessing Marijuana for Sale 2 
Possess ton of Narcoti'c Drugs 2 
Possess-ion or Recei'pt of Forged or Bl ank 

Btlls, Checks: or Notes 1 
Recei'vtng Earni'ngs of Prosti tute 1 
Theft by Embezzlement (More Than $100) 2 

Mi'nimum Sentence of Five Years and a Maximum 
Up to and Includtng Life 

Aggravated Assault or Battery (Armed With 
Gun or Deadly Weapon--,First Offense) 

Assault W'i'th Deadly Weapon or Force (Armed 
With Gun or Deadly Weapon-- Fi rst Offense) 

Assault With Intent to Commit ,Murder 
Assault Wi'th I'ntent to COJll11it Murder (Armed 

Wi'th Gun or Deadly Weapon--First Offense) 
Attempt to Conrnit Rape, First Degree 
Attempt to Commi't Robbery., 
Attempt to Commit Robbery (Armed With Gun 

or Deadly Weapon--First Offense) 
t\ttempt to Import and Transport Marijuana 
Burglary (Anned With Gun or Deadly Weapon--

Fi'rst Offense) 
Burglary by Mechanical Means 
Impprts and Transports of Marijuana 
Import and Transport of Narcotic Drugs, 

Sales and Traffi'c 
Manslaughter Voluntary (Armed Wi'th Gun or 

Deadly Weapon--First Offense) 
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3 

3 
3 

3 
2 
2 

3 
1 

3 
2 
2 

2 
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INTER-CLASS RANK 4 (Conti'nued) 

Statute Numbe.r 

36-1002.06(B) 

36-1002(B) 

36-1002.01 (A) 
13-532(C} 

13-61l(C} 

13-611 (A}{l) 
13-641 
13-641 

INTER-CLASS RANK 5: 

36-1002.07(C) 

36-1002.02(B) 

13-453 
36-1002.01(B) 

13-641 

INTER-CLA~SS RANK 6: 

13-245 (A) 
13-253 
13-676 
13-316{A)(2) 

28-692.02 

13-916 

13-457(C)(l) 

13-541.01 (A) 

13-312 

(Continued) 

Offense 

Possessing Marijuana for Sale (Prior 
Fe,lony Drug Offens:e) 

Possesston of Na rcoti'c Drug (Pri or Fe 1 ony 
Drug Offense) 

Possession of Narcotic Drugs for Sale 
Production, Publicati6n, Sale and Possession 

of Obs'cene Items (Prior Similar Offense) 
Rape (Armed With Gun or Deadly Weapon--

First Offense) 
Rape, First Degree 
Robbery 
Robb~ry (Anned Wi th Gun or Deadly Weapon-

Fwst Offense) 

Minimum Sentence of Ten Years and Maximum Up 
to and Includtng Life 

Imports and Transports of Marijuana (Two or 
~10re Pri or Felony Drug Offenses) 

Import and Transport of Narcotic Drugs, 
Sales and Traffic (Prior Felony Drug 
Conviction) 

Murder, Second Degree 
Possession of Narcotic Drugs for Sale 
- (Prfor Felony Drug Offense) 
Robbery (Armed Wi'to Gun or Deadly Weapon-

Second Offense) 

Open-Ended 

Aggravated Assault and Battery 
Assault With Intent to Commit a Felony 
Coin-Operated Devices--Breaking Into 
Drawi'ng Check or Draft on No Account or 

Insufficient Account With Intent to 
Defraud (Less Than $100 and Greater 
Than $25) 

Driving While Intoxicated, While License 
Suspended, Revoked or Refused 

Exhtbtting a Deadly Weapon Other Than in 
Self-Defense 

Manslaughter in the Driving of a Vehicle 
(Gross Neglfgence) 

Obstructing Crfmfnal Investigation or 
Prosecution 

Obtai'ning Money or Property or Valuable 
Consideration by Confi'dence Game 
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Intra,..Class 
Rank 

2 

2 
2 

1 

3 
3 
3 

3 

1 

1 
2 

1 

2 

2 
2 
1 

1 

2 

1 

2 

1 

2 
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INTER-CLASS RANK 6 (Conti'nued) 

Statute Number Offense 

13-611(B) 
13-672.01 
13-54l(A) 

13-1073 
13-677 

Rape, Second Degree 
Receiving or Transferring Stolen Vehicle 
Resisting, Delaying, Coercing or Obstructing 

Public Officer 
Theft of C~edit Card 
Unlawful Failure to Return Rented Vehicle 

tntra-.Clas.s 
Rank' 

2 
1 

1 
1 
1 

a The offenses listed here and those listed in Appendix D, E, andF do 
not completely correspond for two reasons: (1) some of the offenses 
were not presented to the jtJdges for ranking; (2)" mi'scellaneous offenses 
were excluded from the analysis of generic crime groupings. 
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